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Circumstances
Gianni Vattimo

A few circumstantial remarks are called for here, not on religion,
but on the genesis of this initiative. In 1992, Giuseppe Laterza
devised a plan to extend our Italian Philosophical Yearbook
venture by creating a European Yearbook. He entrusted the task
to Jacques Derrida and myself, and it merely remained to choose
the theme. Religion came to mind and I spoke of this to Maurizio
Ferraris. Not long afterwards, in Kovember of the same year,
before talking with Thierry Marchaisse of Editions du Seuil,
Maurizio Ferraris and Giuseppe Laterza put the plan to Derrida,
asking him also to choose the subject: again, the answer was
religion.
This coincidence, which, lying as it does halfway between preestablished harmony and pure chance, is known as the 'spirit of
the times', seemed sufficient reason to accept the centrality of that
thematic argument. Times have doubtless changed since Hegel
wrote that the basic sentiment of his time was expressed in the
proposition 'God is dead.' But is 'our' time (which, like that of
Hegel, begins with the birth of Christ) really so different? And is
the phenomenon, known rightly or wrongly as the 'religious
revival' (though more in parliaments, terrorism and the media
than in the churdws, which continue to empty), really anything
other than 'the dc;Hh oi ( •<><..!'? Th:H is the question we askt:d
ourselves, as no douht everyone else is doing today, and it is the
question we pur ro rlw friends and collc:~gucs we Invited to
colhhoratc with 11~.

\'lll
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Since the spirit of the rimes is nor the Holy Spirit, it seemed that
to write to colleagues requesting essays 'on religion' was a step
that was more problematic than ever. It was for this reason that
we organized a seminar, held, thanks to the generosity of the
Instituto Italiano per gli studi filosofici, at Capri. Our warm
thanks go, as ever, to the president of that institute, Gerardo
Marotta, and to its secretary, Antonio Gargano. It is this meeting,
which took place on 28 February and 1 March 1994, that is
occasionally referred to in the essays which follow, particularly
Jacques Derrida 's.
In conclusion, we would like to thank all the friends who
replied to our invitation by coming to Capri and who have
submitted the fruits of their reflections to us within the prescribed
time limits. Our thanks go most particularly to Hans-Georg
G:1damer who, like Plato's Parmenides, was not daunted by the
seas of logoi which had once again to be crossed.

1
Faith and Knowledge:
the Two Sources of
'Religion' at the Limits
of Reason Alone
]acques Dcrrida

Italics
(1} How 'to talk religion'? Of relzginn? Singularly of religion,
today? How dare we speak of it in the singular without fear and
trembling, this very day? And so hriefly and so quzckly? Who
would be so imprudent as to claim that the issue here is both
identifiable and new? Who would be so presumptuous as to rely
on a few aphorisms? To give oneself the necessary courage,
arrogance or serenity, therefore, perhaps one must pretend for an
instant to abstract, to abstract from euerything or almost euerything, in a certain way. Perhaps one must take one's chance in
resorting to the most concrete a11d most accessible, hut also the
most barren and desert-like, of all ahstractions.
Should one saue oneself hy abstraction or salle OIIcsclf from
ahstraction~ Where is salz•attoll, safety~ (In 1807, Hegel li'ritcs:
'Who thinb abstractly?': 'Thinking? Ahstract?- Sauve qui peut!'
he hcgms by saying, and f>rt'dscly 111 French, 111 order to translate
the cry- 'Rette sich, wer k.mn!' - o/ tlhzt tr,lltur ll'ho wu11/d flee,
111 a single IIWI'CII!CIIt, tlwztght a111l ,zhstractirm 111111 llll'lclj>hysics:
like the 'fJiagrtc '.)
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(2) Save, be saved, save oneself. Pretext for a first question: can a
discourse on religion be dissociated from a discourse on salvation:
which is to say, on the holy, the sacred, the safe and sound, the
unscathed <indemne>, 1 the immune {sacer, sanctus, heilig, holy,
and their alleged equivalents in so many languages)? And salvation,
is it necessarily redemption, before or after evil, fault or sin? Now,
where is evil de mal>? Where is evil today, at present? Suppose
that there was an exemplary and unprecedented figure of evil, even
of that radical evil which seems to mark our time as no other. Is it
by identifying this evil that one will accede to what might he the
figure or fmmzise of salvation for our time, and thus the singularity
of the religious whose return is proclaimed in every newspaper?
Eventually, we would therefore like to link the question of
religion to that of the evil of abstraction. To radical abstraction.
Not to the abstract figure of death, of evil or of the sickness of
death, but to the forms of cui! that are traditionally tied to radical
extirpation and therefore to the deracination of abstraction,
passing by way- but only much later- of those sites of abstraction
that are the machine, technics, teclmoscience and aboue all the
transcendence of tcle-teclmology. 'Religion and mechane',
'religion and cyhersfhnc ', 'religwn and the numeric', 'religion and
drgrtality ·, 'religion ,md uirtual sfwcc-time ': in order to take the
measure of these themes in a short treatise, within the limits
assigned us, to conceiz·e a small d1scursive machine which, however finite and perfectible, would not be too powerless.
In order to think religion today abstractly, we will take these
powers of abstraction as our point of departure, in order to risk,
eventually, the following hy{}()thesis: with respect to all these forces
of ahstractton and of d1ssociatum {deracination, delocallzation,
disincmnation, formaliz<~trrm, universalizing schematizatum, objectification, telecommzmrL-,ll ion etc.), 'religion' is at the sa me time
inuolued in re<1cting antagonistically a11d reaffimwtiucly outhidding itself. In this very place, knowledge aud faith, tedmoscicnce
('cafJitalist' and. {iduci.~rv) ;lnd hclicf, credit, tmstll'orthi/l(:ss, the
ac"! of /;lith t{!i/1 illu•<~v::. fliii'C IIJ,u/c common L'<IIISI', !NJIInd to one
,1/Jothl'r f,y t!JC h<tnd ojtiJi'tr of!f)()Sitioll. \Vhcncc t/;c .lf)()ria - t1
U'/"t,lt/1 a!J:>CIIU' ofli'<l)'. f!,tf{J, 1::"..\111'. s,r/z·,ltlnll-Lllld the lll'U .\11/1/'(CS.
(.~)
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isolate oneself on an island. And tell a short story that would not
be a myth. Genre: 'Once upon a time', just once, one day, on an
island or in the desert, imagine, in order to 'talk religion', several
men, philosophers, professors, hermeneuticians, hermits or
anchorites, took the time to mimic a small, esoteric and egalitarian, friendly and fraternal community. Perhaps it would be
necessary in addition to situate such arguments, limit them in time
and space, speak of the place and the setting, the moment past,
one day, date the fugitive and the ephemeral, singularize, act as
though one were keeping a diary out of which one were going to
tear a few pages. Law of the genre: the ephemeris (and already
you are speaking inexhaustibly of the day). Date: 28 February
1994. Place: an island, the isle of Capri. A hotel, a table around
which we speak among friends, almost without any order, without
agenda, without order of the day, no watchword <mot d'ordre>
save for a single word, the clearest and most obscure: religion. We
believe we can pretend to believe- fiduciary act- that we share in
some pre-understanding. We act as though we had some common
sense of what 'religion' means through the languages that we
believe (how much belief already, to this moment, to this L'ery
day!) zue know how to speak. \Vc believe in the minimal tmstworthiness of this word. Like Heidegger, concerning what he calls
the Faktum of the vocabulary of being (at the beginning of Sein
und Zeit}, zue believe (or belieue it is obligatory that} we preunderstand the meaning of this word, if only to be able to question
and in order to interrogate ourselues on this subject. Well - we
wi/J have to return to this much later - nothing is less pre-assured
than such a Faktum (in both of these cases, precisely) and the
entire question of religion comes down, perhaps, to this ft~ck of
assurance.
At the beginning of a preliminary exchange, amwul the
f,lhle, G ianm Vattimo pmfwscs that I imfJTouisc a (eli' suggest ions.
If I 111<1)' he permitted, I li'OIIId like to recall them here, in itahc·s,
in <I s{)rt o{ s,-/;cmatic awl trll'gr,I{J!nt- {nc{.zcc. Other {no{IIJSit/IJIIS,
duu/Jt!css, cnrcrgcd Ill a text u/ drffcrnrt cl1£1ractcr t!hlt I rt•ruft'
,zltt'l'll'<lrrls, a.rmpcriiJ)' the nrcr(i/css limrts of time ,md s{l<lO'. 1\11
utterly different story, f)(•rh,lfJS, lwt, (rom ncar or <~/<~r, the
11/CIIIIJrV of words risked rn tl.>c hcgmning, that dllv, ll'lll (ontmuc
to drd,ile rt'lwt I u.~ritc.
(4)

Jacques Derrida
I had at first proposed to bring to the light of day of reflection,
misconstruing or denying it as little as possible, an effective and
unique situation - that in which we then found ourselves: facts, a
common commitment, a date, a place. We had in truth agreed to
respond to a double proposition, at once philosophical and
editorial, which in turn immediately raised a double question: of
language and of nation. Now if, today, the 'question of religion'
actually appears in a new and different light, if there is an
unprecedented resurgence, both global and planetary, of this
ageless thing, then what rs at stake is language, certainly - and
more precisely the idiom, literality, writing, that forms the element
of all revelation and of all belief, an element that ultimately is
irreducible and untranslatable - but an idiom that above all is
inseparable from the social nexus, from the political, familial,
ethnic, communitarian nexus, from the nation and from the
people: from autochthony, blood and soil, and from the ever more
problematic relation to citizenship and to the state. In these times,
language and nation form the historical body of all religious
passion. Like this meeting of philosophers, the international
publication that was proposed to 11s turns out to be first of all
'\¥/estern', and then confided, which is also to say confined, to
seueral EurojJean languages, those that 'we' speak here in Capri,
on this Italian island: German, Spanish, French, Italian.
We are not far (rom Rome, but are are no longer in Rome.
Here we arc literally isolated for two days, insulated on the
herghts of Capri, in the difference between the Roman and
the Italic, the latter potentially symbolizing everything that can
incline- at a certain remove from the Roman in general. To think
'religion' is to think the 'Roman'. This can be done neither in
Rome nor too far (rom Rome. A rhance or necessity for recalling
the history of something like 'religion': cucrything done or said in
its name ought to keep the critical memory of this a/J{Jcl/ation.
furojJCLl11, it u•as first of ,11/ Latin. 1/crc, then, is a givcH rdJOse
figure at least, as limit, remains contingent and 5ignificallt at the

(5)

same time.

It denltllltls to he tt~L·~·n into <kCOIIIIt, reflected,

tl.>cnr<Jtizcd, d,1tcd. Dr/fint!t to s.1y '1-:um{Jc' U'itlmut con11otmg:

o/ Rc/Jgtoll, ofJCII 1/''lr
the afJfno{niatroll o( Jallslllcm ,rnd of A1mmt Murrah, or'er
tl.>t' 'l:l'rc I ,rm · o/ ;\ /n,zlhlllt or o( !fntdJilll /Jcforr tl.>c extreme

AthoL~-JcrlfsLllcm-Rrmrc-Hyz,mtrwn, U'Lli"S
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'sacrifice' demanded of him, the absolute offering of the beloved
son, the demanded putting-to-death or death given to the unique
descendant, repetition suspended on the eve of all Passion. Yesterday (yes, yesterday, truly, just a few days ago), there was the
massacre of Hebron at the Tomb of the Patriarchs, a place held in
common and symbolic trench of the religions called 'Abrahamic'.
We represent and speak four different languages, but our common
'culture', let's be frank, is more manifestly Christian, barely even
]udaeo-Christian. No Muslim is among us, alas, even for this
preliminary discussion, just at the moment when it is towards
Islam, perhaps, that we ought to begin by turning our attention.
No representative of other cults either. Not a single woman! We
ought to take this into account: speaking on behalf of these mute
witnesses without speaking for them, in place of them, and
drawing from this all sorts of consequences.
(6) Why is this phenomenon, so hastily called the 'return of
religions', so difficult to think? Why is it so surprising? Why does
it particularly astonish those who believed naively that an alternative opposed Religion, on the one side, and on the other, Reason,
Enlightenment, Science, Criticism (Marxist Criticism, Nietzschean
Genealogy, Freudian Psychoanalysis and their heritage), as though
the one could not but put an end to the other? On the contrary, it
is an entirely different schema that would have to be taken as
one's point of departure in order to try to think the 'return of the
religious'. Can the latter be reduced to what the doxa confusedly
calls 'fundamentalrsm ', 'fanaticism' or, in French, 'integrism '?
Here perhaps we have one of our preliminary questions, able to
measure ufJ to the hzstorical urgency. And among the Ahrahamic
religions, among the 'fundamentalisms' or the 'integrisms' that are
developing universally, for they are at work today in all religions,
what, prccrsely, of Islam? But let us not make use of this name
too quickly. EZJerythi11g that rs hastily grouped under the reference
to 'Islam' seems today to rct.rin some sort of geo{){)litrcal or glohal
{nerogatiuc. ,rs 11 result o( the II<lfurc of its fJhysrcal uiolcnccs, nf
ccrt,l//1 o/ it.' dcc/,ncd rnolatrons of the dc11wcnllrc nwdcl ,md nf
mtcnwt ion£11 1£11/1 (the · R. 11sl.1dic (·,1sc' and //hill)' othns - <111d the
'rrght to lrtcr,rlure'}, ,1s ,1 result u( huth t!JL• archaiL· L~n,f modern
form of its cruncs 'm tiN· 11<11111' uf rcligron ·. as £1 result of its
dcmugr,/f)hlt" drlll('IISirms,

of
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political figures. Why? Discernment is required: Islam is not
lslamism and we should never forget it, but the latter operates in
the name of the former, and thus emerges the grave question of
the name.
(7) Never treat as an accident the force of the name in what
happens, occurs or is said in the name of religion, here in the
name of Islam. For, directly or not, the theologico-political, like
all the concepts plastered over these questions, beginning with
that of democracy or of secularization, even of the right to
literature, is not merely European, but Graeco-Christian, GraecoRoman. Here we are confronted by the overwhelming questions
of the name and of everything 'done m the name of': questions of
the name or noun 'religion', of the names of God, of whether the
fJroper name belongs to the system of language or not, hence, of
its untranslatability but also of its iterabllity (which is to say, of
that which makes it a site of repeatability, of idealization and
therefore, already, of techne, of technoscience, of tele-technoscience in calling at a distance), of its hnk to the performativity of
calling in prayer (which, as Aristotle says, is neither true nor
false), of its hand to that which, in ,1ll performativity, as in all
address and attestation, appeals to the faith of the other and
defJ/oys itself therefore in a pledge of faith.

Light takes place. And the day. The coincidence of the rays
of the sun and topographical inscription will never be separated:
fJhenomenology of religion, religion as phenomenology, enigma
of the Orient, of the /.evant and of the Mediterranean in the
geografJhy of appearing <paraltre>. Light {phos), wherever this
archc commands or begins discourse and takes the initiative in
general (phos, phaincsthai, phantasma, hence SjJectre, etc.), as
mudJ in the discourse of {J!Jilosopfrv as in the discourses of a
rcuclation (Offenharung) or of a reuc,r/ahllity (Offenharkeit), of a
f)()ssihility more originary than mani(cstatwn. More originm-y,
w/nd, is to say, closer to the so11rcc, to the sole and s,IJnt so11rcr.
1-:t'cryu.f.>cr..: ltght dzdatcs that tdJid' £'/'en ycsterdLiy Hl<IS naiucly
constr11cd to IJl' fJI(r£' of all rclzg10n or cucn ofJf)()sl'd to it ,md
tu!JOsc (ut11re IJIW! tuday he rctho11ght (Aufkliirung, I.umier~s.
Enlightenment. Jlluminisnw). Let w llf!t furgct: CIJCII t!'IJcn it did
!lot (!JSj}(JSC nf l/11)' 0!111/lll!ll ter111 ttl ·,fcsl,f!.lld!C ·, il$ /Jcnl'i'lliste
(8)
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notes, 'religion itself, the cult, or the priest, or even any of the
personal gods', the Indo-European language already concurred in
'the very notion of "god" (deiwos), of which the "proper meaning" is "luminous" and "celestial" '_1
(9) In this same light, and under the same sky, let us this day
name three places: the island, the Promised Land, the desert.
Three aporetical places: with no way out or any assured path,
without itinerary or point of arrival, without an exterior with a
predictable map and a calculable programme. These three places
shape our horizon, here and now. (But since thinking and
speaking are called for here, they will be difficult within the
assigned limits, and a certain absence of horizon. Paradoxically,
the absence of horizon conditions the future itself. The emergence
of the event ought to puncture every horizon of expectation.
Whence the apprehension of an abyss in these places, for example
a desert in the desert, there where one neither can nor should see
coming what ought or could- perhaps- be yet to come. What is
still/eft to come.)

(10) Is it a coincidence if we - almost all of us Mediterranean
by origin and each of us Mediterranean by a sort of magnetism have, despite many differences, ali been oriented by a certain
phenomenology (again light)? We who today have come together
to meet on this island, and who ourselz,es must have made or
accepted this choice, more or less secretly, is it a coincidence if all
of us, one day, have been tempted both by .z certain dissidence
with respect to Husser/ian phenomenology and by a hermeneutics
whose d1scipline owes so much to the exegesis of religious texts?
Hence the even more pressing ohlzgation: not to forget those, <of
either gender> whom this inzpltcit contract or this 'being-together'
is obliged to exclude. We should haue, we ought to have, begun
by allowing them to speak.
Let 11s ,dso remember what, rightly or ll'mngly, I hold
prouisionally to /)(' et•idcnt: tiJ.tt, tl'll<tfct'£'1' tJIIr rclattrm to rcltglon
may he, .zwl to t/n, or that rc/igtt!/1, we ,Ire 11ut fJncsts Fmund Fro,• a
ministry, nor theologians, /l()r qu<~lified, UJIII{Jctcnt represcntatiucs
of rcii,I!JOII, nor CltCmiCS of rcftgum llS Sll<'h, 111 t/Jc sense that
certa/11 so-c£11/ct! Fnlightcmlll'llf fJhilosofJhcrs .nc thought to fhlt't'
(11)
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been. But we also share, it seems to me, something else - let us
designate it cautiously - an unreserved taste, if not an unconditional preference, for what, in politics, is called republican democracy as a universalizable model, binding philosophy to the public
'cause', to the res publica, to 'public-ness', once again to the light
of day, once again to the 'lights' of the Enlightenment <aux
Lumieres>, once again to the enlightened virtue of public space,
emancipating it from all external power {non-lay, non-secular),
for example from religious dogmatism, orthodoxy or authority
{that is, from a certain rule of the doxa or of belief, which,
however, does not mean from all faith). In a less analogical
manner {but I shall return to this later) and at least as long and in
so far as we continue speaking here together, we shall doubtless
attempt to transpose, here and now, the circumspect and suspensive attitude, a certain epoche that consists - rightly or wrongly,
for the issue is serious - in thinking religion or making it appear
'within the limits of reason alone·.
Related question: what of this 'K,mtian' gesture today?
What u.iotdd a book be like today which, like Kant's, is entitled,
Religion within the Limits of Reason Alone? This epoche also
gives its chance to a fwlitical euent, as I have tried to suggest
elsewhere.~ It even belongs to the history of democracy, notably
when theological discourse was obliged to assume the forms of
the via negativa and even there, where it seems to have prescribed
reclusive communities, initiatic teachings, hierarchy, esoteric insularity or the desert. 4
(12)

( 13) Before the island - and Capri will never he Patmos - there
will have heen the Promised Land. How to improvise and allow
oneself to he surfJTised in sfJeaking of it? How not to fear and
l)()w not to tremble before the tmf~zthomahle immensity of this
theme? The figure of the Promised Land - is it not also the
essential hom/ between the promise of place and historicity? By
lnstoricity, we could understand todav more than one thing. Fn.~t
o{ all, a sl-arpcncd SfJccificity of the c"unccpt o{ religion, the IJI5tory
of its IJistory, and of the gcncalugu:s intcnnin~lcd i11 its lang11.z~cs
and in Jt.\ wmu•. Distinctions arc n'<JIIircd: fmth has not ,r/ways
/Jccn ,md u•i/1 not ,du•,Jvs he llicntifia"lc tuith rcligwn. nor,
,mot!Jcr f}()inl, ll'Jth theology. All S<lcrt'dnc_.;s ,md all IJOIIIIcss arc
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not necessarily, in the strict sense of the term, if there is one,
religious. We will have to return to the emergence and the
semantics of this noun 'religion', passing by way both of its
Roman Occidentality and of the bond it has contracted with the
Abrahamic re~elations. The latter are not solely events. Such
events only happen by taking on the meaning of engaging the
historicity of history - and the eventfulness <evenementialitb of
the event as such. As distinct from other experiences of 'faith', of
the 'holy', of the 'unscathed' and of the 'safe and sound', of the
'sacred', of the 'divine'; as distinct from other structures that one
would be tempted to call by a dubious analogy 'religions', the
Testamentary and Koranic revelations are inseparable from a
historicity of revelation itself The messianic or eschatological
horizon delimits this historicity, to be sure, but only by virtue of
having previously inaugurated it.
With this emerges another historical dimension, a historicity different (rom what we evoked a moment ago, unless the two
overlap in an infinite mirroring <en abyme>. How can this
history of historicity be taken into account so as to permit the
treatment today of religion within the limits of reason alone? How
can a history of political and technoscientific reason he inscribed
there and thus brought up to date, hut also a history of radical
evil, of its figures that are never simply figures and that - this is
the whole evil - are always inventing a new evil? The radrcal
'perversion of the human heart' of which Kant speaks,' we now
know is not one, nor given once and for all, as though it were
capable only of inaugurating figures or tropes of itself. Perhaps
we could ask ourselves whether this agrees or not with Kant's
intention when he recalls that Scripture docs indeed 'rc{n-csent'
the lnstorical and temporal character of radical cui/ eue11 if it is
only a 'mode of representation' {Vorstcllungsart) used by Scri{Jture
in function of human 'frailty';" and this, notwithstandin;; that
Kant stmggles ·to accottnl for the ratrrmal origin of an Cl'if that
remains incmrccil'ahlc to reason, by affirmmg simultaneously that
the interfnctatwn of Scripture exceeds the COIII{lcten(c of reason
and that of alf the ·puhltc religions' that ez•cr tt•ere, onfi. tiJl'
Christian religion tl'illlwuc hecn a 'moral' rclrgron (nul of the first
General Remark). Str,mgc {Jm/Jr!sitiun, lmt tl'lnch must he f,d.:cn
as scrrously ,r_.;; {lrJssdJlc in c,l(h of its {Jrcmrscs.
(14)
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(15) There are in effect for Kant, and he says so explicitly, only
two families of religion, and in all two sources or two strata of
religion - and hence two genealogies of which it still must be
asked why they share the same name whether proper or common
<noun>: the religion of cult alone (des blossen Cultus) seeks
'favours of God', but at bottom, and in essence, it does not act,
teaching only prayer and desire. Man is not obliged to become
better, be it through the remission of sins. Moral (moralische)
religion, by contrast, is interested in the good conduct of life (die
Religion des guten Lebenswandels); it enjoins him to action, it
subordinates knowledge to it and dissociates it from itself, prescribing that man become better by acting to this end, in accordance with the following principle: "'It is not essential and hence
not necessary for everyone to know what God does or has done
for his salvation", but it is essential to know what man himself
must do in order to become worthy of this assistance.' Kant thus
defines a 'reflecting (reflektierende) faith', which is to say, a
concept whose possibility might well open the space of our
drscussion. Because it does not depend essentially upon any
historrcal revelation and thus agrees with the rationality of purely
practical reason, reflecting faith favours good will beyond all
knowledge. It is thus opposed to 'dogmatic (dogmatische) faith'.
If it breaks with this 'dogmatic faith', it is in so far as the latter
clarms to know and thereby ignores the difference between faith
and knowledge
Now the fJrinciple of such an opposition - and this is why I
cmjJhasrze it - could not be simply definitional, taxonomic or
theoretical; it serves not simfJly to classify heterogeneous religions
under the same narne; it could also define, even for us today, a
place of collflict, if not of war, in the Kantian sense. Even today,
alheit provisionally, it could help us structure a problematic.
Are we ready to measure without flinching the implications and
omscq11e1zccs of the Kantian thesis? The latter seems strong,
simfJle and dizzying: the Christian religion would he the only truly
'nwr,d' rclrgion; a n11ssio11 I{JOII!d tlms he rt•sen•cd cxdusit•cl:v for
it and for it alone: tlhlt of llherating a 'reflating faith'. It
lli'n'ss,nil:v follows thcnforc tlhll fnm: nwralrty <1nd ( ."hrrstrillllfy
,/J"l' iwlissncrahlc in their essence and in their OJitrcfJ!. If thne rs
1111 Chnsfr,mity witl}l)ut {Jure nwrolrt:v, rt i.- IN·,·,Iusc Chrrstr,nr
n'l'cl.ltrr'n tcadJcs 11s sumctf.,ntg csscntwl id)()lff tl'c t'IT)' ide,/ of
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morality. From this it follows that the idea of a morality that is
pure but non-Christian would be absurd; it would exceed both
understanding and reason, it would be a contradiction in terms.
The unconditional universality of the categorical imperative is
evangelical. 1 he moral law inscribes itself at the bottom of our
hearts like a memory of the Passion. When it addresses us, it
either speaks the idiom nf the Chrrstian- or is silent.
This thesis of kant (which we would like later to relate to what
we will call 'globalatinization' <mnndialatinisation>! 7 - is it not
also, at the core of its content, Nietzsche's thests at the same time
that he is conducting an rnexpiahle war against Kant? Perhaps
Nietzsche would have said ']udaeo-Christian', but the place
occupied by Saint Paul among his privileged targets clearly
demonstrates that it was Christianity, a certain mternalizing
movement within Christianity, that was his pnmary enemy and
that bore for him the gravest responsibility. The Jews and European judaism even constituted in his eyes a desperate attempt to
resist, in so far as there was any resistance, a last-ditch protest
from within, directed against a certain Christianity.
This thesis doubtless tells us something about the history of the
world- nothing less. Let us indicate, rather schematically, at least
two of its possible consequences, and two paradoxes .zmong many
others:
1

In the definition of 'reflecting faith' and of what bmds the
idea of pttre morality indissolubly to Christian revelation,
Kant recurs to the logic of a simple principle, that which we
cited a moment ago verbatim: in order to conduct oneself in
a moral manner, one must act as though God did not exist
or no longer concerned himself with our salvation. This
shows who is moral am/who is therefore Chnsti,m, assWIJing that a Christian mues it to himself to be 111oral: no longer
t11rn towards God at the moment of actmg rn good faith;
ad as though Cod h.ul a/Jmuloned us. In cnahling w to
t!Jink (fmt ,z/so to sttsfJ<'Illl 111 theory) tl•c I'.Ytsft'llc'C of Cud,
the freedom or the i11mwrt<1lrtv of the soul, the union of
r•rrtttl' and o/lhtf!fJincss, tl'l' (IJfiC£'/Jf of 'f){)Sful,ttl'' offn.tctrc,d reLismr guarantees this radic.d dissoo<1tion and assumes
u!tinrLitcly

r,lftnlt£11
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abandonment. Is this not another way of saying that Christianity can only answer to its moral calling and morality, to
its Christian calling if it endures in this world, in phenomenal history, the death of God, well beyond the figures of
the Passion? That Christianity is the death of God thus
announced and recalled by Kant to the modernity of the
Enlightenment? judaism and Islam would thus be perhaps
the last two monotheisms to revolt against everything that,
in the Christianizing of our world, signifies the death of
God, death in God, two non-pagan monotheisms that do
not accept death any more than multiplicity in God (the
Passion, the Trinity etc.), two monotheisms still alien
enough at the heart of Graeco-Christian, Pagano-Christian
Europe, alienating themselves from a Europe that signifies
the death of God, by recalling at all costs that 'monotheism'
signifies no less faith in the One, and in the living One, than
belief in a single God.
With regard to this logic, to its formal rigour and to its
possibilities, does not Heidegger move in a different direction? He insists, indeed, in Sein und Zeit upon the character
of originary conscience (Gewissen), being-responsihle-guiltyindehted (Schuldigscin) or attestation (Bezeugung) as both
pre-moral (or pre-ethical, if 'ethical' still refers to that
meaning of ethos considered by Heidegger to be derivative,
inadequate and of recent origin) and pre-religious. He would
thus appear to go back before and beyond that which joins
morality to religion, meaning here, to Christianity. This
would in principle allow for the repetition of the Nietzschean genealogy of morals, but dechristianizing it where
necessary and extirpating whatever Christian vestiges it still
might contain. A strategy all the more involuted and necessary for a Heidegger who seems unable to stop either settling
accounts with Christianity or distancing himself from it with all the more uiolence in so far as it is already too late,
fJcr!Jaf>s, for him to dc11y ccrf,lill proto-Christran motifs 111
t!Jt• nntolo,~ic,d rcfJctitron and cxtstcllltLII <111tllytics.

\Y!h,zt t~rc II'C udl111g her/' a '/ogi(· ·. its 'fonn,d ngour' <111{1 its
'flossi/Ji/ttics ·~ TI.>L· late ttscl/. a ncccs5tl\' th<1!, rt rs ch·ar. uwiouhtedlv fnogr.t/111111'.( •m 111/rnitc SfJi,-,zl (If r)[(t!n'ddntg, a m,u/dcning
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instability among these 'positions'. The latter can be occupied
successively or simultaneously by the same 'subjects'. From one
religion to the other, the 'fundamentalisms' and the 'integrisms'
hyperbolize today this outbidding. They exacerbate it at a moment
when - we shall return to this later - globalatinization (this
strange alliance of Christianity, as the experience of the death of
God, and tele-technoscientific capitalism) is at the same time
hegemonic and finite, ultra-powerful and in the process of
exhausting itself Simply, those who are involved in this outbidding can pursue it from all angles, adopting all 'positions', either
simultaneously or successively, to the uttermost limit.
Is this not the madness, the absolute anachrony of our time, the
disjunction of all self-contemporaneity, the veiled and cloudy day
of every today?
This definition of reflecting faith appears in the first of the
four Parerga added at the end of each section of Religion within
the Limits of Reason Alone. These Parerga are not integral parts
of the book; they 'do not belong within' 'religion in the limits of
pure reason', they 'border upon' it. I stress this for reasons that
are in part theo-topological, even thea-architectonic: these Parerga
situate perhaps the fringe where we might be able, today, to
inscribe our reflections. All the more since the first Parergon,
added in the second edition, thereby defines the secondary task
(parergon) which, concerning what is morally rndisputahle,
would consist in surmounting all the difficulties connected to
transcendent questions. When translated into the element of
religion, moral ideas pervert the purity of their transcendence.
They can do this in two times two ways, and the resulting square
could today frame, providing that the appropriate transpo5itions
are respected, a programme of analysis of the forms of euil
perpetrated at the four corners of the world 'in the name of
religion'. We will have to limit ottrselve5 to an indication of the
titles of this fnogramme and, first, of the aiteria (naturdsuf}{'milrural, intern£11/cxternal, thcurctical elucidatwnlfn<idil-,d ,lctiml,
wnstatwelperformatiue): (<i) the allegedly internal c.Yf}('l'icncc (of
the effects of grace): thl' hnat~eism or enthusi;tsm o/ t!Jc illuminated (Schwiirmcrei); (/J) the allegedly external cx{Jcnella (uf the
miraculow): supersrition (A hergla u he); (c) the alleged elundatiuns
of the understanding in the UIIISJderatwn of the supenwtural
(16)
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(secrets, Geheimnisse): illuminarism, the frenzy of the initiates; (d)
the risky attempt of acting upon the supernatural (means of
obtaining grace): thaumaturgy.
When Marx holds the critique of religion to be the premise of
all ideology-critique, when he holds religion to he the ideology
par excellence, even for the matrix of all ideology and of the very
movement of fetishization, does his position not fall, whether he
would have wanted it or not, within the parergonal framework of
this kind of rational criticism? Or rather, more plausible but also
more difficult to demonstrate, does he not already deconstruct the
fundamentally Christian axiomatics of Kant? This could be one
of our questions, the most obscure one no doubt, because it is not
at all certain that the very principles of the Marxist critique do
not still appeal to a heterogeneity between faith and knowledge,
between practical justice and cognition. This heterogeneity, by the
way, may ultzmately not he irreducible to the inspiration or to the
spirit of Religion within the limits of Reason Alone. All the more
since these figures of wil discredit, as much as they accredit, the
'credit' which is the act of faith. They exclude as much as they
explain, they demand perhaps more than euer this recourse to
religion, to the principle of faith, even if it is only that of a
radically (id11ciary fo~m of the 'reflecting faith' already mentioned.
And it is this mechamcs, this machine-like return of religion, that
I would here like to question.
How then to think - within the limits of reason alone - a
religion which, without again he coming 'natural religion', would
today he effectively tmiversal? And which, for that matter, would
no longer be restricted to a paradigm that was Christian or even
Ahrahamic? What would he the project of such a 'hook'? For
with Religion within the Limits of Reason Alone, there is a World
ilwolued that is also an Old-New Rook or Testament. Does this
project retain a meaning or .1 chance? A geot)()litiral ch,ma or
meaning? Or docs the tdc<1 ttscl/ remain, in its origm ,md m its
l'lld, Cl;nstJilll? And 1/'()/t!d this lll'CI'SSarilv !Jt~ cl 11/)llt, <1 limtl ltkc
.Ill\' oti.>N( A C:hnsti,111 - lmt ,dso a .fnl' or a M~tslim- II'()Jtld he
sumc'c!llc' who Ji'cJ/1/d /.•,Jrln>ln dou/,ts al)()ut tiNs !unit, 11hc>Jtt the
n:istl'llCl' o/ tins limit nr ,J!,out its rcducihdin· to <1111' 11thn //1)1/f,
to the OIITi.'llt figun· ofllllll!.tltnn.
( 17)
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Keeping these questions in mind, we might be able to gauge
two temptations. In their schematic principle, one would be
'Hegelian': ontotheology which determines absolute knowledge as
the truth of religion, in the course of the final movement described
in the conclusions of The Phenomenology of Spirit or of Faith and
Knowledge, which announces in effect a 'religion of modern
times' (Religion der neuen Zeit) founded on the sentiment that
'God himself is dead.' 'Infinite pain' is still only a 'moment' (rein
als Moment), and the moral sacrifice of empirical existence only
dates the absolute Passion or the speculative Good Friday (spekulativer Karfreitag). Dogmatic philosophies and natural religions
should disappear and, out of the greatest 'asperity', the harshest
impiety, out of kenosis and the void of the most serious pri~·ation
of God (Gottlosigkeit), ought to resuscitate the most serene liberty
in its highest totality. Distinct from faith, from prayer or from
sacrifice, ontotheology destroys religion, but, yet another paradox,
it is also perhaps what informs, on the contrary, the theologic,1l
and ecclesiastical, even religious, development of faith. The other
temptation (perhaps there are still good reasons for keeping this
word) would he 'Heideggerian': beyond such ontotheology, where
the latter ignores both prayer and sacrifice. It would accordingly
be necessary that a 'revealability' (Offenbarkeit) he allowed to
reveal itself, tuith a light that would manifest (itself) more
originarily than all revelation (Offenharung). Moreover, the distinction would haue to made between theo-logy (the discourse on
God, faith or revelation) and thein-logy (discourse on beingdivine, on the essence and the divinity of the dit•me). The
experience of the sacred, the holy or the saved {heilig) would have
to be reawakened unscathed. ~'e would have to deuote all our
attention to this chain, taki1tR as our point of departure thrs last
word {hcilig), this German word whose semantic history sec111s to
resist the rigorous dissociation that Leuinas wishes to marntain
between a natural sacredness that would he 'pagan', eucn GraccoChristimr, am/ the holiness <saintetc>M of (jcll'ish} latu, !){'{ore or
undrr the Ro111'111 religion. As for the 'Roman','' docs not f/,·dcggcr proceed, fmm Scin und Zeit oil, rl'rth an Olltulu,L:ico-r·.;:i.'torfi,r/
repetition and rehc,ns,d u/ ( :/nist~cm 11wtifs thilt at the Silllli' tune
arc holluu•('(/ out ami r{'(lllccd In their orrgiii<Zry {'ossrl1ility~ ;\
pre-Roman f11J.,~ihilitY. fncusc/y: {)irf f,c 1111! ol/lfidc t() Liill'rll'.
Sfl'cral ye.rrs c<~rlll'r, Ill I ')21, tl.ldt 111 order to ,rssitmr· the ·'fnritu,rl
(18)
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heritage that constitutes the facticity of his 'I am', he ought to
have said: 'I am a "Christian theologian"'? Which does not mean
'Roman'. To this we shall return.
( 19) In its most abstract form, then, the aporia within which we
are struggling would perhaps be the following: is revealability
(Offenbarkeit) more originary than revelation (Offenbarung), and
hence independent of all religion? Independent in the structures
of its experience and in the analytics relating to them? Is this not
the place in which 'reflecting faith' at least originates, if not thts
faith itself? Or rather, inversely, would the event of revelation
have consisted in revealing revealability itself, and the origin of
light, the originary light, the very invisibility of visibility? This is
perhaps what the believer or the theologian might say here, in
particular the Christian of originary Christendom, of that Urchristentum in the Lutheran tradition to which Heidegger acknowledges owing so much.
(20) Nocturnal light, therefore, more and more obscure. Let us
step up the pace in order to finish: in view of a third place that
could well have been more than archi-originary, the most anarchic
and anarchivable place posszble, not the island nor the Promised
Land, but a certain desert, that which makes possible, opens,
hollows or infinitizes. the other. Ecstasy or existence of the most
extreme abstraction. That which would orient here 'in' this desert,
without pathway and without interior, would still be the possibility of a religio and of a relegere, to be sure, but before the 'link'
of religare, problematic etymology and doubtless reconstructed,
before the link between men as such or between man and the
dzvinity of the god it would also he like the condition of the 'link'
reduced to its minimal semantic determination: the holding-back
<halte> of scruple (religio), the restraint of shame, a certain
Yerhaltenhcit as well, of which Heidegger speaks in the Beitrage
zur Philosophic, the respect, the responsibility of repetition m the
wager <gage> of decision or of affirmation (re-legere) which
l111ks up with itself in order to lrnk llfJ H 1th the other. 1-:z,en if it is
c,d/cd the socral nextts, lmk to the other in general, this (idlll:iary
'//Ilk· wo11ld fnecedc all dcli:nninatc com1111111ity, 11!1 f)()sitlllc
religum, euery IJIZto-antlnofJo-thculogical horizon. It U!(Jttld lin/.:
fJurc SIJI,!!,Itl,lntics pnor to anv sou,1l rn pulitrud dcterii111Wlwn,
1
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prior to all intersubjectivity, prior even to the opposition between
the sacred (or the holy) and the profane. This can therefore
resemble a desertifocation, the risk of which remains undeniable,
but it can - on the contrary - also render possible precisely what
it appears to threaten. The abstraction of the desert can thereby
open the way to everything from which it withdraws. Whence the
ambiguity or the duplicity of the religious trait or retreat, of its
abstraction or of its subtraction. This deserted re-treat thus makes
way for the repetition of that which will have given way precisely
for that in whose name one would protest against it, against tha·t
which only resembles the void and the indeterminacy of mere
abstraction.
Since everything has to be said in two words, let us give two
names to the duplicity of these origins. For here origin is duplicity
itself, the one and the other. Let us name these two sources, these
two fountains or these two tracks that are still invisible in the
desert. Let us lend them two names that are still 'historical', there
where a certain concept of history itself becomes inappropriate.
To do this, let us refer - provisionally, l emphasize this, and for
pedagogical or rhetorical reasons - first to the 'messianic', and
second to the chora, as l have tried to do more minutely, more
patiently and, I hope, more rigorously elsewhere. 10
(21) First name: the messianic, or messianicity without messianism. This would he the opening to the future or to the coming of
the other as the advent of justice, but without horizon of expectation and without prophetic fnefiguration. The coming of the other
can only emerge as a singular event when no anticipation sees it
coming, when the other and death - and radical evil - can come
as a surprise at any moment. Possibilities that both open and can
always interrupt history, or at least the ordinary course of history.
But this ordinary course is that of which philosofJhers, historians
and often also the classical theoretiCians of the revolution speak.
Interrupting or tearing history itself apart, doing it hy decidmg, rn
a decision that cmz cons1st 111 lcttmg the nther come and t!Jat can
take the a{7{>arcntlv fwssii'C form of the other's decision: ez•e1z
there where it a{Jfn·,ns 111 Itself, 111 111c, tl}(~ decision ts n/Orern·cr
always tht~t o/ tlw other, ll'hiL"h docs not cxmzcratc nze of
responsr!Ji/ity. T!Jt• nu•sswnic I'Xf)()SCS itself to a/Jso!tttc sropnsc
and. £'1'£'11 t/ it alu•,n•_.; tukes the pi}(' Ill JJI/Ciza! form of /)(',lt'C ()/' of
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Justice, it ought, exposing itself so abstractly, be prepared (waiting
without awaiting itself) for the best as for the worst, the one never
coming without opening the possibility of the other. At issue there
is a 'general structure of experience'. This messianic dimension
does not depend upon any messianism, it follows no determinate
revelation, it belongs properly to no Abrahamic religion (even if I
am obliged here, 'among ourselves', for essential reasons of
language and of place, of culture, of a provisional rhetoric and a
historical strategy of which I will speak later, to continue giving it ·
names marked by the Abrahamic religions}.
(22)

An invincible desire for justice is linked to this expectation.

By definition, the latter is not and ought not to be certain of
anything, either through knowledge, consciousness, conscience,
foreseeability or any kind of programme as such. This abstract
messwniCity belongs franz the very beginning to the experience of
faith, of believing, of a credit that is irreducible to knowledge and
of a trust that 'founds' all relation to the other in testimony. This
justice, which I distinguish from right, alone allows the hope,
beyond all 'messianisms ', of a uniuersalizable culture of singularities, a culture in which the abstract possibility of the impossihle
tr<7mlation could neuertheless he announced. Thzs JUstice znscrihes
itself 111 advance in the promise, in the act of faith or in the appeal
to faith that inhabits every act of language and eucry address to
the other. The uniuersalizahle culture of this faith, and not of
another or before all others, alone permits a 'ratumal' and
zmiucrsal discourse on the subject of 'religion'. This nzessianicity,
stripped of everything, as it should, this faith without dogma
winch makes its way through the risks of absolute night, cannot
he contained in any traditional optJosition, for example that
hctzuccn reason and mysticism. It is announced whererier, reflecting u•ithout flinchmg, a purely rational analysis brings the followmg par<Zdox tn light: that the (Olmdatton of /,ul'- lm11 o{ the /au•,
institut11>11 of thl' instztution, orrgin of the cunstitiiiHJl/ - is a
'Jn'l/onn<Ttir•c' cucnt that Cil//1/IJ/ hclong In the set th,lf it f()IIIU{s,
llhlll_l;ltrdlt'S or /zt.<.ti{il's. Such <Ill C/1('11/ is llll/IISII{1.rl1/c· ll'ithnr the
lup,u ()i zl'I.Ja! it tur1/lli11'1' 11/ICJ/Cd. It is t/Ji• de, 1511111 o/ tl•c ()(/Ja 111
the undeud,ih/1'. llcnccfortl• rt'•L'OII ought to n·<op,ni:::1· tl•1TC li'fhlt
i\lunt,uglll' <11UI P<~s,·£11 c<~ll <Ill undcniahlc 'nn•s/1,·,1! /;11111d.rt1un n(
.ltltl.•urtl'\' ·. Tin· nwsrical tlms lllrdcrstnod ,r/l1cs /)('Ill'/ u1 'rl'dJt, tl.•c
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fiduciary or the trustworthy, the secret (which here signifies
'mystical') to foundation, to knowledge, we will later say also, to
science as 'doing', as theory, practice and theoretical practice which is to say, to a faith, to performativity and to technoscientific
or tele-technological performance. Wherever this foundation
founds in foundering, wherever it steals away under the ground
of what it founds, at the very instant when, losing itself thus in
the desert, it loses the very trace of itself and the memory of a
secret, 'religion' can only begin and begin again: quasi-automati~
cal/y, mechanically, machine-like, spontaneously. Spontaneously,_
which is to say, as the word indicates, both as the origin of what
flows from the source, sponte sua, and with the automaticity of
the machine. For the best and for the worst, without the slightest
assurance or anthropo-theological horizon. Without this desert in
the desert, there would he neither act of faith, nor promise, nor
future, nor expectancy without expectation of death and of the
other, nor relation to the singularity of the other. The chance of
this desert in the desert (as of that which resembles to a fault, but
without reducing itself to, that via negativa which makes its way
from a Graeco-]udaeo-Christian tradition) is that in uprooting the
tradition that bears it, in atheologizing it, this abstraction, without
denying faith, liberates a mziversal rationality and the political
democracy that cannot be dissocrated from it.
(23) The second name (or first name prior to all naming), would
be chora, such as Plato designates it in the Timaeus 11 without
beingable to reapfnopriate it in a consistent self-interpretation.
From the open interior of a corpus, of a system, of a language or
a culture, chora would situate the ahstract spacing, place itself,
the place of absolute exteriority, hut also the place of a bifurcation
between two approaches to the desert. Brfurcatirm hetwecn a
tradition of the 'via negativa' zl'lm:h, in spite of or within its
Christian act of birth, accords its {Jossihility to a Greek - Platonic
or Plotinian- tradition that f)crsrsts until 1/eidcggcr and f,cy(md:
the thought of that u•IJich rs hevond hl'ing (cprkeina tes ousias).
This (;race o- A {;ra IJLmuc Irvin ulr ::<~ t u >II IT Ill<~ 111s a 11 t hropu-thcological. In the figures of rt knotl'n to us, in its culture and 111 its
history, its 'rdiom' is not unn•as.dr::.<Zhlc. It S{)(',rks solely at the
borders or 111 uictu of tin· kfiddii'-LL'lcnr desert. <1l the surtrcc of
monothcrstl<" rn•clatrrm_, ,md o( ( ,'rn·u·. It is there that r1·c can try
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to determine the place where, on this island today, 'we' persist
and insist. If we insist, and we must for some time still, upon the
names that are given us as our heritage, it is because, in respect of
this borderline place, a new war of religions is redeploying as
never before to this day, in q!J_event that is at the same time both
interior and exterior. It inscribes its seismic turbulence directly
upon the fiduciary globality of the technoscientific, of the economic, of the political and of the juridical. It brings into play the
latter's concepts of the political and of international right, of
nationality, of the subjectivity of citizenry, of the sovereignty of
states. These hegemonical concepts tend to reign over a world,
but only from their finitude: the growing tension of their power is
not incompatible, far from it, with their precariousness any more
than with their perfectibility. The one can never do anything
without recalling itself to the other.
(24) The surge <deferlement> of 'Islam' will be neither understood nor answered as long as the exterior and interior of this
borderline place have not been called into question; as long as one
settles for an internal explanation (interior to the history of faith,
of religion, of languages or cultures as such}, as long as one does
not define the passagezl'ay between this interior and all the
aptwrently exterior drmensions (teclmoscientific, tele-bioteclmological, which is to say c1lso political and socioeconomic etc.).
For, in addition to inuestigating the ontotheologico-political
traditrmz that links Greek fJhilosophy to the Abrahamic revelations, perhaps we must also submit to the ordeal of that which
resists such interrogation, which will have always resisted, from
within or as though from an exteriority that works and resrsts
inside. Chora, the 'ordeal of chora ' 12 u!Ould he, at least according
to the interpretation I helieved JUstified in attempting, the name
/or fJlacc, a fJI,zce name, and a rather smgular one at that, for tl1<1t
sfwcing t{lhicl:, not allowing itself to he dominated hy any
thcologic,11, ontologrcal or anthmpologrcal instance, without age,
u•/tl•olft historv c~nd more 'ancien( th,m all o/J{1osrtio11s ((i1r
1'.\"cllllj>le. thc~t of St'llstf>lcllntelliglh/c!, dues not Ct'CII 1111/Wttlld'
ttsl'if cis 'iwyund /Ji'tllg • 111 <tccordc~nu· tl'lth 11 fhlth of ncg11tion, .1
via nl'gariv.l. :\s d result, (hora rt'III<IIIIS ,;hsollltcly tlllfhlssilJlc ,md
hctcrognu'tltts to ,rl/ tl.•c Jnoccsscs of lnstorrccll rt'l'cfatron or of
,mtl>rofJo-tl•i·olngrc.d cxpcru:ncc, tl'hi,-h ,rt the l'cry least srtfJf>u.'r'
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its abstraction. It will never have entered religion and will never
permit itself to be sacralized, sanctified, humanized, theologized,
cultivated, historicized. Radically heterogeneous to the safe and
sound, to the holy and the sacred, it never admits of any
indemnification. This cannot even be formulated in the present,
for chora never presents itself as such. It is neither Being, nor the
Good, nor God, nor Man, nor History. It will always resist them,
will have always been (and no future anterior, even, will have
been able to reappropriate, inflect or reflect a chora without faith
or law) the very place of an infinite resistance, of an infinitely
!'PP.assible pers_istence <restance>: an utterly faceless other.

(25) Chora is nOthing (no being, nothing present), but not the
Nothing which in the anxiety of Dasein would still open the
question of being. This Greek noun says in our memory that
which is not reappropriable, even by our memory, even by our
'Greek' memory; it says the immemoriality of a desert in the
desert of which it is neither a threshold nor a mourning. The
question remains open, and with it that of knowing whether this
desert can be thought and left to announce itself 'before' the
desert that we know (that of the revelations and the retreats, of
the lives and deaths of God, of all the figures of kenosis or of
transcendence, of religio or of historical 'religions'); or whether,
'on the contrary', it is 'from' this last desert that we can glimpse
that which precedes the first <!'avant-premier>, what I call the
desert in the desert. The indecisive oscillation, that reticence
(epoche or Verhaltenheit) already alluded to above (between
revelation and revealability, Offenbarung and Offenharkeit,
between event and possibility or virtuality of the event), must it
not be respected for itself? Respect for this si1rgular indecision or
for this hyperbolic outbidding between two m·iginm-ities, the order
of the 'revealed' and the order of the 'reuealable ', is this not at
once the chance of every responsible decision and of another
'reflecting faith', of a new 'tolerance'?
(26) Let us sttfJf)()SC it agreed upon, aiiHJII}!. IJttrsclr•i'S, that all ()f
us here arc for 'tolerance·, c1•en i{u'c IJill 'I' not hccn ,Jssigncd the
mission of pmmoting it, practising rt or fmoulmg it. We wc111ld he
here to try to think tuhat ·to/cr,mce' could henceforth he. I
immedzately p/a(e qHot,ttimt·l1tarks around this wurd in order tu
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abstract and extract it from its ongins. And therehy to announce,
through it, through the density of its history, a possibility that
would not he solely Christian. For the concept of tolerance, stricto
sensu, belongs first of all to a sort of Christian domesticity. It is
literally, I mean behind this name, a secret of the Christian
community. It was printed, emitted, transmitted and circulated in
the name of the Christian faith and would hardly be without
relation to the rise, it too Christian, of what Kant calls 'reflecting
faith' - and of pure morality as that which is distinctively
Christian. The lesson of tolerance was first of all an exemplary
lesson that the Christian deemed himself alone capable of giving
to the world, even if he often had to learn it himself. In this
respect, the French Enlightenment, les Lumieres, was no less
essentially Christian than the Aufklarung. When it treats of
tolerance, Voltaire's Philosophical Dictionary reserves a dual
privilege for the Christian religion. On the one hand it is exem·
plarily tolerant, to be sure, it teaches tolerance better than any
other religion, before every other religion. In short, a little in the
manner of Kant, believe it or not, Voltaire seems to think that
Christianity is the sole 'moral' religion, since it is the first to feel
itself obliged and capable of setting an example. Whence the
ingenuity, and at times the inanity of those who sloganize Voltaire
and YLllly hchiwi his flag irz the combat for critzcal modernity and, far more seriously, for its future. For, on the other hand, the
Voltairian lesson was addressed above all to Christians, 'the most
intolerant of all men·. 11 When Voltaire accuses the Christian
religion and the Church, he invokes the lesson of originary
Christianity, 'the times of the first Christians', Jesus and the
Apostles. betrayed by 'the Catholic, Apostolic and Roman
religion·. The latter is 'in all its ceremonies and in all its dogmas,
the opposite of the rel1gion of Jesus·. 14
Another 'tolerance' would he in accord with the cxfJericnce of
the 'desert in the desert', it would respect the distance of infinite
alterity ,15 singztl,1rity. And this respect wo11ld still he rcligio,
religio as scruple or rl'fzccncc, disf,mce, dJssoctation, dis.;"r111ction,
commg {rom the threshold of all relig10n 111 the link of rt·reririon
to itself, the threshold o{ cucry sonal or comnumitarian link. 1 '
Before and afta the logos whiJ, tl'ils in the heginning, hc{ore
and after the l-loly Sacrament, hcfore and after the f lnly
ScrifJtHrcs.
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Post-scriptum

Crypts ...
(27) [ ... ] Religion? Here and now, this very day, if one were
still supposed to speak of it, of religion, perhaps one could
attempt to think it in itself or to devote oneself to this task. No
doubt, but to try above all to say it and to utter a verdict
concerning it, with the necessary rigour, which is to say, with the
reticence, modesty, respect or fervour, in a word the scruple
(religio) demanded at the very least by that which is or claims to
be, in its essence, a religion. As its name indicates, it would be
necessary, therefore, one would be tempted to conclude, to speak
of this essence with a sort of religio-sity. In order not to introduce
anything alien, leaving it thus intact, safe, unscathed. Unscathed
in the experience of the unscathed that it will have wanted to be.
Is not the unscathed <l'indemne> 1, the very matter - the thing
itself- of religion?
But no, on the contrary, someone will say. One would not be
speaking of it if one were to speak in its name, if one were to
settle for reflecting religion as in a mirror, specularly, religiously.
Moreover, someone else might say, or is it the same one, to break
with it, even to suspend for an instant one's religious affiliation,
has this not been the very resource, since time immemorial, of the
most authentic faith or of the most originary sacredness? One
must in any case take into account, if possible in an areligious, or
even irreligious manner, what religion at present might be, as well
as what is said and done, what is happening at this very moment,
in the world, in history, in its name. Wherever religion can no
longer reflect or at times assume or bear its name. And one should
not say lightly, as though in passing, 'this very day', 'at this vny
moment' and 'in the world', 'in history', while forgetting what
happens there, returning to or surprising w, still under the nam('
of religion, even in tht: n;lmc of religion. \X!hat IJaf>fJens to us tl}(~n·
concerns prcciscly thl' cxpnicncc and rad1c.1l intnprcLltion of
everything that thcsc words arc kit to mean: the unity of a 'world'
and of a 'hcing~ln~thc·\Vorld', the concept of world or of history
in its Western tradition (Christian or C;r;lL'Co-( :lmst1an, extending
to Kant, Hegel, llusscrl, Hcidcggn), and no less that of d.n-
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as well as that of the present. (Much later we will have to get
around to scrutinizing these two motifs, each as enigmatic as the
other: presence unscathed by the present, on the one hand, and
believing unscathed by belief, on the other; or yet again: the
sacrosanct, the safe and sound on the one side, and faith,
trustworthiness or credit on the other.) Like others before, the
new 'wars of religion' are unleashed over the human earth (which
is not the world) and struggle even today to control the sky with
finger and eye: digital systems and virtually immediate panoptical
visualization, 'air space', telecommunications satellites, infor·
mation highways, concentration of capitalistic-mediatic power in three words, digital culture, jet and TV without which there
could be no religious manifestation today, for example no voyage
or discourse of the Pope, no organized emanation <rayonne·
ment> of Jewish, Christian or Muslim cults, whether
'fundamentalist' 17 or not. Given this, the cyberspatialized or
cyberspaced wars of religion have no stakes other than this
determination of the 'world', of 'history', of the 'day' and of the
'present'. The stakes certainly can remain implicit, insufficiently
thematized, poorly articulated. By repressing them, on the other
hand, many others can also be dissimulated or displaced. Which
is to say, as is always the case with the topics of repression,
inscribed in other places or other systems; this never occurs
without symptoms and fantasies, without spectres (phantasmatal
to be investigated. In both cases and according to both logics, we
ought to take into 3Ccount every declared stake in its greatest
radicality as well as asking ourselves what the depths of such
radicality might virtually encrypt, down to its very roots. The
declared stakes already appear to be without limit: what is the
'world', the 'day', the 'present' (hence, all of history, the earth,
the humanity of man, the rights of man, the rights of man and of
woman, the political and cultural organization of society, the
difference between man, god and animal, the phcnomenality of
the day, the value or 'indemnity' of life. the right to life, the
treatment of death etc.)? What is rhc present. which is to say:
what IS history? time? hcing? being in irs purity <dill!.' s.z
{nofnzctl;> (that 1s, unscathed, sate, s;1crcd. lwly. hcrlzg)? What of
holiness or of sacredness? Arc they the same thing? \X1hat of the
divinity of CmP 1-iow m.1ny me;111111go.; can one give to thci()/1? Is
this ;1 good \\".1\" to po'>\' the question~
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(28) Religion? In the singular? Perhaps, may-be (this should
always remain possible) there is something else, of course, and
other interests (economic, politico-military etc.) behind the new
'wars of religion', behind what presents itself under the name of
religion, beyond what defends or attacks in its name, kills, kills
itself or kills one another and for that invokes declared stakes, or
in other words, names indemnity in the light of day. But inversely,
if what is thus happening to us, as we said, often (but not always)
assumes the figures of evil and of the worst in the unprecedented
forms of an atrocious 'war of religions', the latter in turn does not
always speak its name. Because it is not certain that in addition to
or in face of the most spectacular and most barbarous crimes of
certain 'fundamentalisms' (of the present or of the past), other
over-armed forces are not also leading 'wars of religion', albeit
unavowed. Wars or military 'interventions', led by the JudaeoChristian West in the name of the best causes (of international
law, democracy, the sovereignty of peoples, of nations or of states,
even of humanitarian imperatives), are they not also, from a
certain side, wars of religion? The hypothesis would not necessarily be defamatory, nor even very original, except in the eyes of
those who hasten to believe that all these just causes are not only
secular but pure of all religiosity. To determine a war of religion
as such, one would have to he certain that one can delimit the
religious. One would have to he certain that one can distinguish
all the predicates of the religious (and, as we shall see, this is not
easy: there are at least two families, two strata or sources that
overlap, mingle, contaminate each another without ever merging;
and just in case things arc still too simple, one of the two is
precisely the drive to remain unscathed, on the part of that which
is allergic to cont:Jmination, save hy itself, auto-immuncly). One
would have to dissociate the essential traits of the religious as
such from those that establish, for example, the concepts of ethics,
~&
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identify the political and the political enemy in wars of religion
such as the Crusades, Carl Schmitt was obliged to acknowledg1
that the ostensibly purely political categories to which he resortec
were the product of a secularization or of a theologico-political
heritage. And when he denounced the process of 'depoliticization'
or of neutralization of the political that was underway, it was
explicitly with respect to a European legal tradition that in his
eyes doubtless remained indissociable from 'our' thought of the
politicai. 1R Even supposing that one accepts such premises, the
unprecedented forms of today's wars of religion could also imply
radical challenges to our project of delimiting the political. They
would then constitute a response to everything that our idea of
democracy, for example, with all its associated juridical, ethical
and political concepts, including those of the sovereign state, of
the citizen-subject, of public and private space etc., still entails
that is religious, inherited in truth from a determinate religious
stratum.
Henceforth, despite the ethical and political urgencies that do
not permit the response to be put off, reflection upon the Latin
noun 'religion' will no longer be held for an academic exercise, a
philological embellishment or an etymological luxury: in short,
for an alibi destined to suspend judgement or decision, at best for
another epoch!:.
Religion, in the singular? Response: 'Religion is the
response.' Is it not there, perhaps, that we must seek the beginning
of a response? Assuming, that is, that one knows what resf>onding
means, and also responsibility. Assuming, that is, that one knows
it- and believes in it. No response, indeed, without a principle of
responsibility: one must respond to the other, before the other
and for oneself. And no responsibility without a giuen word, a
sworn faith <(oi Jllrce>, without a pledge, without an oath,
without some sacrament or ius mrand11111. Before even envisaging
the semantic history of testimony, of oaths, of the given word (a
genealogy and inrerprctation that arc indispensa hie to whomever
hopes to think religion tmder ih proper or secularized forms),
hdore even reed ling th;lt some sort of 'I promise the truth' is
alwa\'s ~lt work, and -.<mle sort of 'I make thi<> commitment hdnre
the other from the monwnt that I ;HldrL"'-" him, l'VL'Il ;md pnhaps
.1hon· all to commit pnjurv', \\T 111mt fonn.1lly ukc note of the
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fact that we are already speaking Latin. We make a point of this
~in order to recall that the world today speaks Latin (most often

fvia Anglo-American) when it authorizes itself in the name of
!religion. Presupposed at the origin of all address, coming from the
'other to whom it is also addressed, the wager <gageure> of a
sworn promise, taking immediately God as its witness, cannot not
but have already, if one can put it this way, engendered God
quasi-mechanically. A priori ineluctable, a descent of God ex
machina would stage a transcendental addressing machine. One
would thus have begun by posing, retrospectively, the absolute
right of anteriority, the absolute 'birthright' de droit d'ainesse
absolu> of a One who is not born. For in taking God as witness,
even when he is not named in the most 'secular' <laique> pledge
of commitment, the oath cannot not produce, invoke or convoke
him as already there, and therefore as unengendered and unengenderable, prior to being itself: unproducible. And absent in place.
Production and reproduction of the unproducible absent in place.
Everything begins with the presence of that absence. The 'deaths
of God', before Christianity, in it and beyond it, are only figures
and episodes. The unengcnderablc thus re-engendered is the empty
place. Without God, no absolute witness. No absolute witness to
be taken as witness in testifying. But with CoJ, a God that is
present, the existence of a third (terstis, testzs) that is absolute, all
attestation becomes superfluous, insignificant or secondary. Testimony, which is to say, testament as v.·ell. In the irrepressible
invoking of a witness, God would remain then one 11ame of the
witness, he would be called as witness, thus wmzed, even if
sometimes the named of this name remains unpronounceable,
indeterminable, in short: unnameable in his very name; and even
if he ought to remain absent, non-existent, and a hove all, in every
sense of the word, unproducible. God: the witness as 'nameableunnameable', present-absent \Vitness of every o;Hh or of every
possible pledge. As long as one supposes, concess<! 111!11 dato, th~lt
religion has the slightest relation to what we rhu:-. call God, it
would pertain not only to the general historv o! nomination, hut,
more strictly here, undn its JLlme of rell,l!,lr!, to ;1 h1~rory of the
sacramentum and of the tc~tlllll!lllltlll. It would /1,· this history, it
would merge with it. On the ho;H that hrought us from Napks ro
Capri, I told myself that I W(ltdd lwg111 h,· recJJIJng tim sort of too
luminous evidence, hut I d1d not dare. I also told mysdf. siicmly,
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that one would blind oneself to the phenomenon called 'c
religion' or of the 'return of the religious' today if one continua
to oppose so na·lvely Reason and Religion, Critique or Scieno
and Religion, technoscientific Modernity and Religion. Supposirr
that what was at stake was to understand, would one under
stand anything about 'what's-going-on-today-in-the-world-with
religion' (and why 'in the world'? What is the 'world'? What doe
such a presupposition involve? etc.) if one continues to believe i
this opposition, even in this incompatibility, which is to say, i
one remains within a certain tradition of the Enlightenment, on
of the many Enlightenments of the past three centuries (not of ru
Aufkldnmg, whose critical force is profoundly rooted in th
Reformation), but yes, this light of Lights, of the Lumieres, whid
traverses like a single ray a certain critical and anti-religious vigi
lance, ami-Judaeo-Christiano-Islamic, a certain filiation 'VoltaireFeucrhach-Marx-Nietzsche-Freud-(and even)-Heidegger'? Beyoru
this opposition and its determinate heritage (no less representet
on the other side, that of religious authority), perhaps we migh
he ahlc to try to 'understand' how the imperturbable and intermf
nablc development of critical and technoscientific reason, far fron
opposing religion, hears, supports and supposes it. It would ll
necessary to demonstrate, which would not be simple, thai
religion and reason have the same source. (We associate hen
reason with philosophy and with science as technoscience, at
critical history of the production of knowledge, of knowledgt
as production, know-how and intervention at a distance, tele
technoscicnce that is always high-performance and performativr
by essence etc.) ~eligion and reason develop in tandem, drawin1
from this common resource: the testimonial pledge of every
pcrformative, committing it to respond as much before the other
.1s for the high-performance performativity of tcchnoscicnce. Th!
s;1me unique somcc divides itself mechanically, automatically,
and sets itself reactively in opposition ro itself: whence the two
sources in one. This reactivity is a proce~s of sacrificial indcnznifi·
<·,/t/1111, it strtvcs to restore the unsc1thcd (hl'ilig) th;1t it itscll
threatens. And it ts also the possibilitY of tlw two, of n+ I, the
s.tllH' possihilitv as that of the tcsl/lnonwl tints <'X lll.l<·hllhl. As for
the n·sfJr,nsc, it IS cJthcr 1!1". Fithcr it addrcs-.c<. till' ;1hsolutc other
;Js st11.:h. \\'lth ;ln address th.lt is undcr-;rood, heard, respected
t ;Jll h ful k .l!ld rt·.~pomt hh·; I! I" It retort<., rt·t .1! i.Hcs. compcns;Hcs
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and indemnifies itself in the war of resentment and of reactivity.
One of the two responses ought always to be able to contaminate
the other. It will never be proven whether it is the one or the
other, never in an act of determining, theoretical or cognitive
judgement. This might be the place and the responsibility of what
is called belief, trustworthiness or fidelity, the fiduciary, 'trust'
<Ia 'fiance'> in general, the tribunal <instance> of faith.
(30) But we are already speaking Latin. For the Capri meeting,
the 'theme' I believed myself constrained to propose, religion, was
named in Latin, let us never forget it. Does not 'the question of
religio', however, quite simply merge, one could say, with the
question of Latin? By which should be understood, beyond a
'question of language and of culture', the strange phenomenon of
Latinity and of its globalization. We are not speaking here of
universality, even of an idea of universality, only of a process of
universalization that is finite but enigmatic. It is rarely investigated
in its geopolitical and ethico-juridical scope, precisely where such
a power finds itself overtaken, deployed, its pamdoxical heritage
revived by the global and still irresistible hegemony of a
'language', which is to say, also of a culture that in part is not
Latin but Anglo-American. For everything that touches religion in
particular, for everything that speaks 'religion', for whoever
speaks religiously or about religion, Anglo-American remains
Latin. Religion circulates in the world, one might sav, like an
English word <comme un mot anglais> that has been to Rome
and taken a detour to the United States. Well beyond its strictly
capitalist or politico-military figures, a hyper-imperialist appropriation has been underway now for centuries. It imposes itst:lf in a
particularly palpable manner within the conceptual apparatus of
international law and of glohal political rhetoric. Wherever this
apparatus dominates, it articulates itself through a discourst: on
religion. From here on, the word 'religion' is calmly (and violently)
applied to things which have always been and n:main foreign to
what this word names and arrests in its history. The s;Jmc remark
could apply to many other words, for thl' entire 'rl'i1g1ous vocd~
ulary' beginning with 'cult', 'hith ', 'hel1ef', 's;H.:rcd', 'holy',
'saved', 'unscathed' (hcilig). But hy inelucrahle conugion, no
semantic cell can remain alien, I d:nc not say ·~;1ft: .llld sound',
'unscathed', in this apparently hordcrless process. Clo/Jai,ltimz.a-
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tion (essentially Christian, to be sure), this word names a uniq'
event to which a meta-language seems incapable of accedin
although such a language remains, all the same, of the greatc
necessity here. For at the same time that we no longer perceivei
limits, we know that such globalization is finite and only pn
jeered. What is involved here is a Latinization and, rather tha
globality, a globalization that is running out of breath <esso~
flee>, however irresistible and imperial it still may be. What 31
we to think of this running out of breath? Whether it holds
future or is held in store for it, we do not know and by definitia
cannot know. But at the bottom of such non-knowing, th
expiring breath is blasting the ether of the world. Some bread
there better than others, some are stifled. The war of religioi
deploys itself there in its element, but also under a protectif
stratum that threatens to burst. The co-extensiveness of the tw
questions (religion and worldwide Latinization) marks the dimen
sions of what henceforth cannot be reduced to a question c
language, culture, semantics, nor even, without doubt, to one c
anthropology or of history. And what if religio remained untraD
slatablc? No religio without sacramentum, without alliance an
promise of testifying truthfully to the truth, which is to say, It
speak the truth: that is to say, to begin with, no religion withou
the promise of keeping one's promise to tell the truth - and It
have already told it! - in the very act of promising. To ha'l'l
already told it, veritas, in Latin, and thus to consider it told. Tlw
event to come has already taken place. The promise promise
itself, it is already promised, that is the sworn faith, the givet
word, and hence the response. Religio would begin there.
(31) And if religio remained untranslatable? And if this questio11
and a fortiori the response to which it appeals, were to inscrihe 11
already in an idtorn whose translation remains problematic? What
does it mean to respond? It is to swear - the faith: respondere,
antworten, answer, szl'c,lr (swaran): 'to he compared with the got.
sn·anm I from which come schwiiren, heschwiircn, 'swe;t r', 'cort·
jttrc·, ':H.ljurc', ctc.j, "to swear, to pronounce ~olcmn formulas":
t hts is almost literal!~· n'-'f'undcrc.' 1"
':\!most litn:dly .. .' he ~:l\'S. ;\s alw:ws, rcLomsc to knowledge
i~ tl'lllJlLltion itsclt. fo.:nowtng is tclll{l/tltiun, :dhctt in a somewhat
nwrc sim.;ular sense t!Llll lwlicvcd \\·hen rderrinb habitually
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(habitually, at least) to the Evil Genius or to some original sin.
ifhe temptation of knowing, the temptation of knowledge, is
to believe not only that one knows what one knows (which
wouldn't be too serious}, but also that one knows what knowledge is, that is, free, structurally, of belief or of faith - of the
fiduciary or of trustworthiness. The temptation to believe in
knowledge, here for example in the precious authority of Benveniste, can hardly be separated from a certain fear and trembling.
Before what? Before a scholarship that is recognized, no doubt,
and legitimate and respectable, but also before the confidence
with which, authorizing himself without trembling through this
authority, Benveniste (for example) proceeds with the cutting
edge of assured distinction. For example, between the proper
meaning and its other, the literal sense and its other, as though
precisely that itself which is here in question (for example the
response, responsibility or religion etc.) did not arise, in a quasiautomatic, machine-like or mechanical manner, out of the hesitation, indecision and margins between the two ostensibly assured
terms. Scruple, hesitation, indecision, reticence (hence modesty
<pudeur>, respect, restraint before that which should remain
sacred, holy or safe: unscathed, immune) - this too is what is
meant by religio. It is even the meaning that Benveniste believes
obliged to retain with reference to the 'proper and constant usages'
of the word during the classical period. 20 Let us nevertheless cite
this page of Benveniste while emphasizing the words 'proper',
'literally', an 'almost literally' that is almost mind-boggling, and
finally what is said to have 'disappeared' and the 'essential' that
'remains'. The places to which we call attention situate in our eyes
chasms over which a great scholar walks with tranquil step, as
though he knew what he was talking about, while at the same
time acknowledging that at bottom he really doesn't know very
much. And all this goes on, as we can see, in the enigmatic Latin
derivation, in the 'prehistory of Greek and Latin'. All that goes 011
in what can no longer he isolated as a relrgious !'ocahulary, whid~
is to say, 1n a relationship of right to religion, 1n th~ ~xperit·ncc of
the promis~ or of the indcrnnitlcatory offering, of a word C<>IIHllitting a future to till' present hut concerning <ln event that is past: 'l
promise you that it h<lpp~ned.' What h:lppt·ned? \XIho, to he
precise? A ~on, vnurs. !low hcautiful to hav~ an ~X<1mplc.
Religion, nothing less:
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Together with spondeo, \Ve must consider re-spondeo. The proper
meaning of respondeo and the relation with spondeo emerge
literally from a dialogue of Plautus (Captiui, 899). The parasite
Ergasilus brings Hegion good news: his son, long disappeared, is :
about to return. Hegion promises Ergasilus to feed him all his days,
if what he says is true. And the latter commits himself in turn:
898 r... ) sponden tu istud?- Spondeo.
899 At ego tuum tibi aduenisse filium respondeo.
'Is this a promise? -It's a promise. -And I, for my part, promise
you that your son has arrived.'
This dialogue is constructed according to a legal formula: a
sponsio by the one, a re-sponsio by the other, forms of a security
that are henceforth reciprocal: 'I guarantee you, in return, that your
son has really arrived.'
This exchange of guarantees (cf. our expression answer for . .. )
g•ves rise to the meaning, already well established in Latin, 'respond'.
Respondeo, responsum, is said of the interpreters of the gods, of
priests, notably of the haruspices, giving a promise in return for the
offering, depositing a security in return for a gift; it is the 'response'
of an oracle, of a priest. This explains a legal usage of the verb:
respondere de iure, 'to give a legal consultation'. The jurist, with his
competence, guaramees the value of the opinion he gives.
Let us note a symmetric3l Germanic expression: old engl. andszuaru 'response' (engl. answer), compared to the got. swaran 'to
swear, pronounce solemn words': it is almost literally respondere.
Thus we can determine precisely, in the prehistory of Greek and
of Latin, the meaning of a term that IS of the greatest importance in
religious vocabulary, and the v:1lue that is denved from the root
*spend- with respect to other verbs that indicate offenng in general.
In Latin, mz important part of the initial distinction has disapfJcared, but the essential remains and this is what determines the
juridical notion of sponsio on the one hand, and on the other, the
link with the Grec::k concept of sponde."'
(_~2)

But religion does not follow rhe movement of faith any
more necessarily than the latter rushes tow:Hd~ htth in God. For
if the concept ot 'religion' implies an 1nstitut1on that is separable,
1dentit-iahle, circumscrihahk, tied through its letter to the Roman
IllS, it~ essential relation hoth to faith ;md to (;od i~ :~nything hut
~l~lt-cvltknt. \\'hen \\'l' speak, we Europeans, so ord11Lnily and so
c()nfmcdlv toda\· ;lhout ;1 'return of the religious', what do we
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thereby name? To what do we refer? The 'religious', the religiosity
that is vaguely associated with the experience of the sacredness of
the divine, of the holy, of the saved or of the unscathed (hei/ig) is it religion? In what and to what extent does a 'sworn faith', a
belief have to be committed or engaged? Inversely, not every
sworn faith, given word, trustworthiness, trust or confidence in
general is necessarily inscribed in a 'religion', even if the latter
does mark the convergence of two experiences that are generally
held to be equally religious:
1

2

the experience of belief, on the one hand (believing or credit,
the fiduciary or the trustworthy in the act of faith, fidelity,
the appeal to blind confidence, the testimonial that is always
beyond proof, demonstrative reason, intuition); and
the experience of the unscathed, of sacredness or of holiness,
on the other?

These two veins (or two strata or two sources) of the religious
should be distinguished from one another. They can doubtless he
associated with each other and certain of their possible coimplications analysed, but they should never be confused or
reduced to one another as is almost always done. In principle, it
is possible to sanctify, to sacralize the unscathed or to mamtain
oneself in the presence of the sacrosanct in various ways without
bringing into play an act of belief, if at least belief, faith or fidelity
signifies here acquiescing to the testimony of the other - of the
utterly other who is inaccessible in its absolute source. And there
where every other is utterly other <ott tout autre est tout autre>.
Conversely, if it carries beyond the presence of what would offer
itself to be seen, touched, proven, the acquiescence of trust still
does not in itself necessarily involve the sacred. (In this context
two points deserve consideration: first, the distinction proposed
by Levinas between the sacred and the holy; we shall do th;lt
elsewhere; secondly, t hl' ncccssi ty for t hesl' two hetcrogenl'ous
sources of religion to mingle their waters, if one can pur it that
way, without ever, it seems to us, amounting sJmply to the same.)
(33) We met, rhus, at ( :apri, we Europeans, assigneJ to
languages (Italian, Spani~h. ( ;crman, French) in which tht· same
word, religion, should mc;Jn, or so we thought, the same thing. As
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for the trustworthiness of this word, we shared our presuppositio
with Benveniste. The latter seems in effect to believe himsl
capable of recognizing and isolating, in the article on sponsio thi
we evoked a moment ago, what he refers to as 'religious vocabi
lary'. But everything remains problematic in this respect. How c~.
discourses, or rather, as was just suggested, 'discursive practica!:;:
be articulated and made to cooperate in attempting to take
measure of the question, 'What is religion?'
f
'What is ... ?', which is to say, on the one hand, what is it in if_
essence? And on the other, what is it (present indicative) ~
present? What is it doing, what is being done with it at presenl·
today, today in the world? So many ways of insinuating, in ead
of these words - being, essence, present, world- a response inti
the question. So many ways of imposing the answer. Of pr~
imposing it or of prescribing it as religion. There we might hav~
perhaps, a pre-definition: however little may be known of religior.
in the singular, we do know that it is always a response ani'
responsibility that is prescribed, not chosen freely in an act cl
pure and abstractly autonomous wilL There is no doubt that ir
implies freedom, will and responsibility, but let us try to thinl
this: will and freedom without autonomy. Whether it is a questior
of sacredness, sacrificiality or of faith, the other makes the law,
the law is other: to give ourselves back, and up, to the other. To
every other and to the utterly other.
The said 'discursive practices' would respond to several types
of programme: ·

df·

1

Assuring oneself of a provenance by etymologies. The best
illustration would he given by the divergence concerning tht
two possible etymological sources of the word religio: (af
rclcgerc, from Iegere ('harvest, gather'): Ciceronian tradition
continued hy W. Otto, J.-B. Hollmann, Benveniste; (bL
rcligare, from ligarc ('to tic, hind'). This tradition would go
from Lact<1ntius and Tntullian to Kohhcrt, Ernout-Mcille~
Pauly- \XIissowa. In addition to the her that etymology never
provilks a Lnv ;1nd only provides material for thinking on
the condition that it allows lto.,clf to he thought as well, we
sh;lll attl'mpt btn to dl'finc the implicnion or tendency
«).,,ngc> cr J/111/Wil (() the (ll'() sr Jltru~s of me ani ng thus
distinguished. lkyond .1 l:.l~c of simple synonyms, the two
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semantic sources perhaps overlap. They would even repeat
one another not far from what in truth would be the origin
of repetition, which is to say, the division of the same.
2 The search for historico-semantical filiations or genealogies
would determine an immense field, with which the meaning
of the word is put to the test of historical transformations
and of institutional structures: history and anthropology of
religions, in the style of Nietzsche, for example, as well as
in that of Benveniste when he holds 'Indo-European institutions' as 'witnesses' to the history of meaning or of an
etymology - which in itself, however, proves nothing about
the effective use of a word.
3 An analysis above all concerned with pragmatic and functional effects, more structural and also more political, would
not hesitate to investigate the usages or applications of the
lexical resources, where, in the face of new regularities, of
unusual recurrences, of unprecedented contexts, discourse
liberates words and meaning from all archaic memory and
from all supposed origins.
These three biases seem, from different points of view, legitimate. But even if they respond, as I believe they do, to irrefutable
imperatives, my provisior1al hypothesis (which I advance all the
more prudently and timidly for not being able to justify it
sufficiently in the limited space and time available) is that here, in
Capri, the last type ought to dominate. It should not exclude the
others- that would lead to too many absurdities - but it should
privilege the signs of what in the world, today, singularizes the
use of the word 'religion' as well as experience of 'religion'
associated with the word, there where no memory and no history
could suffice to announce or gather it, at least not at first sight. I
would have had therefore to invent an operation, a discursive
machine, if one prefers, whose economy not only does justice, in
the space and time available, to these three demands, to each of
the imperatives that we feel, at least, to he irrefutable, hut which
would also organi;r.e the hierarchy and the urgencies. At a cert;1in
speed, at a rhythm given within the narrow limits <available>.
(34) Etymologies, filiations, genealogies, pragmatics. We wd I
not be able to undertake here all the analyses required hv
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distinctions that are indispensable but rarely respected or prac•
tised. There are many of them (religion/faith, belief; religion/pieryt
religion/cult; religion/theology; religion/theiology; religion/ontotheo'
logy; or yet again, religious/divine - mortal or immortal; religioul
sacred-saved-holy-unscathed-immune - heilig). But among:
them, before or after them, we will put to the test the quasil
transcendental privilege we believe ourselves obliged to grant
distinction between, on the one hand, the experience of beliet
(trust, trustworthiness, confidence, faith, the credit accorded th~
good faith of the utterly other in the experience of witnessin~
and, on the other, the experience of sacredness, even of holinessl;
of the unscathed that is safe and sound (heilig, holy). ThesJ:
comprise two distinct sources or foci. 'Religion' figures thed:
ellipse because it both comprehends the two foci but also somel
time~ shroud~ their irreduci~le duality in silence, in a mannerr
prec1sely that IS secr~t and retrcent.
, . . ,
.
. . 1.
In any case, the h1story of the word rebgwn should m pnnCJplel
forbid every non-Christian from using the name 'religion', ini ·
order to recognize in it what 'we' would designate, identify and~
isolate there. Why add here this qualification of 'non-Christian'?'
In other words, why should the concept of rel1gion be solely."
Christian? Why, in any case, does the question deserve to be'
posed and the hypothesis taken seriously? Benveniste also recalls~
that there is no 'common' Indo-European term for what we call~
'religion'. The Indo-Europeans did not conceive 'as a separate
institution' what Benveniste, for his part, calls 'the omnipresent
reality that is religion'. Even today, wherever such a 'separate:
institution' is not recognized, the word 'religion' is inadequate.'
There has not always been, therefore, nor is there always and'
everywhere, nor will there always and everywhere ('with humans' ."
or elsewhere) he something, a thing that is one a11d identifiable, ~-
identical with itself, which, whether religious or irreligious, all;
agree to call 'religion'. And yet, one tells oneself, one still must •
respond. Within the Latin sphere, the origin of rdi~.:io was the ~
theme of challenges th;lt in truth were interminable. Between two·
readings or two lessons, therefore, two provenances: on the one
hand, supported hy text.'> of Cicero, rc/cpJ'I"l', wh;H would seem to
he the.· avowed formal and sem:1ntic filiation: bringing together in
()rdn to return and hcgin again; whence rclrgto, scrupulous
.Jttcntion. respect, p;Hiencc. eve11 modesty. sh;lmc or piety - and.
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on the other hand (Lactantius and Tertullian) religare, etymology
'invented by Christians', as Benveniste says, 22 and linking religion
to. the link, precisely, to obligation, ligament, and hence to
obligation, to debt etc., between men or between man and God.
At issue would still be, in an entirely different place, on an entirely
different theme, a division of the source and of the meaning (and
we are not yet done with this dualization). This debate on the two
sources, etymological but also 'religious', of the word religio is
without doubt fascinating and passionate (it is related to the
Passion itself, in so far as one of the two disputed sources has
been claimed to be Christian). But whatever its interest or
necessity might be, such a divergence is for us limited in scope. In
the first place, because nothing gets decided at the source, as we
have just st.iggested. 23 Secondly, because the two competing etymologies can be retraced to the same, and in a certain manner to
the possibility of repetition, which produces the same as much as
it confirms it. In both cases (re-legere or re-ligare), what is at issue
is indeed a persistent bond that bonds itself first and foremost to
itself. What is at issue is indeed a reunion <rassemblement>, a
re-a5sembling, a re-collecting. A resistance or a reaction to disjunction. To ab-solute alterity. 'Recollecting', recollecter, is moreover the translation proposed by Benveniste/' who glosses it thus:
'return for a new choice, return to revise a previous operation',
whence the sense of 'scruple', but also of choice, of reading and
of election, of intelligence, sii1ce there can be no selectivity without
the bonds of collectivity and recollection. Finally, it is in the bond
to the self, marked by the enigmatic 're-', that one should perhaps
try to reconstrue the passage between these different meanings
(re-legere, re-ligare, rc-sf)(mdco, in which Benveniste analyses
what he also calls, elsewhere, the 'relation' to spondcn). All the
categories of which we could make use to translate the common
meaning of the 're-' would be inadequate, and first of all because
they can only re-introduce into the definition what has to he
defined, as though it already had been dd1ncd. For example, in
pretending to know what is the 'proper me;lning', as Benveniste
says, of words such as repetition, resumption, renewal, rdlc-.tion,
re-election, recollection- in short, religion, 'scrupll'', response and
responsibility.
Whatever side one takes in this dehate, it is to the ellipse of
these double Latin foci that the entire modern (geo-theolog11.:o-
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political) problematic of the 'return of the religious' refers. Wh~
ever would not acknowledge either the legitimacy of this doubl~·
foci or the Christian prevalence that has imposed itself global!Jf
within the said Latinity would have to refuse the very premises o(
such a debate. 25 And with them, any attempt to think a situation;
in which, as in times past, there will perhaps no longer exist, jusf
as once it did not yet exist, any 'common Indo-European term fo~
"
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(35) But, one still must respond. And without waiting. Withou~
waiting too long. In the beginning, Maurizio Ferraris at the Hotelf
Lutetia. 'I need,' he tells me, 'we need a theme for this meeting in~.
Capri.' In a whisper, yet without whispering, almost withou1
hesitating, mechine-like, I respond, 'Religion.' Why? From wheref
did this come to me, and yes, mechanically? Once the themet
was agreed upon, discussions were improvised - between twOf
walks at night towards Faraglione, which can be seen in thej
distance, between Vesuvius and Capri. (Jensen refers to it, i,
Faraglione, and Grad iva returns perhaps, the ghost of light, the i
shadowless shadow of noon, das Mittagsgespenst, more beauti- ~
ful than all the great ghosts of the island, better 'habituated'~
than they, as she puts it, 'to being dead', and for a long time.)·
I had rhus subsequently to justify an answer to the question,
why I had named, all of a sudden, machine-like, 'religion'? And.
this justification would have become, today, my response to~
the question of religion. Of religion today. For, of course, it .
would have been madness itself to have proposed to treat religion;
itself, in general or in its essence; rather the troubled question, ~
the common concern is: 'What is going on today with it, with \.
what is designated thus? What is going on there? What is ~
happening and so badly? What is happening under this old l
name? What in the world is suddenly emerging or re-emerging :·
under this appellation?' Of course, this form of question cannot ('
he separated from the more fundamental one (on the essence, the .
concept and the history of religion itself, and of what is called
'religion'). But its ;lppro;lch, first of all, should have been, according to me, nwre dirn:r, glohal, massive and Immediate, spontaneous, without ddcnce, almost in the style of a philosopher
ohligcd to issue .1 hrid press rele;lse. The response that I gave
almost withollt hcsitatwn ro Ferrari~ must have come back to
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me from afar, resonating from an alchemist's cavern, in whose
depths the word was a precipitate. 'Religion', a word dictated
by who knows what or whom: by everyone perhaps, by the
reading of the nightly news televised on an international network, by the everyman we believe we see, by the state of the
world, by the whole of what is as it goes (God, its synonym in
short, or History as such, and so on). Today once again, today
finally, today otherwise, the great question would still be religion
and what some hastily call its 'return'. To say things in this way
and to believe that one knows of what one speaks, would be. to
begin by no longer understanding anything at all: as though
religion, the question of religion was what succeeds in returning,
that which all of a sudden would come as a surprise to what
one believes one knows: man, the earth, the world, history falling thus under the rubric of anthropology, of history or of every
other form of human science or of philosophy, even of the
'philosophy of religion'. First error to avoid. It is typical and
examples of it could be multiplied. If there is a question of
religion, it ought no longer to be a 'question-of-religion'. Nor
simply a response to this question. We shall see why and
wherein the question of religion is first of all the question of the
question. Of the origins and the borders of the question - as of
the response. 'The thing' tends thus to drop out of sight as soon
as one believes oneself able to master it under the title of a
discipline, a knowledge or a philosophy. And yet, despite the
impossibility of the task, a demand is addressed to us: it should
be delivered <tenir>, done, or left to 'deliver itself' <se tenir> this discourse, in a few traits, in a limited number of words.
Economy dictated hy publishing exigencies. But why, always the
question of number, were there ten commandments, subsequently
multiplied by so and so many? Where here would he the just
ellipsis we are enjoined to say in keeping it silent. Where the
reticence? And what if the ellipsis, the silent figure and tht>
'keeping quiet' of reticence were precisely, we will come to that
later, religion? \V/e arc asked, in the collective name of scver:d
European publishers, to state a position in a few pages on religion,
and that does not appear monstrous today, when a serious treatise
on religion would demand the construction of new Libraries of
France and of the universe, even if, not hclwuing that one is
thinking anything new, one would content oneself with remem-

bering, archiving, classifying, taking note in a memmr, of what;
one believes one already knows.
~·
Faith and knowledge: between believing one knows and know·r
ing one believes, the alternative is not a game. Let us choose, then,{"
I told myself, ~ ~uasi-apho.ristic form as one c.h~ose~ a machin.e,t
the least permcwus machme to treat of reltgton m a certatn~:.
number of pages: 25 or a few more, we were given; and, let
say, arbitrarily, to de-cipher or anagrammatize the 25, 52 veryt.:
unequal sequences, as many crypts dispersed in a non-identified[
field, a field that is none the less already approaching, like a desertJ
about which one isn't sure if it is sterile or not, or like a field off~
ruins and of mines and of wells and of caves and of cenotaphs~
and of scattered seedings; but a non-identified field, not even like~ ·
a world (the Christian history of this word, 'world', already putsf
us on guard; the world is not the universe, nor the cosmos, nod:
the earth).
f:·

usl

t.

).·.

(36) In the beginning, the title will have been my first aphorismJ
It condenses two traditional titles, entering into a contract with~
them. We are committed to deforming them, dragging them~
elsewhere while developing if not their negative or their uncon-~
scious, at least the logic of what they might have let speak about:~
religion independently of the meanings they wanted to say. In
Capri, at the beginning of the session, improvising, I spoke of~
light and in the name of the island (of the necessity of dating, that:
is, of signing a finite meeting in its time and in its space, from rhef
singularity of a place, of a Latin place: Capri, which is not Delos,t
nor Patmos- nor Athens, nor Jerusalem, nor Rome). I had insisted i
on the light, the relation of all religion to fire and to light. There
is the light of revelation and the light of the Enlightenment. Lightt':
phos, revelation, orient and origin of our religions, photographic ·.
instantaneity. Question, demand: in view of the Enlightenment of·..
today and of tomorrow, in the light of other Enlightenments .,
(A~t(kldnmg, Lumicrcs, illuminismo) how to think religion in the 1
daylight of today without breaking with the philosophical tra·;
dition? In our 'modcrnitv', the s~lid tradition demarcates itself in
an exemplary mannn- i~ will have to he shown why- in basically:.
Latin titles that name religion. First of all in a hook by Kant, in
the epoch and in the spirit of the Au(kliirung, if not of the
/.umih·cs: Neltglmt witlmz the Limtts of Reason Alone ( 1793) was

f
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also a book on radical evil. (What of reason and of radical evil
today? And if the 'return of the religious' was not. without relation
to the return - modern or postmodern, for once - of certain
phenomena, at least, of radical evil? Does radical evil destroy or
institute the possibility of religion?) Then, the book of Bergson,
that great Judaeo-Christian, The Two Sources of Morality and of
Religion {1932), between the two world wars and on the eve of
events of which one knows that one does not yet know how to
-think them, and to which no religion, no religious institution in
the world remained foreign or survived unscathed, immune, safe.
and sound. In both cases, was the issue not, as today, that of
thinking religion, the possibility of religion, and hence of its
interminable and ineluctable return?
(37) 'To think religion?' you say. As though such a project
would not dissolve the very question in advance. To hold that
religion is properly thinkable, and even if thinking is neither
seeing, nor knowing, nor conceiving, is still to hold it in advance
in respect; thus, over short or long, the affair is decided. Already
in speaking of these notes as of a machine, I have once again been
overcome by a desire for economy, for concision: by the desire to
draw, in order to be quick, the famous conclusion of the Two
Sources . . . towards another place, another discourse, other
argumentative stakes. The·-Jatter could always be - I do not
exclude it - a hijacked translation, or a rather free formalization.
The book's concluding words are memorable: 'the effort required
to accomplish, down to our refractory planet, the essential function of the universe, which is a machine for the making of gods'.
What would happen if Bergson were made to say something
entirely different from what he believed he wanted to say but
what perhaps was surreptitiously dictated to him? What would
happen if he had, as though despite himself, left a place or a
passage for a sort of symptomatic retraction, following the very
movement of hesitation, indecision and of scruple, of that turning
back {retractare, says Cicero to define the rcltginlls ;let or hr.:ing)
in which perhaps the double source - the double stratum or the
double root - of religin consists? Were such the case, then that
hypothesis would receive perhaps a doubly mechamcal form.
'Mechanical' would have to be understood here in a nwamng that
is rather 'mystical'. Mystical or secret becaust· Ct>ntrad 1ctory and
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distracting, both inaccessible, disconcerting and familiar, unheim~
lich, uncanny to the very extent that this machinality, t •
ineluctable automatization produces and re-produces what at t
same time detaches from and reattaches to the family (heimis
homely), to the familiar, to the domestic, to the proper, to t
oikos of the ecological and of the economic, to the ethos, to t ·
place of dwelling. This quasi-spontaneous automaticity, as irr ·
Elective as a reflex, repeats again and again the double moveme
of abstraction and attraction that at the same time detaches a
reattaches to the country, the idiom, the literal or to everythin
confusedly collected today under the terms 'identity' or 'identitar
ian'; in two words, that which at the same time ex-propriates an
re-appropriates, de-racinates and re-enracinates, ex-appropriat··
according to a logic that we will later have to formalize, that
auto-immune auto-indemnification.
Before speaking so calmly of the 'return of the religious' today \
two things have to be explained in one. Each time what is involve ·
is a machine, a tele-machine:
1

f·
The said 'return of the religious', which is to say the spread~
of a complex and overdeteronined phenomenon, is not a~
simple return, for its glob?. lity and its figures (tele-techno-f
media-scientific, capitalistic and politico-economic) remain~
original and unprecedented. And it is not a simple return
the religious, for it comports, as one of its two tendencies, at
radical destruction of the religious (stricto sensu, the Roman~~
and the statist, like everything that incarnates the European(;·
political or juridical order against which all non-Christiant
'fundamentalisms' or 'integrisms' are waging war, to
sure, but also certain forms of Protestant or even Catholi~··
orthodoxy). It must be said as well that in face of them, :
another self-destructive affirmation of religion, I would dare;
to call it auto-immune, could well be at work in all the:
projects known as 'pacifist' and economic, 'catholic' or norJ.
which appeal to universal fraternization, to th~.: reconcilia-!
tion of 'men, sons of dw sam<.: God', and ;lhov<.: all when~
these brothers belong to the monotheistic tradition of thef
Abr:thamic religions. It will always he ddticult extricating!.
this pacifying movement from a double lwnzon (the ond.
hiding or divtding the other):
~
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(a) The kenotic horizon of the death of God and the
anthropological re-immanentization (the rights of man
and of human life above all obligation towards absolute
and transcendent truth of commitment before the divine
order: an Abraham who would henceforth refuse to
sacrifice his son and would no longer envisage what was
always madness). When one hears the official representatives of the religious hierarchy, beginning with the
most mediatic and most Latinoglobal and cederomized
of all, the Pope, speak of this sort of ecumenical
reconciliation, one also hears (not only, to be sure, but
also) the announcement or reminder of a certain 'death
of God'. Sometimes one even has the impression that he
speaks only of that - which speaks through his mouth.
And that another death of God comes to haunt the
Passion that animates him. But what's the difference,
one will say. Indeed.
(b) This declaration of peace can also, pursuing war by
other means, dissimulate a pacifying gesture, in the
most European-colonial sense possible. Inasmuch as it
comes from Rome, as is often the case, it would try first,
and first in Europe, upon Europe, to impose surreptitiously a discourse, a culture, a politics and a right, to
impose them ··on all the other monotheist religions,
including the non-Catholic Christian religions. Beyond
Europe, through the same schemes and the same juridico-theologico-political culture, the aim would be to
impose, in the name of peace, a globalatinization. The
latter becomes henceforth European-Anglo-American in
its idiom, as we said above. The task seems all the more
urgent and problematic (incalculable calculation of
religion for our times) as the demographic disproportion
will not cease henceforth to threaten external hegemony, leaving the latter no stratagems other than inter·
nalization. The field of this war or of this pacification is
henceforth without limit: all tlw rchgions, their centres
of authority, the religious cultures, st;Hcs, nations or
ethnic groups that tlwv reprc~cnt have unequal ;lcct·ss.
to he sure, hut often orH· th;lt 1s immediate ;111d poten·
tially without limit, to tlw same world market. They are
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at the same time producers, actors and sought-after
consumers, at times exploiters, at times victims. <At
stake in the struggle> is thus the access to world
(transnational or trans-state) networks of telecommunication and of tele-technoscience. Henceforth religion 'in
the singular' accompanies and even precedes the critical
and tele-technoscientific reason, it watches over it as its
shadow. It is its wake, the shadow of light itself, the
pledge of faith, the guarantee of trustworthiness, the
fiduciary experience presupposed by all production of
shared knowledge, the testimonial performativityengaged in all technoscientific performance as in the
entire capitalistic economy indissociable from it.
The same movement that renders indissociable religion and
tele-technoscientific reason in its most critical aspect reacts
inevitably to itself. It secretes its own antidote but also its
own power of auto-immunity. We are here in a space where
all self-protection of the unscathed, of the safe and sound,
of the sacred (heilig, holy) must protect itself against its own
protection, its own police, its own power of rejection, in
short against its own, which is to say, against its own
immunity. It is this terrifying but fatal logic of the autoimmunity of the unscathed27 that will always associate
Science and Religion.

On the one hand, the 'lights' and Enlightenment of teletechnoscientific critique and reason can only suppose trustworthiness. They are obliged to put into play an irreducible 'faith', that
of a 'social bond' or of a 'sworn faith', of a testimony ('I promise
to tell you the truth beyond all proof and all theoretical demonstration, believe me, etc.'), that is, of a performative of promising
at work even in lying or perjury and without which no address
to the other wriuld be possible. Without the performativc cxperit'ncc of this elementary act of faith, there would neither he
'social hond' nor address of the other, nor any performarivity in
gt·ncr;JI: neither convention, nor institution, nor constitution, nor
sovereign st;lte, nor law, nor ahove all, here, that structural
pcrform;Hivlty of the productive performance that hinds from its
vcrv inception the knowledge of the scientific comnHIIllty to
doing, and s.:ience to technics. If we regularly spc<1k here of
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technoscience, it is not in order to cede to a contemporary
stereotype, but in order to recall that, more clearly than ever
before, we now know that the scientific act ·is, through and
through, a practical intervention and a technical performativity
in the very energy of its essence. And for this very reason it plays
with place, putting distances and speeds to work. It delocalizes,
removes or brings close, actualizes or virtualizes, accelerates or
decelerates. But wherever this tele-technoscienrific critique develops, it brings into play and confirms the fiduciary credit of an
elementary faith which is, at least in its essence or calling,
• religious (the elementary condition, the milieu of the religious if
, . not religion itself). We speak of trust and of credit or of trust;' worthiness in order to underscore that this elementary act of
. faith also underlies the essentially economic and capitalistic
rationality of the tele-technoscientific. No calculation, no assurance will ever be able to reduce its ultimate necessity, that of the
testimonial signature (whose theory is not necessarily a theory of
the subject, of the person or of the ego, conscious or unconscious). To take note of this is to give oneself the means of
understanding why, in principle, today, there is no incompatibility, in the said 'return of the religious', between the 'fundamentalisms', the 'integrisms' or their 'politics' and, on the other hand,
rationality, which is to say, the tele-techno-capitalistico-scientific
fiduciarity, in all of its mediatic and globalizing dimensions. This
rationality of the said 'fundamentalisms' can also be hypercriticaP8 and not recoil before what can sometimes resemble
a deconstructive radicalization of the critical gesture. As for the
phenomena of ignorance, of irrationality or of 'obscurantism'
that are so often emphasized and denounced, so easily and with
good reason, they are often residues, surface effects, the reactive
slag of immunitary, indemnificatory or auto-immunitary reactivity. They mask a deep structure or rather (but also at the same
time) a fear of self, a reaction against that with which it is
partially linked: the dislocation, expropriation, delocalization,
deracination, disidiomatization and dispossession (in all their
dimensions, particularly sexual - fJIJ,dlu:) that the telc-technoscientific machine docs not fail to produce. The reactivity of
resentment opposes this movement tn itself hy dividing it. It
;ndemnifies itself thus in a movement th<H is ,lt once immunitary
and auto-immune. The reaction to the mach1ne is as automatic
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(and rhus machinal) as life itself. Such an internal splitting, which
opens distance, is also peculiar or 'proper' to religion, appropriating religion for the 'proper' (inasmuch as it is also the
unscathed: heilig, holy, sacred, saved, immune and so on), appro·
priating religious indemnification to all forms of property, from
the linguistic idiom in its 'letter', to blood and soil, to the family
and to the nation. This internal and immediate reactivity, at once
immunitary and auto-immune, can alone account for what will
be called the religious resurgence in its double and contradictory
phenomenon. The word resurgence <de{erlement> imposes itself
upon us to suggest the redoubling of a wave that appropriates
even that to which, enfolding itself, it seems to be opposed - and
simultaneously gets carried away itself, sometimes in terror and
terrorism, taking with it precisely that which protects it, its own
'antibodies'. Allying itself with the enemy, hospitable to the
antigens, bearing away the other with itself, this resurgence grows
and swells with the power of the adversary. From the shores of
whatever island, one doesn't know, here is the resurgence we
believe we see coming, without doubt, in its spontaneous swelling, irresistibly automatic. But we believe we see it coming
without any horizon. We are no longer certain that we see and
that there is a future where we see it coming. The future tolerates
neither foresight nor providence. It is therefore in it, rather,
caught and surprised by this resurgence, that 'we' in truth are
carried away - and it is this that we would like to think, if this
word can still be used here.
Religion today allies itself with tele-technoscience, to which it
reacts with all its forces. It is, on the one hand, globalization; it
produces, weds, exploits the capital and knowledge of telemediatization: neither the trips and global spectacularizing of the
Pope, nor the interstate dimensions of the 'Rushdie affair', nor
planetary terrorism would otherwise he possible, at this rhythmand we could multiply such indications ad infinitum. But, on the
other hand, it reacts immediately, simultaneously, dcclarin~ war
against that which gives it this new power only at the cost of
dislodging it from all irs proper phces, i11 tmth (rom {J!acc rtsclf,
from the t,lki11J,:-fJLnc of its truth. It conducts a tnrihle war
ag:1inst rh:1t which protects it only hy threatening it, according to
this douhlc and contradictory structure: immunit;Hy :1nd autoimmunJtarv. The relation between these two motions or these two
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sources is ineluctable, and therefore automatic and mechanical
between one which has the form of the machine (mechanization:
automatization, machination or mechane), and the other, that of
living spontaneity, of the unscathed property of life, that is to say,
of another (claimed) self-determination. But the auto-immunitary
haunts the community and its system of immunitary survival like
the hyperbole of its own possibility. Nothing in common, nothing
immune, safe and sound, heilig and holy, nothing unscathed in
the most autonomous living present without a risk of autoimmunity. As always, the risk charges itself twice, the same finite
risk. Two times rather than one: with a menace and with a chanc~.
In two words, it must take charge of- one could also say: take in
trust - the possibility of that radical evil without which good
would be for nothing. 29

... and pomegranates
(Having posed these premises or general definitions, and given the
diminishing space available, we shall cast the fifteen final propositions in a form that is even more granulated, grainy, disseminated, aphoristic, discontinuous, juxtapositional, dogmatic,
indicative or virtual, economic; in a word, more than ever
telegraphic.)

(38) Of a discourse to come - on the to-come and repetitiOn.
Axiom: no to-come without heritage and the possibility of repeating. No to-come without some sort of iterahility, at least in the
form of a covenant with oneself and confirmation of the originary yes. No to-come without some sort of messianic memory
and promise, of a messianicity older than all religion, more
originary than all messianism. No discourse or address of the
other without the possibility of an elementary promise. Perjury
and broken promises require the same possibility. No promise,
therefore, without the promise of a confirmation of the yes. Thio.;
yes will have implied and will always imply the tmstworthinn~
and fidelity of a faith. No faith, therefore, nor fuwre without
everything technical, automatic, machine-like supposed hy itcrability. In this sense, the technical is the possibility of faith, indeed
its very chance. A chance that entails the greatest risk, even the
menace of radical evil. Otherwise, that of which it is the chance
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would not be faith but rather programme or proof, predictability
or providence, pure knowledge and pure know-how, which is to
say annulment of the future. Instead of opposing them, as is
almost always done, they ought to be thought together, as one
and the same possibility: the machine-like and faith, and the same
holds for the machinal and all the values entailed in the sacrosanct
(heilig, holy, safe and sound, unscathed, intact, immune, free,
vital, fecund, fertile, strong, and above all, as we will soon see,
'swollen') - more precisely in the sacrosanctity of the phallic
effect.
(39) This double value, is it not, for example, that signified by a
phallus in its differentiality, or rather by the phallic, the effect of
the phallus, which is not necessarily the property of man? Is it not
the phenomenon, the phainesthai, the day of the phallus? - but
also, by virtue of the law of iterability or of duplication that can
detach it from its pure and proper presence, is it not also its
phantasma, in Greek, its ghost, its spectre, its double or its fetish?
Is it not the colossal automaticity of the erection (the maximum
of life to be kept unscathed, indemnified, immune and safe,
sacrosanct), but also and precisely by virtue of its reflex-character,
that which is most mechanical, most separable from the life it
represents? The phallic - is it not also, as distinct from the penis
and once detached from the body, the marionette that is erected,
exhibited, fetishized and paraded in processions? Is this not where
one grasps, virtuality of virtuality, the power or potency of a logic
powerful enough to account for (logon didonai) - counting on
and calculating the incalculable - everything that binds the relerechnoscientific machine, this enemy of life in the service of life,
to the very source and resource of the religious: to faith in the
most living as dead and automatically sur-vivinR, resuscitated in
its spectral phantasma, the holy, safe and sound, unscathed,
immune, sacred - in a word, everything that translates hei/ig?
Matrix, once again, of a cult or of a culture of the generalized
fetish, of an unlimited fetishism, of a fetishizing adoration of the
Thing itself. ( )nc could, without heing arhitrary, read, select,
connect everything in the semantic genealogy of the unscathed 'saintly, sacred, safe and sound, /Jeilig, holy' - that speaks of
force, life-force, fertility, growth, augmentation, and above all
sruclling, in the spontaneity of erection or of pregnancy'". T n he
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~· brief, it does not suffice to recall here all the phallic cults and their

r

well-known phenomena at the core of so many religions. The
three 'great monotheisms' have inscribed covenants or founding
promises in an ordeal of the unscathed that is always a circumcision, be it 'exterior or interior', literal or, as was said before
Saint Paul, in Judaism itself, 'circumcision of the heart'. And this
~ would perhaps be the place to enquire why, in the most lethal
~>explosions of a violence that is inevitably ethnico-religious- why,
on all sides, women in particular are singled out as victims (not
) · 'only' of murders, but also of the rapes and mutilations that
': precede and accompany them).

~:
[;.
,.,.
$.

r-

!-{ (40)

The religion of the living- is this not a tautology? Absolute
imperative, holy law, law of salvation: saving the living intact, the
i .'unscathed, the safe and sound (heilig) that has the right to absolute
~·respect, restraint, modesty. Whence the necessity of an enormous
task: reconstituting the chain of analogous motifs in the sacrasanctifying attitude or intentionality, in relation to that which is,
should remain or should he allowed to be what it is (heilig, living,
strong and fertile, erect and fecund: safe, whole, unscathed,
immune, sacred, holy and so on). Salvation and health. Such an
intentional attitude hears several names of the same family:
respect, modesty, restraint, inhibition, Achtung (Kant), Scheu,
Verhaltenheit, Gelassenheit·~Heidegger), restraint or holding-hack
<halte> in general. 31 The poles, themes, causes are not the same
(the law, sacredness, holiness, the god to come and so on), but the
movements appear quite analogous in the way they relate to them,
suspending themselves, and in truth interrupting themselves. All
of them involve or mark a restraint dJa!tc>. Perhaps they
constitute a sort of universal, not 'religion' as such, hut a universal
structure of religiosity. For if they arc not in themselves properly
religious, they always open the possibility of the religious without
ever being ahle to limit or restrain it. This possibility remains
divided. On the one hand, to he sure, it is respectful or inhibited
abstention before what remains sacred mystery, and what ought
to remain int<1Ct or inac~Tssihlc, like the mystie;1l imnn1nity of a
secret. But in rhus holding hack, the same haltmg also opens an
access without mediation or representation, hence not without an
intuitive violence, to that which rernJins unscathed. That IS
another dimension of the mystical. Such a univcrs<ll allr>ws or
~-
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promises perhaps the global translation of religio, that is: scruple,
respect, restraint, Verhaltenheit, reserve, Scheu, shame, discretion,
Gelassenheit, etc. - all stop short of that which must or should
remain safe and sound, intact, unscathed, before what must be
allowed to be what it ought to be, sometimes even at the cost of
sacrificing itself and in prayer: the other. Such a universal, such
an 'existential' universality, could have provided at least the
mediation of a scheme to the globalatinization of religio. Or in
any case, to its possibility.
What would then be required is, in the same movement, tO
account for a double postulation: on the one hand, the absolute
respect of life, the 'Thou shalt not kill' (at least thy neighbour, if
not the living in general), the 'fundamentalist' prohibition of abortion, of artificial insemination, of performative intervention in the
genetic potential, even to the ends of gene therapy etc.; and on the
other (without even speaking of wars of religion, of their terrorism
and their killings) the no less universal sacrificial vocation. It was
not so long ago that this still involved, here and there, human
sacrifice, even in the 'great monotheisms'. It always involves sac·
rifice of the living, more than ever in large-scale breeding and
slaughtering, in the fishing or hunting industries, in animal exper·
imentation. Be it said in passing that certain ecologists and certain
vegetari3ns - at least to the extent that they believe themselves to
have remained pure of (unscathed by) all carnivorousness, even
symholic 12 - would be the only 'religious' persons of the time to
respect one of these two pure sources of religion and indeed to
hear responsibility for what could well be the future of a religion.
What are the mechanics of this double postulation (respect of life
and sacrificiality)? I refer to it as mechanics because it reproduces,
with the regularity of a technique, the instance of the non-living
or, if you prefer, of the dead in the living. It was also the auto·
mation according to the phallic effect of which we spoke above. It
was the m3rionette, the dead machine yet more than living, the
spectral fantasy of the dead as the principle of life and of sur-vival
<sur-1'11'>. This mech;lllical princirlc is apparently very simple:
ltk Ius absolute v;llue only If it •~ worth more tlum life. And hence
onlv in so Lu as it mourns, becoming itself in the labour of infinite
m~>urning, in the indemnification of ;l srccrrality without limit. It
is s;H.TL'd, holy, inhnltcly rc-,rcct3hle only in the n;1mc of what is
worth rnnrL· th;1n it anti what i~ not restricted to the naturalness
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of the bio-zoological (sacrificeable) -although true sacrifice ought
~to sacrifice not only 'natural' life, called 'animal' or 'biological',

;but also that which is worth more than so-called natural life.
;Thus, respect of life in the discourses of religion as such concerns
: 'human life' only in so far as it bears witness, in some manner, to
~the infinite transcendence of that which is worth more than it
t(divinity, the sacrosanctness of the law).H The price of human life,
:which is to say, of anthropo-theological life, the price of what
•·Ought to remain safe (heilig, sacred, safe and sound, unscathed,
; immune), as the absolute price, the price of what ought to inspire
~:respect; modesty, reticence, this price is priceless. It corresponds
:. to what Kant calls the dignity ( Wurdigkeit) of the end in itself, of
::the·rational finite being, of absolute value beyond all comparative
. market-price (Marktpreis). This dignity of life can only subsist
beyond the present living being. Whence, transcendence, fetishism
·and spectrality; whence, the religiosity of religion. This excess
above and beyond the living, whose life only has absolute value
by being worth more than life, more than itself - this, in short, is
what opens the space of death that is linked to the automaton
(exemplarily 'phallic'), to technics, the machine, the prosthesis: in
a word, to the dimensions of auto-immune and self-sacrificial
supplementarity, to this death-drive that is silently at work in
every community, every auto-co-immunity, constituting it as such
in its iterability, its heritagr, its spectral tradition. Community as
com-mon auto-immunity: no community <is possible> that
would nor cultivate its own auto-immunity, a principle of sacrificial self-destruction ruining the principle of self-protection (that
of maintaining its self-integrity intact), and this in view of some
sort of invisible and spectral sur-vival. This self-contesting attestation keeps the auto-immune community alive, which is to say,
open to something other and more than itself: the other, the
future, death, freedom, the coming or the love of the other, the
space and time of a spectralizing messianicity beyond all messianism. It is there that the possibility of religion persists: the relig1o11s
bond (scrupulous, respectful, modest, reticent, in hi hired) het\veen
the value of life, its absolute 'dignity', and the theological machine,
the 'machine for makmg gods'. H
(41) Religion, as a response that is hoth ;1mhiguous and <lmhivalent <a douhlc dete11tc ct ,i drwhlc c11tcntc>, is thus ;ln t'llipsis:
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the ellipsis of sacrifice. Is a religion imaginable without sacrifi
and without prayer? The sign through which Heidegger believ
ontotheology can be recognized is when the relation to t
absolute Being or to the supreme Cause has freed itself of bot
thereby losing access to sacrificial offering no less than to prayer.
But there as well, two sources: the divided law, the double bi
also the dual foci, the ellipsis or originary duplicity of religio
consists therein, that the law of the unscathed, the salvation oft
safe, the humble respect of that which is sacrosanct (heilig, ho
both requires and excludes sacrifice, which is to say, the indem ·
fication of the unscathed, the price of immunity. Hence: au
immunization and the sacrifice of sacrifice. The latter alwa
represents the same movement, the price to pay for not injurin
or wronging the absolute other. Violence of sacrifice in the name
of non-violence. Absolute respect enjoins first and foremost sac·
fice of self, of one's most precious interest. If Kant speaks of the
'holiness' of the moral law, it is while explicitly holding a
discourse on 'sacrifice', which is to say, on another instantiation
of religion 'within the limits of reason alone': the Christian
religion as the only 'moral' religion. Self-sacrifice thus sacrifices
the most proper in the service of the most proper. As though purel
reason, in a process of auto-immune indemnification, could only
oppose religion as such to a religion or pure faith to this or that
belief.
(42) In our wars of religion', violence has two ages. The one,
already discussed above, appears 'contemporary', in sync or in
step with the hypersophistication of military tele-technology- of
'digital' <~nd cyherspaced culture. The other is a 'new archaic
violence', if one can put it that way. It counters the first and
everything it represents. Revenge. Resorting, in fact, to the same
resources of mediatic power, it reverts (according to the return,
the resource, the repristination and the law of internal and auto·
immune reactivity we are trying to formalize here) as closely as
possible to the body proper and to the premachinal living being.
In .1nv case, to its desire and to its phantasm. Revenge is taken
;Jg,unst the decorporalizing and expropriating machine hy resort·
to hare hands, to the sexual organs or ro
1ng - rcvnti ng pnm it in· tools, often to we a pons other than firearms <l'arme
f,f, 1n<"IY.>. \Vh.1t is referred to as 'killings' and 'atrocities'- words
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never used in 'clean' or 'proper' wars, where, precisely, the dead
are no longer counted (guided or 'intelligent' missiles directed at
·entire cities, for instance) - is here supplanted by tortures,
beheadings and mutilations of all sorts. What is involved is always
avowed vengeance, often declared as sexual revenge: rapes, muti·Jated genitals or severed hands, corpses exhibited, heads paraded,
. as not so long ago in France, impaled on the end of stakes (phallic
:::processions of 'natural religions'). This is the case, for example,
·but it-is only an example, in Algeria today, in the name of Islam,
.illvoked by both belligerent parties, each in its own way. These
-are· also symptoms of a reactive and negative recourse, the
:vengeance of the body proper against an expropriatory and
delocalizing tele-technoscience, identified with the globality of the
market, with military-capitalistic hegemony, with the globalatinizarion of the European democratic model, in its double form:
secular and religious. Whence - another figure of double origin the foreseeable alliance of the worst effects of fanaticism, dogmatism or irrationalist obscurantism with hypercritical acumen and
incisive analysis of the hegemonies and the models of the adversary (globalatinization, religion that does not speak its name,
ethnocentrism putting on, as always, a show of 'universalism',
market-driven science and technology, democratic rhetoric,
'humanitarian' strategy or 'keeping the peace' by means of peacekeeping forces, while never <;ounting the dead of Rwanda, for
instance, in the same manner as those of the United States of
America or of Europe). This archaic and ostensibly more savage
radicalization of 'religious' violence claims, in the name of
'religion', to allow the living community to rediscover its roots,
its place, its body and its idiom intact (unscathed, safe, pure,
proper). It spreads death and unleashes self-destruction in a
desperate (auto-immune) gesture that attacks the hlood of its own
body: as though thereby to eradicate uprootedness and reappropriate the sacredness of life safe and sound. Double root, double
uprootedness, double eradication.
(43) Double rape. A new cruelty would rhus ;lily, in wMs that
are also wars of religion, rhe most adv:HKcd tcchnoscientihc
calculability with a reactive savagery that would like to ;lttack the
body proper directly, the sexual thing, that em he raped, mutilated or simply denied, desexualized - yet another form of the
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same violence. Is it possible to speak today of this double rape,
speak of it in a way that wouldn't be too foolish, uninformed
inane, while 'ignoring' 'psychoanalysis'? To ignore psychoanal
can be done in a thousand ways, sometimes through extensi
psychoanalytic knowledge that remains culturally disassociat
Psychoanalysis is ignored when it is not integrated into the m
powerful discourses today on right, morality, politics, but also
science, philosophy, theology etc. There are a thousand ways
avoiding such consistent integration, even in the institutio
milieu of psychoanalysis. No doubt, 'psychoanalysis' (we have
proceed more and more quickly) is receding in the West; it n
broke out, never really crossed the borders of a part of 'o
Europe'. This 'fact' is a legitimate part of the configuration
phenomena, signs, symptoms that we are questioning here un
the title of 'religion'. How can one invoke a new Enlightenme
in order to account for this 'return of the religious' witho
bringing into play at least some sort of logic of the unconscio
Without bringing it to bear on the question of radical evil a
working out the reaction to radical evil that is at the centre
Freudian thought? This question can no longer be separated fro
many others: the repetition-compulsion, the 'death-drive', t
difference between 'material truth' and 'historical truth' th
imposes itself upon Freud with respect to 'religion', precisely, an
that works itself out above all in closest proximity to an interm'
nable Jewish question. It is true that psychoanalytic knowledge!
can in turn uproot and reawaken faith by opening itself to a newJ
space of testimoniality, to a new instance of attestation, to a new
experience of the symptom and of truth. This new space would'
have to be also, although not exclusively, legal and political. We
shall have to return to this.
We are constantly trying to think the interconnectedness,
albeit otherwise, of knowledge and faith, technoscience anJ
religious belief, calculation and the sacrosanct. In the process we
have not ceased to encounter the alliance, holy or not, of the
calculable and the incalculable. As well as that of the innumerable
and of number, of the binary and of the digital. Demographic
calculation, for instance, today concerns one of the aspects, at
kast, of the 'religious question' in its geopolitical dimension. As
to the future of a religion, the question of number concerns as
(44)
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: much the quantity of 'populations' as the living indemnity of
~'peoples', This does not merely signify that the religious factor has
?to be taken into account, but that the manner in which the faithful
~are counted must be changed in an age of globalization. Whether
;·it is 'exemplary' or not, the Jewish question continues to be a
;.rather good example (sample, particular case) for future elaboraLtion of this demographic-religious problematic. In truth, this
~~tion of numbers obsesses, as is well known, the Holy Scrip~--tures and the monotheisms. When they feel themselves threatened
~::by an expropriative and delocalizing tele-technoscience, 'peoples'
r~also fear new forms of invasion. They are terrified by ali-en
~-~'populations', whose growth as well as presence, indirect or virtual
;_:-:- but. as such, all the more oppressive - becomes incalculable.
· New ways of counting, therefore. There is more than one way of
interpreting the unheard-of survival of the small 'Jewish people'
~ and the global extension of its religion, single source of the two
monotheisms which share in a certain domination of the world
and of which, in dignity at least, it is the equal. There are a
thousand ways of interpreting its resistance to attempts at extermination as well as to a demographic disproportion, the like of
which is not known. But what will come of this survival the day
(already arrived, perhaps) when globalization will be saturated?
Then, 'globalization', a term so frequently encountered in Amencan discourse/1 will perh-aps no longer allow the surface of the
human earth to be segmented into micro-climates, those historical,
cultural, political micro-zones, little Europe and the Middle East,
in which the Jewish people has had such great difficulty surv1ving
and bearing witness to its faith. 'I understand Judaism as the
possibility of giving the Bible a context, of keeping this hook
readable', says Levinas. Does not the globalization of demographic reality and calculation render the probability of such a
..'context' weaker than ever and as threatening for survival as the
worst, the radical evil of the 'final solution'? 'Cod is the futurl''
says Levinas also- while Hcidegger sees the 'last god' announcing
himself in the very absence of future: 'The last god: his occurring
(Wesung) is found in the hint (/Jn \Vmk), in the onst·t of an ;trri,·.ll
still outstanding (dcm ;\n(a/1 wul Aushll'rh dcr Ankrm/1). as well
as in the flight of the gods that ;ne past and of their hiddt·n
_metamorphosis.·''·
This question is perl1.1ps the mno,t gr;n·c and most urgent for tiH·
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state and the nations of Israel, but it concerns also all the Je
and doubtless also, if less obviously, all the Christians in
world. Not at all Muslims today. And to this day, this is
fundamental difference between the three original 'gr:
monotheisms'.

(45) Is there not always another place of dispersion? Where
source today divides itself again, like the same dissociating i
between faith and knowledge? The original reactivity to
expropriative and delocalizing tele-technoscience must respond
at least two figures. The latter are superimposed upon o
another, they relay or replace each other, producing in truth
the very place of the emplacement nothing but indemnifying a
auto-immune supplementarity:
1

Violent sundering <arrachement>, to be sure, from t
radicality of roots (Entwurzelung, Heidegger would say;
cited him above) and from all forms of originary phys"
from all the supposed resources of a force held to be
authentically generative, sacred, unscathed, 'safe and sound'
(heilig): ethnic identity, descent, family, nation, blood and
soil, proper name, proper idiom, proper culture and
I
memory.
Bur also, more than ever, the counter-fetishism of the same'
desire inverted, the animist relation to the tele-technoscientific machine, which then becomes a machine of evil, and of
radical evil, but a machine to be manipulated as much as to
be exorcised. Because this evil is to he domesticated and
because one increasingly uses artifacts and prostheses ol
which one is totally ignorant, in a growing disproportion
between knowledge and know-how, the space of such
technical experience rends to become more animistic, magi·
cal, mystical. The spectral aspect of this experience persists
and then tends to hccome- in proportion to this dispropor·
tion, one might say- increasingly primitive and archaic. So
much so that Its rqcction, no lt-.~s than its apparent appropriatron, can assumc the lorm of a religiosrty that is both
-.rrucrura I and invasive. A cert;lr n ecologist spirit can pa rtici·
p;ltc in this. (But a di~tincrion must he drawn here hetween
,\ vague ecologist ideologv and ecological discourses and
1

2
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politics that are often both competent and rigorous.) Never
.in the history of humanity, it would seem, has the disproportion between scientific incompetence and manipulatory
competence been as serious. It is not even measurable any
~:.
longer with respect to machines that are used everyday, with
(.
a mastery that is taken for granted and whose proximity is
...
~-: ;.· ever closer, more interior, more domestic. To be sure, in the
~'? ·recent past every soldier did not know how his firearm
functioned although he knew very well how to use it.
Yesterday, all the drivers of automobiles or travellers in a
. train did not always know very well how 'it works'. But
. their relative incompetence stands in no common (quantitative) measure nor in any (qualitative) analogy with that
which today characterizes the relationship of the major part
of humanity to the machines by which they live or with
which they strive to live in daily familiarity. Who is capable
of explaimng scientifically to children how telephones function today (by undersea cables or by satellite), and the same
is true of television, fax, computer, electronic mail, CDROMS, magnetic cards, jet planes, the distribution of
nuclear energy, scanners, echography etc.?
\.'.

(46) The same religiosity is obliged to ally the react1v1ty of the
primitive and archaic return, as we have already said, both to
obscurantist dogmatism and to hypercritical vigilance. The
machines it combats by striving to appropriate them are also
machines for destroying historical tradition. They can displace the
traditional structures of national citizenship, they tend to efface
both the borders of the state and the distinctive properties of
languages. As a result, the religious reaction (rejection and assimilation, introjection and incorporation, impossible indemnification
and mourning) normally follows two avenues that compete with
each other and arc apparently antithetical. Both of them, however,
ean as easily oppose or support a 'democratic' tradition: either the
fervent return to national citizenship (patriotism of the home in
all its forms, affection for the nation-st:ltc, ;IW<Ikcning of nationalism or of etlmoccntrism, most often allied with Churches or
religious authoritics) or, on the contrary, a protest that is univcrsal,.cosmopolitan or CLlllllenical: 'Ecologists, humanists, hdievers
of all countries, unite in an International of anti-tele-rechnolog-
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ism!' What is involved here, moreover, is an International thatand _it is the singularity of our time - can only develop through
the networks it combats, using the means of the adversary. At the!
same speed against an adversary that in truth is the same. Th~
same <but> double, which is to say, what is called the conte~
porary in the blatant anachrony of its dislocation. Auto-immune
indemnification. This is why these 'contemporary' movements are
obliged to search for their salvation (the safe and sound as the
sacrosanct), as well as their health in the paradox of a new alliance
between the tele-technoscientific and the two sources of religion
(the unscathed, heilig, holy, on the one hand, and faith or belief,
the fiduciary on the other). The 'humanitarian' would provide a
good example of this. 'Peacekeeping forces' as well.
Of what should one take particular note in trying to
formalize, in a concise manner, the axiom of the two sources
around each of the two 'logics' if you like, or each of the two
distinct 'resources' of what in the West goes by the Latinate name,
'religion'? Let us remember the hypothesis of these two sources:
on the one hand, the fiduciar-ity of confidence, trustworthiness
<fiahilite> or of trust <fiance> (belief, faith, credit and so on),
:1nd on the other, the unscathed-ness of the unscathed (the safe
and sound, the immune, the holy, the sacred, heilig). Perhaps what
in the first place ought he stressed is this: each of these axioms, as
such, already reflects and presupposes the other. An axiom always
affirms, as its name indicates, a value, a price; it confirms or
promises an evaluation that should remain intact and entail, like
every value, an act of faith. Secondly, both ot these two axioms
renders possihle, but not necessary, something like a religion,
which is to say, an instituted apparatus consisting of dogmas or
of articles of faith that arc hoth determinate and inseparable from
a given historical socius (Church, clergy, socially legitimated
authority, people, shared idiom, community of the faithful committed to the s;lme faith and sanctionin)!. the same history). But
the gap between the opening of this f111$Sihilitv (as " ttlltucrsal
stntc!ttrcJ ;lllll the dl'tcnniiiLitl' nco·sstty of 1 hi~ or that religion
wdl ;llwavs remain irn:ducihle; ~md sornctrmes <It operates>
withrn l';K.h religion, hctwel'll on the one hand that which keeps it
closc ... t to rts 'rurc' and proper possrhilitv, and on the other, its
own hr..,torically detnmined necessities or authorities. Thus, one
(47}
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·can always cntlcize, reject or combat this or that form of
Jacredness or of belief, even of religious authority, in the name of
e.rnost originary possibility. The latter can be universal (faith or
lt!-li1mll1lorthiness, 'good faith' as the condition of testimony, of the
·a1 bond and even of the most radical questioning) or already
articular, for example belief in a specific originary event of
tevdation, of promise or of injunction, as in the reference to the
"Tables of the Law, to early Christianity, to some fundamental
r, ord or scripture, more archaic and more pure than all clerical or
~theological discourse. But it seems impossible to deny the possi[bility in whose name - thanks to which - the derived necessity
r{the authority or determinate belief) would be put in question,
~suspended, rejected or criticized, even deconstructed. One can not
~deny-it, which means that the most one can do is to deny it. Any
[discourse that would be opposed to it would, in effect, always
~succumb to the figure or the logic of denial <denegation>. Such
~would be the place where, before and after all the Enlightenments
in the world, reason, critique, science, tele-technoscience, philosophy, thought in general, retain the same resource as religion in
general.
(48) This last propos1t10n, in particular in so far as it concerns
thought, calls for several essential qualifications. It is impossible
here to devote to it the necessary elaborations or to multiply,
which would be easy, references to all those who, before and after
all the Enlightenments in the world, believed in the independence
of critical reason, of knowledge, technics, philosophy and thought
with respect to religion and even to all faith. Why then privilege
the example of Heidegger? Because of its extreme character and
of what it tells us, in these times, about a certain 'extremity' .
. Without doubt, as we recalled it above, Hcideggcr wrote in a
letter to Lowith in 1921: 'I am a "Christian thcologian".'1 7 This
declaration would merit extended interpretation and cert;1inly
·does not ;1mount to a simpk dccbration of faith. But it neither
contradicts, annuls nor excludes th1s othn cntainty: Heidegger
not only declared, very early ;1nd on sevnal occasions, that
philosophy was in irs very principle 'atheistic', that the idea of
philosophy is 'madness' for faith (which at the least supposes the
converse), and rhe idea of a Christian philosophy as absurd as a
'squared circle'. He not only excluded the very possibility of a
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philosophy of religion. He not only proposed a radical separati
between philosophy and theology, the positive study of faith,
not between thought and theiology/ 8 the discourse on the divin"
of the divine. He not only attempted a 'destruction' of all fo
of the ontotheological etc. He also wrote, in 1953: 'Belief [
faitn] has no place in thought (Der Glaube hat im Denken kei
Platz).' 3 ~ The context of this firm declaration is, to be sure, rath
particular. The word Glaube seems to concern first of all a fo
of belief: credulity or the blind acceptance of authority. Heide
was concerned with translating a Spruch (a saying, a sentence,
decree, decision, poem, in any case a saying that cannot be
reduced to its statement, whether theoretical, scientific or evea
philosophical, and that is tied in a singular and performative w
to language}. In a passage that concerns presence (Anwesen,
Prasenz) and presence in the representation of representing (in det
Reprasentation des Vorstellens), Heidegger writes: 'We can nOt
scientifically prove (heweisen) the translation nor ought we simply
by virtue of any authority put our trust in it [accredit it, believe i~
(glauben). The reach of proof [inferred as 'scientific'] is too short..
Belief has no place in thinking (Der Glaube hat im Denken keint!'ll
Platz).' Heidegger thus dismisses, back to back, scientific proof
("vhich might suggest that to the same extent he accredits non·
scientific testimony) and belief, here credulous and orthodox
confidence that, closing irs eyes, acquiesces and dogmatically
sanctions authority (Autoritdt). Certainly, and who would contra·
diet this? But Heidegger still extends with force and radicality the
assertion that belief in general has no place in the experience or
the act of thinking in general. And there we would have difficulty
following him. First along his own path. Even if one succeeds in
averting, in as rigorous a manner as possible, the risk of confusing
modalities, levels, contexts, it still seems difficult to dissociate
hith in general (Glaube) from what Heidcgger himself, under the
name of Lusagc ('accord, acquie~cing, trust or confidence'),
designates as that which is most irreducihle, indeed most originary
in thought, prior even to that questioning S<lid hy him to constitute
thl· pil'ty (hiilllllligkcit) of thinking. It is \\'ell known that without
ulllllg thrs last affirmation into question, he subsequently
npLurll'd that rt is the Zusage that constitutes the most proper
111 mTrncnt of thinking, and that without it (although Heidegger
dm·~ not stone it in this form) the question itself would not
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:· emerge. 40 This recall to a sort of faith, this recall to the trust of
.;the Zusage, 'before' all questioning, thus 'before' all knowledge,
'-:all philosophy etc., finds a particularly striking formulation relatively late (1957). It is formulated in the form- rare for Heidegger,
.whence the interest often attached to it - not of self-criticism or
;remorse but of a return to a formulation that demands to be
·nuanced, refined, let us say, to be re-engaged differently. But this
· gesture is less novel and singular than it might seem. Perhaps we
will try to show elsewhere (it would require more time and space)
·that it accords with everything which, beginning with the existential analytics of the thought of being and of the truth of being,
reaffirms continuously what we will call (in Latin, alas, and in a
'manner too Roman for Heidegger) a certain testimonial sacredness or, we would even go so far as to say, a sworn word <(oi
juree>. This reaffirmation continues throughout Heidegger's
entire work. It resides in the decisive and largely underestimated
motif of attestation (Bezeugung) in Sein und Zeit as well as in all
the other motifs that are inseparable from and dependent upon it,
which is to say, all the existentials and, specifically, that of
conscience (Gewissen), originary responsibility or guilt (Schufdigsein) and Entschlossenheit (resolute determination). We cannot
address here the immense question of the ontological repetition,
in all these concepts, of a so markedly- Christian tradition. Let us
therefore limit ourselves to situating a principle of reading. Like
the experience of authentic attestation (Bezeugung) and like
everything that depends upon it, the point of departure of Sein
und Zeit resides in a situation that cannot he radically alien to
what is called faith. Not religion, to be sure, nor theology, hut
that which in faith acquiesces before or beyond all questioning, in
the already common experience of a language and of a 'we'. The
reader of Sein und Zeit and the signatory who takes him as
witness are already situated in this element of faith from the
moment that Heidegger says 'we' to justify the choice of the
'exemplary' being that is Dascin, the questioning being that must
be interrogated as an exemplary witness. And what renders
possible, for this 'we', the positing and elaboration of the question
of being, the unfolding and determining of its 'formal structure'
(das Gefragte, das Erfragte, das Befragte), prior to all questioning
-is it not what Heidegger then calls a Faktum, that is, the vague
and ordinary pre-comprehension of the meaning of being, and
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first of all of the words 'is' or 'be' in language or in a language
2)? This Faktum is not an empirical fact. Each time Heide
employs this word, we are necessarily led back to a zone wh
acquiescence is de rigueur. Whether this is formulated or not,·
remains a requirement prior to and in view of every possi
question, and hence prior to all philosophy, all theology,
science, all critique, all reason etc. This zone is that of a fai
incessantly reaffirmed throughout an open chain of conce
beginning with those that we have already cited (Bezeugun
Zusage, etc.), but it also communicates with everything in Heidegger's way of thinking that marks the reserved holding-back
restraint ( Verhaltcnheit) or the sojourn (Au(enthalt) in mode
(Scheu) in the vicinity of the unscathed, the sacred, the safe a
sound (das Heilige), the passage or the coming of the last god t
man is doubtless not yet ready to receive.~ 1 That the movemenr
proper to this faith does not constitute a religion is all too evident
Is it, however, untouched <indemne> by all religiosity? Perhaps.
But by all 'belief', by that 'belief' that would have 'no place ill
thinking'? This seems less certain. Since the major question remains,
in our eyes, albeit in a form that is still quite new: 'What does it
mean to believe?', we will ask (elsewhere) how and why Heidegger
can at the same time affirm one of the possibilities of tht
'religious', of which we have just schematically recalled the signs
(Faktzmt, Bczertgzm<~' Zusage, Verhaltenheit, Heilige, etc.) and
reject so energetically 'belief' or 'faith' (Clauhe). 42 Our hypothesis
again refers back to the two sources or two strata of religion
which we distinguished above: the experience of sacredness and
the expenence of belief. More receptive to the first (in its GraecoH<>ldcrlinian or even archeo-Christian tradition), Heidegger was
probably more resistant to the second, which he constantly
reduced to figures he never ceased to put into question, not to say
'destroy' or denounce: dogmatic or credulous belief in authority1
to he sure, hut also belief according to rhe religions of the Book
and ontorlwology, and above all, th<H which 111 the belief in the
other could appear to him (wrongly, \\'L' would say) to appeal
nl'ccssarily to the cgological suhjectivlt\· of an <!Iter ego. We are
speaking here of the helid that is demanded, rl'quired, of the
faithful lwlid in wh;lt, having come from thl' utterly other <dt
/'autre turtt .l!t!rc>, there where its origin.ny presentation in
person would forn·n be imposs1hlc (witncs.,ing or given word in
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~ the most elementary and irreducible sense, promise of truth up to

f and includi_ng perjury), would constitute_ the condition of Mitsein,
:.- ofthe relat1on to or address of the other m general.
~·.

t, (49)

Beyond the culture, semantics or history of law - moreover
~ intertwined - which determine this word or this concept, the
~·· e)cperience of witnessing situates a convergence of these two
r sources: the unscathed (the safe, the sacred or the saintly) and the
; fiduciary (trustworthiness, fidelity, credit, belief or faith, 'good
~ faith' implied in the worst 'bad faith'). We speak of these two
: sources there, in one place of their convergence, for the figure of
:, the two sources, as we have verified, proliferates, can no longer
:be counted, and therein lies perhaps another reason of our
questioning. In testimony, truth is promised beyond all proof, all
perception, all intuitive demonstration. Even if I lie or perjure
myself (and always and especially when I do), I promise truth and
ask the other to believe the other that I am, there where I am the
only one able to bear witness and where the order of proof or of
intuition will never be reducible to or homogeneous with the
elementary trust <fiduciarite>, the 'good faith' that is promised
or demanded. The laner, to be sure, is never pure of all iterability
nor of all technics, and hence of all calculability. For it also
promises its repetition from the very first instant. It is involved
<engage> in every address of the other. From the first instant it
is co-extensive with this other and thus conditions every 'social
bond', every questioning, all knowledge, performativity and every
tele-technoscientific performance, including those of its forms that
are the most synthetic, artificial, prosthetic, calculable. The act of
faith demanded in hearing witness exceeds, through its structure,
all intuition and all proof, all knowledge ('I swear that I am telling
the truth, not necessarily the "objective truth", hut the truth of
what I helieve to he the truth, I am telling you this truth, believe
me, believe what I believe, there, where you will never he able to
see nor know the irreplaccahle yet universalizahk, ex~.:mpbry
place from which I spe;lk to you; perhaps my testimony is false,
bur I am sincere and in good faith, it IS nor ialse <as> tesrim<lny').
What tht•rdore does the promise of this axiomatic (quasi-transcendental) perform at 1ve Jo that conditions and foreshadows
'sincere' declar,lt1ons no less than lies and perjuries, and thus all
address of the other? It amounts to saying: 'Believe what I say as
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one believes in a miracle.' Even the slightest testimony concernin~·
the most plausible, ordinary or everyday thing cannot do other"f
wise: it must still appeal to faith as would a miracle. It offers itse ~
like the miracle itself in a space that leaves no room for disen-\
chantment. The experience of disenchantment, however indubit;:
able it is, is only one modality of this 'miraculous' experience, the
reactive and passing effect, in each of its historical determinations;:'
of the testimonially miraculous. That one should be called upon·
to believe in testimony as in a miracle or an 'extraordinary sto.Y
-this is what inscribes itself without hesitation in the very concept'
of bearing witness. And one should not be amazed to see examples'
of 'miracles' invading all the problematics of testimony, whetheri
they are classical or not, critical or not. Pure attestation, if rhereil<
is such a thing, pertains to the experience of faith and of thi;
miracle. Implied in every 'social bond', however ordinary, it also·:
renders itself indispensable to Science no less than to Philosophy,:;
and to Religion. This source can collect or scatter itself, rejoin or.
disjoin itself. Either at the same time or successively. It can appear·
contemporaneous with itself where testimonial trust in the pledge.
<gage> of the other unites belief in the other with the sacraliza·
tion of a presence-absence or with a sanctification of the law, as
law of the other. It can divide itself in various ways. First of all, in
the alternative between sacredness without belief (index of this
algebra: 'Heidegger') and faith in a holiness without sacredness,
in a desacralizing truth, even making of a certain disenchantment
the condition of authentic holiness (index: 'Levinas'- notably the
author of From the Sacred to the Holy). As a follow-up, it can
dissociate itself when what constitutes the said 'social bond' in
belief is also an interruption. There is no opposition, fundamen·
tally, between 'social bond' and 'social unravelling'. A certain
interruptive unravelling is the condition of the 'social hond', the
very respiration of all 'community'. This is not even the knot of a
reciprocal condition, but rather the possibility that every knot can
comc undone, he n1t or interrupted. This is where the socius or
the relation to the other would disclose itsclf to he the secret of
testimonial cxpcrience - and hcncc, of a certain faith. If helid is
the cther of thc addrcss and relation to the utterly orhcr, it is <to
ht: found> in the experience itself of non-relationship or of
absolute intcrm{Jtton (indices: 'Bianchot'. 'Le,·inas' ... ). Here as
well, the hypersanctiticnion of this non-n:lanon or of this tran-
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.:scendence would come about by way of desacralization rather
')lian through secularization or laicization, concepts that are too
~~:Christian; perhaps even by way of a certain 'atheism', in any case
<by way of a radical experience of the resources of 'negative
theology' - and going beyond even this tradition. Here we would
have to separate - thanks to another vocabulary, for example
Hebraic (the holiness of kidouch) - the sacred and the holy, and
·no longer settle for the Latinate distinction, recalled by Benveniste,
between the natural sacredness in things and the holiness of
·.institutions or of the law. 41 This interruptive dis-junction enjoins
·a sort of incommensurable equality within absolute dissymmetry.
:.The law of this untimeliness interrupts and makes history, it
·:Undoes all contemporaneity and opens the very space of faith. It
designates disenchantment as the very resource of the religious .
.The first and the last. Nothing seems therefore more uncertain,
·more difficult to sustain, nothing seems here or there more
imprudent than a self-assured discourse on the age of disenchantment, the era of secularization, the time of laicization etc.
(50) Calculability: question, apparently arithmetic, of two, or
rather of n + One, through and beyond the demography of which
we spoke above. Why should there always have to be more than
one source? There would not have to be two_ sources of religion.
There would he faith and religion, faith or religion, because there
are at least two. Because there are, for the best and for the worst,
division and iterability of the source. This supplement introduces
the incalculable at the heart of the calculable. (Levinas: 'It is this
being-two <etre a deux> that is human, that is spiritual.') But
the more than One <plus d'Un> 44 is at once more than two.
There is no alliance of two, unless it is to signify in effect the pure
madness of pure faith. The worst violence. The more than One is
this n + One which introduces the order of faith or of trust in the
address of the other, hut also the mechanical, machine-like
division (testimonial affirmation and reactivity, 'yes, yes', ere.,
answering machine and rhc possibility of radical evil: perjury, lies,
remote-control murder, ordered at ;1 distance even when it r;1pes
and kills with hare hands).
(51) The possihility of radical evil hoth destroys and 1nsrnutcs
the religious. Onrotheology does the same when it suspends
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sacrifice and prayer, the truth of this prayer that maintains itse~
recalling Aristotle one more time, beyond the true and the false,
beyond their opposition, in any case, according to a cert · ·
concept of truth or of judgement. Like benediction, prayer
rains to the originary regime of testimonial faith or of martyrdom
that we are trying to think here in its most 'critical' force;
Ontotheology encrypts faith and destines it to the condition oh
sort of Spanish Marrano who would have lost - in truth;:
dispersed, multiplied -everything up to and including the memory·
of his unique secret. Emblem of a still life: an opened pomegran-:
ate, one Passover evening, on a tray.
(52) At the bottom without bottom of this crypt, the One + ~
incalculably engenders all these supplements. It makes violence
itself, does violence to itself and keeps itself from the other. The~
auto-immunity of religion can only indemnify itself withouti
assignable end. On the bottom without bottom of an alwa~
virgin impassibility, chora of tomorrow in languages we no longer1
know or do not yet speak. This place is unique, it is the One\
without name. It makes way, perhaps, but without the slightest
generosity, neither divine nor human. The dispersion of ashes is
not even promised there, nor death given.

of

(This, perhafJs, IS what I would have liked to say of a certain
Mount Moriah - while going to Capri, last year, close hy the
Vesuvius of Gradiva. Today I remember what I had just finished
reading in Genet at Chatila, of which so many of the fnemises
dcserue to he remembered here, in so many languages, the actors
<1nd the victims, and the eves and the consequence, all the
landscapes and all the spectres: 'One of the questions I will not
oli'OUi is that of religion. '•I\ LagunJ, 26 April 199S.)
Translated fry Samuel Weber
Notes
liSt' of .mgk brackets < > llldicatc' llltnpolatt<>ll'o of th<: translator. Such br;lckets colllalll either ;1 kw words
from the origtnal or short t'llletllbttoll'>. l'arenthnt"; .1nd ~quare
br.Kkt:h reproduce tho,e 111 the French text. :\II lnotnott·s '>lt'lll from
the ;Hitlwr except whnt: otht·rwtst· llldiL;l!cd las hercl.

Tr,zn<l,lfor's note: the

·1
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2 Emile Benveniste, Indo-European Language and Society, trans. Elizabeth Palmer (Faber and Faber, London, 1973), PP- 445-6. We shall
often cite Benveniste in order to leave him a responsibility - that of
speaking for example with assurance of 'proper meaning', precisely
in the case of the sun or of light, but also with regard to everything
else. This assurance seems greatly exaggerated and more than
problematic. (Translator's note: the published English translation
has been modified throughout in the interest of greater literalness.)
3 Cf. 'Sauf le nom', in Jacques Derrida, On the Name, ed. Tom Dutoit,
trans. David Wood, John P. Leavey Jr and Ian Mcleod, (Stanford,
Stanford University Press, 1995), notably p. 80 ff.
4 In 'How to avoid speaking: denials', in Languages of the Unsayable~
the Play of Negativity in Literature and Literary Theory, ed. by
Sanford Budick and Wolfgang lser (New York, Columbia University
Press, 1989), pp. 3-70, I treat in a more precise manner, in an
analogous context, the themes of hierarchy and of 'topolitology'.
5 J. Kant, Religion Within the Limits of Reason Alone, Book I, section

3.
6 Ibid., Book I, section 4.
7 Translator's note: It should be noted that the French neologism
created by Derrida - 'mondialatinisation' - emphasizes the notion of
'world', whereas the English word used in this translation: 'globalatinization' - stresses that of 'globality'. Since 'globe' suggests 'earth'
rather than 'world', the use of 'globalatinization' here tends to efface
an important distinction made throughout rh1s chapter_ The interest
of this problem, however, is that it may nor .:simply' be one of
translation. For if, as Derrida argues in this chapter, the major idiom
and vehicle of the process of nrondialatinisation today is precisely
Anglo-American, then the very fact that the notion of 'globality'
comes to supplant that of 'world' in the most common usage of this
language must itself be highly significant. This difficulty of translation, in short, adds a new quest1on to those raised in this chapter:
what happens to the notion of 'world', and to its distinction from
'earth' and 'globe', if the predominant language of 'mondial:uinization' tend<; to speak nor oi 'world' hut of 'glohality'?
8 The Latin (even Roman) word used hy Levinas, for example Ill Du
sa ere (//I saillf I From thl' Saal'd to thr. 1/n/:v I (Paris, i\iioons de
Minuit, 1977) IS, to be sun:, onlv the tr:1mhtwn of a llehrcw word
(kidou,·h).
9 Cf., for exampk, M. lleideggl'f, ;\ndt'lrkl'll (I').!)): 'l'oels, when they
arc in the1r hclllg, are propht·tiL B11t they .1re not "prophets" in the
Judaco-C:hri~tian sense of the word. The "prophets" of these
relig10ns do not restrid thcmseh·e\ to the anticipatory-founding
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word of the Sacred (das voraufgriindende Wort des Heiligen). They
immediately announce the god upon whom one can subsequently
count as upon the certain guarantee of salvation in superterrestrial
beatitude. The poetry of Holderlin should not be disfigured with the
"religious" element of "religion", which remains the business of the
Roman way of interpreting (eine Sache der romischen Deutung) the
relations between humans and gods.' The poet is not a Seer (Seher)
nor a divine ( Wahrsager). 'The Sacred (das Hei/ige) that is uttered in
poetic prediction only opens the time of an apparition of the gods
and indicates the region where it resides (die Ortschaft des Wohnens)
on this earth of man required by the destiny of history ... His dream
[the poet's] is divine, but it does not dream a god.' (Gesamtausgabe,
vol. IV, p. 114.)
More than twenty years later, in 1962, this protest is renewed
against Rome, against the essentially Roman figure of religion. It
brings together into a single configuration modern humanism, technics, politics and law. In the course of his trip to Greece, after visiting
the orthodox monastery of Kaisariani, above Athens, Heidegger notes:
'What the little church possesses that is Christian remains in harmony
with ancient Greece, a pervasive spirit that does not bow before
the theocratic thought seeped in canon law (dem kirchenstaatlich~
juristischen Denken) of the Roman Church and its theology. On the
site where today there is the convent, there was formerly a "pagan"
s:1nctuary (ein "heidnisches" Heiligtum) dedicated to Artemis'
(Au(enthalte, Sejours, Paris, ed. du Rocher, 1989, French translation
F. Vezin slightly modified, p. 71 ).
Prior to this, when his journey brings him close to the isbnd of
Corfu - yet another island - Heidegger recalls that another island,
Sicily, :1ppeared to Goethe to be closer to Greece; and the same
recollection associates in two phrases the 'traits of a romanized,
Italian (rhmisch-italienischen) Greece', seen in the 'light of modern
humanism', and the coming of the 'machine age' (ibid., p. 19). And
since the island also figures our g:1thering-place <lieu d'insistance>,
let us not forget that for Heidegger, this Greek voyage remains a hove
all a 'sojourn' (Au(cnthalt), a modest (Scheu) stopover <halte> in
the vicinity of Delos, the visible or manifest, a meditation of unveiling
vi:1 its name. Delos is also the 'saintly' or 'sacred' isbnd (die hrilige
lnscl) (ibid., p. 50).
10 Sec 'Khor:1', 111 Derrid:~. On the Name, allll Spectas of Marx, tr.1n~.
l'q.',gy Kamuf (New York and London, Routledge, I ')94) and 'Force
oll.l\v', 111 D. Corncllct al. (nls), Drolllstntd/1111 ,md the l'os.,i/Jihty
of.lm!l(l' (f\:cw 't'ork and London, Routledge, 1992), pp ..)-f.7.
II I llllJ~l refer here to the reading of this text, 111 p;lrticubr to the
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'political' reading of it, that I propose in 'How to avoid speaking:
denials', 'Khora' and 'Saufle nom'.
See 'Sauf le nom', p. 76. Translator's note: In the published English
version, '/'epreuve de Khora' is translated more idiomatically as 'the
test of Chora'.
Even if Voltaire responds to the question, 'What is tolerance?' by
stating that 'It is the prerogative of humanity', the example of
excellence here, the most elevated inspiration of this 'humanity'
remains Christian: 'Of all the religions, Christianity is without doubt
that which ought to inspire the greatest tolerance, even if until now
Christians have been the most intolerant of men' (Philosophical
Dictionary, article 'Tolerance').
The word 'tolerance' thus conceals a story: it tells above all an
intra-Christian history and experience. It delivers the message that
Christians address to other Christians. Christians ('the most intolera·nr') are reminded, by a co-religionist and in a mode that is
essentially co-religionist, of the word of Jesus and of the authentic
Christianity at its origins. If one were not fearful of shocking too
many people all at once, one could say that by their vehement antiChristianity, by their opposition above all to the Roman Church, as
much as by their declared preference, sometimes nostalgic, for
primitive Christianity, Voltaire and Heidegger belong to the same
tradition: proto-Catholic.
Voltaire, 'Tolerance', Philosophical Dictionary.
As I have tried to do elsewhere (Specters of Marx, p. 23 ff.), I
propose to think the condition of justice in relation to a certain
sundering <deliaison>, in relation to the always-safe, always-to-besaved possibility of this secret of disassocianon, rather than through
the bringing-together ( Versammlung) towards which Heidegger
retraces it, in his concern, doubtless legitimate in part, to extract
Dike from the authority of Ius, which is to say, from its more recent
ethico-j uridical represenra tions.
Indemnis: that which has not suffered damage or prejudice,
damnum; this latter word will have given in French 'dam' ('au grand
dam': to the detriment or displeasure of ... ) and comes from dafJno·m, tied to daps, dapis, that is, to the sacrifice offered the Gods as
ritual compensation. In this latter case, one could speak of indcnmification and we will use this word here or there to designate both the
process of compensation and the restitution, sometimes sacrificial,
rhat reconstitutes purity intact, renders integrity safe and sound,
restores cleanliness <pmprete> and property unimpaired. This is
indeed what the word 'unscathed' <indemne> says: the pure, noncontaminated, untouched, the sacred and holy before all profanation,
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all wound, all offence, all lesion. It has often been chosen to translate

heilig ('sacred, safe and sound, intact') in Heidegger. Since the word
heilig will be at the centre of these reflections, we therefore had to
elucidate here and now the use that we shall be making of the words
'unscathed', 'indemnity', 'indemnification'. In what follows, we shall
associate them regularly with the words 'immune', 'immunity',
'immunization', and above all, 'auto-immunity'.
17 There is insufficient space to multiply in this regard the images or
the indications, one could say the icons of our time: the organization,
conception (generative forces, structures and capital) as well as the
audiot,isual representation of cultic or socio-religious phenomena. In
a digitalized 'cyberspace', prosthesis upon prosthesis, a heavenly
glance, monstrous, bestial or divine, something like an eye of CNN,
watches permanently: over Jerusalem and its three monotheisms,
over the multiplicity, the unprecedented speed and scope of the
moves of a Pope versed in televisual rhetoric (of which the last
encyclical, Evangelium vitae, against abortion and euthanasia, for
the sacredness or holiness of a life that is safe and sound - unscathed,
hellig, holy - for its reproduction in conjugal love - sole immunity
:~dmiued, wirh priestly celibacy, against human immuno-deficiency
virus (HIV) - is immediately transmitted, massively 'marketed' and
available on CD-ROM; everything down to the signs of presence in
the mystery of the Eucharist is 'cederomized'; over airborn pilgrim:lges to Mecca; over so many miracles transmined live (most frequently, healings, which is to say, returns to the unscathed, heilig,
holy, indemnitlcations) followed by commercials, before thousands
in :1n American television studio; over the international .and televisual
diplomacy of the Dalai Lama etc.
So remarkably adapted to the scale and the evolutions of global
demography, so well adjusted to the technoscientific, economic and
mcdiatic powers of our time, the power of all these phenomena to
bear witness finds itself formidably intensified, at the same time as it
is collected in a digitalized space by supersonic airplanes or oy
audtovisual antennae. The ether of religion will :1lways h:1ve been
hospitable to a certain spectral virtuality. Today, like the sublimity
of the surry heavens at the bottom of our he:1rts, the 'cedcromized'
'nherspacnl' religion :1lso ent:1ils the accclcr:Hed :1nd hypnrapital·
1zcd rcl.lllnchmg of found111g spectres. On CD-ROM, heavenly
tr.tjn:roncs ol S:ltdlttcs, )Ct, TV, t:-mad or Internet network~. Acttwlly
or \"Jrlll:llly universaltzahlc, ultr;J-llliL'rll;ltion:tltz:thk, lllC.HILlted by
nn\· 'corporations' tlut :1re mrre;J<>~ngly independent of the powers
nt '>t.ttcs !democratic or not, it 111:1kL"i little dt!ll'renre ;tt bottom, all
•ll th.ll h.1s tn he rrromtdercd, ltkc the 'gloh:tbtimty' of international
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law in its current state, which is to say, on the threshold of a process
of accelerated and unpredictable transformation).
Without even speaking of other difficulties and of other possible
objections to the Schmittian theory of the political, and thus also of
the religious. I take the liberty of referring here to Politiques de
l'amitie, (Paris, Galilee, 1994, English trans. Politics of Friendship,
London, Verso Books, forthcoming).
Benveniste, Indo-European Language, p. 475, article 'Libation, 1:
sponsio'.
Ibid., p. 521. For example, 'This is where the expression religio est,
"to have scruples", comes from ... This usage is constant during the
classical period .... In sum, religio is a hesitation that holds back, a
scruple that prevents, and not a sentiment that guides an action or
that incites one to practice a cult. It seems to us that this meaning,
demonstrated by ancient usage beyond the slightest ambiguity,
imposes a single interpretation for religio: that which Cicero gives in
attaching religio to Iegere.'
Ibid., pp. 475-6. Only the foreign words and the expression 'answer
for' are emphasized by Benveniste.
Ibid., p. 516 ff. The Indo-European vocabulary does not dispose of
any 'common term' for 'religion' and it is in 'the nature itself of this
notion not to lend itself to a single and constant appellation'.
Correlatively, we would have considerable difficulty in discovering,
as such, what one would retrospectively be tempted to identify under
this name, which is to say, an institutional reality resembling what
we call 'religion'. We would in any case have difficulty in finding
anything of that order in the form of a socially separahle entity.
Moreover, when Benveniste proposes to study solely twn terms,
Greek and Latin, which, he says, 'can pass for equivalents of
"religion'", we ought for our part to underscore two signiflc:lnt
traits, two paradoxes as well, even two logical scandals:
1 Benveniste presupposes rhus an assured meaning of the word
'religion', since he authorizes himself to identify its 'equivalents'.
However, it seems to me that he at no point thematizes or
prohlcmatizes this pre-comprehension or this presupposition.
Nothing permits one to authorize the hypothesis that in his eyes
the 'Christi:1n' meanin!?, provide~ here the guiding reference.:, since.:,
as he himself says, 'the interpretation hy rr/ig.lrl' ("hond, oblig;ltion") ... invc.:nted hy C:hmtl.tns lisl historic.lllr Lllsc.'
2 On the other hand, \vhen, ;·dter the (;n:c.:k word tlnt•si.:I'J,l ('udt
and piety, rliU;ll obscr\'ance', ;tnd much Liter 'rrhgion'), Bcm-rn1stc
retains- and this is thr other terrn of the p.1ir- thl" word rl'iigw,
It IS only as ;m 'equi\'.1lent' (which could h;ndlv mc1n !drnti,.ll) to
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'religion'. We find ourselves confronted by a paradoxical situation
that describes very well, at an interval of one page, the double and _
disconcerting use that Benveniste makes, deliberately or not, of·
the word 'equivalent'- which we emphasize thus:
(a) 'We shall retain solely two terms [threskeia and religioJ which,-·
one in Greek and the other in Latin, can pass for equivalents
of "religion'" (p. 517). Here, then, are two words that can
pass, in short, for equivalents of one of them, which itself, on
the following page, is said not to have any equivalent in the.
world, not at least in 'Western languages', which would render_
it 'infinitely more important in all respects'!
(b) 'We now come to the second term, infinitely more important··
in all respects: it is the Latin re/igio, which remains, in all ·_
Western languages, the sole and constant word, for which no
equivalent or substitute has ever been able to impose itself' (p.
518; emphasis added). It is a 'proper meaning' (attested to by
Cicero), and it is the 'proper and constant usages' (pp. 519,
521) that Benveniste intends to identify for this word which is
in short an equivalent (among others, but without equivalent!}
for that which cannot be designed in short by anything but
itself, which is to say, by an equivalent without equivalent.
At bottom, is this not the least deficient definition of religion? In any
case, what Benveniste's formal or logical inconsistency designates is
perhaps the most faithful reflection, even the most theatrical symptom of what actually occurred in the 'history of humanity', and what
we here call the 'globalatinization' of 'religion'.
See Section 33, points 1 and 2, pp. 34-5.
Benveniste, Indo-European Language, p. 521.
Something that Heidegger doubtless would have done, given that in
his eyes the claimed 'return of the religious' would signify nothing
but the persistence of a Roman determination of 'religion'. The latter
would go together with a dominant juridical system and concept of
the state that themselves would be inseparable from the 'machine
age'. (See Section 18, note 9, pp. 67-8).
Benveniste, Indo-European Language, p. 516.
The 'immune' (immunis) is freed or exempted from the charges, the
service, the taxes, the obligations (mumts, root of rhe common of
community). This fn:edorn or this exnnprion was subsequently
transported into the domains of conqituuorul or rntcrnational law
(parlr;Jmentary or diplomatic lllllllllnrty), hut rt ;llso belongs to the
history of the Chrrsti;ln Church and to canon law; the immunity of
temples also mvolved the inviolahrlrrv ot the asvlum rh:Jt could be
found there (Voltarrc rndrgnanrlv ;ltt.Jckcd rhrs "immunit~· of temples'
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as a 'revolting example' of 'contempt for the laws' and of 'ecclesiastical ambition'); Urban VIII created a congregation of ecclesiastical
immunity: against taxes and military service, against common justice
(privilege designated as that of the for) and against police searches,
etc. It is especially in the domain of biology that the lexical resources
of immunity have developed their authority. The immunitary reaction protects the 'indemn-ity' of the body proper in producing
antibodies against foreign antigens. As for the process of autoimmunization, which interests us particularly here, it consists for a
living organism, as is well known and in short, of protecting itself
against its self-protection by destroying its own immune system. As
the phenomenon of these antibodies is extended to a broader zone
of pathology and as one resorts increasingly to the positive virtues of
immune-depressants destined to limit the mechanisms of rejection
and to facilitate the tolerance of certain organ transplants, we feel
ourselves authorized to speak of a sort of general logic of autoimmunization. It seems indispensable to us today for thinking the
relations between faith and knowledge, religion and science, as well
as the duplicity of sources in general.
28 This is testified to by certain phenomena, at least, of 'fundamentalism' or of 'integrism', in particular in 'lslamism', which represents
today the most powerful example of such fundamentalisms as
measured by the scale of global demography. The most evident
characteristics are too well known to dwell on (fanaticism, obscurantism, lethal violence, terrorism, oppression of women, etc.). But it
is often forgotten that, nora bly in its ties to the Arab world, and
through all the forms of brutal immunitary and indemnificatory
reactivity against a techno-economical modernity to which a long
history prevents it from adapting, this 'lslamism' also develops a
radical critique of what ties democracy today, in its limits, in its
concept and its effective power, to the market and to the teletechnoscientific reason that dominates it.
29 Translator's note: 'sans lequel on ne saurait bien faire': in addition
to the ambiguity of the more literal meaning of this phrase, (a)
'without which nothing good could be done', and (b) 'without which
nothing could be done well', the French expression here recalls the
colloquial idiom \a commence ;} bien faire: y en a rnarre,' which
adds the ironic connotation of 'that's enough!' to the diakctic of
good and evil.
30 Let us worry <I·:KI"ei/OIIS> the prem1sses here of .1 work to comt'.
Let them be drawn first, and once again, from that nrh ch;tptcr oi
Benveniste's /11{/o-Euro{'t'alr l.olllRII•IRl' a11d SrJortv, addres~lll~ the
Sacred and the Holy alter h;1ving opportuneh· rl"ctllcd '>evcral
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'methodological difficulties'. It is true that to us these 'difficulties'
seem even more serious and more fundamental than to Benveniste even if he is willing to acknowledge the risk of 'seeing the object of
study dissolve bit by bit' (p. 445). Maintaining the cult of 'original
meaning' (religion itself, and the 'sacred'), Benveniste identifies,
through the enormously complex network of idioms, filiations and
etymologies studied, the recurrent and insistent theme of the 'fertility'
of the 'strong', of the 'powerful', in particular in the figure or the
imaginal scheme of swelling.
We may be permitted the following long citation, while referring
the reader to the article itself for the rest: 'The adjective sura does
not signify merely "strong"; it is also a qualification of a number of
gods, of several heroes including Zarathustra, and of certain notions
such as "dawn". Here, comparison with related forms of the same
root can lead us to the original meaning. The Vedic verb su- sva
signifies "to swell, grow", implying "force" and "prosperity";
whence sura-, "strong, valiant". The same conceptional relation
JOins in Greek the present kuein, "to be pregnant, carry in the
womb", the noun kuma, "swelling (of waves), flood", on the one
hand, and kuros, "force, sovereignty", kz'irios, "sovereign", on the.
other. This juxtaposition brings out the initial identity of the meaning
of "swell" and, in each of the three languages, a specific evolution
... In Indo-Iranian no less than in Greek the meaning evolves from
"swelling" to "strength" or "prosperity" ... Between gr. kueo, "to
be pregn:lllt", and kurios, "sovereign", between Av. sura, "strong",
and spenta, relations are thus restored which, little by little, make
more precise the singular origin of the notion of "sacred" ... The
holy and sacred character is thus defined through a notion of
exuberant and fecund force, capable of bringing to life, of causing
the productions of nature to burst forth' (pp. 448-9).
One could also inscribe under the title of the 'two sources' the
remarkable fact, often emphasized by Benveniste, that 'almost everywhere' there corresponds to the 'notion of the "sacred" not one but
two distinct terms'. Benveniste analyses them, notably in German
(the Gothic weihs, 'consecrated', and the Runic haifa~, ger. hcilig) in
Latin saccr and sanctus, in Greek hagins and hier6s. At the origin of
the Cerman heilig, the Gothic adjective hails translates the idea of
'soundne~s, health, physical mtegrity', translation of the Creek
hvgu•s. ln·.~iainon, 'in good health'. The corresponding verbal forms
signify 'render or become healthy, heal'. (On might .'iituatc here.ddwugh lknveniste docs nor- the necessity for every religion or all
sacralization also to involve healing- hcilen- health, hail or prormse
of ;l cure - cura, Sorge- horizon of redemption, of the restoration of
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the unscathed, of indemnification). The same for the English, 'holy',
neighbour of 'whole' ('entire, intact', therefore 'safe, saved,
unscathed in its integrity, immune'). The Gothic hails, 'in good
health, in possession of physical integrity', carries with it a wish, as
does the Greek khalre, 'hail!'. Benveniste underscores its 'religious
value' '\Xlhpt:vc:r possesses "hail" de "salut ">, that is, whose
phystc.JI mregrity is intact, is also capable of conferring "hail". "To
be intact" is the luck that one wishes, predicts or expects. It is
natural to have seen in such perfect "integrity" a divine grace, ;1
sacred meaning. By its very nature, divinity possesses the gift oi
integrity, of being hail, of luck, and can impart it to human beings·
... In the course of history the primitive Gothic term weihs was
replaced by hails, hailigs' (pp. 451-2).
31 Elsewhere, in a seminar, I attempt to reflect in a more sustained
manner on this value of the hold and on irs lexical ramifications, in
particular surrounding the use of halten by Heidegger. In addition to
Aufenthalt (stopover, ethos, often involving the heilig), Verhaltenheit
(modesty or respect, scruple, reserve or silent discretion that suspends
itself in and as reticence) would be only one example, albeit a major
one for what concerns us here and raking into account the role
played by this concept in the Beitrage zur Philosophie with respect
to the 'last god', or the 'other god', the god who comes or the god
who passes. I refer here, in particular regarding this last theme, to
the recent study by Jean-Fran~ois Courtme, 'Les traces et le passage
de Dieu dans les Beitrage zur Philasophie de Marrin Heidegger'
('The traces and passing of God in Hcidegger's Contributions to
Philosophy'), in Archivio di (iloso(ia, 1994, nos 1-3. When he refers
to Heidegger's insistence on modern nihilism as 'uprooting' (Entwiirzelung), Courtine rightly associates it with what is said of - and
always implicitly against- the Gestell and all 'technical-instrumental
manipulation of beings' (Machenscha(t), with which he even associates 'a critique of the idea of creation directed primarily against
Christianity' (p. 52S). This seems to go in the direction of the
hypothesis developed a hove: Heidq.~ger directs suspieton at the same
rime against 'religion' (especi;llly Chmtia n-Roman ), agaimt he ltd,
and agamst th;~t in technics wh1ch menaces the safe and sound, the
unscathed or the 111111111ne, the s.1crosanrt (l)(•ilig). The interest of his
'po~illon' c'Oil\1\t'>. '>1111plifylllg ulllsidnahly, in the w.1y It tend<> to
rake ih di,t:liKt' <St' ,/i;flrendre> from hoth rcli)',lon :1nd tt·dmic\, or
rather from wh.11 1\ t.dkd C,·~lt·ll and l\l,tdJt'IISt.hil(l, .1'> though they
were the same. The .<.nne, vcs, :1'> wh.11 \\'t' .Jrl' trv111g to s:n· here a·;
well, nmdt·'>tlv and in our f:lshlf>ll. :\nd the s,//1/t' netther excludes
nor effaces .111\' oi the ditinentl:lllold'>. But once thts ~.111w fi"ssiln/tty
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is recognized or thought, it is not certain that it calls only for a
Heideggerian 'response', nor that the latter is alien or exterior to this
same possibility, be it the logic of the unscathed, or the auto-immune
indemnification that we are trying to approach here. We shall return
to this later in this text and elsewhere.
That is, of what in Western cultures remains sacrificial, up to and
including its industrial, sacrificial and 'carno-phallogo-centric' implementation. On this latter concept, I take the liberty of referring to
"'Eating Well", or the calculation of the subject', in Jacques Derrida,
Points ... Interviews, 1974-94, ed. Elisabeth Weber, trans. Peggy
Kamuf et al. (Stanford, Stanford University Press, 1995), pp. 255-87.
Concerning the association and disassociation of these two values
(sacer and sanctus), we refer below to Benveniste and to Levinas.
Translator's note: Henri Bergson, The Two Sources of Morality and
Religion, trans. R. Ashley Audra and Cloudesley Brereton, with the
assistance of W. Horsfall Carter (Notre Dame, University of Notre
Dame Press, 1986), p. 317.
Translator's note: Although Derrida uses the English word 'globalisation' here, elsewhere he consistently uses the French term, 'mondialisation' and the neologism, 'mondialatinisation', which have been
translated throughout as 'globalization' and 'globalatinization'.
Beitrdge zrtr Philosophie, p. 256. French translation and cited by J.F. Courtinc, 'Les traces et le passage de Dieu', p. 533. On a certain
question of the future, Judaism and Jewishness, I permit myself to
refer to 'Archive fever: A Freudian Impression', trans. Eric Prenowitz,
diacritics, 25 (Summer, 1995), pp. 9-63.
This letter to Lowith, dated 19 August 1921, was recently cited in
French hy J. Barash, Heidegger et son siecle (Paris, PUF, 1995), p.
80, n. 3, and by Fran~oise Dastur, in 'Heidegger et Ia rheologie',
Rez•11e philosophique de Louvain, May-August 1994, nos 2-3,
p. 229. Together with that of Jean-Fran~ois Courtine cited above,
the latter study is one of the most illuminating and richest, it seems
to me, that have been published on this subject in recent years.
I take the liberty, in regard to these questions, of referring once again
to 'How to avoid speaking'. As to the divinity of the divine, the
thrion, which would thus be the theme of a theiology, distinct both
from theology and from religion, the multiplicity of its meztnings
~hould not he overlooked. Already in Plato, and more specifically in
the Tim.rcus, where there are no less than four concept.~ of the d1vine
(~t·c on this point the remarkable work of Serge Margel, I.e Tom/)('all
t/ 11 tfit'll ,ntisan, Paris, Editions de Minuit, 1995). It is true that this
nmltipliutv does not prevent but on the contrary commands one to
return to the unitary pre-comprehension, to the horizon of meaning
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as it is called, of the same word. Even if, in the final accounting, this
horizon itself must be abandoned.
'The Anaximander fragment', in Martin Heidegger, Early Greek
Thinking, trans. David Farrell Krell and Frank A. Capuzzi (San
Francisco, Harper, 1984), p. 57; 'Der Spruch des Anaximander',
Holzwege, Klostermann, 1950, p. 343.
On these issues - and since I am unable to develop them here - 1
take the liberty of referring to Of Spirit: Heidegger and the Question,
trans. Geoffrey Bennington and Rachel Bowlby (Chicago and
London, University of Chicago Press, 1989), p. 129 ff. Cf. also
Dastur, 'Heidegger et Ia theologie', p. 233, n. 21.
On all these themes, the corpus that would have to be invoked is
immense and we are incapable of doing justice to it here. It is above
all determined by the discourse of a conversation between the Poet
(to whom is assigned the task of saying, and hence of saving the
unscathed, das Heilige) and the Thinker, who searches for the signs
of the god. On the Beitriige, particularly rich in this respect, I refer
once again to the study of Jean-Frans;ois Courtine and to all the texts
that it evokes and interprets.
Samuel Weber has reminded me, and I thank him for doing so, of
the very dense and difficult pages devoted by Heidegger to 'The
Thought of the Eternal Return as Belief (als ein Glaube)' in his
Nietzsche (Neske, 1961, vol. I, p. 382; English trans. David Farrell
Krell, San Francisco, Harper, 1991, pp. 121-32). In re-reading these
passages it strikes me as impossible in a footnote to do justice to
their richness. complexity and strategy. I will try to return to this
elsewhere. While waiting, however, just these two points: (1) Such a
reading would suppose a patient and thoughtful sojourn with the
holding (Halt, Haltung, Sichhalten) discussed above (n. 31, p. 75-6)
throughout Heidegger's way of thinking. (2) This 'holding' is an
essential determination of belief, at least as Heidegger interprets it in
his reading of Nietzsche and notably of the question posed in The
Will to Power: 'What is a belief? How is it horn?' All belief is a
holding-for-true Ueder Glauhe ist cin Fi.ir-Wahr-halten).' No doubt
that Heidegger remains very careful and suspensive in his interpretation of this 'concept of belief' (Glauhensbcgri((l in Nietzsche, which
is to say of the btter's 'conn.:pt of truth :~nd of "holding-himself
(Sichhaltc11) in truth and for truth'". I lc even declares that he
abandons rhc task, as well a~ th.Jt nf representing rhc Nierzschean
grasp of the difference between religion ;md philosophy. Nevertheless, he rnultiphes preliminary indicHions in referring to sentences
dating from the period of /.amtlmsfr,l. These mdicarions reveal that
in his eyes, if hclid is conqitutnl by 'holding· for-true' and by

]ncquc:; Derridn
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'holding-oneself in truth', and if truth signifies for Nietzsche the
'relation to the entity in its totality', then belief, which consists in
'taking for true something represented (ein Vorgestelltes als Wahres
nehmen)', remains therefore metaphysical in some way, and therefore unequal to what in thought should exceed both the order of
representation and the totality of the entity. This would be consistent
with the affirmation cited above: 'Der Glaube hat im Denken keinen
Platz.' Of the Nietzschean definition of belief (Fiir- Wahr-halten),
I Ieidegger declares first that he retains only one thing, but 'the most
important', which is to say, 'holding to what is true and maintaining
oneself in it' (das Sichhalten an das Wahre at1d im Wahren). And a
little further on he adds: 'If maintaining-oneself in the true constitutes
a modality of human life, then no decision concerning the essence of
belief and Nietzsche's concept of belief in particular can be made
before his conception of truth as such and its relation co "life" has
been elucidated, which is to say, for Nietzsche: its relation to the
entity in its totality (zum Seienden im Ganzen). Without having
;~cquired a sufficient notion of the Nietzschean conception of belief,
we would not attempt to say what the word "religion" signifies for
h1111 .. .' (p. 386; trans. p. 124).
43 Benn~nisre, Indo-European Language, p;~rticularly pp. 449, 453-6,
46~).

44 T,·,llrsl.rtnr"s note: 'Plus d'tm' can

;~lso

mean 'one no more'. See:

SfJcr:trrs of :\1arx, p;~ssim.
4S j. Genet, Gwet ,1 Chatila (Paris, Solin, 1992). p. 103.

2
The Trace of the Trace
Gianni Vattimo

It is often said that religious experience is an experience of leavetaking. But if this is true, the journey undertaken is most likely
one of return. Perhaps not by its essential nature, but de facto,
given the conditions of existence in modernity (the Christian
West, secularized modernity, a fin-de-siecle state of anxiety over
the impending threat of new and apocalyptic dangers), religion
comes to be experienced as a return. In religion, something that
we had thought irrevocably forgotten is made present again, a
dormant trace is reawakened, a wound re-opened, the repressed
returns and what \Ve took to he ~1n Ohenuindung (overcoming,
realization and thus a setting aside) is no more than a Verruindung,
a long convalescence that has once ;1g~1in to come to terms with
the indelible trace of its sickness. If it is :.1 matter of return, could
this re-presentation 1 of religion he accidental to its proper essence
- as if hy some individual, social or historical accident we had
simply forgotten it, distanced ourselves from it (perhaps culpably)
and now, thanks to some other chance circumstance, the forgetfulness were suddenly dispelled? But a mechanism of this kind
(such that there is an essential truth, in this case of religion, that
stands unmoving sonH·whcn·, \\'hdc indi\·idu;ds and gcncr.llions
come and go around it with ;l whollv external and irrck\·ant
movement) h;ls already heconll' umvork.thk for us 111 philosophy.
If we declare a thesJs true, 11111~t we .1lso '-,1\' that ;dlt he gre;ttn or
lesser thinkers of the p.l~t \\'ho did not re..:ognizc It \\ nt· -.,tupid
and carclcsslv unthinking? :\nd if not, d(}t''- thi-., lllt'.JII rh.11 thnc ,.,
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a history of the truth (a history of Being) that is nor inessential to
its 'content'? Such considerations discourage one from regarding
the re-presentation and return of religion in our experience as
something purely incidental that may be set aside in order to focus
solely on the contents that are conveyed in this way. Rather, there
is a legitimate suspicion that the return may be an (or the) essential
aspect of religious experience itself
We therefore want to follow this trace of the trace, to take as
constitutive for a renewed reflection on religion the very fact of its
return, its re-presentation, its calling to us with a voice that we
are sure we have heard before. If we accept that it is not an
external aspect accidental to religious experience, then the actual
forms taken by this return in our highly specific historical conditions will themselves be considered essential. But where should
one look in order to assess the actual ways in which the return of
the religious occurs in the present day? It seems that there are two
principal types that are not immediately connected to one another,
at least not at first glance. On the one hand, the robust presence
in our popular culture of the return of the religious (as a need, in
the new vitality of churches and sects, and in the search for
different doctrines and practices, the 'fashion' for Eastern religions
and so forth) is motivated above all by the sense of impending
global threats that appear quite new and without precedent in the
history of humanity. It began immediately after the Second World
War with the fear of possible atomic war, and now that the new
state of international relations makes this threat seem less imminent, there is a growing fear of an uncontrolled proliferation of
these same weapons, and more generally an anxiety in the face of
the risks to the ecology of the planet, not to mention those
associated with the new possibilities of genetic engineering. A no
less widespread fear, at least among advanced societies, is that of
losing the meaning of existence, of that true and profound
horedom which seems inevitably to accompany consumerism. It is
ahove all the radicality of these risks, which seem to threaten the
existence of the species and its very 'essence' (it is possihle now to
modifv the genetic code), that evokes and renders contemporary
once •~!!.ain that 'too extreme a hypothesis' which for Nietzsche
was God. Even that form of the return of the religious expressed
in the often violent search for and affirmation of loc;:"tl, ethnic and
tribal identities may in the majority nf cases he traced hack to a
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rejection of modernization as destructive of the authentic roots of
existence.
In contrast to the predominantly 'fundamentalist' inspiration of
the new religiousness inspired by the apocalyptic fears present in
our society, from the perspective of philosophy and explicit reflection the return of the religious seems to take place in ways that are
quite different and linked to apparently remote theoretical events.
The breakdown of the philosophical prohibition of religion, for
this is what it comes down to, coincides with the dissolution of the
great systems that accompanied the development of science, tech~
nology and modern social organization, but thereby also with the
breakdown of all fundamentalism - that is, of what, so it seems,
popular consciousness is looking for in its return to religion.
Naturally, and this too is a widely shared view, it may be that the
new vitality of religion depends precisely on the fact that philosophy and critical thought in general, having abandoned the very
idea of foundation, are not (or no longer) able to give existence
that meaning which it therefore seeks in religion. But such a reading
(which has many supporters, even where one would not expect to
find them) presupposes a solution to the very problem of the return
with which we began. It thinks, that is, the historicity of our present
cot:~dition simply as an erring that has carried us far away from an
ever-present and accessible foundation, producing at the same time,
and for the same reason, an 'inhuman' science and technology.
From this point of view, the return to he achieved is simply the
abandonment of this historicity and the recuperation of an
authentic condition that can only he understood as a resting in
the essential. The problem that presents itself is thus whether
religion is inseparable from metaphysics in the Heideggcrian sense
of the term; whether, that is, one can think of God only as the
immobile foundation of history from which everything arises and
to which everything must return - with the consequent difficulty
of making sense of all this coming and going. It may he noted that
difficulties of this kind were among those that led Heideggn to
call for a re-thinking of the meaning of Being outside of the
objectivistic schemes of metaphysics. During the crucial years in
which Scin rmd Zcrt was heing prepared, I IeiJcggcr was, as we
know, deeply interested in a reflection on rdig1on, precisely in
relation to the problems of historicity, temporality and, in the
final analysis, of freedom and predcstirwtion.
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The task of philosophy when faced with this not merely
apparent contradiction between the need for foundation expressed
in the return of religion in popular consciousness and its own
rediscovery of {the plausibility of) religion following the dissolution of metaphysical meta-narratives is, it seems, to detect and
throw light upon the popular roots of the two forms of 'return';
yet without surrendering its own theoretical motivation and
indeed while establishing this motivation as the basis for a critical
radicalization of popular consciousness itself. (There is no need
for me to say that what we find expressed here is a general
conception of the relation between philosophy and the popular
consciousness of the age that cannot be more fully argued for, but
which refers less to an Hegelian-style historicity than to Heideg·
ger's reflection on the relation between metaphysics and the
complete unfolding of technoscience as the supporting structure
of late modern society. Heidegger, too, indeed above all, thinks of
and practices philosophy as his own time grasped in thought, as
the reflected expression of issues that, even before they belong
obscurely to popular consciousness, are the history of Being,
constitutive moments of the epoch.)
The common root of the religious need that runs through our
society and of the return of (the plausibility of) religion in
philosophy today lies in the reference to modernity as an epoch of
tcchnoscience, or in HeiJegger's words, as the epoch of the worldpicture. If critical reflection wishes to present itself as the authentic
interpretation of the religious need of common consciousness, it
must show that this need is not adequately satisfied by a straight·
forward recovery of 'metaphysical' religiousness, that is, by fleeing
the confusions of modernization and the Babel of secularized
society towards a renewed foundationalism. Is such a 'demon·
stration' possible? The question is simply a translation of the
fundamental question of Heidegger's philosophy, but it can also
he read as a variation of the Nietzschean project of the overman,
r; 1 kcn as one ahlc to meet the challenge as new possihilitics are
opened to him of mastering the \vorld. To react to the problematic
;111 d L·h;wtic chancter of the late-modern world with a return to
( ; 0 d ;1s the metaphysical foundation means, in Nictzschean terms,
ro rcfu~c the challenge of the over(hu)man(ity); and, morcon~r, to
condemn oneself to that condition of slavery which Nietzsche
rcg; 1 rdnl a~ inevitable for all those who, precisely, do not accept
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the challenge. (If one looks at the transformations that individual
and social existence have undergone in the society of mass
communication, this alternative between the overman and slavery
does not look so rhetorical or so far removed from the truth.)
From a Heideggerian point of view, then, it is all too clear that to
' respond to the Babel of late-modernity by returning to God as
foundation is simply to try to escape from metaphysics by setting
against its final dissolution the recovery of a 'preceding' configuration; one that appears desirable just because less tightly
bound - but only apparently - to the actual condition from which
one wishes to escape. Heidegger's insistence on the necessity of
waiting for Being to speak to us again, and on the priority of its
giving itself with regard to every human initiative (I am, of course,
thinking of Was heisst Denken? and of the script on humanism)
amounts to this: the overcoming of metaphysics cannot consist in
opposing a condition of ideal authenticity to the degeneration of
modern technoscience. Because Being is given only in its event,
and moreover, 'where the danger, there grows also what saves',
the overcoming of metaphysics, including the final phase of its
dissolution - thus also of the Babel of late-modernity and its
apocalyptic fears - can only be sought by corresponding in a not
purely 'reactive' fashion (in Nietzschean terms) to the call of Being
given in its event, that is, in the world of technoscience and of its
total organization, in the Ge-Ste/1. As Heidegger constantly warns,
to look at technology knowing that the essence of technology is
not itself technological, and in this way to see it as the most
extreme point of arrival of metaphysics and of the oblivion of
Being in the thinking of foundation, means precisely to prepare to
overcome metaphysics by listening non-reactively to the technological destiny of Being itself.
Popular consciousness, in its return to religion, tends to conduct
itself reactively. It is articulated as a nostalgic search for an
ultimate and unshaken foundation. In terms of Sclll r111d Zeit, this
tendency would just he the (perhaps structural) propensity for
inauthenticity that is ultimately founded in the vny finitude of
existence. In opposition to this, still in the S<lnw text, philosophy
places the possibility of ,wthcnticity (also stnh.:tural), uncovered
by the existential analytic and acccssihlc in an existential mannt:r
by way of a resolute projection upon one's own death. But in
terms of the overcoming of metaphysics as a recollection and a
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listening to the history of Being, such an opposition - which is at
bottom Platonic - of philosophy to common consciousness does
not seem tenable anymore. Philosophy might do better to think of
itself as a critical listening - and thus as recollecting the Ge-Schick
of Being, its Schickungen - to the call that only becomes audible
in the condition of inauthenticity itself, which for its part is no
longer conceived as structural, but as linked to the event of Being,
and in this case to the giving of Being in the final moment of
metaphysics. All this may be said far more simply by emphasizing
that it is not by accident that religious experience is for us given
as return.
It is (only) because metaphysical meta-narratives have been dissolved that philosophy has rediscovered the plausibility of religion
and can consequently approach the religious need of common
consciousness independently of the framework of Enlightenment
critique. The critical task of thinking in relation to common
consciousness consists here, and now, in showing that even for
this consciousness the rediscovery of religion is positively qualified
by the fact of presenting itself in the world of late-modern
technoscience, and thus that the relation with this world cannot
he conceived only in terms of flight and polemical alternatives; or,
which would he the same thing, at least from the point of view of
the difference between metaphysics and ontology, only in terms
of the reduction of its ne\"-' possibilities to ostensibly natural laws,
to essential norms (the Pope's view of technology).
However, rhe fact that the motif of return, and thus of
historicity, is essential to religious experience, and not merely
accidental, does not mean only or even primarily that the religion
ro which we wish to return must be characterized by its belonging
ro the epoch of the end of metaphysics. Indeed, what philosophy
recovers from the experience of the essential nature of the return
is a general identification of religion with positivity, in the sense
of factu~1lity, event-likcness 2 and so forth. It may be that all this is
no more· than a translation of what the philosophy of religion has
ohcn identified ;1S a creatcdness contitutive of the essential content
of rcligiou~ experience (moreover, there is no reason to rebuff
sw.:h a proximity ro, or dependence on, traditional philosophico·
rclr~ious reflection: it is ;111other aspect of the positivity in question
hnl').
lntkcd, in general, the philosophical re-thinking of religion
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seems to be essentially dependent on the connection between the
two senses of positivity to which we have referred. First, that for
which the very content of religious experience in its recovered
form is determined by the fact of its returning in the specific
historical conditions of our late-modern existence, and whose
·relation to this existence is therefore not characterized simply by
a leap outside it. And, secondly, that the bare fact of returning
denotes positivity as a constitutive feature of religion, in as much
as religion depends on an originary factuality that happens to be
legible as createdness and dependence (in Schleiermacher's sense,
perhaps).
To do justice to the significance of the experience of the return
one must therefore hold oneself within the horizon of this twofold
sense of positivity: createdness as a concrete and highly determined historicity, but also, on the contrary, historicity as provenance from an origin that, as not metaphysically structural and
essential, also has all the features of contingency <eventualitth
and freedom. To keep oneself in the light cast by this connection
is not easy. The history of 'metaphysical' religiousness shows how
positivity is resolved into mere createdness, whereupon the concrete historicity of existence is either treated as no more than the
finitude beyond which religious experience would have us 'leap',
so to speak (into God or transcendence), or at best considered as
a place where one is put to the test. 1 have tried elsewhere to show
how this risk, and perhaps it is more than a risk, is present in the
thinking of Levinas and, up to a point, characterizes Derrida 's
position too (at least explicitly in the essay on Levinas in Writing
and Difference).J Naturally - as in fact becomes clear from a
consideration of the Judaeo-Christian origins of modern historicism, masterfully brought to light by Lowith - the risk symmetrical to this consists in the identification of positivity with worldly
historicity, which would reduce the divine to historic1l determinism: the history of the world as the trihunal of tht: world, as Hc~cl
said. The author to which we arc appealing with this insistence on
positivity is clearly not Hegel hut Schelling, alhcit without any
claim to he faithful to the letter of his later philosophy. To he
sure, the conception of religion outlined here at le;1St prcsnves the
atrention to mythology found in Schelling's positive philosophy;
yet less (and here a difference probably hegins to emerge) as a
more adequate way of knowing truths that transcend reason, than

as a language appropriate to the narration of events that, as
positive in the twofold sense we have indicated, can only be
handed down in the form of myths. Pareyson's reflection on
religious experience and its connection with myth 4 - conducted,
moreover, with constant reference to Schelling - is of the highest
importance here, although it must be carried through to completion if we are to dispel any residual possibility of reducing the
positivity of religious experience to pure createdness (with the
consequent tendency to subsume mythical thought under a kind
of ahistorical abstractness, and the difficulty even of distinguishing
Christian myth from Greek myth 5 ). The term myth, moreover,
stands here as an emblem of all that is positive in both senses of
the word. It is the place in which is given a historicity that is at
once radical and (precisely for this reason) irreducible to the
immanence of worldly historicity. With this, we also rediscover
another important aspect of the contemporary (and non-contemporary) philosophico-religious reflection, namely, the insistence
on the 'religious' (we have no other term for now) as an irruption
of the 'Other' and as discontinuity in the horizontal course of
history. Except that, at least so it seems to me, this discontinuity
and irruption is too often understood- once again- as a pure and
'apocalyptic' negation of historicity, as an absolute new beginning
that renounces every link with the past and establishes a purely
vertical relation with transcendence, regarded in turn as the pure
metaphysical plenitude of the eternal foundation.
In myth as a general term for positivity are gathered all the
typically positive elements of religious experience as it recurs in
our present condition; elements that, like myth, are not wholly
translatable into the terms of rational argumentation: for example,
and most especially, more than the sense of guilt and sin, the need
for forgiveness. It should not seem strange that the need for
forgiveness is picked out here as a characteristic clement of
religious experience over and above the sense of guilt and the
perception of evil :md its inexplicability. In all likelihood, one
touches here upon one of the features of the specific historicity in
which religious experience re-presents it<. clf to us today: in fact,
hoth. till' intensity of the Sl'nse of guilt and the radicality of the
expcricnct' of evil seem inscparahk from .1 conception of subjectivity th;lt \\'l' do not hcsiLlte to call llll'LlphysJcll. <l kind of inflated
Ylsion ot frct·dom that seems to cl.1<.h w1th ~o many ;1SJX~cts of the
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very same spirituality that is today rediscovering religion. In other
words, if it is true that religion today re-presents itself as a
profound and also philosophically plausible need, this is due in
part, indeed above all, to a general dissolution of the rationalistic
certainties that have made the modern subject what it is: namely,
just that for which the sense of guilt and the 'inexplicability' of
evil are such central and decisive elements. Evil and guilt would
be less 'scandalous' were the subject not to regard itself with a
dramatic solemnity that stems from an implicitly or explicitly
rationalist metaphysical attitude. However, this does not remove
the fact that the experience of finitude, above all in the inadequacy
of our responses to the 'demand' that comes to us from others (or
from the Other in Levinas's sense) takes the form of a need for a
'supplement' that we cannot picture for ourselves otherwise than
as transcendent. It would not be hard to see in this need, which is
at once the desire to respond to the demand of the other and an
appeal to a transcendence capable of making good the inadequacy
of our responses, a common basis for both the three theological
virtues of traditional Christianity and the postulates of Kantian
practical reason (at least those regarding the existence of God and
the immortality of the soul).
Within the horizon of myth that comprises positivity as defined
here one finds, along with the need for forgiveness, other constitutive features of religious experience: how one confronts the
enigma of death (one's own, but above all that of others) and,
along with death, pain also, and the experience of prayer, perhaps
among the most difficult to translate into philosophically meaningful terms. The need for forgiveness and the lived experience of
mortality, of pain and of prayer are characteristically 'positive' in
as much as they are ways in which one encounters the radical
contingency of existence, ways of experiencing a 'belonging' that
is also a provenance and, in some almost ineffahle sense that we
none the less live out in the very experience of return, fallennessat least in so far as the return also seems always to he the recovery
of a condition from which we have 'lapsed' (in the regio disslmilrtudinis spoken of hy the medieval mystics).
Yet, once again, these positive, characteristically positive, 'elements' of the experience of the return in which the religious is
given for us are positive primarily in the sense that it is not via an
abstract reflection on them as the outcome of the development of
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human self-consciousness in general that they are encountered.
Instead, they are already given in a determinate language, which,
in more or less literal terms, is the language of the Hebraic-.
Christian tradition, of the Bible. Would it be more correct, then;
to speak simply of the return to the letter of the sacred texts, the
Old and New Testaments? Why insist, for example, on the need
for forgiveness, rather than purely and simply on original sin, the
promise of redemption, the story of the Incarnation, Passion;
death and resurrection of Jesus? Yet is the return we experience
so clearly a return to the truth of Scripture? Could we do justice
to the experience of return by treating it as a movement that·
concerns us alone, and by supposing that we shall rediscover a
forgotten object, the Holy Scripture, that has remained intact
somewhere waiting for us (our culture, the contemporary world·
and so on) - for some mysterious reason - to rediscover it? If, as
it seems, hermeneutics as the philosophy of interpretation could
arise only within the ambit of the Hebraic-Christian tradition/ it
is also true that this tradition remains deeply influenced by
hermeneutics. Here, then, is another aspect of positivity that we
cannot skirt around: we experience the return of the religious in a
world in which one cannot ignore the Wirkungsgeschichte 7 of
every text, and of the biblical text above all. One cannot ignore
the fact that the sacred texts which mark our religious experience
are handed down to us by a tradition, by which I mean also that
its mediation does not allow them to survive as unmodifiable
objects - and perhaps this irreparably mediated condition is not
forestalled by the insistence of all orthodoxies on the letter of the
sacred text, hut rather confirmed by it. In a way that is just a little
dizzying the experience of return is already prefigured in the very
sacred text- the Old and the New Testaments- to which we find
ourselves returning. And that religious experience is given to us as
a return is already a sign and a consequence of the fact that we
live this experience in terms of the Hebraic-Christian Holy
Scriptures. Beginning with St Augustine and his reflection on the
Trinity, Christian theology is in its deepest foundations a hermeneutic theology: the interpretative structure, transmission, mediation and, perhaps, the fallcnness do not concern only the
enunciation, the comnH1nicttion of God with man; thcv characterize tlw intim<He life of (;od itself, which thncfore cannot be
conu·1 n·d in terms of an i mm uta hk meta physical pkn itudc (in

relation to which, precisely, the revelation would merely be a
'subsequent' episode and an accident, a quoad nos).
:. Are we simply translating into biblical and theological terms a
fairly well-known philosophical thematic, that is, the event-like
character of Being? Probably this too. But it would be contradictory, precisely from the perspective of the event-like character of
Being, to take this as another marginal given, as though philos. ophy, having arrived at the problem of overcoming metaphysics,
"Were 'consequently' to discover its own analogical relation to the
contents of the Hebraic-Christian tradition. This would amount
to an affirmation of the event-like character of Being as a given
encountered objectively by two different kinds of thinking or
forms of experience, each of which would have reached it by its
own means: again, as contingent ways of encountering an inde' pendent given, posited from somewhere within Being itself. But
the philosophy that discovers its own 'analogical relation' to the
theological Trinity does not come from another world. The
philosophy that responds to the call for the overcoming of
metaphysics comes from the Hebraic-Christian tradition, and the
content of its overcoming of metaphysics simply amounts to the
maturing awareness of this provenance.
As one can see, it is not a question of articulating philosophical
·discourse in such a way as to allow for the plausibility of religion
as well, as at bottom one always finds in philosophy that thinks
of itself as 'open' and friendly towards religious experience,
beginning with that which sought to illustrate the preambula fidei,
both as a metaphysically grounded natural theology, and simply
as an anthropological theory of finitude, the problematic character
of existence that calls for the leap towards transcendence (it may
be that even the passage from negative philosophy to positive
philosophy in Schelling is little more than this). Religious experience as the experience of positivity in the sense outlined seems
rather to lead to a radical placing in question of every traditional
:figure of the relation between philosophy and religion. The return
of the religious experienced in popular consciousness and, in a
different sense, in philosophical discourse (where the metaphysical, scicntistic or historicist prohibitions of religion hreak down),
presents itself as a discovny of positivity that appears identical in
its meaning to the thought of the event-like character of Being
taken up in philosophy on the hasis of Hcidcgger. The a<>sertion
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of this identity, if it is to achieve a radical correspondence with its
own content, cannot remain a pure assertion. It is precisely on
account of the event-like character of Being that we cannot be
dealing here with a single metaphysical structure experienced by
two different ways of thinking. For positivity or the event-like
character calls our attention back to the provenance. The philos·
ophy that poses the problem of overcoming metaphysics is the.
same as that which discovers the positivity in religious experience. ·• •
Yet this discovery signifies precisely the awareness of provenance.
Can or must such an awareness come down to a return to its own
origin? In other words, is the philosophy that discovers itself to
have come from Hebraic-Christian theology called for this reason
to set aside its own 'derivative' form in order to recover the
original one? This would be so, if the theological element revealed
here as origin did not itself wholly renounce the metaphysical
superiority of the origin: if, that is, the theology in question were
not a Trinitarian theology. That provenance as such is so central
to our religious experience, moreover, is a constitutive feature of
the return of the religious, and is at once both the outcome of.
what is no longer a metaphysical philosophy and a 'content' of
the religious tradition that has been rediscovered: the Trinitarian
God is not one who calls us to return to the foundation in the
metaphysical sense of the word, but, in the New Testament
expression, calls us rather to read the signs of the times. In short,
Nietzsche's 'radical' saying (in section 44 of Daybreak, entitled
'Origin and Significance')x holds, albeit in different terms, as much
for philosophy as for the religion it rediscovers: the more one
knows of the origin, the less significant it becomes (an expression
that, not too paradoxically, may be heard as a distant echo of
Trinitarian Christian theology).
Philosophy, then, does not construe the rediscovered awareness
of its provenance from religion as a step backwards, as if it were
seeking to recover its own authentic language: for to do so would
contradict the sense of that which is recovered. However, will this
simply mc;1n remaining locked within that process to which one
has found th;H one hclongs, without the awareness of the provenarKc entailing any more than a reinforcement of this very
hdongmg? As the contradictory character of radical historicism
show~. such an attitude would in the end merely accord the
prm:ess the s;mw authoritarian and compelling status as the ontns
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on, the metaphysical foundation. One meets here the same aporiae
that one finds again and again along the path of thinking the
overcoming of metaphysics (beginning with the impossibility of
completing Sein und Zeit): how to speak of the event of Being in
a language perpetually marked by the stability of essences; or,
'more recently (in the thematic of the postmodern), how to
pronounce the end of meta-narratives if not by narrating the
history of their dissolution?
Perhaps, it is just (and only) when philosophy recognizes its
own provenance in trinitarian theology that it begins to overcome
these aporiae, or at least to discover a sense in them that is not
·purely contradictory. That it should be a matter precisely of
trinitarian theology, and not some form of 'natural theology' or
any· generic opening onto transcendence or suchlike, is clearly
confirmed (at least according to my hypothesis, which I have set
out more fully elsewhere 9 ) by the way that philosophies which
may be intensely religious in character none the less fall back into
metaphysics. Instead of holding to the level of the event-like
character of Being, they tend rather to rethink this event-like
character in purely 'essentialistic' and structural terms. This is
true of positions such as that taken by Emmanuel Levinas. For
while he regards philosophy as exposed to religious experience in
·the-irruption of the Other, this irruption ultimately takes the form
of a dissolution of the event-like character itself, which thereby
loses all specific meaning. It is hard to see in Levinas any attention
to the 'signs of the times'; all that time, the existential temporality
characteristic of man, points towards is the eternity of God,
revealed as a radical alterity that calls for the assumption of a
responsibility which can only he regarded as historically qualified
by accident (the neiRhbour is to be sure always a concrete,
individual, but that's the point: always).
Naturally, the reference to Levinas here is not merely to one
example among others of a metaphysical lapse. Of all conternpor'ary philosophers, Levinas is perhaps the most careful to situate
the attempt to overcome metaphysics in relation to a recovery of
the biblical roots of Western thinking (alongside its Greek roots).
The biblical legacy is that of recalling philosophy to what, in
Heideggerian anJ not Lcvinasian terms, we m~1y call the eventlike character of Being, encouraging 1t to rccognizt' the violence
inherent in tht' nwt,lphysical essentialism of Greek origin. Yet in
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so far as it remains confined to the Old Testament, this return to
the Bible goes no further than the acknowledgement of createdness. If the God that philosophy rediscovers is only God the
Father, little headway is made beyond the metaphysical thinking.
of foundation - indeed, it may be that one takes a step or two.
backwards.
The radical event-like character of Being encountered by post·..
metaphysical thinking in its effort to free itself from the compel--:
ling power of the simply present cannot be understood in the light ·
of createdness alone, as this remains within the horizon of a •·
'natural', structural religiousness conceived in essentialist terms~·
Only in the light of the Christian doctrine of the Incarnation of
the son of God does it seem possible for philosophy to think of ·
itself as a reading of the signs of the times without this being
reduced to a purely passive record of the times. 'In the light' of
the Incarnation is once again an expression that seeks to capture
a problematic and unresolved relation that lies at the very heart
of the experience of event-likeness: the incarnation of God at issue
here is not simply a way of giving mythical expression to what
philosophy will in the end reveal via rational enquiry. Nor is the
Incarnation the ultimate truth of the statements of philosophy,
demystified and restored to its proper sense. As has already
become clear in various ways over the preceding pages, this
problematic relation between philosophy and religious revelation
is the very sense of the Incarnation. God is incarn2ted, and thus is
first revealed in the biblical pronouncement that ultimately 'gives
rise' to the post-metaphysical conception of the event-like character of Being. It is only in so far as it rediscovers its own provenance
in the New Testament that this post-metaphysical thinking can
take the form of a thinking of the event-like character of Being
that is not simply reducible to a bare acceptance of the existent or
to pure historical and cultural relativism. If you will: it is the fact
of the Incarnation that confers on history the sense of a redemptive
revelation, as opposed to a confused accumulation of happenings
rhat unsettle the pure structural quality of true Being. That there
ts a redemptive (or in philosophical terms, cmancipatory) sense to
history. in spite, or precisely hecause, of its bein~ a history of
prmwunccments and responses, of interpretations and not 'discoveries· or the ascendancy of 'true' presences, is only possihle in the
light of the doctrine of Incarnation.
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_ The present epoch is one in which it became clear that metaphysics could not be continued (this is the history of nihilism
narrated by Nietzsche and exemplified for Heidegger by Nietzschean will to power). Responding to the appeal of this epoch,
philosophy has sought to overcome metaphysics, but in doing so
has found itself called to renounce the reassuring authority of
presence - whereupon it has become hermeneutic, listening to and
interpreting pronouncements passed down to it (the Ge-Schick).
That there are no facts, only interpretations, as Nietzsche teaches,
is not in its turn a certain and reassuring fact, but 'only' an
interpretation. This renunciation of presence confers on postmetaphysical philosophy, and above all on hermeneutics, an
inevitably 'fallen' character. The overcoming of metaphysics, in
'other words, can only take place as nihilism. The meaning of
nihilism, however, if it is not in its turn to take the form of a
metaphysics of the nothing - as it would if one imagined a process
at the end of which Being is not and the nothing is - can only
think of itself as an indefinite process of reduction, diminution,
weakening. Could such a thinking be thought outside the horizon
of the Incarnation? If hermeneutics really wishes to continue along
the path opened by Heidegger's call to recollect Being (and thus
?reignis), this is perhaps the decisive question to which it must
seek a response today.

Translated by David Webb
Notes

1 Translator's Note: the Italian term that would normally be translated

2

3
4

5

as 'represent' is 'rappresentare'. However, here and elsewhere in the
chapter Vattimo uses the word 'ripresentarisi' - literally 'present
again'. This has been translated throughout as 're-present'.
Translator's 11ote: the Italian 'eventllalita', translated here as 'eventlikeness', has generally been translated in this chapter as 'event-like
character'. However, it can also denote 'contingency' and has been
translated as such on two occ1sions.
Translator's 11of1': _]. Dcrrida, 'Violence and metaphysics', in \Vritiltg
and Di((rmra, trans. A. Rass (London, Routledge, 19n).
See especially the writings of Pareyson collected in Filnsofia df'ila
liberta (Turin, Einauth, 1994 ).
I have Jiscussnl this prohlcm more fully in an ess;1y included in my
Etica del/'int('rfm~tazinnc (Turin, Rmenherg and Sellin, I 9S9).
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6 I refer the reader here to the hypotheses set out in my essay 'Storia
della salvezza, storia dell'interpretazione', Micromega, 3 (1992~
pp. 105-12.
7 I am of course referring here to the notions of 'effective history' and
'effective historical consciousness' elaborated by Gadamer in Truth
and Method (New York, Seabury Press, 1975).
8 F. Nietzsche, Daybreak, trans. R. Hollingdale (Cambridge and New
York, Cambridge University Press, 1985).
····~
9 Cf. my 'Metafisica, violenza, secolarizzazione', in G. Vattimo (ed.)~ :
Filosofia '86 (Rome and Bari, Laterza, 1987), pp. 71-94.
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Thinking Religion:
the Symbol and
the Sacred
Eugenio Trias

Reason and Superstition
Recent events at the forefront of media attention, such as the
collapse of the authoritarian regimes of the East, the Persian Gulf
crisis and the conflict in Yugoslavia, have left no doubt as to the
crucial importance of the religious or cultural-religious substrate
in sustaining the societies that compete for supremacy in the world
today. Calls to join the crusade against a demonized enemy
combine with the opportunistic proclamations of (Christian)
spiritual reconstruction aimed at filling the void of meaning and
value left by the dismantled political regimes.
All this takes place against the horizon of a general crisis in
the idea, or the ideal, of reason steadily forged and estahlished
by the West since the Enlightenment. It is time, then, to 'take
the bull by the horns' and not to he daunted hy the magnitude
of the crisis. This reason, solemnly proclaimed hy our enlightened
ancestors, was simply hlind to these underlying religious strata,
which are emerging today with such exceptional force and
energy.
Reason never sought to understand what lay hehind or heneath
these strata in all their richness. It used them as a shadow or a
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scapegoat on which to establish and constitute itself as sovereigii·.
reason. Indeed, it is in the struggle against religion that reason has;
sought to secure its own legitimacy. Religion has been judged an&
controlled by the use of a term of opprobrium devised for the'~
purpose by our Roman ancestors: the word superstition.
·
The term superstitio was coined by this people of lawyers,
jurists and bureaucrats as the (condemned and rejected) dark
other face of the Roman religio, which was the only form of
religion that they considered legitimate. While religio channelled·
the precise and scrupulous rituals of the public sphere or the:
family, the term superstitio denoted the orientalizing and exotic
forms of religion that, especially in the Late Empire, had by this
time begun to undermine the purely conventional character of the·
official religio and give new life and meaning to the popular
demand for immediate salvation.
Superstitio probably signified survival, a kind of fossil leftover
of the ancestral world from before Rome's supremacy. According.
to Max Weber, this word was a translation of the Greek ekstasis.
In contrast to the ecstatic (superstitious) religions that were
archaic relics of the cult of the Goddess (Cybele, Isis, Ishtar,
Aphrodite Celeste), with their bloody ceremonies, such as the
famously terrifying orgiastic rites of the temple of Hierapolis, to
the shameless rampages of the galli, who were given to selfmutilation in tragic identification with Artis, son of the Goddess,
and to the esoteric cults of the (gnostic or Christian) followers of
Mithras, the 'rational religion' of the genuine and naturally
ritualistic and juridical Romans emerged both as the official cult
of the state and as the private and familial practice of pietas to the
forefathers. This religion owed its widespread vitality and meaning all to Stoic and late Platonic philosophy.
When European self-consciousness was in its splendour, satisfied and content at humanity's coming of age (Kant), this old
Roman distinction reappeared. The Enlightenment, above all in
France, was looking for just such a 'religion of reason', vaguely
deist in character with sentimcnralist overtones, a religion at one
with 'human nature' and with nature in general, yet radically
distiJH.'t from all the 'superstitious' trickery employed by the
pric~tly ClStL'S and llll'>Crtlpulous despots tll 111;1nipulate the unL·ducatcd m;1sses. Thi.., strict demarcation provided the basis for
the cLniry of mind with which the so-called phrlosofJhcs, the
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. genuine forerunners of modern journalism, committed themselves
to spreading the ideas of the Enlightenment.
The so-called 'philosophies of suspicion' of the age pf Romanticism and positivism were more refined in this respect. They took
the inquisitorial practices inherited from Voltaire and rendered
them more subtle and sophisticated. Their critique of religion is
indirect and sleuth-like: instead of condemning it for being
'superstitious', they strive to interrogate it and to prep;tre the case
for a trial in the course of which it will reveal to the so.:ientist and
the expert the truth and meaning that it in fact possesses, albeit
unwittingly. The key to this truth and meaning is, ot course, in
the hands of the investigator: he knows it even before the trial
begins. And while the keys to their hermeneutic practtces may be
different, Hegel, Marx, Freud and Durkheim all adopt the same
methodology in their respective approaches to religion.
It is no wonder, then, that religion has been understood as
ideology and false consciousness, the narcotic displacement activity of a soulless world, a form of vicarious happiness, of bonheur,
within a socioeconomic framework that generates dissatisfaction
and unhappiness and whose meaning and truth arc sought and
found in the class struggle and property relations. This, in short,
is how Marx and Engels (and their followers) conceive of religion .
. Religion could equally be conceived as a revcl.ttion of the
absolute essence in- representational form or fig,trc, halfway
between art and philosophy: a revelation that has, however, yet
to attain the form most adequate to the Truth, it-. conceptual
form. This is how Hegel and his orthodox disciples conceive of it.
One could also see in religion an abstract and alien;ttnl projection
of the human essence, or of man as a being in genr·r,d, even the
very paradigm itself of each and every human ali('n;Hion in an
abstract and separated world. In a certain sense, the Christian
doctrine of the Trinity had already revealed thi., truth of the
humanist gospel, but in a still alienated form. Chlt'>tianity, as a
religion of the human being as such, could he ·,;tid to have
anticipated, albeit erroneously, the anthropological discovery of
true science and philosophy: this is Feuerhach 's view.
Religion could also he seen ;'IS the expression and 1 he symptom
of a declining will to {wu,cr, the manifestation of .t ~ll'k will that
wants ro infect every affirmative wtll wtth a fceltt•J: rh:lt poisons
its interiority: a feeling that is in truth rcscllfment, ·' yearning for
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revenge and a struggle to the death against everything that is filled
with life and of superior value. This attitude gives rise to the:\
power of the priests, the capacity to overturn valuations and:~
values alike or to conceive of what is simply bad, harmful andi
undesirable (schlecht) as malign and evil (bose).
''·~
Religion will therefore be, in its most visible forms, this counter:.l.i
value created by the priestly caste. In its most sublime fonDS:~
(Gautama Buddha, Jesus of Nazareth), it could be the quintessen4l
tial expression of a will to power that plunges into decline and;~
then, in a final lament before annulling itself completely, proclai~~
the Gospel (or the 'bad tidings', the dysange/) 1 of the Nothing;'·.::
This is Nietzsche's view.
:-:
Finally, one could treat religion as an illusion vainly set in'
opposition to necessity and destiny (as expressed in the 'reality
principle'). In times of secularization it is the inner man that.:
prevails and this illusion shelters in the most intimate and private'·:
dimension of the individual, giving rise to all the burgeoning and ·
varied material of our common neuroses.
The religious illusion, then, acts as an unconscious force. It
wounds and immobilizes the body via complex mythical systems,
just like hysteria. It regulates the most intimate and shameful
aspects of the private sphere by way of complex ritual ceremonies,
as we find in obsessive neurosis. It generates theological and
theogonical constructions that attack the subject from all sides
and split it into the circular double figure of the persecutor and
the persecuted, as does paranoia. And as in melancholia, it raises
to the status of idol the dead and lost aspect of the split subject,
on which the living side of the subject gazes sorrowfully, dressed_...
.
.
111 mournmg.
The Hegelian absolute spirit, that is, the trinity of art, religion
and philosophy, is suitably unmasked in this Freudian diagnosis.
The artistic side of religion is manifested in hysteria; its philosoph·
ical and theological mode in paranoia; its cultural and specifically
religious aspect in obsessive neurosis and melancholia.
The explanatory force of all these variations on the philosophy
n( swpicJ(m is undeniable. In them, the phenomenon of religion
and religious experience stand in the place of judgement and the
wrdict of a determinate concept of reason (1dealist, materialist,
genealogical or psychoanalytical). All these approximations to
religion plainly rest on a wholly prohlematic approach: in each
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case religion is explained in tenns extrinsic to religion itself. The
common point of departure is the rationalist-Enlightenment
premise that religion is, as such, illusion, ideology, an inadequate
concept, sickness, false consciousness.
Its truth and meaning are not ro be found within the horizon of
experience and the (pragmatic or language) game in which it
:manifests itself. One imagines truth and meaning as to be sought
~,behind, always behind, in an unconscious and underlying substra. tom which it is the task of the philosopher, the scientist or the
; analyst to discover (and also to unmask).
Religion is brought before the tribunal of science, of reason (or
of the genealogy of the will to power), to be examined, interrogated, tested and placed under enquiry, as if it were reason's
guinea pig. All the richness and variety of religious experience and
of the 'language games' that follow from it are now led back,
beyond their unconscious truth, to that one-way street which is
presented in authoritarian fashion in these discourses as the sole
form of reason.
The moment has perhaps arrived to state resolutely and as
plainly as possible that logos is not the same as reason. Logos
is specific to the human subject; it defines and empowers the
human as such. It manifests itself in the rich variety of what the
later Wittgenstein defined as 'language games'. Each of these
games has in principle its own inner logic, its own meaning and
truth. Moreover, they are 'language' games in the radical (anthropological and ontologial) sense of the word, which makes us think
that language itself may be the characteristic element of human
nature.

Religion of the spirit
Perhaps it is a matter of preparing for the emergence of a new
religion: the true religion of the spirit already prophesied in the
twelfth century hy the Calahrian ahhot .Joachim of the Flowers
and invoked afresh hy Novalis and Schl"lling in the century of
Romanticism and Idealism. Perhaps the only way to counteract
the wars of religion breaking out everywhere is to lay the hasis
for a new foundation. Rut such an event does not come about
by force of will alone. For it to occur, a number of different
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factors must come together. It is a matter, perhaps, of simplfl
preparing the ground in order that the event at some point
come about.
·
For the shards of religion that survive, in their diversity, clea
seem to be incapable of giving unity and solidity to an ever mo
regional and fragmented world. On the contrary, they heigh ''
feelings of mutual suspicion, mistrust and hatred. The world t ·:
is emerging with the end of the Cold War and the Eastem/W
blocs is plainly polycentric. Ideological differences have made wa
for cultural substrata and these, in turn, are always rooted in di.
enduring ground of religious traditions. Properly understood·.
culture always consists in the development of a specific cult with'· ·
a given society. And the cult, as Hegel aptly puts it, is th'.
inalienable centre of the complex syndrome that we are in th~
habit of defining as religion.
·'}~
It has been shown, above all in the bitter Yugoslavian conflict,;~
that the real 'point of difference' in a culture, that which can
give rise to the Hegelian 'struggle to the death', is not language
at all (as a certain romantic nationalism maintains) but religion.
One can speak the same language and yet be thoroughly convinced that one belongs to a different and even opposed national
reality. If this is so, there must exist an important difference,
and only religion can produce it. The diversity in the characters
of the written word (Cyrillic, Latin) has shown itself to be
more important than the (common) spoken language. The differences in writing have shown themselves to be more significant
than the communities of speech: for once, at least, the 'grammatologists' are right. Or is it perhaps the case that the sacred
appears above all in writing, transforming it into sacred writing?
To read Cyrillic or Latin: this is the 'point of difference'! (Incidently, if the Basques were Huguenots and the Catalans Shiites,
they would have heen independent for centuries by now: likewise,
if hoth groups, while all speaking the imperial koine, had learnt
ro read Cyrillic or Gothic characters instead of the canonic Latin.)
\Xlhat is certain is that this polycentric world is in want of open
VJSL1S. No o . 1sting cultural form enjoys <111Y privilege. The interesting qul'stion for the future will not be 'in what cultural and
religious context did the form of (capitalist) society develop that
now seems ro pn:v;lil unopposed?' (the traditional response, put
forward hY \.lax Weber, though somewhat controversial today, is
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that it arose in the milieu of Calvinist Protestantism). Rather, it
be a question that is far more portentous for the future:
~hich religious and cultural context will prove most capable of
!jdapting to the new forms of victorious technological capitalism?'
~A provisional response may be: Shintoism and Japanese Zen
~ulture, or perhaps, in general, the synthesis of Confucianism and
.ffaoism found in the Celestial Empire.)
f:• We have already said that, for the time being, it is a matter of
smoothing the way for thinking to adapt to this cultural polycentrisrn, prior to some new yet unforseeable reformulation. To this
end, various distinct strategies are necessary. In my most recent
book, Le edad del espiritu, 2 I tried to formulate a true archaeology
~f the principal intellectual movements that have generated both
,the great universal religions and the main philosophical systems.
iWithout claiming to be exhaustive, I none the less wanted to
cexamine in depth some of the most important enclaves of our
world: the thought and religion of India, the worlds of Iran, Israel
and Greece, the birth of Christianity, Islam, the medieval world,
the Renaissance, the Reformation, the Age of Reason, the Enlightenment and Romanticism. This kind of archaeological excavation
is undoubtedly necessary, but of course must also be integrated
with other perspectives more directly relevant to the world we live
in. Perhaps more than ever, it is urgent that we regain a universal,
world perspective. More· than ever before, it is vital that engagement in one's own particular reality be counterbalanced by a
wider global vision.
At a time when the faded idea of Europe is in decline, in thrall
to blind economic and bureaucratic forces, and when there is a
resurgence of the nation-state, and of the whole band of nations
aspiring to become states, only two possibilities remain: that of
withdrawing completely from the whole wretched process of
decomposition and regression to a still worse past, or that of
opening one's eyes and mind wide ro universal vistas. In all
likelihood, one will have to look beyond the strictly European
unity, which has of late shown itself to be less potentially cohesive
than was thought. As Rafael Argullol and I said in our papn
entitled £/ c<1nsancin de Occidcnte, it may he that there is no such
thing as Europe without an adjcctiuc: Eastern Europe, Latin
Europe, Northern Europe, Anglo-Saxon Europe, Central Europe,
and even, if vou like, Orthodox-Byzantine Fmope (Bulgaria,
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Russia, Greece, Serbia), Catholic Europe and Protestant Europe.
It is impossible to embark on a really substantial and ambitious
project based on a foundation as unstable and hazardous as the
economy. Europe is paying today for its most closely guarded
treachery: that of seeking to construct itself without putting the
debate over culture first. Less than a year ago, I (with Rafael
Argullol) thought of Europe as an organism that had become tired
and weary. Today, I believe that its condition has simply become
terminal. I say this with real bitterness, since my being, my life
and my destiny are, of course, European.
A Europe in evident decline, shouldering the cross (of its own
making) of a civil war that rips open its heart; a Spain newly
united in its distress, that is, in the mad determination to bring to
light its secular demons, its unresolved conflicts of identity.
Perhaps if we opened our eyes and minds to the complexity of the
world and all the important differences in culture and civilization,
we may find Ariadne's thread. The fact is that the world as a
whole is simply a labyrinth in which each point of transition and
rest represents a specific cultural enclave, formed and informed by
a certain religious (cultic) foundation with its own glorious past:
Christian-Orthodox, Reformist, Islamic, Shiite, Hindu, Jewish or
Buddhist. And so I come back to the initial intuition of this essay:
serious thought must be given to the possibility that the ground
be prepared for the birth of a new religion - the religion of
the spirit. As one as wise and great as Rafael Sanchez Ferlosio
well knows: 'Nothing will change as long as the gods do not
change.'

The symbol and the sacred
Clearly, religion appears within our horizon and challenges us to
think its truth. It is not enough to play safe, a La Voltaire, and
accuse religion of superstitiousness. Nor is it enough to speak of
'the opium of the people', of 'Platonism for the people' or even of
the 'future of an illusion'. We shall make little progress if we
restrict ourselves to repeating usque ad nauseam this old Enlightenment refrain, born of the philosophy of suspicion.
The task is to approach the religious phenomenon by way of
reflection, to make religion something that may be thought. Tod
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this end, some phenomenon must oe highlighted to make the task
easier. In what follows, I will try using a 'key word' as a guiding
thread to help me to perform this reflection. This word will he
symbol. How are we to understand this term? And why have I
, privileged this word, as that most suited to guiding a possible
reflection on the religious phenomenon?
What is it that can be defined as symbol, and in what does it
consist? For me, this term signifies above all the sensible and
manifest revelation of the sacred. Religion is, in my view, a relinking <re-/igacion:::. relative to the sacred (given, naturally, the
radical ambivalence inherent in this word: sacerlsanctus, the
sacred and the holy).
It is a matter of thinking about the symbol and of defining the
categories that can be drawn from this reflection. To such an end,
we shall look at the original etymological meaning of the term
and speak not of symbol (noun), but of 'symbolizing' (verbal
form), in reference to the act of 'throwing-together' (sym-ballein)
the two parts of a broken coin or medal that betoken and secure
an alliance.
One of the two fragments can be thought of as available (the
fragment one possesses) and the other, by contrast, lies 'elsew.here'. The sym-ballic 3 event constitutes a highly complex process
or progression in which the two fragments may combine and fit
together. The fragment in one's possession may be thought of as
·the 'symbolizing' component of the symbol. The other fragment,
not in one's possession, represents the other half, in the absence
·of which even the first half lacks any established meaning. It is to
··this ·second fragment that the first refers to gain significance and
. meaning (which is what the symbolizing component symbolizes,
or in other words, that in it which is symbolized).

The symbolic event
The symbol is thus a (sym-ballic) unity that presupposes a break.
There is in principle a disjunction between the symbolizing form
as a manifest and manifestative aspect of the symbol (given to
vision, to perception or hearing) and the symbolized form in the
~bol, which constitutes the horizon of meaning. We have
~in forms, figures, lines and words. But the key to the correct
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perspective on what they signify is missing. And this originary
break, this fracture, is what lies behind the whole drama of the
symbol. The scene of exile was set up and arranged by a given
alliance prior to the culmination of the drama in which the two
separate parts act as dramatis personae: the part that symbolizes
and the part that withdraws. The drama leads towards the final
scene of reunion and reconciliation, in which both parts are
'pitched' into their desired coming together. 4
The symbolic categories lend a specific form to this piece of
theatre, and to the process or course that constitutes its argument.
They shed light on and reveal the conditions that permit or make
possible the final event, the resolution of the drama. 5 Such
categories present themselves in stages: the first prepares the
second, which constitutes the condition of the third, and so on. It
is a matter of different revelations, by virtue of which the
conditions of the symbolic event are brought fully to light. They
form a kind of scale that one can imagine, in musical terms, as
the scale of musical intervals (still on the supposition that the
first revelation determines the second, and this the third, and so ·
on).
In the course of all this, a symbolizing form or figure emerges
that is conditioned in its turn by a determinate foundation: the
matrix of the entire symbolic process. This matrix or matter
provides physical support for the symbol. To present itself as a
symbolic form or figure it must, of course, be formed or
transformed.
This symbolic matter is the primary condition or category and
opens the path and movement that culminate in the symbolic
event. This cannot be produced without presupposing the material
dimension, which works a little like the lowest and most fundamental interval of the scale (to pursue the musical analogy). This
material dimension constitutes the basso ostinato that supports
the entire tonal edifice. In this sense, the matter or matrix shows
through in every symbol.
It is with regard to this symbolic mattter that the second
condition stands. For there to be a symbolic event, the underlying
(marernall matrix has ro be ordered and delimited until it begins
to look like a cosmos; a world has to be 'created' or 'formed' (the
undifferentiated matter has to be assigned limits and demarcated
so as to determine it). Tht:se- material demarcations mav he

presented as a spatial section (temenos, temp/urn) or as a temporal
sign (now, tempora, tempus: an indication of festivity). 6 The
temple and the festival are thus the effects (in space and time
rtspectively) of this transformation of matter into cosmos or
world.
Everything is now in place and the scene is set that serves as a
condition of possibility of the symbolic event. The event itself is
always an encounter, or rather a (sym-ballic) relation between a
presence of some kind that reveals itself and its recognition by a
particular witness (defining its form and figure). The presence (of
the sacred) and the (human) witness are correlates in an authentic
relation of testimony <relacion presencia!> that is clearly rhc
hallmark of this encounter. It is thanks to this relation o/
testimony that what is manifested acquires its form and figure: as
a theophany, a figure that can be represented, or as an aura of
glory, or a brilliant light.
This relation of testimony is the condition for the possibility of
a genuine communication between the presence and the witness
(in the spoken or the written word). The symbolic manifestation
culminates in an oral or written communication of this kind,
which brings the symbolizing activity of the symbol to a close and
leads to a revelation in the form of (sacred) words or (sacred)
writing. The ongoing series <seria escalonada> of symbolizing
categories is then locked and.sealed.
This last (oral and written) category is the (material) condition
of the primary category relative to the symbolized. The (oral and
written) revelation accomplished via its communication now
requires an exegesis, that is to say, a referral or assignment of the
manifest symbolizing aspect (the word or the text in its literal
value) to the (hermeneutic) keys that may reveal its meaning. Such
a referral is only possible if there has already been a prior
manifestation or (poetic, prophetic, inspired) revelation. As soon
as this manifestation is over, there has to be a clarification of the
(exegetical or allegorical) method leading to the keys (which serve
as ideal forms of sense).
But from the very beginning these (Platonic, Gnostic, neoPiatonic) forms or ideas strike a final Obstacle that checks the
impulse to exegesis and allegory. The assignment or referral takes
us from this explanation of ideas or forms to the final moment, in
___ t_·
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why the symbol (unlike the allegory or the conceptual schematism}
always retains a mystical quality; its lot is precisely to show how
the symbol remains structurally bound to a secret, occult and holy
substrate (to the sacred as such, that is in its specific ambivalence).'
The ideal conditions are, therefore, those which condition such an
ascent to the mystical.
However, this mystical encounter, in order to be accomplished
in a symbolic event, must return to a situation in which the union
of the two parts in question (the symbolizing and the symbolized)
may be produced. In this sense the mysticism highlights the
necessity of pulling back from that negative and sublime ascent
towards what is essentially transcendent in order to stop at the
frontier space in which the symbol can put itself to the test, can
try to realize itself as a possible, sym-ballic, encounter between
the symbolizing part and that which is symbolized in it.
1t is in this frontier space, then, that the accomplishment of the
symbol takes place: the two parts of the symbol, the symbolizing
and the symbolized, are here re-conjoined and co-incident. Only
here, then, does the symbol actually present itself as an event, and
in fact become concrete as symbol, in the sense that it realizes its
own immanent teleology. It makes its own all the conditions that
have underlain its preparation, predisposition and presentation as
a symbolic event.
·

Symbolic categories
Let us try now to think the symbol in all its dimensions. The term
'symbol', in the present context, means a verbal event by which
two fragments (of a medal or a coin, broken in half) are 'thrown
together'. It is a matter, then, of offering a precise definition of
the conditions for the possibility of this symbolic event by which
the two halves may come to coincide. One (the fragment we
possess) serves as the symbolizing component of the symbol. The
other (withdrawn from the sphere of appearing) is something to
which the available half refers in order to acquire its full meaning:
something in which the meaning of the available part can be
determined, that provides the keys and hermeneutic tools by
which it may be given meaning, thereby allowing the available
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part to fulfil the finality by which it is defined, the process of
symbolization.
To be a symbol, however, is not to be a thing or an object, or
at least not in the first instance. Rather than speaking of this
or thar symool, one should speak here of this or that symbolic
event. It is in the event that the two fragments of the coin or the
medal, originally separated, will be found and shown to fir
together or not to fit together. If they fit, the symbolic event is
accomplished.
The dimensions of the symbol are those conditions which make
it possible for the event to take place, for the two parts to
coincide, as that which was previously split is stitched together.
Such conditions operate as genuine symbolic categories (where
category has a strictly Kantian sense).
Ultimately, one must determine the specific categories on the
basis of which the act or event in which the two parts of the
symbol are reunited can take place. These categories can only be
defined by repeating the route of the movement that ends in the
coincidence of the two parts: they are simply the different steps or
levels on the way towards the decisive proof or experiment in
which the symbolizing and the symbolized are 'thrown together'.
They are the actual stages, or phases, of this symbolic process: the
individual milestones of an argument whose conclusion or resolution lies in the final symbolic proof, which amounts to the
symbolic act itself.
This ongoing character makes it possible for these categories to
be formalized in musical terms, as different keys ranged over the
symbolic space, the region that must be crossed if the symbolic
act or event is to take place. In the first instance, one must
examine the conditions for the possibility of the symbolizing part;
then those pertaining to that which is symbolized in it and finally
the conditions for the possibility of their reunification or coincidence. Only by way of an analysis of all these conditions will it be
possible to move gradually through the series of different symbolic

categories.
The categories are not derived from an analysis of the forms of
combination in judgements, as in Kant; nor do they follow from
an examination, conscious or unconscious, of the generic forms
of language, as in Aristotle. Rather, what permits the formulation
of a table of cate~ories is the analysis of the process in which the
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symbolic event is realized (the interlocking of the two parts, the
symbolizing and the symbolized).
There are four necessary conditions for the constitution of the
symbolizing part:
that this part possess a material substrate;
that this substrate is none the less ordered and organized in
an expository domain which must be called cosmos, world;
3 that this cosmos may then be established as the setting that
makes possible an encounter between a determinate (sacred)
presence that rises out of the darkness and a determinate
(human) witness that can testify to its existence;
4 that this encounter or relation of testimony may be verified
by way of communication (oral or written).

1
2

These four conditions determine the symbolizing part that is
accessible and manifest. Yet we are referred or sent on by this to
the symbolized part, which is not available. Consequently, (a} the
symbol, in its presence, must refer to those hermeneutic keys that
permit the establishment of the (ideal) figures thanks to which it
can acquire a precise meaning; (b) the exegetical keys must
necessarily find an upper limit, which undermines any further
enquiry into meaning that showed how the referral could only be
fulfilled in mystical form.
Once the conditions of the symbolizing (matter, cosmos, presence, logos) and the symbolized (keys of meaning, mystical
substrate) have been established, all the essential requirements for
the realization of the symbolic event are in place. All that is
required is to define the conditions of the consequent reconjunction of the two parts of the symbol. But just at this point the
ultimate and decisive category comes to light, namely, that which
establishes the necessity of this reconstitution of what was previously distant and separate.
And so, finally, here is the whole table of the symbolic
categories:
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SYMBOLIZING CATEGORIES

1 Matter
2 Wodd
3 Relation of testimony (between a present
given and its witness)
4 Communication (oral or written)
CATEGORIES RELATIVE
TO THE SYMBOLIZED IN THE SYMBOL

5 (Exegetical) keys of meaning
6 Sacred and holy (or mystical) substrate
UNIFICATORY CATEGORIES

7 Reconjunction of the two parts of the symbol

Translated by David Webb
Notes
1 Translator's note: the expression is from F. Nietzsche, 'The Antichrist', in Twilight of the Idols and the Anti-Christ, trans. R. ].
Hollingdale (Harmondsworth, Penguin, 1979), p. 151.
2 Translator's note: E. Trias, La edad del espiritu (Barcelona, Destino,

1995).
3 Translator's note: this neologism translates the Spanish sim-balic that
Trias uses to denote the active dimension of the symbol.
4 The symbol was originally a token: a coin or medallion broken in two
and offered as a pledge of friendship or alliance. One of the two parts
was retained hy the giver. Whoever is in receipt of the other part
possesses a half that may be produced at some future time as proof of
the alliance only if it is matched to the part that is held by the giver.
To this end, the two parts are thrown together to confirm whether
they match or not. Hence the expression sym-bolon, which means
precisely 'that which is thrown together'.
5 The Kanrian concept of 'category' preserves here its sense of 'condition
of possibility' (in the present context, it concerns the condition of
possibility of the production of the symbolic event). Such categories
may be considered necessary conditions, in the sense that as an
ensemble they are indispensable if the event spoken of here is to take
place. Moreover, these categories are successive and gradual revelations of the event itself.
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6 Teme110s (temple, in Greek) means 'demarcation, section' (from the
root tern-, which means to cut). The demarcation and section or
delimitation of a sacred space; for example, the creation of a 'clearing'
in the centre of a wood by felling the trees, or else by taking advantage
of an opening. At this point, the confines of the space.acquired by
cutting down the surrounding trees must be redefined, since the limits
of this sacred space are tabu or in any case may only be crossed in a
ritual form. The temple is thus the place of the sacred, distinct from
the 'natural' (wild and wooded nature). It introduces a 'lightening' of
the density of the wood, by which a space for the sacred is cleared, or
rather the sacred itself carves out its own place. In short, the temple is
the sacred as place. As for the festival, it constitutes the time of the
sacred or the sacred as time. 'Time', tempus, derives from the same
root as temple; cf. E. Cassirer, The Philosophy of Symbolic Fonns,
vol. 2 (New Haven, Conn., Yale University Press, 1955).
7 This ambivalence is recorded in the Greek and Latin languages (and
in Castilian): hagion (sanctus, holy) and hieron (sacer, sacred). lt is a
matter of two dimensions articulated by a single phenomenon (the
holy-and-sacred). The holy refers to what is most profound and
sublime; what cannot be touched, even indirectly, by testimony (nor
'looked upon'). The sacred, hy contrast, can be touched: it can be
used (for example in the cultic or sacrificial object), and in this way
may even be destroyed or consumed. The sacred can come to signify
'execrable, repulsive, sinister' (hence we have sacer in Latin). In this
connection, see F. Freud, Totem and Taboo: The Standard Edition of
the Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud, ed. J. Strachey
(London, Hogarth Press and the Institute of Psychoanalysis). Regarding the twofold way in which the sacred manifests itself, as a mystery
that provokes horror (phobos) and/or fascination, see Rudolf Otto,
The Idea of the Holy, trans. J. Harvey, (London, Oxford University
Press, 1958). He theorizes the 'sacred-and-the-holy' as a reference to
an experience of radical alterity, the experience of the 'Totally Other'
(ganz Anderes). It concerns a radical Alterity found closed within the
mystery, that is hidden, enclosed and obscure (mystes, the arcane as
such). Such mystery lays the basis for the twofold experience of the
mysterium fascinans (the bewitching and enchanting aspect of the
sacred) and of the mysterium tremendum (the terrible and threatening
aspect of the sacred): two dimensions that are in fact closely
interlinked.

4
Religious Experience as
Event and Interpretation
Aldo Gargani

The danger facing reflection on religion today, and it faces no
greater danger, is that of tying the subject matter of religion into
a preoccupation, rooted as much in the metaphysical tradition as
in positivism, with establishing the reality and presence of the
objects of religious discourse. Does philosophy itself not specifically risk making the meaning and value of religious discourse
dependent on the inspection of things that can be determined as
present and somehow verifiable, with the instruments of reason,
or of experience? Shall we make the meaning of religious discourse, like that of any other discourse, depend on the method by
which we control the matter addressed, as it is addressed? Shall
we thereby leave the destiny of religious discourse hanging from
the destiny of a methodological rule that gives legitimacy and
credibility to those objects which conform to its own canonical
procedures? Yet, conversely, if we free ourselves from the notion
of rationality as a state constrained by rules, shall we be left
chasing phantasms where, as it were, everything is more or less
permitted? In reacting to the traditional metaphysical aspiration
to determine the presence of beings as the preliminary condition
of their meaning, in rebelling subsequently against the tough ncopositivistic discipline by which one could speak of God and of all
the other objects of relevance to religious discourse only where
there were available sense data or Erlebnisse las Russell and

Carnap would say respectively), we might consign ourselves to
anaphoric discourse, where the reference or denotation of what is
said is established exclusively by discourse (as when, in the New
Essays, Leibniz observed in the Hanoverian winter that while
there were no cherries in nature, cherries none the less remained
as referents of discourse in virtue of discourse itself)? But ana·
phoric discourse merely points towards the difficulty that we are
addressing, since it is merely symptomatic of the nostalgia for a
referentialistic schema according co which names and propositions
have meaning if and only if they correspond to objects and facts
respectively. Anaphoric discourse amounts to a vicarious and
compromised form of the referentialistic semantic paradigm of
presence.
With the re-introduction of religious discourse, which depends
as much on specific historical circumstances as on subtle speculative and psychological factors, the first question and the first source
of unease that immediately confronts the philosophical mind and remember that immediacy does not exclude the emotional
and instinctual spheres - is the following: can we speak of God
without addressing all the existing arguments for and against the
proof of his existence? And, furthermore, how can one speak of
religion without somehow committing oneself to some thesis
concerning the existence of God? If God is an unreal and
phantasmal object that has been eliminated by the empirical,
Enlightenment and nco-positivistic tradition, shall we still
capable of the unimaginable effort required to forge a discourse
on religion, or shall we be condemned to prattle on like one who
insists on or persists in speaking of religion, even as he or she feels
the pangs of speculative conscience for making what seems to be
a leap in the dark, no longer able to find the path of a semantic
and epistemological reference to God?
It seems that religion has not enjoyed the same emancipation of
the discursive field as other cultural disciplines: take ordinary
language, for example, where we have learnt to use words outside
of the ob.ject-designation schema, to use words like 'help!' or 'I
beg you' without having things or substances at hand to support
our expressions; or mathematics, from which we have learnt that
we do not need debts in order to understand negative algebraic
numbers, and from which we have learnt the use of transfinite
numbers without claiming to exhibit the infinite as an actual
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totality of objects; or the natural sciences, where one speaks of
existent objects only that they are ultimately needed to satisfy
the propositional functions of theories that are understood holistically- if it is true, as W. 0. Quine maintains, that in and of itself
the concept 'electron' is no less mythical than the concept 'the
wrath of Jupiter' in explaining lightning, whereas it is in fact less
mythical when internal to J. C. Maxwell's electromagnetic
theory. 1 To be sure, we can say that our employment of words is
prompted by causes, but the cause neither contains nor predetermines the meaning of the word it prompts. By this I mean that the
causal forces that lead us to speak of DNA or the quantization of
energy are of the same type as the causal forces that lead us to
speak of 'postmodern experience', the 'crisis of democracy' or 'the
crisis of the novel'. If one is not to philosophize with a hammer, it
must be conceded that there are causes for saying what we do,
causes which are not responsible for the meaning of the words
they prompt. In these terms, the world does not become a text,
which is a metaphysical assertion perfectly inter-changeable with
its specular, or at least metaphysical, counterpart 'only atoms
exist'. But anyone who is actually concerned with the text knows
too that there is no text without an outside of the text.
The recently renewed philosophical reflection on religion would
be restricted in its scope were it to be expressed in a discursive
movement that tailors its own message to the distinction, taken as
crucial and inevitable (on account of the ontotheological cultural
tradition that weighs upon philosophy), between what exists and
is present and real, and what on the contrary lives by the
phantasmal breath of myth, by the murmur of unfounded belief
and by the account that confers no more than an anaphoric
existence on the objects of which it speaks. A discourse aiming at
the theoretical refoundation in logico-metaphysical and epistemological terms of the beings that have historically occupied theology
would make no sense and lead nowhere. Yet attempts to shake
off this presupposition and shackle meet with stubborn resistance.
So must religious discourse lose the wider sweep of its meaning
and surrender its concreteness in order not to have to give up its
ontological commitment to its objects? In other words, must we
speak of God as an idealized anthropomorphic entity that transcends the empirical spatiotemporal world and subsists in another
ontological region? Must we live faith as an attitude that projects
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itself beyond finite and limited reason, in reality to accomplish
with a leap into immediacy what reason is not able to do, and
that is to establish the presence of such things as God, angelic
spheres, kingdoms of beatification, expiation and infernal punishment? Must we imagine Hell, punishment and guilt against the
setting of a real fire that burns the punished souls and Heaven as
a completely distinct state infused with love? Is there nothing in
common between Hell and Heaven? These are just some of the
questions that could be posed in the course of this enquiry.
Our vision will remain inevitably superficial as long as we do
not overcome the metaphysics of presence of theological objects
and as long as we do not return to that supreme moment which
coincides with our actual experience of the significance of religion
and which recognizes in religious discourse a hermeneutic perspective from which to look at life. We shall see the traditional
dichotomies between terrestrial and heavenly life, between Hell
and Heaven, humanity and divinity, collapse as inert, at which
point we may ourselves enter into that highest and most fecund
play between their affinities and differences. Now, these differences do not mark insuperable rifts or abysses between the regions
of discourse, hut, on the contrary, their inner involvement in the
economy of a discourse that sees itself as such and proceeds as a
discourse without end. This might look like an attempt to
overcome or to abandon the tradition, but what is at issue here is
rather a recovery of the signs of the religious tradition that have
not been thought through to the end. Abandoning the metaphysical commitments regarding the ontological status of the referents
of rheological discourse may therefore signify a recovery of the
signs and the annunciations immanent within the history of a
religious tradition. Once the metaphysical charge is defused, the
objects of the religious tradition become figures for an interpretative perspective on life. It is in this capacity that they may be seen
to interpret the movements of existence in which we are immersed,
and not in so far as they attract the processes of life and history,
sucking them back into a further ontological domain of transcendent beings, which is presented today as the most suitable vantage
point from which to re-think religious experience philosophically.
Contrary to the general trend, and to all those today for whom
religion is an occasion to hand themselves over to a blind
immediate feeling -like a leap into transcendence that they call
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faith, but which formally speaking can be anything that is not
discursively and rationally mediated- the recovery and realization
of religious experience occurs by way of a movement in exactly
the opposite direction. To be precise, it consists in the movement
of reflection and experience that brings religion nearer again to
immanence, picking out its symbols in the figures of our life. Not;·
that is, in the inverse movement through which the human world
is overturned by the antecedence of transcendent entities and
events. Religious transcendence could not even be named were it
not a difference that emerged from the actual figures of our
experience. Transcendence as the division of the ontological
boundaries between classes of entities is therefore effaced; and yet
it is not effaced as a critical point of interpretive activity at the
heart of the flux of the phenomena of life and history. In the end,
religion will not be the discourse that discovers and makes
manifest an Other Object, an Other Entity, but rather a term of
comparison according to which the situations, figures and processes of our life come to be re-interpreted. Not something
immense <immane> 2 to see, extraordinary in being distinguished
from all objects in the ordinary experience of life, but rather a
non-object, a paradigm that renders the objects and the situations
of our life extraordinary, making them ascend to the level of an
extraordinary symbolic force.
Moreover, the movement towards immanence outlined here
concerns the true movement within religious transcendence.
Examples work just as well, as a result of which, and this may
seem paradoxical, religious transcendence achieves its meaning in
the fold of a reflection that reconstructs the immanence of its
terms. Transcendence immanences itself. The crucial feature of
what I would call the metaphysical and objectivistic perspective
on transcendence, handed down to us all the way from Platonic
ontology to the empirical realism of positivism (the attitude that
inspects and secures the actual presence of entities), establishes
sharp dichotomies within religious experience. It is a matter of
expropriation by a crucial and fecund core of thoughts that are
betrayed and corrupted in what psychoanalysis calls phallic
language (for example, the patient who is unable to bring eros to
the level of the symbolic and consequently persists in speaking of
the length, in inches, of the penises of men she has known).
To partition the destiny of a soul, of a psyche or of a mind into
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the realms of Hell and Heaven is equally phallic language. In
Heaven, the souls advance peacefully and with favour on a
journey towards the love of God. In Hell, they are gripped by the
punishing flames and contorted in infinite pain. These are two
distinct and separate ontological realms, and their separation,
which seems to represent the high point of transcendence, betrays
the meaning of religious transcendence. By contrast, the meaning
of religious experience is restored by the movement of thought
that reassigns a condition of immanence to the terms and the
relations at stake. Let us say, then, in this second version, that the
fire of Hell is not the torment inflicted by God on men who have.
not known how to acknowledge him, but that it expresses men's
resistance to the love of God. This implies that God's love in
Heaven is the same fire as that which torments those souls damned
for resisting love. There is no ontological place or site of Heaven,
just as there is none of Hell. Heaven and Hell describe two
contrasting destinies in relation to the same flame. The fire of
Heaven is the same reason as the fire of Hell. Now the blessed
and the damned arc no longer divided by metaphysical regions,
spatial distinctions, ethico-juridical discriminations (all of which
are, in the end, expressions in phallic language), but by a
difference in attitude towards the same essential fact of the love
of God. Beyond all destinies, it is this love that constitutes the
immanent framework of this affair.
How, then, is the commandment 'Do not take the name of God
in vain' to be interpreted? As a prohibition against naming a
super-entity and supreme transcendent authority that is simply
outside the horizon of our existence? Or as a crucial signification
and a crucial history that emerges from a tradition of annunciations and messages to touch the present condition of our life and
that can be neither verbalized in any way nor treated as homologous to the ordinary expressions of normal discourse? And so, as
that of which one cannot say how or when it is, but which is kept
safe in a silence respectful of its profundity and difference? But in
this second acceptation, the commandment in question is, on the
one hand, made authentic in that it is not normalized in
expressions ordinarily pronounced, spoken or written in any
circumstances whatsoever, and thus not in the ordinary currency
of verbal exchanges. Yet, on the other hand, is involved in the
figuration of life. In this sense, 'Do not take the name of God in
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vain' means safeguard the value of the word from attempts to
distort and misunderstand it, to tear it out of its indisputable
context and withdraw its links with the silence all around it, with
the unreality that is in the end the repository of meaning in
contrast to the presence of things and persons that no longer have
any, that are precisely present simply because they are spent and
exhausted. In these terms 'Do not rake the name of God in vain'
safeguards the secret history of the word. The word, for example,
of the psychoanalyst that cannot be uttered in vain, namely,
. outside the session where, so to speak, it found its home: carried
. outside the session, away from the theatre in which it has been
·staged, it loses its meaning and is exposed to the insult of
misunderstanding and incomprehension. 'Do not take the name
of God in vain' is the commandment with which poetic language
safeguards itself while keeping at bay all paraphrase, explanation
and elucidation that, by explaining it, assimilates it to that
language in relation to which poetic expression, in its singularity,
sought to establish a point of difference, a leap, a perceptual jolt,
a wonder that didactics and pornography (as two kinetic devices
typically based on causal-mechanical processes) both normalize
via an assimilation to common language.
The commandment 'Do not take the name of God in vain' is
inherent to the gesture that protects life from its assassins, from
those who would see in life an object to be dominated and bent to
their own will and, regarding expression once again, to phallic
language and the regime of intolerance, envy and suspicion.
Eluding the superego imposed by the parental and social authorities that would like to put a name to everything and make
everything explicit and uniform, the commandment in question
safeguards the meanings and values by which life protects itself
;;from violence. Thus, the commandment 'Do not take the name of
God in vain' is on the one hand the trace of an annunciation
."lodged deep within our culture, whose source lies in the continu. ally re-elaborated tradition. On the other hand, it coincides with
the inferiority of life as an unpredictable event that is generative
of differences. The annunciation, the gospel, is the essential event
of religion. The transcendence of God comes ro signify the
transcendence of value and the word over the socio-historical
circumstances of intolerance, religious fanaticism and the fundamentalisms and persecutions of all-embracing ideologies that
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would make the phenomena of life conform to a pre-established
code of violent normalization.
One can feel nothing but the greatest perplexity at the attitude
of many priests who, instead of hearkening to a message, an
annunciation, a trace ramified in a tradition and a history, and
destined to be taken up in a spiritual and existential elaboration,
in effect distance themselves from such things, dangerously distorting their meaning and profile until their own role as priests
has been · reduced to that of moralists. The term 'moralism'
expresses the distortion responsible for the way an annunciation,
a gospel, degenerates into a dogmatics of human behaviour. But
moralism is consequently also the loss of theological consciousness
in its highest and richest sense, that is, as reflection, rational
mediation of the annunciation and the exercise of doubt. Moralism, or religious experience reduced to a code of behavioural
prescriptions, lacks the love that sets theological enquiry alight. In
the highest and most decisive signification established in seventeenth-century liberal theology, under the influence of Socinianism
by Chillingworth and John Locke, 3 tolerance becomes the outward sign of charity, inasmuch as respect for free enquiry con·
ducted into the contents of faith is the distinctive mark of love
towards the neighbour. With the affirmation of tolerance not only
in social and political terms, but in the theological terms that
underline its coincidence with the fundamental attitude of charity,
a change occurred in the tradition of Christianity that shifted
religious experience from the primacy of the contents of the
articles of faith to the primacy of the form of the enquiry. But
what remains surprising, even strikingly paradoxical, is that the
formality of the attitude of tolerance retrieves the crucial nucleus
of the Gospel. 'Do not take the name of God in vain' amounts not
to the manifestation of an implacable authority that commands
respect for itself, but rather to a defence of values and significa·
tions handed down by a history and a tradition. And yet at the
same time, the re-elaboration of these values and significations
commends them as custodians of the future, to preserve that
which is still not yet as opposed to the already-said, the alreadydone and that which is founded, protected and popular. 'Do not
take the name of God in vain' conveys the preservation of what is
specifically human and of what is specifically divine as well; more
precisely, the phrase establishes an incommensurable difference
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between the phenomena of life, between that which is visible,
accessible, graspable in a direct and concrete fashion and that
which withdraws and drags itself off to be mirrored in the silence
that stands as the great test bed for every language.
The play and the evolution of these crucial distinctions do not
lead to the inscription of human existence within the horizon of
pure metaphysical transcendence, nor, on the other hand, to its
enclosure within the narrow space of a historicist, sociological or
anthropological immanence. Rather, human existence is found to
lie in the evolution of the differences between its figures and in
their tragic alternation. The signs contained within religious
experience are not rigid designators, the certain proof of a given
reality, but announce and prefigure the sacrifice of some parts of
life in view of others that do not yet exist and whose unreality
offers a more decisive signification of existing reality, in view of
which the human individual is carried to another state to which
he feels he belongs, even before reaching it. And all this without
coming out of himself, without claiming to have grasped a truth
or a reality outside of himself, like something that can be seized
by stretching out a hand from non-truth. For it is all a consequence
of an interior movement that effects a transition, a leap into the
dizzy heights of the not-yet-said and the not-yet-done, into a
domain of half-light. If the annunciations and the signs of religious
experience were not uncertain, unstable and obscure, they would
coincide with the reality indicated. In the first epistle to the
Corinthians, Paul notes that if prophecy and faith were certified
and complete knowledge, then there would be neither prophecy
nor faith. 'For we know in part, and we prophesy in part.' 4
Religious faith, in its essential guise as annunciation, could be
likened to a thought in search of thinkers. A thought, a sign that
subsists even when unknown. The awaited day of Christ's return
is unforeseen. In the Gospel according to Matthew it is written
that the day of the advent of God will come unexpectedly like a
thief in the night.
Wherefore if they shall say unto you, Behold, he is in the desert; go
not forth: behold, he is in the secret chambers; believe it not. For as
the lightning cometh out of the east, and shineth even unto the
west; so shall also the coming of the Son of man be ... Watch
. therefore: for ye know not what hour your Lord doth come. But

know this, that if the goodman of the house had known in what
watch the thief would come, he would have watched, and the house
would not have been broken up. 5

Entry into religious experience seems to halt at its inchoate and
primary phase. But this is in fact its enduring condition; namely,
that of initiation to the event, and more precisely of initiation to
time itself, to an interpretative perspective and an awaiting
marked by unpredictability and pain. In the first letter to the
Thessalonians, Paul, referr1ng to the second coming of Jesus
Christ, writes:
But of the times and the seasons, brethren, ye have no need that I
write unto you. For yourselves know perfectly that the day of the
Lord so cometh as a thief in the night. For when they shall say,
Peace and safety; then sudden destruction cometh upon them, as
travail upon a woman with child; and they shall not escape. 6

One should remind oneself tirelessly that the vocabulary of
religious experience is not reducible to that of the mechanical laws
of scientific causality and epistemological discourse; any more
than the Calvinist doctrine of predestination is a historical law
enabling one to predict the fate of the elect, and not rather a
perspective from which to interpret human history. The destiny of
religious experience does not take shape in an annunciation, in a
message which is then consolidated, reifying in a transcendental
entity. The word does not cease because there before it is the
thing, the great, indeed the immense thing of religious mystery.
But how could a mystery be contained in the presence of a thing,
even were it immense? Here, too, as a result of an inappropriate
assimilation of different vocabularies, the referentialistic schema
of realist metaphysics and positivistic epistemology is at work:
that is, here the word, there the thing; here the word 'Fido', there
the dog Fido. The mystery that was to have culminated in the
determination of an object of terror such as an immense meta·
physical substance, or a case of irresistible authority and command, would be the death of the word. And with the word would
be lost the specificity of the human, which, at the very point of
conversion, is carried to another state, to that which is other,
inasmuch as this other is knowledge, image, word and the
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annunciation of the new way. Was the mystery of the Christian
religion not originally announced as love, as that parado)(ical
passion which reveals the desperation and the impossibility of
salvation in the form of a human life that withdraws from the
relation with the other and from the inevitable tension that
accompanies it? The religious mystery is in the end announced as
a symptom and as an appeal from everything that transcends the
identity in which man closes himself and bars himself in; that is,
his auto-reflexive identification of self with self, the point at which
reality and the history of love and pain vanish, the point of an
evasion that over time becomes a prison in which he is destined to
suffocate slowly.
It has been said that the love that Jesus Christ preached is
.essentially a paradox and at the same time is no less essentially an
. annunciation: a paradox because it is an annunciation and also
the reverse, in that it does not stop at the tautology of loving
whoever one already loves or whoever is lovable, but, and this is
very different, invites one to love one's enemies. Love for enemies,
for torturers and persecutors, appears paradoxical and counterintuitive if it is not understood at the same time as an annunciation, and precisely as the intimation of and the initiation into the
course of their drama, their transformation, their pain and repent. ance, and their redemption. In giving food and drink to his enemy,
writes Paul in his letter to the Romans, man distinguishes between
vengeance and recompense, which according to biblical wisdom
belong to God/ and beats evil with good. 'Dearly beloved, avenge
not yourselves, but rather give place unto wrath: for it is written,
Yengeance is mine; I will repay, saith the Lord. Therefore if thine
enemy hunger, feed him; if he thirst, give him drink: for in so
doing thou shalt heap burning coals of fire on his head.'X Love for
one's enemies is in fact the point of view of an annunciation and
also a prophecy, and not at all an attitude of immediacy towards
the presence of what is, to the presence of what each indiz·idtta! is.
'It is rather the site of a difference that, in the tension between love
and enmity, between war and peace, opens the horizon of an
interpretation of our neighbour and of ourselves and our involvement in his destiny - as though we discovered that we too were
no longer identical to ourselves, but neighbours to ourselves. And
so, in discovering a whole domain of differences and distinctions,
we can see that the problem represented by others is our problem.

that the line rhar divides each of us from others is the same line
that divides us from ourselves: for whatever story comes to be
told in the end, it is of us that it speaks. And this awareness is
essentially generative of a tolerance that is not merely a gift or a
donation or a concession to others- which as such would at most
be a moralistic project - but rather is constitutive of reason and
our own salvation. Not just the avoidance of violence towards
others but also the redemption of the violence in ourselves.
In this way, one can see how a reflection arising from a religious
motivation might once again fall within the horizon of philosoph~
ical analysis, as indeed is happening today. To begin with, take·.
the idea, among others, of not considering evil and pain exclu·
sively as inimical. The religious experience of the Western tra·
clition, and of the Eastern religions too, is characterized by a
constitutive element of theodicy, which does not necessarily mean
a project of religious politics whose aim is to justify God, to
reconcile providence with the sack of Rome, with the plague in
.\1ilan and the Lisbon earthquake. Here, the idea of the apologetic
is contaminated by the Enlightenment and rationalist model which
takes divinity as a scientific legality that must be held up against
facts and the natural order. Bur God is precisely not a scientific
hypothesis because he is not a hypothesis at all. The religious
apologetic has to be rethought in its essence as the discipline that.
promotes a different relation to evil. It does not exorcise it or aim
to declare its elimination, but instead approaches it, traverses it
and sees in it something that is close by, like our neighbour, and
that intensifies the principle of responsibility, in that it is when
man thinks he has distanced himself from evil, pain and injustice
that he runs the highest risk of committing the greatest violence.
While one can go along with Richard Rorty regarding the need to ..
revoke the logocentric and metaphysical discourse on human
nature as a universal matrix of ethico-juridical rights and values,' .
one can still see that political and ethical theory stands in need, as.
does everything else, of a reflection that is at once philosophical ·.
and also religious.
One must reflect on the fact that ideologies and beliefs that
have defended the rights of the oppressed, of mankind and the
poor, like Marxism and Christianity, have also brought with them
the Crusades, the Inquisition and the gulag. Each of these events
justified itself in reference to a supposedly historical law of self-
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fulfilment by which the torture of the Inquisition should have
given rise to a heavenly city and the Soviet concentration camps
to the classless society, with no exploited and no exploiters. These
are metaphysical ideologies and they work as a catch that opens
and shuts within the core of the very evil destined inevitably ro
turn to the good. What none the less calls for a philosophical
reflection, which is quite different from a universal metaphysical
definition of human nature, lies in the recognition that ideologies
of the humble and the oppressed, such as Christianity and
Marxism, have degenerated into instruments of individual and
social persecution. The true anti-metaphysical core of politics and
the centre of an adequate philosophical reflection are not solely or
even sufficiently defined by the alternative of a cooperative society
based on shared values and solidarity. In addition, there is the
acquisition of an awareness of an unknown and unfamiliar
tertium over and above the factions (if one is not to play the
paradoxical and impracticable game of guilt and responsibility)
under whose influence the values, cultures and programmes of
moral and social emancipation have degenerated into historical
forms of social tyranny and cruelty.
If it is hard to speak of political responsibility, it is clearer and
certainly more interesting to speak of the intellectual and philosophical responsibility that consists in having followed, as it were,
the voice of good without lending an ear to the voice of evil that
infiltrates the good, acting in its place and even better than it. Let
us say, then, that the authentic and substantial anti-metaphysical
core of politics consists in a philosophical reflection and a religious
'impulse ready to hearken to evil, to deception, to that vague and
obscure setting to reality that hangs over individuals, cities,
societies and states, enveloping and silently corroding them, like
.·humidity and rust. The fundamental fact in consideration here is
that, like metaphysics, politics too has been a discourse at times
·enclosed in the terms of its own totalizing vocabulary, entertaining
)practico-theoretical links only with the positive finality of its own
project, of its own programme, and taking evil and negativity as
external factors personified in rival social and political elements.
This metaphysical and ideological politics has identified evil in the
figure of the adversary, consolidating and crystallizing it in a
social-political presence as if it were an entity, a distinct and
specific presence. It has overlooked the fact that evil. ne:P::ltivitv is
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everywhere, that it was and is even within itself. And so, being in
itself as well as in the figure of the adversary, the negative is no.
longer a specific entity, but is rather an unpredictable and indefinable factor by which every ethical and political act is surrounded
on all sides.
One should really have lost hope a while ago, in view of how
politicians have always looked straight ahead, eyes forward,
sweeping away all limits. Better able to run than to walk, they do
not look to the side, behind or above, nor even into themselves,
into the very mechanism that they set working. They have always
looked straight ahead, launching themselves towards what is right,
good and equitable, full of moral assurance and social commitment, without realizing that in crashing towards justice, progress
and the social good, they brought about all manner of crime and
violence: without realizing the inexorable differences that evil and
the negative clawed out within their action itself. Interaction with
the causality of the outside world, with its unpredictable events,
enigmas, pitfalls, hazardous perturbations and turbulence, and
with negativity and evil, should, it is worth recalling here, fall
within the correct philosophical perspective, according to which
ethical, social and political programmes are placed in constant
relation to the danger of that metaphysical violence which is
always imminent, even as it appears to be acting on behalf of the
good and better than the good. To bring that unknown and
unfamiliar tertium which envelops social processes and political.
events, and every aspect of human existence, back to our attention
and to make it an object of reflection again is what a philosophical
and religious reflection that begins with logic, semantics and
epistemology and ends with politics and the theory of society is
all about. The tertiurn is the seal of divinity, it is silence, the
setting of that which is Other, of all difference, paradox and
ambiguity, of the capacity of every term or thought to be turned
about into its contrary.
It is from the perspective of this tertium that words and human
relations of all kinds tighten their reciprocal bonds and link up
their conditions of meaning. It is possible, and it has in fact been
shown to be possible at different times, for people to believe or to
pretend, not unlike players of chess who can pretend to be playing
in pairs, that the meaningful range of their most important
personal relations has been exhausted. 10 Of course, one's reduc-
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tion to a name without substance represents the most extreme
limit of secularization. In reality, however, even where least
suspected, people are inevitably infiltrated by a tertium, which is
no thing, no entity, no individual, no presence, but rather the
setting that, like every religious experience, brings together and at
the same time separates. It gives meaning and breath to their
deeds, to their words and to the dreams that they pass between
them while inventing a second birth and telling one another about
what is going to happen; an appearance of destiny and an
initiation to a new movement, an undertaking, and to all that goes
by the name of the production of meaning. It can happen that the
tertium attracts no suspicion from the people it envelops. In this
way chess players pretend to themselves that they are alone, but
could not play were there not a third protagonist in the game of
chess itself with its rules and its possibilities of movement. And so
it is that people in the various circumstances of their lives can
remain oblivious to the signs of a tertium that they have right
under their noses without realizing it and without suspecting it,
and this is why the awaited day of the Lord will arrive without
warning like a thief in the night.
The religious condition is an other state, it withdraws from the
linear sequence of time, subsisting rather between times, zwischen
Zeiten, as the theologians of Tiibingen would have said. It does
not assure us of a time to which we shall belong. Thus it is
anything but a guarantee of presence. As if to say that Jesus Christ
will be in the throes of death up to the end. 'And, lo, I am with
you always, even unto the end of the world. ' l l In our epoch, the
religious condition is situated between the rapture of meaning
that is every ideology and every fundamentalism, and the loss of
meaning that is the ongoing disenchantment of philosophy .12
Since religious experience today takes place in the supersession of
metaphysical entities and hypostases, it presents itself specifically
as the unfolding of difference. It is the development of traces of
the Other, the tertium, in view of the rigid and insular identity
(with its own vocabulary) represented by ideology, lay or ecclesiastical, which fuels the flames of fundamentalism, fanaticism
and intolerance. 'Trace' and 'difference' are symptomatic of a
setting, of a tertium that, by its lacunae and its forlorn distances,
articulates the production of words, of their meaning and the
disequilibriums, responsible for the events and the manifestations

of life. Jacques Derrida rightly maintains that the term 'difference'
is neither a concept nor a word, but a limit that is in its turn
inexpressible and the condition of possibility of concepts and
words, the 'common root of all the oppositional concepts that
mark our language' .11 Translating into Wittgensteinian terminal·
ogy, we could say that 'difference' is the unsayable that makes the
sayable possible. Which is to say, the word echoes as if from the
distance of a silent setting and this restores its divine provenance,
its character as a gift that reveals a mystery, its redemptive and
saving power, like the 'resolutive word' and the 'resolutive
thought' that produce no proof of reality arid certainty in which
to rest, yet which soothe, without erasing it, the pain, the nostalgia
that they reveal, and which convey the recognition and legitima·
tion of the problem that at times we ourselves are; which is in the
end constituted by the right, as it were, to channel what has
become and wh.at is into language, into a temporal point of our
historical existence, without thereby passing via a feeling of guilt.
Will this not be precisely the path along which we heard -we .
remembered the words, but over time forgot their meaning - that
God is love, is charity and that the Word is God? In the end, as·
Gianni Vattimo maintains, are we, Westerners and others from
beyond, not the consequence of these annunciations?
In the course of the seminar at Capri in the winter of 1994, in
which Jacques Derrida, Maurizio Ferraris, Hans-Georg Gadamer,
Eugenio Trias, Gianni Vattimo, Vincenzo Vitiello and I took part,
the question of reason itself addressing the religious thematic was
naturally raised; that is, the distinction between philosophical and
religious discourse and the comparison of the respective vocabu• :.
!aries in the light of the recognition that a new rhetorical space, a '
new public space of communication, has opened in this epoch. In
the course of the discussion, Maurizio Ferraris remarked that the
exhaustion of the work of philosophy as the critical analysis of
metaphysics would restore a legitimacy to discourse on religion,
which would in turn result in the problematization, at this stage,
of the distinction between philosophy and religion. It is also worth
noting that there was general agreement with Gianni Vattimo's
suggestion that a systematic philosophical analysis of religion
should be avoided. Strangely, yet understandably, it was just this
observation that saved the autonomy of philosophical discourse.
For, by avoiding the practice of categorization and logico-linguis-
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tic analysis, it has absolved itself, on the one hand, from the
purely speculative choice of themes, positions and theses of the
religious traditions or the elaboration of a natural theology on the
basis of a closed and totalizing vocabulary of its own, and, on the
other hand, from the risk of an apparently neutral technical
approach that is in reality subordinated, wittingly or not, to the
,acceptance or rejection of certain articles of faith and frameworks
of belief. Personally, I believe that as philosophy acknowledges
the variety of its cultural vocabularies, the constitutive indeterminability of its own discourse and the heterogeneous components inferential connections, non-inferential associations of metaphor
and similitude - by which it is structured, it reveals the limits of
its own vocabulary. These limits have the effect of keeping
philosophy from the temptation of totalizing discourse, from the
assimilatory violence of traditional metaphysics and from the
inclination to generate the cosmos on the basis of a handful of
self-evident axioms within a regime of autarchic rationality. 1
believe that this condition contributes to the clarification of the
inner work of philosophy as such and to the definition of its
distance from religious discourse - a fruitful distance at which it
flourishes. These distinctions and moves to discern limits contribute towards the requirement of tolerance that is a constitutive and
generative reason behind philosophical discourse as much as any
other use of the word. It is precisely these distinctions, these
lacunae and delimitations that fecundate the relation between
philosophy and religion, the possibility of the first to refer itself to
the second without destroying it and without, moreover, falling
into it such that all distinction is lost. The disposition towards
listening, to what is other, the recovery of wonder as the 'fundamental affective tonality of philosophy' and, more precisely, the
moment of excess in the indistinction between what an entity is,
in so far as it is the entity that it is, and what in such an entity
does not have stability, does not have structure, is continually
overturned and reveals itself as it withdraws and hides, the
repression 'of the instinct to take a position' 14 that keeps philosophy, as another creative power, in a state of indecidability and
inexplicability, 15 are likewise clues, traces and partial expressions
of the bond that at present ties philosophical discourse to religious
experience.
If the traditional referentialistic and representationalist nhi~>rr
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word schema, adaequatio rei et intellectus, the identity of the
knower and the known - that is, all metaphysical philosophy of
presence - has gone into crisis, it is also true that a substantial
part of analytic philosophy of language is perilously close to being
a linguistic reformulation of idealism. Moreover, a substantial
part of post-analytic philosophy and epistemology, such as Nelson ·
Goodman's 'ways of worldmaking', Kuhn's paradigms, Hillary
Putnam's schema of rational decidability and Jehuda Elkana's
anthropology of knowledge, 1 ~; have transformed the work of
philosophy into a philosophy of culture, into an intellectual
exercise that feeds on itself, on its own results, expunging every
trace of difference, every confrontation with alterity within or
without, in a self-referential methodological normalization of
reality, of alterity and of every mystery and enigma. In the end,
the deconstruction of neo-positivism gave us versions of the world
with no more world. Philosophy lost that quality of friction with
reality which gives pause for thought. Philosophy, in fact, thinks
in so far as there is something that gives it to think: history, the
event, the singularity marking an annunciation and a path. By
contrast, post-neopositivist and post-analytic epistemology constructs versions of the world that presuppose the application of
conceptual schemes by an interpreting subject to a neutral,
unprejudiced and unformed flux of experience, repeating the
Kantian dichotomy between schema and content later taken up
by, among others, Ernst Mach, Bertrand Russell and Rudolf
Carnap. Thus, Nelson Goodman writes that there exist Cartesian
and Newtonian worlds, worlds of Canaletto and Van Gogh, none
of which is any more objective than another; jointly, on an equal
plane, each of them captures an interesting feature of experience. 17
But the theory of versions of the world, of paradigms and
schema of rational decidability, constitute an inadequate system
of self-understanding, in the sense that it is in fact hard to draw
the motives that generate versions of the world in science, art and
politics back to the philosophical and epistemological theory of
versions of the world. 1R We believed we had taken a step forwards
but instead find ourselves right back at the beginning, where the
problem starts over again and the solution is still nowhere to be
seen. Theories of paradigms, of versions of the world and of
schema of decidability fail tO grasp that quality of friction which
is the beginning of philosophical enquiry and which is constituted
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by a singularity: an event, an experiential process, a historical
occurrence, a message, an annunciatiOn, a gospel. Or else that
which gives itself to think and which becomes a part of tradition
through the vicissitudes of interpretation. Take physics: Einstein
~eclared that theoretical physics was not exhausted in a hypothetico-deductive system of logico-mathematical inferences from a
handful of axioms. At the origin of relativity lay the phenomenon
of the singularity of light that shaped the organization of the
theory. On a more general methodological level, Einstein held
that at the basis of physical science there must exist an empathy.
an Einfuhlung, on the part of the scientist with regard to natural
phenomena which precedes the experimental-mathematical elaboration. 'The highest end of physics', wrote Einstein,
is that of arriving at those universal laws which permit the
reconstruction of the universe by way of deduction. There is no
logical path to these universal laws. Only intuition, founded on the
sympathetic understanding of experience, can lead to them ... The
empirical world determines the theoretical world in practice, in
spite of the fact that there exists no logical bridge between
phenomena and their theoretical principles. 19

Einstein believed that, psychologically speaking, axioms rest on
experience, 'yet there exists no logical path leading from experience to the axioms, but only an intuitive connection. Moral: if
one does not sin against reason, one gets nowhere [Moral, wenn ·
man gar nicht gegen Vernunft sundigt, kommt man uberhaupt zu
nichts].' 20 Hence for Einstein scientific theory is not a reflex, a
representation of reality, but an instrument of research ('ein
Instrument der Forschung').
The natural philosophers of the time [the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries] were on the whole steeped in the idea that the fundamental concepts and postulates of physics were not, from a logical point
of view, free inventions [freie Erfindungen] of the human mind, but
could be deduced from experience by 'abstraction', that is, by
logical means. A clear recognition of the erroneous nature of this
notion in reality came only with the general theory of relativity ...
The fictitious character of fundamental principles is clearly demonstrated by the fact that we can point to two essentially different
theoretical bases, each of which in its consequences turns out to be
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broadly in accordance with experience. This suggests that every
attempt to qerive the basic concepts and the laws of mechanics
logically from the ultimate data of experience is destined to fail.' 21
Significantly, neo-positivist and post-analytic epistemology and
the philosophy of language consider the mystery, the enigma and
wonder as a disturbance and malfunction of ordinary language.
Such epistemology and philosophy of language miss the distinc·
tion between the subject as legislator and constructor of experi·
ence and nature, and the subject as interpreter of events,
occurrences, annunciations, appeals, mysteries and enigmas.
From this analysis there emerges a critical and problematic issue
that in my judgement runs right through philosophy, epistemology, aesthetics and religion at present, breaking down their
respective limits. In fact, there is today a conflict between heteronomy (plurality of vocabularies, of languages, a variety of
methodological approaches from the philosophy of science to
hermeneutics} and homonomy (unique method, decision and
demarcation between styles of description). Homonomy takes the
variety of styles and descriptions employed by heteronomy to be
aestheticism; and heteronomy considers the univocal and privi·
leged choice made by homonomy to be aestheticism in its turn.
Aestheticism has become a disquieting accusation in present
philosophical debate. To give an example, Richard Rorty, a
champion of heteronomy, accuses W. 0. Quine of aestheticism
when the latter accords a position of privilege to the natural
sciences, Naturwissenschaften, with respect to the human sciences,
Geisteswissenschaften, that looks to Rorty like the fruit of a
'purely aesthetic' choiceY Yet, who is less of an aesthetician than
Quine? Even so, Rorty's characterization is at bottom anything
but banal. In his turn, Rorty, as a champion of the plurality of
interpretations and of vocabularies of culture, can himself be on
the receiving end of accusations of aestheticism. In an essay from
1992, 23 and then again in a debate held at the State University of
Milan, Gianni Vattimo pointed out, in posing the problem of the
rationality of the hermeneutic enterprise, that the critique(s) of
ontotheological culture and the philosophy of presence aside,
Rorty leaves himself open to the danger of aestheticism, to an
arbitrary game of interpretations understood as a coup de des.
For his part, Yattimo identifies the element that discriminates
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among various interpretations in the ebbs and flows of a given
historical experience, of a tradition in which is fulfilled a history
of the effects of interpretation, what H.-G. Gadamer calls 'effective history'.
The term 'aesthetic' thereby comes less and less to concern the
discipline or the form of the beautiful, and ever more to be a style,
an intentional strategy of thought. We can trace a homonomic
attitude in art and a heteronomic attitude in philosophical or
scientific theory (the various equivalent and evenly matched ways
of engaging in the game of science, according, for example, to P.
Feyerabend). Poetry or literature fashioned as a ve-rsion of the sole
reality on view is homonomic, no less than a referentialistic theory
such as that of Saul Kripke, H. Field or a realist theory such as
that of B. Williams. Conversely, a philosophical or scientific
theory that presupposes a variety of alternative games opens itself
to characterization as, or accusation of being, a set of aesthetic
choices. The crucial problem is to enquire whether in heteronomy
there may be, by way of a covert implication, a homonomic
aspect, as in the case of historicism and relativism that do not
·manage to historicize and relativize themselves (Hegel's absolute
spirit, Nietzsche's will to power). In the traditional conception of
knowledge as correspondence, and in philosophical and scientific
representationalism where subject and world were taken as rigid
identities, the aesthetic phenomenon was the heteronomy that as
such lacked truth. In contemporary culture these identities have
been shattered both in the culture of ideas (the plurality of
vocabularies, of methodological approaches and styles of interpretation) and in social life (churches, sects, parties, political
movements, associations, divorces and so on). Stated briefly,
Goodman's, Kuhn's and Putnam's theory of a plurality of versions
of the world generated by a subject that remains identical to itself
(the relation subject-world as a one-many relation) constitutes a
half step, or even a revolutionary setback <English in the original>, a retardatory effect. Once the subject and the world are
both susceptible to a plurality of versions, heteronomy is no
longer the most distinctive feature of aesthetic experience. Yet the
problem remains whether the heteronomic can avoid the homonomic. What does the thinker of heteronomy think? To be more
precise, are his reflections on the different stripes of reality that he
describes not set against a single background, something like a

philosophical aftertaste? (Here lies the temptation and the core
truth of realism.) The problem, therefore, is this: to think the
variety of versions of the world, does one not none the less need a
single vision of the setting, that is, homonomy? By this I mean, is
it not required as a prop, a point of support, as a Halt or a
foothold, if only to give purpose, to weave together the variety
and diversity of the world? The mystery of life consists in that
towards which the thinker of heteronomy assumes responsibility
and which he recognizes as the shadow, but also as a companion
that accompanies his thoughts. (The German language uses the
term der Gefiihrte to denote who or what accompanies us, at a
distance, without having established any pact or agreement
between us.) It is here that one finds the point of contact between
analytic philosophy and religious experience. A point of scission
that institutes a double regime and opens the development of
differences, of the pervasiveness of thoughts, words and existential
situations, of all that has manifested itself, but which is at the
same time surpassed by an ulterior unitary instance: the place of
their gathering, the homeland of their co-existence, the dwelling
place of their motivation and finally the setting of a unique
nostalgia.
It seems that the universalism of metaphysical rationalism
harbours a dream of homonomy, of a distinctive unitary setting, ..·.
in that, in the nostalgia for God of every living person, it sets itself
against the homonomy of any established 'conception of the
world'. This is the existential condition recounted in the tale of a
doctor by Chekhov:
I'd like to wake up a hundred years from now and cast at least a
cursory glance at what's happening in science. I'd like to have lived
another ten years or so. And then? The rest is nothing, I go on
thinking- for a long time- but can't hit on anything. And rack my
brains as I will, broadcast my thoughts where I may, I clearly see
that there's something missing in my wishes - something vital,
something really basic. My passion for science, my urge to live, my
sining on this strange bed, my urge to know myself, together with
all my thoughts and feelings, and the conceptions which I form
about everything - these things lack any common link capable of
bonding them into a single entity. Neither in my judgements about
science, the stage, literature and my pupils, nor in the pictures
painted by my imagination could even the most skilful analyst
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detect any 'general conception', or the God of a live human being.
And if one lacks that, one has nothing. So wretched is my plight
that serious illness, fear of death, the impact of circumstance and
people, have sufficed to capsize and shatter my entire outlook as I
formerly conceived it - everything which once gave my life its joy
and significance.' 24

This is the point of transcendence even of oneself, of what one

has been, is and will be, where philosophical reflection and
spiritual religious experience begin to look at themselves, to find
themselves in their proximity, to exchange bodies, so to speak,
without touching in the ultimate horizon of waiting, to become
reciprocally involved in one another's future. Navalis wrote that
'philosophy is. properly nostalgia, the desire to find oneself everywhere at home? 5 that is to be everywhere and always in the
totality, while it tries to pass beyond man and humanism, yet all
the while on the basis of our finitude, of our mortality and of the
occasional suspicion that we may have stumbled into the universe
by chance.

Translated by David Webb
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5
Desert, Ethos,
Abandonment: Towards a
Topology of the Religious
Vincenzo Vitiello

At the threshold of the third millennium, of the age that we
Europeans and Christians call the third millennium, the spectacle
that lies before us could hardly look more worrying. If the collapse
of the Soviet empire has made plain to us how an ideology
founded on the highest values of human solidarity can be capable
of the most pitiless oppression of the rights of man, the religious
fundamentalisms gathering strength within Europe and beyond
seem to provide confirmation less for Lucretius's saying - tantum
religio potuit suadere malomm - than for Nietzsche's pronouncement on the 'death of God'.
Nietzsche spoke prophetically. 'The desert grows', he wrote,
narrating our history, which for him was the history to come, 'the
history of the next two centuries'. And history is a desert not
owing to a lack of values, but owing to their presence. The desert
of our history is created by values - this is what Nietzsche
prophetically told us.
Yet the image of the desert is far older than the thought of
Nietzsche, and its sense has not always been negative. To understand Nietzsche, and thus our present, it is therefore worth going
back to this older image, not least to explain the first appearance
of its negative sense: and that is, the primary - the most common
and at bottom also most banal- signification of nihilism.
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Desert and errancy: the Judaic conception of God

Figures
Abraham Let us read these ancient words once more:
Now the Lord had said unto Abraham: Get thee out of thy country,
and from thy kindred, and from thy father's house, unto a land that
I will show thee, and I will make of thee a great nation, and I will
bless thee, and make thy name great; and thou shalt be a blessing. 1

In these words is already contained the entire

destiny of the Jewish
people. There is no need for an allegorical interpretation that aims
to grasp the 'spirit' beyond the 'letter'. The earth is not a symbol
of the body, or related to sensation, and it is not the house of the
father of language - as Philo Judaeus of Alexandria believed. Nor
is God's command to be understood as the will to the purification
of the soul of man, releasing it from the snares of the terrestrial
world. The migration of Abraham is to be understood in the most
literal and concrete way: the Judaic God is a jealous God who will
share his people with nothing and no one. And so he separates his
nation - what will be his nation - not only from the land of the
fathers, from sentimental attachments, customs and the ways of
the family, but also from the divinities which dwell in that land.
Accompanying the command is a promise that will, when he
senses his people's faith in him waver, become a pact. Of this
pact, this alliance, which in the course of time will be renewed on
several occasions, his male proteges must carry an indelible sign
on their very bodies.
A jealous God, and one who estranges his people. Not only
from the land of the fathers, but also from his own gifts. He
conceded to Abraham and Sarah, both old, a promised son. But
in order that love for the son should not diminish their dedication
to him, he commands the ultimate sacrifice.
Kierkegaard, in a page of profound religious meditation,
grasped the sense of the extreme solitude in Abraham. He does
not speak with Sarah, nor with Eleazar, nor with Isaac. He cannot
speak, because, unlike the tragic hero, he cannot give any reason
for his act. Agamemnon sacrifices Iphigenia, breaks the ties of
blood, in view of a wider interest. inter-e.~sP._ ~nrl ,;) rn,.,.. ..... n ... n+l.~-
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Abraham is and remains alone before God: his is an absolute
relation to the Absolute - a relation beyond everything with One
who is beyond everything. Abraham loves 'his son with all his
soul.'
When God requires Isaac he mu.st love him if possible even more
dearly, and only on this condition can he sacrifice him; for in fact it
is this love for Isaac which, by its paradoxical opposition to his
love for God, makes his act a sacrifice. But the distress and dread
in this paradox is that, humanly speaking, he is entirely unable to
make himself intelligible. Only at the moment when his act is in
absolute contradiction to his feeling is his act a sacrifice, but the
reality of his act is the factor by which he belongs to the universal,
and in that aspect he is and remains a murderer. 1

However, Kierkegaard does not have the courage to think the
absolutenesss of the relation that binds Abraham to God through
to its end. He puts in Abraham's heart the faith that the sacrifice
will not take place, or if it will take place, that 'the Lord will give
me a new Isaac, by virtue ... of the absurd.' 3 A Christian thinker
- in the historical Christian tradition that begins with Paul and
not with the word of jesus - Kierkegaard, no different from Philo
Judaeus in being Jewish but with a Greek culture, puts an end to
the errancy, both a conclusion and a cessation. It is just this that
remains foreign to the Jew: for him the Promised Land, the place
where milk and honey flows, lies always in the future.

Moses If Abraham's errancy follows a divine command that
uproots him from the land of the fathers, for Moses his very birth
is erratic. He is born of the waters of the Nile, if we grant that he
is admitted to life only after, having been entrusted to the current
of the river, he is saved by the Pharaoh's barren daughter. His
natural birth, which comes first, does not count; it is phantasmal
- properly speaking, ir is-not. At least, it should not-be. And yet
the phantasm of this natural birth, is always present. But precisely
as phantasm, as a being that is-not, and which undermines the
reality of the socially recognized birth, the only birth that the
Pharaoh's state can acknowledge. At once Egyptian and Jew, and
non-Egyptian and non-Jew, Moses' birth is before him, as a goal
to be achieved. To do this, he must distance himself from both of
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the communities to which he belongs without belonging. Moses
will find his homeland as a 'stranger in a strange land'. 4 And so it
is that when he chooses his origin and with this his people, he
returns to Egypt to take them away. Moses can recognize himself
in his people only in errancy.
His only land and home is the desert - the absence of home.
The origin is danger and mortal threat. First the Jewish birth, then
the current of the river, and finally the land of Egypt. Finally? Is
there an end for Moses, an end to the danger and the threat? For
him every pause is betrayal, every moment of calm a dereliction,
every satisfaction sacrilege. When he asks his God to show
himself, his God passes before him with his face covered. Moses
can see only the divine back. As Gregory of Nyssa comments:
So Moses, who eagerly seeks to follow God, is now taught how he
can behold him: to follow God wherever he might lead is to behold
God ... Therefore, he says to the one who is led, my face is not to
.be seen, that is, 'Do not face your guide.' If he does so his course
will certainly be in the opposite direction, for good does not look
good in the face, but follows it. 1
The God of Moses is always beyond, over there. His true root the good- is not in the past, but in the future. The past and the
present have value for the future. The Judaic conception of time
diverges profoundly not only from the 'circulnr' conception of the
Greeks, but also from the 'linear' one of historical, Pauline,
Christianity. Judaic time is centred not on the present of Christ,
but on the future of God as always other and always beyond, of
God as 'otherwise than Being'. If the past is a danger and a threat,
the present is a desert and has no value in and of itself. The land
of dwelling is always future. The whole chain of time hangs from
the future. The desert is not a period of trial, but a destiny. It is
the permanent condition of the Jewish people.
But the desert is not only errancy and poverty, it is also a
promise. The column of smoke that guides Moses and Israel is
already an encounter. It is in the desert and only in the desert that
one encounters God as Guide. Israel dwells in errancy. And so
there must be laws - and hard ones, too, as hard as life in the
desert. The God who shows himself in his absence, who veils
himself as he aooears. c:-111" fi""IT hrl ... l; ..., "~..t~J: ••. L.---

Isaac is nor an episode from the past. Abraham's sacrifice, too,
has a value only if renewed - only in the future of each and
everyone, in the future of the whole of Israel. And so the future
God wants the primogeniture of men and animals. It is for him to
renew the holocaust from time to time. The encounter with God
is always a sacrifice. The sacrifice of the present, which has value
only if sacrificed: and so annulled. Only the annihilation of the
present gives value and dignity to the present. The desert is desert
only for the God who degrades it, annuls it, negates it. The
encounter with God is the uplifting experience of one's own
annihilation for the sake of a total dedication, for a dedication
that knows no end.
And so when Israel asks for repose, when the harshness of the
desert made ever more a desert calls to mind the slightest Egyptian
slavery, then God's condemnation falls mercilessly on that people,
on his people, incapable of receiving him - rebellious against his
exacting judgement. But not only the people of Israel rebel against
their God. Moses, roo, knows the weariness of a goal that never
ceases to be a goal, of a God that remains closed in his impenetrable cloud, jealous even of his image; that lends support only
when his people are at the point of exhaustion, and then immediately commands that the walk in the desert begin once more. It is
not impossible to see in the episode of the golden calf some little
'responsibility' on the part of Moses, his involvement in some
way, even if indirect. One need only consider the fact that the idea
of fusing the gold to form an idol came from Aaron, the 'mouth'·
of Moses. And yet Moses' punishment, to die without touching
the Promised Land, is too harsh to be attributed to the second,
unordered, stroke of the staff, on the rock from which God made
water burst forth to quench the thirst of Israel.

Interpretations

Hegel

The pages on religion written by Hegel as a young man
are characterized by a deep hostility towards Judaism. Comparing
Abraham with Cadmus, Danaus and other Greek heroes, Hegel
writes that where the latter 'went in quest of a soil where they
would be free and they sought it that they might love', the former,
the founding fathers of the Jewish nation, 'wanted not to love,
wanted to be free bv not loving'. 6 The abandonment of the land
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of the fathers was just the first act of a liberty that wanted to be
absolute, beyond all links with the world. Even the love for the
son, for the only son that he had, weighed upon him. He could
accept it only when it was certain 'that this love was not so strong
as to render him unable to slay his beloved son with his own
hand'. 7
The judgement of Moses is no less heavy: he freed his people
from one yoke in order to place on them another, still heavier.
The 'does not want to love' of Abraham, who made enemies for
his nation of everyone he encountered on their wanderings, is
turned by Moses and Aaron against their own people: 'the deeds
of Moses and Aaron worked on their own brethren precisely as
they did on the Egyptians, i.e. as a force, and we see how the
latter defended themselves against subjection by ·just the same
means.'R
Clearly, the negative judgement could not but fall equally upon
the God of Israel. The comparison between the secrecy of the
Eleusinian mysteries and the concealedness of the God of Moses
is illuminating.
And the concealment of God in the Holy of Holies had a significance quite different from the arcanum of the Eleusinian gods.
From the pictures, feelings, inspiration, and devotion of Eleusis,
from these revelations of god, no one was excluded; but they might
not be spoken of, since words would have desecrated them. But of
their objects and actions, of the laws of their service, the Israelites
might well chatter (Deuteronomy 30:1 ), for in these there is nothing
holy. The holy was always outside them, unseen and unfelt. 9

Hegel only sees the negative aspect of the Judaic vision of life,
which for him was nihilism and nihilism alone. The desert is jusr
the image of the absence of love, of the absence of value and the
absence of God. To the annihilation of creation corresponds the
Nothing of the Creator. Hegel recalls the disappointment of
Pompey, who 'had approached the heart of the temple, the center
of adoration, and had hoped to discover in it the root of
the national spirit ... the life-giving soul of this remarkable
people ... [only] to find himself in an empty room'. 10
On close inspection, all of Hegel's criticisms are centred on the
Judaic conception of time. An heir to Pauline Christianitv - to
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historical Christianity - he could not understand a time totally
deferred to the future, a time that did not have its centre in the
present. His infinite is totality, positivity, presence, Revelation,
Offenbarung. The god that does not show itself, that does not
love, that does not reveal itself, the god that is always and only
future, is for Hegel an impoverished and deficient god. Hegel's
future is only in the certainty of the present, in the truth of what
has come to be d'avvento>. The Messiah has arrived <e
venuto>. Time is fulfilled. And so all the ills of the world - the
mala mundi- are defeated and overcome in the overall good. Also
overcome and defeated, along with the mala, is the malum, death.
Death is for life: the Friday of the Passion is followed by the
Easter of the Resurrection - in the truth of philosophy no less
than in the faith of religion.

Benjamin and ]abes Hegel defined the Jewish people as ausge·
zeichnet, remarkable, extraordinary. 11 And yet it seems impossible
to understand this recognition of Israel's greatness from within
his interpretation of Judaism. Moreover, Hegel's discourse does
not fully comprehend the function of the Messiah in the Judaic
conception of the religious. He confines himself to observing that
'the ordinary Jew, who was ready enough to sacrifice himself but
not his Object, sought it in the hope of the coming Messiah.'ll
But, in fact, the Messiah's role is one of necessary mediation. On
account of his remoteness, the absolute extremity of his Being·
future, the Judaic God is always on the brink of breaking all
relation with the present, and thereby places at risk his own
nature as future. The Messiah does not bring the future closer,
does not actualize it. Rather, he sustains its distance - and this is
precisely the point: he sustains it. For the prophet - he who speaks
to the future in order to weigh the spiritual wretchedness of the
present: the infidelity to God of his people - the link with the
divine, in whose name he speaks, should not begin merely with
him. It should not be his, merely subjective, but rather objective,
and thus willed by God himself. The Messiah is the manifestation
of God's fidelity to the alliance in contrast to the infidelity of the
people of Israel. The Messiah is the presence of the divine future
in the human present. And yet he is the presence of an absence,
which is at the same time a condemnation of the present. The
Messiah, too, therefore, remains, and must remain, always future.
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In him is gathered and expressed all the complexity of Judaic
time. Walter Benjamin is among the finest and most acute
interpreters of this complexity, and was so from his earliest
writings.
Benjamin begins with the distinction between revelatory or
expressive language and communicative language: that which, in
naming, expresses and is the essence of things, and that which, as
an image of things, is a useful vehicle of information. This
distinction, however, does not belong to actual history, for from
the time of original sin, from the time, that is, of the birth of
history, man has lost revelatory paradisiac language. 13 'Pure
language' is only an archaic memory -the memory of a past that
has always been past. The fact of the matter is that there have
existed and do exist only 'the hundred languages of man', of
historical humanity, which are all betrayals <tradimenti> - and
thus also traditions, transmissions - of that pure and original
language that has never existed, and which is not even metahistorically and axiologically present in each historicallanguage. 14
Benjamin's interpretation of time is deliberately opposed to that
of Hegel. If tragic time (which really belongs to the pre-histor}' of
man) is, like messianic time, a fulfilled time {erfullte Zeit), it is
none the less fulfilled in a sense exactly contrary to the Hegelian
conception. The time of the tragic hero is fulfilled inasmuch as
death does not simply signify the end of life, but gives form to its.
destiny. It fulfils the 'principle', that which was there from the
beginning. Death confers immortality on the tragic hero. But it is
an 'ironic immortality' Y Although for Benjamin, too, the truth of
the finite is the infinite - in Hegel's well-known phrase - in his
interpretation of the tragic the infinite lies not in the reconciliation
of the divine with the human, the reconstitution of the 'ethical
order of the world', but rather in the absolute - not dialectic negation of the finite. In the silence of the tragic hero is revealed
the non-historical character of his destiny. The death of the tragic
hero does not open a history, it reveals with the gratuitousness of
destiny the 'superiority' of the hero over his gods. Herein lies the
moral sublimity {in the Kantian sense) of tragedy. 16
If this is the fulfilment of tragic time, in what does the
unfulfilment of historical time consist? Here, the divergence from
Hegel is, if possible, still more profound. Against the immanence
of the concept, Beniamin sets the transcendence nf the idea
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against the relational character of the symbolic, the finality of the
allegoric. In short, against the elevation of history, a radical
historical nihilism. The course of history is not a trail of conquest
and salvation. On the contrary, it is a boundless accumulation of
debris. History is just the space of the ephemeral, of the senseless, and finds its best expression in the shattered language of the
Trauerspiel. Separated from the Eternal, divided within itself, time
can have no other continuity than that of a merely spatial
aggregation. 17
And yet in the wretched createdness of history the nostalgia for
God is still present. A human nostalgia, but one provoked by the
absence of God. Of the God - present through the Messiah. Each
point of time, each second, states Benjamin, 'is the strait gate .
through which the Messiah might enter'. 18 Might enter, and in
fact does enter: enters as an awareness of human wretchedness, as
a need for the divine as that Nothing which is the measure of our
nothingness. Benjamin thereby reveals the hi.storicizing function
of the figure of the Messiah, without conceding anything to the
historicist elevation of history. The Judaic Messiah remains future,
and eternal future - hence his divine face. Moreover, it is this
eternal future that has the power to call the present to itself while
at the same time condemning the present and denying itself to it.
The explanation of the power of this au.sgezeichnet, remarkable,
extraordinary people is messianism.
The Judaic experience of the divine as absence finds in Edmund
Jabes another interpreter of exceptional quality, The present is the
negation of God. And not the present only of man: the present of
the word that claims to speak the silence of God. Before even the
present of man, it is the present of God, the creation, that is the
negation of God.
God, before the Creation, is All; afterwards, ah, afterwards, is He
Nothing?
The All is invisible. Visibility is between the All and the Nothing,
everywhere torn up from the All.
To create, God placed Himself outside of Himself, in order to
penetrate his Self and destroy Himself.
After creating the world, God was the All without the sky and
the earth.
After creating the day and the night, God was the All without the
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stars. After creating the animals and the plants, God was the All
without the fauna and flora of the world.
After creating man, God was without a face.
No one has seen God, but the steps of His death may be seen by
us allY

It is the fullness of God, his perfection or completeness, his
being All in One, that reduces the earth to desert. No, not man:
no human guilt, no sin of man could be so powerful as to diminish
God. Only God can destroy God; and the work of God. No, it is
not for man, but as such, for the divine essence itself, that creation
is the negation of God. On the other hand, human sin and guilt
are possible only after the creation, after the desert. Yet in this
way the sense of dwelling in the desert is turned on its head. From
being negative it becomes positive. To migrate, to wander in the
desert, to accept exile is the only way·that man can correspond to
God, to God's creation. The rejection of God is itself a correspondence to Him, to his work. 'The creator is rejected from
His creation. Splendor of the universe. Man destroys himself
creating. ' 20
Th~ sin of man would therefore be not to accept exile, nomadism and perpetual migration. But if the earth is a desert, how
could man ever not accept errancy? To be sure, the ways of sin
are infinite: man is capable of turning even the desert into a
dwelling, and the place of exile into a homeland. Thus Jabes
highlights the necessity of duplicating his own nomadism, upholding at once the strangeness of the land from which he was exiled
and the strangeness of the land that welcomed him 21 - the
strangeness even of the language in which he writes. Exile is for
him always exile from exile: Voyage dans le voyage. Errance dans

l'errance. 22
But, however much Jabes insists on being 'a stranger' <estraneo>- l'etranger de l'etranger, ai-je, une fois, ecrit' 23 - in the end,
the cogency of thinking compels him to recognize the primacy of
Hospitality. To be sure, desert hospitality has no room for
familiarity. The welcome is for the stranger as such, for the
traveller who is anonymous even when known, unexpected even
when awaited. 24 This is to say that the hospitable welcome of the
desert harbours the disquietude of the absence of God proper to
the place. But in what way does it harbour this? 'Strane:eness' is
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always disquieting: however, it belongs to the person - whether
the host or the guest makes no difference - and never to the
welcome itself. The hospitality itself is secure, even though the
disquietude is within it. Against his intentions, Jabes turns the
desert into a dwelling place of omni-welcome. The presence of
man rests always and securely in the absence of God. And hope,
in the book testifying to that absence. 25
Hope: the following page. Do not close the book.
I have turned all the pages of the book without finding hope.
Perhaps hope is the book. 2 ~

And yet in Le Parcours he writes, m an unusually 'strident'
fashion:
God is not God. God is not God. God is not God. He is. He is
before the sign that signals him. Before designation.
He is the void before the void, thought before thought; thus also
the unthought before the unthought - as if there were a nothing
before the nothing.
He is the cry before the cry, the trembling before the trembling.
He is the night without night, the day without day. The look
before the look, the listening before listening.
He is the air before breathing. The air breathed in and out by
the air. Not yet wind, but light air, indifferent, in its primitive laziness.
Oh, vacant infinite. 27

Is it going too far to hear in these words the echo of another
'cry'? Of a cry that gives birth to and expresses a wholly other
experience of the divine?

Ethos: the Greek experience of the divine

If the God of Israel turns his back on his people- is always future,
remote, distant; is a guide, at times benevolent, but never a
travelling companion- by contrast, the gods of Greece show their
faces. Pindar recalls that 'one is the race of men, one is the race of
gods' and 'from one mother do we both derive our breath'. Yet 'a
power that is wholly sundered parteth us, in that the one is
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riought, while for the other the brazen heaven endureth as an
abode unshaken evermore.' 2R On the other hand, before history
began, it was customary for the celestial ones to share their meals
with mortals. And even after Prometheus' deception of Zeus put
an end to this practice, the gods still deigned to lie with mortal
women, and goddesses with men. In Greece, the divine dwelt in
the house of man. An anecdote reported by Aristotle tells how
some strangers who were on their way to Ephesus went to visit
the most celebrated wise man of the area and hesitated there,
surprised to see such a figure warming himself by a kitchen stove.
Heraclitus invited them in: einai gar kai theous - 'here too the
gods are present.' 29

Figures
Odysseus Abraham and Moses set out on their journeys to
distance themselves from their land of origin, from their past
beginnings. Odysseus confronts all the dangers of the journey in
order to return to the land of his birth. He knows full well that
Calypso triumphs over Penelope in beauty, and yet he longs to go
back. Aware that he is turning down the gift of immortality, he
agrees to die so that he may see his island again. 30 His truest
future is his origin. Nostalgia his most fundamental sentiment.
Adventure is a beautiful thing, and risk too. It is pursued like the
spice of life, but only if there is return. And, for Odysseus, to go
home is less an aim than a destiny. In truth, for him the greatest
danger is the illusion of being already at home: such is the spell of
love cast by the enchantress Circe. And the hero keeps this at bay
not by himself, but through the help of his companions who,
worried for their families, remind him of his true homeland. 31 The
return, none the less, demands a long trip -longer than the human
mind can imagine. A journey through the Land of the Dead. There
Odysseus meets his mother.. The end is conjoined with the
beginning. It is the circle of life that, there in Hades, the blind eyes
ofTeiresias reads him before time: the return to Ithaca, the victory
over the suitors, the journeys to come and the coming returns:
and sweet death, also (thanatos ab/echros). At sea, yes, 32 but
everything in a friendly sea, it too a home, brings thoughts of
Ithaca. The whole adventure unfolds in tb nran t ·-
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enchanted circle of an aionic now in which the past and the
future, passing, are.

Apollo The Greek gods dwell in the world of men. Yet in their
proximity they remain distant. Heaven envelops and embraces the
earth, but in order to dominate it. When myth turns from telling
of human affairs to the narration of divine events, the tone is
raised - for from the changeable and the accidental one passes to
the eternal and necessary. Odysseus descends into Hades to learn
his future from Teiresias. What is predicted will come true, but
the certainty of future occurrences, already present in the mind of
the seer, is only a certainty de facto. The words of Teiresias lack
the legality of the world's necessary order. The sight of Apollo is
quite different. The son of Zeus is the custodian of his father's
nomos. His present is the legal order of occurrence. Therefore,
strictly speaking, he does not fore-see, he sees. Within the horizon
of time he sees the ordering of all times.
'Phoebus' Apollo- the 'pure'- because his sight is not contaminated by the accidental character of occurrence. God of beauty:
the most beautiful because, ekphanestaton, 'the most manifest',
he makes manifest all things. He is the light that traces the outlines
and the limits of what is. According to the Platonic Aristophanes'
tale, it was he who Zeus, having cut the original and magnificent
androgyne into two halves, ordered to 'twist every divided person's face and half-neck round towards the gash, the idea being
that the sight of their own wounds would make people behave
more moderately in the future.'~-' It is with Apollo, then, that
consciousness arises. Consciousness of the human limit with
respect to the gods. Consciousness therefore of time, of the divided
and ordered time of man. Aristophanes' myth conserves, among
other things, a memory of the birth from the tumult of a confused
and chaotic primordial nature of the order of time articulated into
the past, present and future.
Apollo is the divine figure of the Parmenidean aionic. The
mythical prefiguration of the epistemic present that the whole of
our Western tradition- first sophia, then philosophia- has striven
to 'think'. But he is not only this.
Let us remember that the responses of Delphi were ambiguous.
This ambiguity was not attributable to the weakness of men's
minds, but to the will of the god- the oblique one, Loxias, as the
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Greeks themselves called him. Veiled, up to a point, in the 'truth'

of Apollo lay a robust will to falsehood. This was accompanied
by violence, since the little rocky island of Delos feared to be the
place for Leto to give birth. 34 In fact, the most Greek of Greeks
was not of Greek origin. The story of the quarrel with Hera and
of the killing of the dragoness to which the goddess had entrusted
her monstrous progeny, Typhon, 35 plainly contains a memory of
the originary violence directed against the illimitable, formless
and orgiastic nature of Mother Earth; a violence out of which was
born the cosmic order of Zeus the father, founded on measure
and law. The origins of Apollo sink deep, then, in the most ancient
Mediterranean culture. And even when he came to be taken up
onto the Greek Olympus, myth conserved a memory of his most
ancient origin. In fact, it tells that the very gods 'trembled' 1 " at his
first appearance in the dwelling place of Zeus.
Heraclitus, roo, speaks of the ambiguous nature of Apollo when
he remarks that the oracle at Delphi 'neither speaks nor conceals,
but gives a sign'. 37 And perhaps Heraclitus was still thinking of
the figure of Apollo when he stated that 'nature loves to hide' .1R
The most beautiful nature, the most manifest.

Interpretations
Plato The word of philosophy is not originary, but secondary.
Older than the philosophers are those men of wisdom who - true
legislators (nomothetai) - set names to things; and with names,
order. 39 The Greeks, philosophers, 'are all children, and there's no
such thing as an old Greek'. 40 Aware of this, philosophy speaks
above all through the words of mythos, which narrates the
generation of time. The divine maker of the world, in order to
render his creation as similar as possible to the model, took the
eternity which endures in unity (menontos aionos en heni) and
made of it an eternal image (aionion eikona) which proceeds
according to number - time itself. And with time, he generated
the heavens, the days and nights, and the months and years that
are parts (mere) and forms (eide) of time. It is clear that whatever
belongs to movement- the 'was', the 'is' and the 'will be'- cannot
be attributed to that which, in order to be unmoving and
individed, 'is' and only 'is'. 41
A strange, bemusing story that opens by telling of the birth of
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the eternal- albeit of an iconic and derivative eternity- and closes
with the hypothesis of a dissolution of time and the heavens, that
is, of the eternal image of eternity. 42 It is worth noting here that
Plato always expresses the eternity of the time-image by the term
aionios, from aion, a contraction of aei on, 'the always being';
whereas the eternity that endures in unity is also denoted by
aidios. And rightly so, since a-idios is precisely the undivided; that
which has neither parts (mere) nor forms (eide), which is not there
to see (idein}. Time is thus the division of the undivided, the image
and the form of that which has neither image nor form. It is the
vision of the invisible.
The relation of opposition that exists between the model and
the image indicates that it is precisely by the model that the image
is threatened. When it conforms to the model perfectly, the visible
image disappears in the invisible, in the indistinct and formless. In
the second word of philosophy, there reappears the threat pre·
sented by myth in the ambiguous figure of Apollo - 'beautiful'
and 'violent', Greek of Mediterranean origin. Perhaps it is not by
chance that at the beginning of the 'story' of the generation of
time, Plato refers to the gods as· aidioi. The invisible belongs to
the visible, to the most visible. Just as the terrible belongs to the
beautiful, to the most beautiful: 'das Schone ist nichts/ als des
Schrecklichen An fang'. 4 ·1
The task of Western philosophy from its earliest beginnings has
been to exorcise this demonic threat, to protect itself from the
danger of the eternity that endures in the one. Against the
formlessness <l'informe> and indistinctness of the originary,
against the aoriston of dunamis, Aristotle affirms the primacy of
the act, of energeia, of the complete, of form: morphe mallon
physis tes hyles. 44 The demonstration runs thus:
For how can there be motion if there is no actual cause? Wood will
not move itself- carpentry must act upon it; nor will the menses or
the earth move themselves - the seeds must act upon the earth and
the semen on the menses. 45
Therefore Chaos or Night did not endure for an unlimited time,
but the same things have always existed [tauta aei], either passing
through a cycle or in accordance with some other principle - that
is, if actuality is prior to potentiality. 4 ~

I) I

. The world is eternal - there is no danger of its fading. The god
- pure form concealing within itself no formlessness - is the
eternal one in which is gathered and reflected the multiple, eidetic
eternity of the world. Guarantor of the eternity of time and
foundation of the absolute character of epistemology. Close to
man, by virtue of securing the world inhabited by him, he allows
man to be politikon zoon.
Hegel's philosophy participates fully in this ethos founded on
the proximity of god. Hegel, a Christian philosopher, a philosopher of historical, Pauline, Christianity. Not that Hegel was
unaware of the nocturnal, pre-Greek, face of the god Apollo. On
the contrary, his interpretation of the Greek world begins with a
presentation of two counterposed 'ethical substances', the one an
expression of the natural right of the shadows, the other an
expression of the divine law of the day. 47 Yet the conflict between
the nocturnal and solar faces of god - a conflict that in ever
different forms and ways has characterized the entire history of
humanity - has just one goal, a single aim: the revelation of the
depths. 4 R The shadow is from the very beginning destined for the
light- in the end itself to become light.

Nietzsche and Holder/in From the very beginning of his genealogical work, Nietzsche was aware that the 'solar religionepistemology' nexus, which has been at the foundation of
Western civilization since Socrates, and thus since the hirth of
'philosophy', is the expression of an ethos, of a way of living in
the world whose demand for certainty stems from mere timidity
and extreme insecurity. As a 'philologist', he dedicated himself to
our most ancient roots in the desire to see the other f.Ke of god,
the pre-Greek face of the Greek Apollo. He named this face
Dionysus.
That we are dealing with a single God, divided within and
struggling with himself, is plain to see. Otherwise, one would
understand nothing of their collaboration, which is born out of
the quarrel and for the quarrel. Moreover, the unity is stared
explicitly. Nietzsche calls it Bruderbund, 'fraternal union'. Given
this union, Dionysus speaks the language of Apollo, and Apollo
that of Dionysus. 49 For the One - the primordial One - in order
to appear, must acquire form, while dividing itself into multiple
forms and individuals. Forms, figures, appearances; always
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appearances, forms and figures of the undivided, the unapparent,
the formless. The specific character of the icon lies in this, that it
gives figure to that which does not have figure. Were the primordial One already figural, formal <in forme>, the icon would be
nothing more than a copy, a vain repetition of itself.
But in what way is the Formless <Informe> in form, the
Undivided <Indiviso> in the divided diviso>? Not acccording
to the modality of presence. If the formless being of the One
consisted in not having a particular, dividual and finite form, it
being - as in-dividual - all the forms in which it is expressed at
different times, then nothing would distinguish the Dionysus of . ·
Nietzsche from Hegel's Depth. But Dionysus is not present.
Dionysus is always absent. He is absence. This is a delicate point
at which we would do well to pause, not least in order to grasp
the priority - temporal included - of the chorus over the hero in
tragedy. This is to say, the priority of the contemplation of action
over action itself. But what kind of a paradox is this? One can
hardly contemplate something before this something exists. The
paradox of tragedy is undoubtedly ... a paradox: the paradox of
the contemplation of absence. For that which is truly contemplated in tragedy is absence. The absence of god. Dionysus is
not there. He is never there. All the figures that he takes on
at different times, all the heroes that give a face to this god of
tragedy - they are never Dionysus. 50 Dionysus withdraws. He is
withdrawal itself. And it is this that makes all certainty uncertain,
all quiet disquiet. Dionysus is the absence that disquiets-:,_~
Unheimliche.
The appearance of the hero - the transition from the tragic
dithyramb to the dramatic form- already marks the decadence of
the tragic, as the absent god is somehow consigned to a mask.
Tragedy, however, retains its original meaning as long as the
chorus manages to sustain its antithetical attitude in relation not
to the hero, but to the reduction of the divine to the face of the
hero. That is, as long as it continues to serve as custodian of the
absence of the god Dionysus.
It is instructive to read these pages from Nietzsche's The Birth
of Tragedy alongside Holderlin's notes on Oedipus and on the
Sophoclean Antigone. There is in both a similar opposition to a
dialectic of the Hegelian kind - an opposition that indicates a
common choice of field whose significance is epochal, since it
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presents itself as an alternative to the entirety of Western civilization or tradition.
For Holderlin, the tragic representation of the union of the
divine and the human is realized im Zorn, in anger, whereby it
becomes comprehensible 'how the boundless becomes one, purifying itself through boundless separation'. q It is not union that
purifies disunion, but exactly the reverse. Hegel - and everything
that Hegel stands for here - is overturned! And it is from this
perspective that Holderlin sees the function of the chorus: 'Hence
ever-contending dialogue, hence the chorus as contrast to the
former ... Everything is speech against speech, one cancelling the
other.' 52
In terms of abstract logic, we might put it like this: the chorus
i~ the contradictio contradictionis that saves the contradiction
from the contradictoriness of its existence. That is, the tragic
chorus does not calm things, but quite the opposite: it heightens
the disquiet, the Unheimlichkeit.
Yet, however much Holderlin, in the name of infinite nature,
opposes the merely human and finite concept of Hegelian reconciliation, he does riot manage to remain faithful to contradiction.
His in-finite - the aorgic - itself effects a form of reconciliation:
through death - in order that new and higher and richer life may
· arise. Speaking of Empedocles, he writes:
with his death he reconciles and unites the contending extremes out
of which he emerged more beautifully than during his lifetime, in
that now the union occurs not in a particular and thus is too close,
in that the divine no longer appears in sensuous manner, in that the
happy deceit of the union ceases precisely to the extent that it was
too close and unique, so that both extremes of which one, the
organic, must be deterred by the transitory moment and thus be
raised to a purer universality, while the aorgic one, transcending to
the former, must become an object of calmer contemplation for the
'· organic, and rhat the inwardness of the past moment emerges in
more universal, controlled, differentiating manner. (Translation
modified) 13

Like Holderlin, so also Nietzsche: Dionysus, the absent god, is
absent because no form, no individuation, no Apollonian figure is
equal to him. But from his withdrawal are born all figures and all
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individual forms. The death of the individual is not the defeat, but
the triumph of the principle of individuation. The primordial One,
life in its pure state, pure flux, destroys in order to create. And in
so doing, it is revealed as a 'primordial pleasure' that recalls 'the
shaping force of the world' that Heraclitus likened to 'a child
placing stones here and there and building sandcastles and knocking them down again'. 54 To build them otherwise, without end.
To be sure, elsewhere in The Birth of Tragedy Nietzsche declares
that music has no need of words, but merely tolerates them. 55 And
here, perhaps, one may see the first signs of his critique of the
Wagnerian compromise between paganism and Christianity, his
opposition to Romanticism. But if one breaks the fraternal link
between Dionysus and Apollo, how are we to distinguish between
the orgy of Babylon and Attic tragedy? 5 ~ Clearly, the 'question'
exceeds the limits of The Birth of Tragedy and bears upon the
entire arc of Nietzschean thought. To be sure, he drove himself to
elevate movement and becoming over all measure as no one else
before him; yet nevertheless in doing so he never ceased to seek a
conciliation. Of what kind? That of becoming with itself, of life·
with itself, of Will with Will. A single quote from Zarathustra
suffices here: 'And who has taught it [the will] to be reconciled
with time, and higher things than reconciliation? The will that is
the will to power must \vill something higher than any reconciliation - but how shall that happen? Who has taught it to will.
backwards too?' 17
These were not rhetorical questions, for Nietzsche's last years
\Vere dedicated to the search for scientific demonstrations of the
doctrine of the eternal return. 5 ~ The conciliation beyond all
conciliation, the supreme, ultimate conciliation, the anulus aeternitatis, the most modern and most ancient version of the tauta aei
required an epistemic foundation. Nietzsche saw two paths before
him: on one side, that opened by Aristotle, and built by the
epistemic and religious tradition of the West; on the other side,
the road of madness, of projected madness: the shepherd no
longer shepherd, no longer man.'~ And he chose.
Nietzsche closes his intellectual autobiography with these
words: 'Have 1 been understood? - Dionysus versus the
Crucrfied.' 60
'Have I been understood?'- why this doubt? For if in the figure
of the Crucified there is a reprise of asceticism~ of the primacy of
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value over fact, of obligation over life, then how, after Beyond
Good and Evil and above all after On the Genealogy of Morals,
could one still doubt having been understood? Yet what if, for
argument's sake, Nietzsche had addressed his question not to
others but to himself? If, for argument's sake, the question
translated a doubt regarding his own position? A doubt that he
wished to stave off by the very act of formulating it? All this
might easily be thought a pointless exercise in psychologism. And
yet, and yet ... , if Dionysus is ultimately levelled off to the figure
of Apollo and to Life whose destiny was ever the ceaseless
production of Forms, if the Will to power has as its supreme
aspiration the repetition of itself, and this repetition wants to be
founded scientifically, on solid demonstrations; if, in short, the
ethico-epistemic model is ultimately that defined in its essential
characteristics by Aristotle - then is there really an opposition in
the closing lines of Ecce Homo? The question forces us to ask:
what is Christianity? Not least in order to understand that
Nietzsche's final choice is not inevitable. Between episteme and
madness - tertium datur!

Aban.ct?nment: the word of Jesus and the Christianity
ofPaul,

Figures
Jesus 'Aperiam in parabolis os meum/ eructabo abscondita a
constitutione mundi.' 61 Jesus repeats the words of the prophet on purpose. But let us ask ourselves, what is the meaning of this
'repetition'? It is a fundamental question, since even the final
words - the words cried out in the ninth hour of the Cross 62 repeat the beginning of Psalm 22 from the Book of David.
In Jesus, the repetition underlines the break, the difference. The
word of Jesus is not that of the prophet, not that of the Old
Testament. It is other. And of an alterity that allows for no
mediation, but only a strict aut/aut. There is much to be learnt
here from the story of the disciple who asked Jesus for permission
to go and bury his father. Jesus' response was very sharp: 'Follow
me; and let the dead bury their dead.'~-1 Even the most ancient act
of compassion is regarded as vain, if and in so far as it belongs to
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the world. To the world of the Law, of the visible. 'Take heed
that ye do not your alms before men.' 64
Prayer itself is offered in secret, avoiding the eyes of the world.
thou shalt not be as hypocrites are; for they love to pray standing
in the synagogues and in the corners of the streets, that they may
be seen of men ... But thou, when thou prayest, enter into thy
closet, and when thou hast shut the door, pray to thy Father which
. .
'I
1s m secret ... Accordingly, to render unto Caesar that which is Caesar's and
unto God that which is God's is not a banal imperative to keep
the rv.:o cities, the religious and the political, apart from one
another. Rather, it has the profound sense of marking the insuperable difference between interior and exterior, consciousness and
world: 'the care of this world ... choke[s) the word, and he
hecometh unfruitful' .66 Nothing is further from Jesus than the
intention to found a church, a community. When they tell him
that his mother and his brothers wish to speak to him, he replies:
'\\1ho is my mother? and who arc my brethren? And he stretched
forth his hand towards his disciples and said, Behold, my mother
and my brethren! For whosoever shall do the will of my Father
\\'hich is in Heaven, the same is my brother, and sister, and
mother.' 67 Everyone is a disciple of Jesus: everyone who understands his word. Why this qualification? What is the difficulty in
understanding the word of Jesus?
Aperiam in parabolis os meum - the word of Jesus is not a
bridge between the interior and the exterior, consciousness and
the world. On the contrary, it is the sword that separates them: 'I
came not to send peace, but a sword ... And a man's foes shall
be they of his own household. '6 R Jesus speaks in parables, that is,
ohliqucly, because he is aware that what he has to say cannot be
said in the language of the world - in the only language there is.
The parable is a necessity. And this is the hardest thing to
understand; as an episode reported by Matthew attests. To the
disciples who ask him why he speaks in parables, Jesus replies
that they understand him because the 'mysteries of the Kingdom'
are known to them, but not to others who 'seeing, see not; and
he a ring ... hear not'.~~ Keeping to the letter of this story, one
must conclude that Jesus did not come to speak to everyone, but
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only to a few. Precisely the opposite of what we read a moment
ago in regard to his own 'relations'. In truth, Jesus speaks to
everyone and for everyone. Bur he is understood only by those
who grasp, beyond the surface meaning of the words, the mysteria
that is re-vealed <Si ri-vela> ever anew in the words: those who
understand that the word is always double, oblique, false and that
the divine cannot be translated into language. As John explains:
'lux in tenebris lucet, et tenebrae earn non comprehenderunt'. 70
This is also the reason why Jesus ordered his disciples to 'tell no
man that he was Jesus the Christ'. 71 The disciples themselves did
not understand him. When he announced his death ro them for
the first time - his death to the world, a death always already
taken place - Peter was upset and said to him 'Be it far from thee,
·Lord, this shall not be unto thee.' But Jesus replied 'Get thee
behind me, Satan: thou art an offence unto me: for thou sa vourest
not the things that be of God, but those that be of men.' 72 Satan
names here the world of men and of the things of men. The
kingdom of exteriority. Of the Law. 'Skandalon' in Greek means
both 'trap' and 'snare'. For Jesus himself the world is a 'trap' and
a 'snare' - and he fears it. This is why he must speak of his death.
And of his resurrection, which is not a return to life, a rebirth
after the death of the body, after physical death. The resurrection
is death itself: death to the exteriority of the Law, which is life in
the interiority of faith, or of consciousness. This is his teaching:
'But as touching the resurrection of the dead, have ye not read
that which was spoken unto you by God, saying, I am the God of
Abraham, and the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob? God is
not the God of the dead, but of the living.' 73 This is a teaching
that not only the Sadducees but his own disciples do not understand. Because they do not understand the necessarily oblique and
false character of the word. Of the word of truth. Because they do
not understand the constant threat that hangs over the word of
Jesus, easily transformed - as will soon happen - into Law,
community, ecclesiasticism, world. Because they do not understand the difference between the word of Isaiah - 'Himself took
our infirmities, and bare our sicknesses 774 - and the repetition of
these words.
The words of the Old Alliance were a prophecy of salvation, of
the redemption of evil to good, but the word of Jesus says that no
evil of the world can ever touch the inner man. Sicknesses and
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infirmities do not disappear, they are not redeemed, they remain
what they are - in the world, which would not be the world
without them, without sicknesses and infirmities. Neither do
consciousness and faith keep man from the evil of the world. It is
in the evil of the world that the divine element of man lives. This
is why Jesus, in the invitation to universal philia, recalls that the
Father in Heaven 'maketh his sun to rise on the evil and on the ·
good, and sendeth rain on the just and unjust'. 75
If we now listen again to the cry of the ninth hour, we
understand the abyssal difference with respect to the words of
Psalm 22. In the cry of the Son, it is the Father that is revealed.
Abandonment is not the punishment of a sin: it is the revelation
of the Father. This is the ultimate paradox, the pure contradiction:
the Father is just this, the Father, only in and through the
abandonment of the Son, of the Son of Man, of all sons, and of
the world. This is the truth announced by the Messiah -in the
only form possible, that of the oblique, false, discourse, of the
parable that speaks of 'the things hidden from the origin of the
world'- re-vealing them <ri-velandole>.
Paul 'Why do ye not understand my speech? even because ye
cannot hear my word. Ye are of your father the devil, and the
lusts of your father ye will do.' 76 The Devil, or Satan, it is said, is
the world of men, the world of exteriority and of the Law. But
the seduction of the world, of the word of the world by which the
mystery of the inferiority of faith is articulated via the exteriority
of the Law, and which tears down the covering veil protecting the
true in the profound intimacy of consciousness - this seduction
soon takes hold of the teaching of Christ as well.
From the Second Letter to the Corinthians:

we use great plainness of speech: And not as Moses, which put a
veil over his face, that the children of Israel could not steadfastly
look to the end of that which is abolished: But their minds were
blinded: for unci! this day remaineth the same veil untaken away in
the reading of the Old Testament; which veil is done away in
Christ. But even unto this day, when Moses is read, the veil is upon
their heart. Nevertheless when it shall turn to the Lord, the veil
'hall he taken away [aufrrtur ur.lammj. 77
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Paul turns the teaching of Jesus literally upside down. Auferre
velamen - this is his aspiration. In order to tear down the veil, to
translate the Word into the world, he goes, in Athens, onto the
Areopagus, and unveils the Deus absconditus to the Gentiles, to
those pious pagans who consecrated an altar to the unknown god.
According to the story told by his friend Luke, 78 some of the
learned Athenians who had heard Paul speak of the 'resurrection
of the dead' began to mock him and others simply walked away. It
is hard to believe this story: the death and resurrection of the gods
had been a part of Greek religious experience from its very inception. No, this was not disturbingly new to the wise men of Athens.
Nor was the rest of what Paul told them; to wit, that this god who
was unknown to them 'had made the world and everything in it'.
This had been not narrated, but explained and demonstrated to
them in their philosophy- above all in that of Aristotle.
Paul joins together what Christ set apart: God and the world,
interiority and exteriority, faith and law. Paul secularized Christianity. He made of it a historical force. A force creative of histories.
And he did this consciously, with utter lucidity. This is where his
greatness lies: he, a converted Jew, brought the whole of Jewish
culture into the new religion, and in so doing he founded historical
Christianity, the Christianity that we know and in which 'we live,
we move and we are'. Christ stated that he had come not to
destroy the law but to fulfil it. 79 That his fulfilment amounts to a
subversion is clear to anyone who reads the verses that follow.
Jesus fulfils in the sense that he announces the other half of the
human universe, the most important half, indeed - from the point
of view of religion - the only part of any importance; namely, the
divine side of the human, faith, the celestial half that is other to
and beyond, absolutely other to and absolutely beyond, the
terrestrial part. Paul, on the other hand, sees the law as the
completion-realization of faith. Ho dikaios ek pisteos zesetai~ 0 but from faith arises, already with Abraham, the Law. And prior
to faith in Christ, the Law was the Jews' 'master'.~ 1 The Apostle
of Peoples does not deny the superiority of the Jew over Gentiles,
even though it is sometimes on account of just this super;ority
that the Jew is condemned, the sin of the Jew being worse than
the sin against nature of the Pagan.~ 1 Historical Christianity, the
Christianity instituted by Paul, is thus the religion of the Law
founded on faith. The relil!ion of the whqlly !IP)f!!i 1d r ' ,,
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religion of Offenbarung. The religion of the Jew for whom the
Messiah came, the future was realized and the present became the
space in which all times are united and made welcome. The desert
is no longer deserted: even the face of God can be seen. Aufertur
uelamen.
This is the Christianity that has triumphed. Historical Christianity, the Christianity that has made history, the history of our
West. And it is this tradition that reaches its completion with
Hegel, at once a Christian and a pagan philosopher, because a
philosopher of the present, of presence, of the parousia of the
absolute. A philosopher of that philosophy which defines itself as
'its own time apprehended in thoughts'. 83
To be sure, in the Christianity of Paul there is also the not-yet
of the second resurrection, the future of the Apocalypse. But this
future is already present in the Annunciation. The 'now' <'ora'>
of Paul's Christ comprehends all times.
Centuries later, an Italian poet, and a faithful interpreter of the
spirit of Pauline Christianity, writes:
E degli anni ancor non nati!Daniel si ricordo
And the years as yet unborn/Daniel remembered.R 4

Interpretations
Augustine The Christianity of Paul is the religious repetition of
the epistemic present. Which means: Paul intends to redeem the
whole of worldly time. However much he distinguishes between,
the 'animal body' and the 'spiritual body', and however much he
declares that the resurrection will not be of the corruptible body·
but of the incorruptible ('it is sown in corruption; it is raised in
incorruption '),Rs he none the less wants a resurrection of the body
along with the soul. The present of the Annunciation, the 'hour'
of Christ has meaning only for the second resurrection. 'But if
there be no resurrection of the dead, then is Christ not risen.' 86
Clearly, Augustine does not deny the second resurrection. How
could he, as a bishop and the head of the ecclesiastical community
of Hippo? Yet it is clear that he places the emphasis on the first
resurrection. This is borne out by the comment he addresses to
John's Gospel in De civitate Dei. The text runs:

lol

Mark my words carefully: l am telling you that he who listens to
my words and puts his faith in him who sent me possesses eternal
life, and does not come up for judgement, but has passed over
[metabebekenJ from death to life. Mark my words carefully, I am
telling you that an hour [hora] is coming, in fact it is already now
[nun], when the dead will hear the voice of God and those who
hear shall live. (John 5: 24-5; translation modified)

The commentary is as follows:
lJesus} is not yet speaking of the second resurrection, that is, the
resurrection of the body, which js to come at the end of the world,
but about the first, which is here and now. It is in fact, to distinguish
the two that he says, 'The hour is coming, in fact it is here already
now.' This resurrection, however, is not the resurrection of the
body, but of the soul. For souls also have their own death, in the
shape of irreligion and sin, the death died by those referred to by
the Lord when he says 'Let the dead bury their own dead', that
is, 'Let those who are dead in soul bury those who are dead in
body.' 87

Augustine draws a sharp distinction between the two resurrections, and it is to the first that he accords the fundamental role:
'And so anyone who does not wish to be condemned in the second
resurrection must rise up in the first.' 88 Venit hora, et nunc est.
Augustine underlines this present - which is now. The present of
the resurrection, of the reawakening of the soul to itself, to its
interiority. This 'resurrection' from impiety and iniquity has no
bearing on the world. The world is and remains in iniquity, in the
abandonment of sin.
The 'now' of the first resurrection is the present of the Cross;
the future of the second resurrection is the Pauline time that rests
on the certainty of faith not in the Cross, but in after the Cross.ll 9
But the 'now' that is now is not a momentum, it does not indicate
a crossing or passage. Rather, it indicates the standing, the
standing of the in-stans, of that which stands in time without
participating in it. 'Erchetai hora kai nun estin': the Greek hora
expresses the season of youth, of spring, of blossom, and rhus of
reflowering; at the same time, it names the age of the harvest, of
fullness and of fruit. This is to say that the now which is now
awaits nothing else because it is already fulfilled. For the soul, the
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now of reawakening is the now of maturity. The now is not a
time that passes, not beCJuse the soul cannot fall back into the
time of sin and iniquity, into the time of the world, but because in
its instant of grace it is not affected by movement. The now
neither passes, nor lasts - it is, it simply is. If it ebbs, it is because
it comes to be swept away by time and the world (or by something
else, as we shall see further on).
In this way, the second resurrection is added to the first, but
does not fulfil or perfect it. It is an uncalled-for extra, as John's
Gospel makes quite clear: 'Qui verbum meum audit ... transit a
morte in vitam.' The crossing from death to life occurs in the
instans, in the present of the now. And it is important to highlight
the significance assumed by the first resurrection in a work
dominated by the apocalyptic future of the second resurrection.
That the Christianity of Augustine goes beyond that of Paul is
made even clearer by De Trinitate. This work was conceived
under the inspiration of Paul's auferre velamen. It aims, that is, to.·
demonstrate the identity between the divine essence and revelation. Trinity means just this: 'a Patre et Filio missus est idem
Filius. If the eternity of the Angels, as an indication that there has
never been a time in which these purely spiritual beings were not
present, does not eliminate but on the contrary presupposes the
difference between creator and creature, between the eternity of
God and that of the Angels, 9 n then the generation of the Son from
the Father implies rather the identity of their eternal being, their
common etemity. 91 Through and through to the very depths, God
the Father is, as One and Triune, the Son. But in what, then, does
the difference between them consist? In this, and in this alone:
that the Father as such, while containing in himself all the
perfections present in the Logos of the Son, none the less has them
differently from the Son, namely, without distinction. If, in the
Son, in the Revelation, justice and truth, goodness and pity, are
distinct, in the Father they are as one. The force of Plotinus'
thought bears upon Augustine against his own will and intentions~
Yet if the Father is the Father as wholly gathered into himself, in
the form of the simplicissima complicatio, then the Logos explicating the most Simple, to haploustaton, is the truth, the
tradition and the transmission of it only in so far as it is equally
its betrayal <tradimento> and falsehood. It is in the nature of the
Trinitarian essence that the truth be £iven_onlv in varabolis. and
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that is, as a falsehood. The Son's cry of abandonment is thus the
most authentic revelation of the Father. The Spirit is nothing more
than the union of this divine essence of the Father with the Son,
of the revelation, or mission, and of the truth with abandonment
and falsehood.
Revelation, or mission, is abandonment - truth is falsehood:
this is the unprecedented meaning of the divine kenosis, of the
scandal of the Cross - which in the end bears even upon
Augustine, in spite of his fidelity to the Apostle.
It is in Kantian philosophy that the experience of the word
of Jesus - and not therefore of the Christianity of Paul - finds its
highest and most coherent interpretation.
Kant begins from the radical separation between infinite and
finite, noumenon and phenomenon. That which appears, shows
itself, that which has figure and determination, is what it is phenomenon - in so far as it is in relation to other figures and
determinacies, other phenomena. The phenomenon is in itself
multiple, because it multiplies the relations that bind it to other
phenomena. 92 Relation thus means: bond, condition, necessity.
The phenomenal, the world of objects, is therefore the world of
necessity. Nothing that happens in time and in space can be free
because it is always conditioned by something else. All that is
free is the in-finite, or that which has no figure or form - that
which cannot be schematized. That which has no time: in short,
the noumenon. It has no past other than its own conditions, nor
any future. And, in fact, Kant makes it quite clear that in the
noumenal world - that is, in the world of freedom - nichts
geschieht, nothing happens. 93 And, we might add, nothing can
happen. However perilously close Kant moves to Spinoza in the
solution to the Third Antinomy - particularly where he speaks
of the 'causality of reason' 94 and of the 'empirical character' as
the schema of the 'intelligible character?J i.e. of the empirical
world as the figure of the noumenal world - his position is none
the less radicitus different from that of Spinoza. The infinite
in Spinoza has a positive signification, denoting the Substance
explicated in the attributes and in the finite modes, the natura·
naturans that is actualized in the natura naturata. The in-finite in
Kant is by contrast a negative concept. It denotes the not of the
4initP thP nPo<>tinn irnrn.:lnPnt within thP finitP This_ too_ is made
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quite clear by Kant, and moreover at a fundamental point in the
first Critique, where he deals with the amphibologies of the
concepts of reflection, and thereby the transcendental topic. Of
the inner noumenon, Kant says that we can say nothing, not even
that it is inner or outer; not even that it is still there when our
own concepts and intuitions are not. 96 The noumenon is a
negative concept that delimits the power of sensibility, 97 the
claim, that is, to give figure and visibility to what truly is, to the
alethos on. Kantian philosophy is the rigorous foundation of
apophatic theology. Of the unsayability of the true: 'aperiam in
pambolis os meum'. Nothing is further from Kant than the
Pauline 'aufertur velamen'. But to say this is not enough. The
division of the two worlds - 'I came not to send peace, but a
sword' - does not mean that their separation is possible. The
negativity of the in-finite indicates that there is no life for the
finite beyond the conditionedness and necessity of the world.
John's 'ut consummati in unum sint' 98 is merely the death-drive,
the Todestrieb. For God reveals himself only in abandonment, in
the wretchedness of the world, in the unhappiness of constraint.
And this is the most profound, though also most elusive (to Kant
himself, indeed above all to Kant), meaning of the second
Critique.
It appears that the categorical imperative in its most explicit formulation may open for freedom a space of action: 'Handelte .. .',
'Act ... '. 99 But precisely the opposite is true. The imperative
grounded in reason turns to nothing other than reason itself, to
the will supported by reason. And who, in the grip of the passions,
is ever able to listen to the voice of reason? To listen to the
command - which commands simply that one free oneself from
the proclivities of sensibility - one must already be free from
them. As if to say: to respect the command one must have already
respected it! And yet, not only is there no freedom of choice for only the man who is already good can act in a morally good
way - but there is not even an action to accomplish. Kantian
morality - as a pure morality of intentions that can in no way be
fulfilled, perfected or even cultivated by acting in time and in the
world -is concerned not with doing, but with the knowledge that
accompanies all doing. This is where the divine in and of man lies:
in the negative Selbstzufriedenheit, in the negative satisfaction
with nnp,p)f fp)t wht>n livinP: in the world snhjpct tq the cqnstrjc.
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tions and necessities of time, one is aware of not being of the
world, of not belonging to it, of being a stranger to it, and in this
sense, and only in this sense, free. 100
The moral strangeness of man, his constitutive utopia, explains
why the 'aperiam in parabolis os meum' cannot be translated,
even into symbols. Yet the symbol still evinces an originary cobelonging of truth and word, eternity and time, God and world a co-belonging that, even when interrupted, can always be recomposed, if only in the form of metaphor and allegory, of saying
what is other, of giving a sign to what is other, of the referral
back. By contrast, speaking obliquely, in parables, bears witness
to an originary separation - and is for this reason falsehood,
giving figure and image to what phusei withdraws from all figure
and image, giving limits to the Unlimited, horizei to aoriston,
dividing the Indivisible, polla epoiese ten mian. 101 A necessary
falsehood, moreover, since it is only the veil of falsehood that
protects the finite from the constant danger and threat of the
killing truth, of the blinding divine light (no one can see God
except per speculum et in aenigmate ), of God who in his absolute
positivity negates all negation, and thus, if omnis determinatio est
negatio, all determination: who necat, in and for his perfection,
the finite as such. Thought in his truth, God is the death of the
finite.
Yet Jesus' speaking obliquely, in parables, is false in the highest
and most noble sense. Covering the face of Truth, it safeguards
the awareness that the word of man, the finite word, is such only
through its negative relation with the Infinite, with Silence, with
the Simplest and most Perfect. Only the eternal, as a possible
negation of time, stands in the way of the reduction of difference
to the epistemic identity of the 'always the same things' (tauta
aei). For this reason the highest word is the falsehood that says
the truth in betraying it, aware of being unable to say it otherwise.
Nor is this awareness other than falsehood: on the contrary, it
comes to be thought as the falsehood of falsehood. Falsehood
folded back upon itself, re-flected, a fine expression of the twofold
strangeness of the word of the Son of Man- strange to the Father
and strange to the world, to eternity and to time: a fine expression
of the au-topic in-stant of the Cross.
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The Meaning of Being as a
Determinate Ontic Trace
Alaurizio Ferraris

Qui g1acciono 1 m1e1 Cuni, I gli mutili miei cani, I
stupidi ed 1mpuclichl I nuo\'i sempre et untichi, I
Fedeli et 1nkdeli I clll'Oz1o lm s1gnorr. I non .1 me
uom du nullo I Rostcchic~no sottera I nel buio
senza fine I melon gli ossi i lor osst, I non cessano
d1 rodere i lor oss1 I \'UOtatJ di medulla I et io potre1
farne I lu fistol,, eli P,m I come eli sette canne I
i'potrel srn1.,1 cera c senza lmo I fame il flauto di
P,m I se Pan e il tutto e I sc lu mortc e il tutto I
Ogni uomo nella cullu I succia e sbava il suo dito I
ogni uomo sepellito I i:: il cane del suo nulla.
Gabriele D'ArllllliiZio. Ocloba 1935'

'The Humanity of the Son of God' is the title of a poem by
Folengo that is typically humanistic in its orientation. And human·
ization is still at the heart of the Christian religion, which
combines so intimately with the political and the anthropological,
as in Rousseau's 'The Creed of a Savoyard Priest' or Kant's
Religion within the Limits of Reason Alone. To deliberate over
the future of an illusion and to declare oneself inevitably Christian
are the same thing from this perspective: whether we are Bud·
dhists, Taoists, historicists, vegetarians, environmentalists or sen·
timentalists, first and foremost we are Christians. This fact,
established from the very beginning, and polemically so, as the
(1)
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utilitarian essence of Christianity (Suetonius: Christus is Chrestus,
useful}, sheds light on the attempt to save religion from the
objections of reason. In accordance with Enlightenment critique,
Rousseau acknowledged that there are in the Gospels teachings
repugnant to reason and, in the Lettre a M. Beaumont, he finds
mediation useless (was it necessary for God to use Moses to speak
to Jean-Jacques?); Christ is not a mediator, but a great example
of humanity, greater even than Socrates. The imitation of Christ
is thus possible, but everything here hangs on the avoidance of
deism in order to save a theism of some kind (the counterpoint to
this is the Hume of Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion,
which Kant, for one, regarded so highly).
The God that is too human is, in fact, not even useful. To be
sure, the reduction of God to the moral God is functional to
religion itself; but it is an insidious functionality, in that it
ultimately destroys religion, besieging it and finally overcoming it
with alternative forms of morality and still more effective ideologies. Perhaps Bonhoeffer had this in mind when he proposed to
abandon the moral God. Yet one could still object that this itself
is the mark of modernity, the greatest hubris: the proposal to
abandon the moral God as a projection of the I is still, and in a
quintessential way, to pose the problem of what to do with God;
it postulates that one can do without God, that one must find a
place for him. Here more than ever, God has need of man, who
for just this reason no longer has, in principle, any need for God.
If God spoke from a burning bush, if he transformed one who
looked at him into a statue of salt, then the problem of what to
do with him and where to pl·ace him would certainly not arise.
But, on the contrary, Christianity emerges before a dead God,
whose resurrection is progressively diluted by kenosis. The true
believers, then, are not the Christians; not those who behave
morally and who would do so even if there were no God, but
those who have seen miracles, or who believe in them, or Who are
in fear of God. And yet, with the abandonment of pre-established
harmony, which already sets God at the margins of the universe,
nothing remains but theodicy, which is itself the end of God
placed into the hands of mankind.
It is here that we touch on the problematic core of secularization. It is suspended between the reduction of God to a tnoral
God, which detracts from the necessity of religion, and the callto_
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a religion that exceeds plain reason; for secularization constitutes
the hostile foundation of religion but also its driving force, thereby
forfeiting the possibility of a rational critique of religion. 'I am
God, I have made this image' (Wagner, Christianity, The Redee·
mer, Parsifal): Nietzsche was absolutely right to want to divinize
himself. After centuries of Moral God (human God), he had every
right. In a process that, perhaps with a certain ethnocentric pride,
is identifed with Christianity, religion as we have known it in
history (burnings at the stake, abjurations, wars of religion and to
be sure also happy and ecstatic deaths in a history whose
historicity finds its own conditions of possibility in religion) is
disappearing. That is, the Christian religion as a faith whose
defences include that of being the most rational, the most true, of
a truth that has an essential relation with the truth of history and
of science, is in the process of dissolving. Nothing will be able to
make it rise again, except the occurrence of crises such as can
carry us back to a time prior to world history- or, rather, such as
can suspend that historical provenance on which the Christian
religion is founded. It could indeed come about that, to satisfy
demands that are ultimately psychological or philosophical, secularization may want to hang on to a moral theology and a political
theology. On the basis of the logic of secularization we should
however conclude that a fully realized secularization may well
be able to assimilate without incongruity the mythical or extramoral remainder of religion - of a religion destined to be wholly
consummated in reason and thereby also to find a place at its
side for every form of resurrection and archaism that are at
present destitute of rationality and of morality, and justified
precisely by this absence. From the perspective of a definitive
break between secularization and rheodicy, the day of the Anti·
christ or the kingdom of Heaven on Earth would be that in which
the Gospels - not the Apocrypha and not the Gnostics, but the
Synoptics and John - were published in a series on Eastern
spirituality: and perhaps it is not far away. In such a case, religion
would be, at once, absorbed by plain reason and, in the same
gesture (or by a rational decision), referred back to pure myth in
a celebration of memory. The return of God as an event wholly
and in every respect reducible to custom would be here a
secondary phenomenon of secularization.
That Christianity seems to take the edge off the harshness of
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religion, and that this is not extrinsic to its essence, is dearly
behind the exhortations to tragedy and the abyss by which it is
periodically traversed; these are the demands of reason, in search,
perhaps, of an alterity. If, however, we can turn towards the God
of Abraham, it is only because we have consulted the God of the
philosophers, just in view of the simple fact that the counterposition between the God of Abraham and that of the philosophers is
in principle intraphilosophical, even when it is taken up by sacred
or even merely religious writers charging philosophers with spiritual disgrace or stupidity.
However, the problems are not only religious: for the call to
Christianity, as to the more rational faith, or the generic faith of
the rational animal, is not so philosophically straightforward
either. It is with some difficulty that, with a view to tolerance, the
equidistance between religions proposed by Lessing in Nathan the
Wise has been maintained - and one might also note that this
equivalence, made in the name of reasonableness and of humankind, is still faithful to the essence of Christianity. Its unstated
presupposition is, in fact, that of Voltaire: it is precisely because
we are secure in the true faith that we must tolerate unbelievers.
A more needy and unsettled faith would probably be remote from
tolerance. Perhaps one should invert the perspective set out in the
article 'Tolerance' in the Dictionnaire philosophique, according
to which it seems paradoxical that Christianity should be the least
tolerant of the religions, since it should, in view of its truth, be the
most tolerant. Clearly, in this claim to rational truth, the greatest
intolerance is at work.
This ambivalence is carried .to an extreme in Kant. There is only
one religion, for all humanity and for all times. 2 It is in pure
Christianity that the idea of the moral religion took on reality.
For there the Church gave form on earth to the invisible kingdom
of God; 3 the greatest merit of Christianity was its agreement with
the purest rational moral faith, 4 and the ecclesiastical faith would
grow progressively nearer to pure religious faith: the struggling
Church would turn itself into the Church triumphant. 5 One can
see, however, that the distinction is not between moral religion
and various other forms of religion, but between religion and
paganism. Religion is the faith that situates what is essential to
the cult of the divine in morality; paganism is the absence of this
condition~ and, as religion with no moral scruple, amounts merelx
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to superstition. 7 The essence of Christianity coincides (rom the
very beginning with the essence of reason, and this in turn with
the essence of subjectivity - and the beginning finds itself in the
end. Broadly speaking, this argument (which is also that of Mme
Bovary's physician: I am for the religion of Voltaire, the religion
of progress etc.) was developed by the ideologies of the pure heart
that were the heirs to mysticism. It suffers, however, from that
characteristic weakness documented so well by Nietzsche: what
do we do with a human God, when we turn to God precisely
because we are disgusted by mankind? What do we do with a
spider God, one that is hospitalized (God of the lazar houses} or
onto-theologized (God of the philosophers).
Hence the original version of the humanity of Christ in
Nietzsche, who sees in the Redeemer not the example of an
eminent man but rather (like Dostoevsky) an idiot, a man who
hJs hallucinations, a childlike character etc. In this, however,
Nietzsche shows himself to be at least in part an heir to the
Enlightenment (the disorders of the Redeemer, in the Antichrist,
are the same as those of Socrates, in The Birth of Tragedy); for in
completing the Enlightenment (Reve d'Alembert, Sade) with what
he believes to be a new Enlightenment, but which is in reality the
direct outcome of it, Nietzsche declares his preference for a terrible
God. We do not know what to do with a brother, we want a cruel
father (Maistre and Baudelaire agree on the essence of this
argument). What do we do not just with a God that is human and
our brother, but with a religion in which there is no mystery?
What sense is there to a Christianity a Ia Toland? Le pretre est

a

immense parce qu'il fait croire une (oule de chases etonnantes.
Que l'Eglise veuille tout faire et tout etre, c'est un loi de !'esprit
humain. Les peuples adorent l'autorite. Les pretres vent les
servitettrs et les sectaires de !'imagination. 8

The sectaries of the imagination. Baudelaire is really the anti·
Feuerhach (that is, he shares his presuppositions, but overturns
what follows from them); for Feuerbach, in fact, imagination is the
illusory basis of religion and representations of the divine have
their source in feelings of dependency, ignorance, anxiety and fear.
The aim of the critique of religion is thus the genuine liberation,
religious and not political, of humanity. For true human desires are
not actual, but precisely imaginary (and here Feuerbach comes
back to concur with Baudelaire, for whom true progress lay not in
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technical evolution, but in the reduction of the burden of original
sin). Philosophical occultism and the search for transcendence
within humanity continue to respond to this general human need
not to have everything clear, to go beyond the simply human. It
was already central to Kant's polemic against the enthusiasts,
without Kant excluding any appeal to mystery on that account;
quite the contrary. One only has to think of §49 of the Critique of
Judgement, where the imagination proceeds at once from laws
based on analogy and from the elaboration of principles that have
their foundation in spheres superior to reason, and thar draw on
analogy only to transcend it, demonstrating its insufficiency. In this
same sense, Maistre remains exemplary as a critic of the philosophy
of Bacon: to deride modern experimentalism from the perspective
of a reactionary apologia is not a 'cultural' attitude but a truly
speculative one. What is it for a life to be fully present? This
anthropological enquiry also implies a particular inflection of
modern religion that tends to present itself as a religion of the
other. Yet it is highly incoherent to proclaim the end of transcendence and vertical relations, and then call for the thematization of
the transcendence of the other; this other, as the mature fruit of
modern subjectivity, is the heir to Christianity, and its premises lie
in the subjectivity and intersubjectivity of Augustine and Descartes.
(2) However, religion within the limits of plain reason turns out
to be another name for Christianity; conversely, 'What may I
hope?' is a fundamental question for the philosopher. 9 This
sentence can be read in two senses.
The first is that of secularization. The transition from churchgoing faith to pure religious faith is a movement towards the
kingdom of God: 10 the further one advances in secularization, the
closer one gets to the kingdom. Here, the religion of the heart
arrives at atheism: religion must come first, and the determinate
concept of God follow. Which religion? 'Religion is conscientiousness (mihi hoc religioni). The holiness of the acceptance [Zusage]
and the truthfulness of what man must confess to himself. Confess
to yourself. To have religion, the concept of God is not requ1red
(still less the postulate "There is a God").' 11 The same principles
are to be found in Heidegger: the gods have need of Being, and
Being has need of man.
This theorem is a system.

1

First there were temples and then churches; it is what
happens naturally, observes Kant, before adding that morally speaking it should happen the other way around (as in
the alternative between the historical and theoretical forms
of exposition since Descartes).
2 The Bible is explained as having morality as its aim; and
morality is not to be interpreted via the Bible, but on the
contrary, the Bible via morality. In this way, biblical teachings may be understood as universal practical rules of a
religion of pure reason, 12 since the God who speaks through
our (morally practical) reason is an infallible interpreter. u
3 The invisible church, as idea of all upright people, serves as
an archetype for all the visible churches. 14 The true visible
church is that which expresses the kingdom of God on
Earth. In terms of quantity, it is universal; in terms of
quality, it is purity, i.e. that is its way of being; in terms of
relation, it is liberty (submission to an invisible and moral
father); its modality is its invariability, in the submission to
originary laws and not to arbitrary symbols.
This table of categories, underpinned by the axiomatic purification
of the sensible, is easily compared with that of the aesthetic
judgements in the Critique of judgement: the beautiful is disinter·
ested (quality}, universal (quantity}, free (relation: finality with
out end}; and it is characterized by universal communicability,
rooted in the presupposition of a common meaning (modality}.
It is therefore not surprising that the Christian religion needs
to be aesthetically attractive, since it needs to be a beautiful
symbol. The Church is, like beauty, a symbol of the moral good,
a sign that points to its own overcoming. The perfect church
would be that which succeeded in introducing the religion of
good conduct as an authentic aim, such that dogma might one
day be left aside. 15 Nor is it surprising that, as both cases religion and beauty - concern the departure from the sensible
towards the intelligible, the third Critique and the essay on
Religion are the two places where Kant speaks of parerga, of that
which materially surrounds the essence (frames and telamones as
the parerga of works, 16 the effects of Grace, miracles, mysteries,
media of Grace like parerga of religion 17 what is essential to
revealed religion becomes accidental here, like a frame to a
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picture). Grace is thus a parergon that undergoes secularization.
For, like hope in the progress of the good, revived by the belief in
the presence in us of an originary disposition towards the good,
and through the example of humanity pleasing to God in the
person of the Son (we shall see the problematic nature of this
exemplarity shortly}, Grace can draw strength from this holy
example. 18 Yet, the i.nstruments of Grace as such are superstitious
illusions and a fetishistic cult: prayers, divine offices and sacraments have value only as instruments of the senses for strengthening the spirit. 19
Pure religious faith is a plain rational faith, whereas every
revelation is an historical faith 20 and, as such, is void of moral
value. 21 Corresponding to this secularization, in a unique gesture,
is a mythicization by which the moral subject takes on the role of
God. The concept of God is entailed neither by physics nor by
metaphysics, but by morality. The moral relation in us 11 - God
exists, but precisely, only in us.H One can see here the Cartesian
argument to which we shall return later: it is psychological
evidence that proves the existence of God; God depends on man,
because one can only speak of morality in man. We, humanity,
must acknowledge free will in order to render the possibility of
God comprehensible. Pure practical reason forces us to forge a
concept of God for ourselves, whereas theophany makes an idol
of the Platonic idea. 24 The 'more subtle', symbolic, anthropomorphism,25 in virtue of which we speak of God analogically,
rests on just this foundation of God in the cogito. It is a case of a
regulative idea that has value in relation to a systematic and
finalistic sphere; an idea that therefore has no absolutely objective
value. In this way, the knowledge of God is symbolic and not
schematic (and anyone who believed otherwise would lapse into
anthropomorphism}. 26
Once the objectivity of God is removed, humanity stands at the
centre: humanity, and every rational being, exists as an end in
itself, and not just as a means, for rational beings are objective
ends. 27 Theology treats nature as a kingdom of ends; morality
treats a possible kingdom of ends as a kingdom of nature. 2 ~t
Similarly, in the Critique of judgement, only the form of man can
embody the ideal of beauty, since only man is an end in himself.
On the other hand, the speculative interest of reason leads us to
regard every ordering of the world as if it arose from the design
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of a supreme reason, anJ to orJcr the things of the world
according to teleological laws. There is thereby a focus imaginarius in which man and God converge: the end in itself is the end of
creation. This is the general form of teleology and there is no
point condemning ir as humanistically impious, for this is precisely
what the religion of Abraham means - at least as it is understood
by Hegel (the ascendancy of Christianity over paganism as a
degradation of the hunted animal, sacrifices and metamorphoses
since 'man must be able to cat \Vhat does him good': the bond
between God and Abraham as the capacity to name animals,
imposing his own dominion over them), Husser! (in the nexus
between spirit, science and European humanity) and Heidegger
(man as the end of being, being as the end of man).
(3) For Kant, then, the key point in this theandric affair is
whether or not Christ is exemplary. Unlike a programme of
government, which without exemplification would be pure fictio,
morality does not need examples, for the law comes first and
exists, and one is not to imitate the saints, but to judge whether
their actions are in conformity with the moral law. 29 It follows
that to require such an example, or else miracles, would be an
expression only of incredulity. 10 The relation is thus inverted
(precisely in accordance with Christian exemplarism): faith in the
existence of the moral law is not acquired from examples, and to
pretend that it were would be sim pie incredulity. On the other
hand, precisely because the moral Ia w exists, it needs to manifest
itself, and this is the task for every moral man, even in the
knowledge that the manifestation of the idea is inadequate. 31 Yet
it is precisely because we are not to imitate the saints, but to set
an example of sanctity, at a certain point a Messiah had necess·
arily to come down to earth; not to create faith, but to demon·
strate 1ts ex1stence.
The inappropriateness of the divine genesis of Christ is what
most obviously follows from this basic perspective. 12 The Redee·
mer· must be human. lr could be said that Christ descended and
suffered for the good of creatures, casting his majesty aside, and
that this is why we can love him and regard this rule of perfect
morality as a rule that holds for us as well; 'but this divine man
could never be given to us as an example to imitate, nor, therefore,
as a proof that we too could complete and achieve a good so pure
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and sublime'.JJ What is Christ for, then? 'All human knowledge
begins with intuitions, proceeds from thence to concepts, and ends
with ideas.' 34 The history of religion and of revelation, the
transition from faith to reason, is a process whose principle of
operation lies in the laws of psychology, as was the norm in the
eighteenth century (see Condillac and Vico, to mention only the
most important examples), and is still a long way from being
overcome. So it is that the history of the world, the advent of the
Messiah, the end of time, is the exact repetition of the vicissitudes
of the soul. Lessing, discoursing on the education of humankind,
will take as his first principle that revelation is for humankind
what education is for the human individual; the heart of revelation
too may, in effect, be taken back to a question of phylogenesis
and ontogenesis. This was substantially accepted by Kant, for
whom the need for a Messiah is for a representational limit of the
soul: it is on account of the limited character of human reason,
writes Kant, 35 that we can never attribute a moral value to others
without representing them to us ('dio oudepote noei aneu phantasmatos he psyche', Aristotle De anima 431a, 16-17). It is in this
kind of representation that Scripture too indulges, and necessarily
so. But it concerns a schematism of analogy, not to be confused
with the schematism of objective determination, which would
lead to a lapse into anthropomorphism. 36 On the other hand, one
might observe that also in Kant, in the argument of the sublime,
there is a residue of the ontological proof. Or, rather, the example
works negatively, in the manner set out in the Critique of
Judgement: the inadequacy of the sensible arouses in us the feeling
of the supersensible. Is this the contrary of the beautiful or is it
not in fact an extension of the symbolic law by which the beautiful
is regulated (as indeed in the relation between the starry heaven
and the moral law)? Derrida is absolutely right to see a relation
between the law of this inadequacy and the God of Anselm
(aliquid quo nihil majus cogitari potest): 37 the experience of the
infinite as the representational limit of the finite and the description of the sublime in Kant are the same. In both cases, the image
plays a role of primary importance: in putting itself forward, it
also points to that which transcends it, simply because every
image can be the representation of one thing and the sign of
another. This may seem to be no more than an empirical fact.
And yet the empirical is constitutive, if God has need of man
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(moral religion), and man has need of the image (concepts without
imuirions are empty).
In this way, God stands as an ideal of pure reason too. These
days, writes Kant, the summit of perfection is 2alled the ideal. In
Plato it was the idea. But God, as the ideal of perfection, is the
principle of knowledge and, in so far as he actually exists, he is
also the principle of the realization of every perfection in the
universe. 3 ~ The idea gives the rule, the ideal serves as an original
for the perfect determination of the copy. 39 The idea is a concept
of reason, the ideal the representation of a single being adequate
to the idea. 40 The ideal of reason is the original (prototypon)
of all things, from which they derive their own possibility as
imperfect copies (ektypa). 41 This singular transcendental ideal of
reason is the sovereign real being, the object of transcendental

theology .42 This Platonism also holds for beauty, where the
archetype ( Urbild, archetypon) of taste is the ideal of the beautiful,
the indeterminate idea that reason has of a maximum; it cannot
be presented in terms of concepts, but only via a simple ideal of
the imagination. 41 It is easy enough to see the powerful inverse
relation between the ideal of reason (God) and the aesthetic ideal
of the imagination. Now, as we have alluded, this ideal is man.
The ideal is not in fact a free-ranging beauty, but an adherent
beauty, fixed to an object via a concept of objective finality: only
one who carries the end of his own existence in himself is
susceptible to such an ideal. 44
The following problem now arises. An idol is a divinity repre·
sented to us in a way that is not just moral but also anthropo·
morphic. 45 If, however, humankind is unique in its capacity to be
moral, then even symbolic anthropomorphism, the subtlest kind
of all, will be in every respect assimilable to the crudest anthropomorphism. If, in addition, one assumes that revealed religion is
merely a sensible manifestation, necessary on account of humankind's inability to think without images (whereas moral religion
would be its perfection, still just as human) and that this scansion
represents both historical and psychological progress (the soul as
the site of an ongoing liberation of images from their servitude to
the sensible), then the transition from revelation to moral religion
simply extends or illustrates in a historical and factual sense the
act, phenomenologically attributable to imagination, of conserving the image without the sensible presence of the object, only
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then to appropriate it as an abstract trace (a concept like eidos
aneu morphes).

(4)

It is a matter, then, of revoking any sensible determination

of the idea. Hence the nomenclature proposed by Kant: 46 the
repraesentio (representation in general), can be perceptio (represented with consciousness), divided into sensatio (subjective perception) and cognitio (objective perception). The cognitio is
intuitus (singular and referred immediately to the object} or
conceptus (referred to the object via a feature which several things
may have in common). The conceptus can be empirical or pure:
the pure, which originates in the intellect alone ('not in the pure
image of sensibility'), is said to be notio, and idea when it
transcends the possibility of experience. Anti-empirical in intent
(directed against Locke in particular, and from this point of view
a comparison with the table of definitions contained in the second
book of Leibniz's New Essays might be profitable}, Kant's outline
of the nomenclature reaches its final objective when he declares
that, in view of these distinctions, it should ultimately appear
absurd for the colour red, for example, to be described as an idea.
Yet one has only to recall the twofold nature of the Platonic idea,
which designates at once the greatest degree of aesthetic presence
and the greatest logical distance, to see that the fundamental
difficulty remains. Owing to the soul's inability to think without
images, this entire differentiation takes place in the image (and in
the modifications derived from it). The concept is not an image;
nor is it a determinate modification, even in Kant and despite
many affirmations to the contrary. Just consider the approving
reference to Locke (and thus also to Leibniz: 'Ces mots metaphoriques de soutien ou de substratum') in §59 of the Critique of
Judgement. Grund and Substanz are symbolic hypotyposes: the
concept of concept is a metaphor, and the concept would (in
accordance with the movement of the imagination) simply be the
Aufhebung of the sensible.
The logical idea cannot be exhibited. However, the sensible is
mathematically or dynamically extended, pushed towards the
inexpressible, and this is why the proscription of images is the
most sublime precept of the Jewish religion. 47 Just as the example
holds only as a negative example, so the image holds only to be
overcome. The logical idea lives off the death of the aesthetic idea.
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vet its own resources lie there. This is not only why the logical
idea leads to an inverse but real proportionality with the aesthetic
idea, but more generally why the idea as such is difficult to
distinguish from the ideal and from the idol. Yet once it is
recognized that all these modifications and differentiations occur
in the image, it seems problematic actually to hold to the (critical
and theological) distinction between idea, ideal and idol. The ideal
is not just the idea in concreto, but in individuo: what is for us an
ideal was for Plato an idea of the divine intellect, 'an individual
object of its [the intellect's} pure intuition'. 48 The Platonic idea is
now defined as a noetic intuition, and the problem in general is to
know whether philosophy can dispense with intellectual intuition.
If, then, Kant had at first likened his own notion of idea to Plato's
(to oppose the concept of idea as a faint image), now he underlines
an intuitive side to Platonism, and proposes that the Platonic idea
be considered an ideal. Yet, unlike the Platonic ideal, the Kantian
ideal is not productive, but practical: 49 with this, however, Kant
draws the teleological sense of the idea closer to the notion of
exemplary cause. Moral concepts are referred to the sensible
(pleasure and pain); but 'when we attend merely to their form'
(again the form as abstraction), they 'may well serve as examples
(Beisptele) of pure concepts of reason'. 50 What Kant is describing
is precisely the abstraction from the sensible by which the rule is
drawn: virtue and wisdom are ideas, the wise stoic is their ideal;
This wisdom exists only in thought, but, of course, by way of our
abstraction from, or ordinary comparison with, wise stoics from
the past. Again, we are dealing with an interlacing of exemplary
and final causes, where the model (past and empirical) has a
teleological and transcendental significance: 'As the idea gives the
rule, so the ideal in such a case serves as the archetype ( Urbild}
for the complete determination off the copy (Nachbild).' 51 Yet
once this idea breaks off from the sensible, the distinction between
the ideal and the sensible itself becomes problematic. It is no
wonder, then, that there may be an ideal of reason and that this
ideal is God. In his description of the transcendental ideal (proto·
typon transcendentale) Kant takes over the Cartesian determination: it regards a natural idea 52 and describes the movement back
from the conditioned to the condition on which this ideal rests. 53
Even in definition, the transcendental is said to comprise the
insufficiencies of the empirical ('the inner insufficiency of the
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contingent' 54 ). Kant demurs only from the conclusion regarding
the existence of God, or rather regarding existence in general
(hence the difference between the sovereignty of mathematics and
philosophy's dependency on the sensible, dissimilated in Kant and
assimilated in Descartes). Nothing prohibits the admission of a
being endowed with supreme self-sufficiency, but one cannot turn
the hypothesis into a certainty. 55 On the other hand, in becoming
a teleological hypothesis of the unity of reason, God ceases to be
impenetrable56 and the mystery passes instead to the schematism,
a consequence of the reduction of theology to psychology.
(5) Cohen underlines that for Kant our sensible concepts ultimately rest not on images of objects, but on schemata. 57 The
concept of dog is a schema, and does not pertain to any concrete
dog. The schematism is not a problem of logic, hut ahovc ~1ll of
psychology, and one that has its origins in the conflict between
Berkeley and Hume over general ideas. Thus, in Kant, the
individual is represented by the image, the universal by the rule.
Since the categories are schematized, it is necessary that concepts
be more than single representations like concrete images. On the
other hand, however, they must be able to link up with the forms
of sensible givenness. 58 They must be monograms. And, for
Cohen, it is just here that the obscure and mysterious meaning of
the schematism lies. But this mystery, perhaps the mystery par
excellence, is a resource of the image; the fact that the sensible
can make itself intelligible by simple iteration or inscription, as is
usual in the case of idealization. In other words, the passage from
the image to the schema is still a resource of the image. The
polemical impulse driving the necessity of the schematism, as
Philonenko stresses, 59 is to be found in the refutation, presented
by Berkeley in the introduction to the Principles of Human
Knowledge, of abstract general ideas, which in turn takes up the
difficulty underlined by Locke in the Essay on Human Understanding of thinking the general idea of a triangle (that is, not an
isosceles, scalene or equilateral triangle, of a certain dimension
etc.). Moreover, for Berkeley, the general and abstract idea is a
logical monstrosity: if I represent a dog to myself, it is either big
or small, not at once big and small. In the end it is a psychological
difficulty, which Berkeley presents experimentally in the invitation
that he extends to his rcadt:rs: try to represent a PI',,M., I •~:-- _I '·"
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It is to this that Kant must respond, and he does so by contrasting
the method to the image: five points are image of the number five,
whereas the number five, or one hundred, is a method, precisely
the schema of the concept. ~ 1 The problem, however, is to establish
whether this method is wholly distinct from the image or rather
follows from it, just as the trace left by the sensation is the
idealization of its permanence; whether, that is, Kant, in his
engagement with what is loosely called empiricism, has not
derived from it the resources and ultimately the very condition of
possibility of the schematism.
We can see, meanwhile, that the reasons underlying the rejection of the exemplarity of Christ, and of idolatry in general, are
also at work in Kant in the distinction between image and schema,
and that the difficulty in principle of distinguishing idol, ideal and
idea prolongs the aporia. From this point of view, it is significant
that, for Levinas, idolatry is characterized as contempt for the
Torah, which is the antithesis of idolatry, its absolute contradiction. For the essence of Judaism is conceived as an uninterrupted
exegesis of the book, of immutable letters traversed by the breath
of the living God. God, here, is not incarnate but, writes Levinas,
inscribed. His life is lived in letters.~ 2 By this, Levinas means that
the sign is the opposite of the golden calf. If, however, we consider
the meaning of the image from the beginning of the philosophical
tradition (the twofold meaning of the eidos in Plato, the meaning
of the image as a sign of itself and of what is other in Aristotle,
up to the double nature of the symbol as a thing and referral, and
indeed the 'wonderful' double nature of the word meaning in
Hegel), it becomes difficult to distinguish, by right and in principle, between image and concept. In fact, they both issue from
the trace - such that the opposition between the Torah and the
golden calf seems instead to be a complementarity arising from a
common genesis; the idea, simply, of the trace as a principle at
once originary and derivative.

It is precisely this ultimate indistinguishability between image
and trace, and between trace and sign, that represents the fundamental reason (before any historical argument concerning secularization) why it is difficult to distinguish not only philosophy from
theology, but philosophy from religion. It is interesting to see that
the motivation for this seems to lie less in the philosophy of
history than in the static features of a psychology of perception.
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Every empirical inscription implies idealization. If, then, Heidegger's claim to distinguish ontology from ontotheology, from
religion and from Christianity itself (to the point of refraining
from any consideration of the huge theological and generally
religious reception of Hcideggerian thought), is problematic, it is
just as difficult for Levinas to trace a distinction between his own
vision of religion as metaphysics and the ontological atheism that
he imputes to Heidegger. According to Levinas, philosophy as
ontotheology in the sense intended by Heidegger thinks the
possibility of God's meaning; and in so doing it determines him
immediately as an entity par excellence. This is why the history of
Western metaphysics is a history of the destruction of transcendence. In opposition to this, Levinas puts forward his own way which is that, also found in the tradition of Christian apologia, of
the credo quia absurdum: God does not have a meaning and is
thus irreducible to a determinate Being and to philosophy. Levinas
also counters that meaning overflows Being, and that to return it
to ontology is already to carry out a fatal reduction. This issues in
the usual critique of philosophy as the cult of presence and
immanence, which is why religious thinking that wishes to appeal
to experience, even in opposition to philosophy, will ultimately
have its foundation in the same ground as philosophy. If we
accept what has been said so far about the trace, not least in the
above regarding its psychological dimension, we see how just this
is what can be overturned: nothing is present, everything is trace,
presence constituting itself in the form of ideality. It is all the more
remarkable, therefore, that Levinas perceives a challenge to philosophy in the question of the idea of the infinite in Descartes,
which introduces precisely the hypothesis that nothing is present
because nothing is simply finite. In Descartes, the idea of God
might explode the unity of the 'I think', which is radicalized in
Malebranche: there is no idea of God, or God is his own idea:
'L'idee de Dieu, c'est Dieu en moi, mais deja Dieu rampant Ia
~onscience qui vise des idees, different de tout contenu.' 63 Moreover, referring to Descartes' second metaphysical meditation,
Levinas writes that the in of in-finite signifies, at the same time,
non and within. Rather than adopting a reductive attitude,
Levinas does not speak of a genesis of the infinite on the basis of
the finite, but instead underlines the fact that the negation of the
finite is already implied in the infinite, inscribed in the finite as a

trace, or - in Levinas' terms - as an inscription that is neither
empirical nor transcendental, older than both: a significance older
than signification, an arche-originary signification. In the end, via
an analysis that moves in a similar manner to Heidegger's
characterization of the transcendental imagination in the Kantbuch, Levinas maintains that the precession of the trace with
respect to the empirical and the transcendental must lead us to see
in the trace something transcendent. For our part, and in fundamental agreement with reductionism, we would be inclined rather
to see the transcendentality of the trace as a consequence of its
empirical and anthropological character. From this perspective it
seems permissible to understand the meaning of Being not as an
originary non-meaning, nor ultimately as a past that has never
been present, but precisely as a determinate ontic trace that
generates meaning by simple iteration.
Metaphysics in its modern sense is little older than the Disputationes metaphysicae of Suarez and, roughly speaking, comprises
the whole domain of theoretical philosophy. Its borders are ill
defined. For the university scholastics, it is Aristotle's first philosophy; for Cartesians, it is the three sectors of the supersensiblepsychology, cosmology and theology. It is revealing from this
perspective that Heidegger, for whom ontic knowledge is dependent on ontological knowledge, asserts in Being and Time that
fundamental ontology 'must be sought in the existential analytic
of Dasein', 64 adding immediately that the priority of Dasein is
first and foremost an ontical priority. Is this a contradiction, or .
more likely a circularity that follows from the fact that the antic
priority of Dasein is understood at the same time as an ontological
priority; for Dasein is that being in whose decision Being is an
issue. What is, then, a transcendental anthropology? It is the
nexus between psychology and metaphysics in which the meaning
of transcendental philosophy is enclosed. Metaphysics is the
unconditioned in man, the obscure space made possible by his
self-transcendent constitution. On the basis of similar consider·
ations, Samuel Alexander, in his Gifford Lectures of 1916-18.
which were subsequently published under the title of Space, Time
and Deity, elaborated a notion of deity as coincident with the
schematism: the deity is not God, but God in us, as the connection
of space and time. 'Deity is not spirit.' 65 It is the possibility of
matter and of spirit. Accordingly, deity is also an empirical

quality.(," We arc infinitely finite, or, in Alexander's terms: we are
finitely infinite, whereas the deity is infinitely infinite. We are finite
because our minds are only limited parts of the space and time in
which they are extended. We are infinite because, as in the
Monadologie, our minds are mirrors of the entire universe.
(6) The only analytical attribute of the soul is ego sum, ego
existoY According to an argument found in Vico and that was
also common to the period, marking the break with Aristotle,
nothing is easier for me to know than my spirit; thus, inner sense
is immediately familiar, and this is why Kant can say that the
reality of time is superior to that of space. At this point, I close
my eyes, abstract myself wholly from the senses and try to give
order to what I know. Some things are like the images of things,
and only these can properly be named ideas; with these, I represent
to myself (cogito-represente) a man, a chimera, the heavens, an
angel or God himself.fiR This sensationalist definition paves the
way for Locke, and also for Gassendi's polemic against Descartes,
in which he denounces an ambiguity in Descartes' argumentation.
His point is well made, for Descartes' argument rests on an
ontological and semantic equivocality in the idea - between
sensible representation (from which he derives evidence) and
intelligible principle (from which he derives necessity). Descartes
goes on to say that other ideas are representations conjoined with
an affection, with will or a judgement. Ideas are always true in
• themselves, as the defence of the senses that runs from Greek
philosophy down to Kantian anthropology rightly has it. It is
important to see that in Hume all feelings are true as well, owing
to an extension of representation to judgement. Nothing remains
· but judgements in which I must seek carefully to avoid mistakes.
The most common error is to think that things which are in me
are also outside of me, and for this reason it is important to
broach the genetic examination of the origin of ideas: some are
:born in me (nees avec moi, innatae), 69 others seem to be foreign
and to come from outside, others again are made by me.
Yet one can see how hard it is to separate these three types of
idea, and how all three fall under the regime of representation.
Moreover, the style of analysis followed by Descartes is psychological. Husser! will censure him for this, but without thereby
succeeding better than he in achieving independence from psy-
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chology·(or from anthropology: Husser! is wrong to reject Heidegger's anthropologism as misdirected). The source of these ideas,
to continue, is empirical (psychology); and that on which my
certainty is based (distinct from psychology) is the natural light,
which I cannot extinguish, for it is from this light that the
inference from doubt to certainty proceeds. The natural light,
then, is like the schematism, or, more precisely, like the synthetic
unity of apperception. The light is natural: empirical with a
transcendental or constitutive function. Such a light cannot be
placed in doubt: and yet we have to see that there is a difference
between the object and its idea, and the difference in question
resembles that between analogical and digital,' between physical
resemblance and logical identity (indeed, Descartes takes as an
example the difference between sensible knowledge and the astronomical knowledge of the sun). The idea of an omnipotent God
who is the creator of all things definitely has a greater objective
reality than that of the finite substances which I represent to
myself. Now, on the strength of the natural light- or, rather, as
just noted, of an empirical given that is transcendental precisely
on account of its empirical character, since the senses never lieit is plain that there must be at least as much objective reality in
the total efficient cause as in its effect. The nothing, in fact, could
not produce anything. Thus, according to an Augustinian argument that one rediscovers, for example, in Leibniz and Baumgarten, if we presuppose that there is something in the idea that is
not derived from the cause, we must assume that it comes from
the nothing. Now, that which I think subjectively may easily be
false, but this does not mean that it has no cause. From here one
has to go back to a first idea, which is like its master or its original
(patron ou original, instar archetypi)/0 or rather to God. All ideas
of other people, of things, animals and angels can come about in
combination with the idea of God, but not the idea of God itself.
God has here the same substance and function as the productive
imagination in Kant, in the way that it mysteriously sets itself
apart from the reproductive imagination.
Apparently, everything proceeds from God. In fact, however,
the empirical stands as constitutive of the transcendental: God
exists because orhenvise I, who am finite, could not have the idea
of an infinite substance. The mechanism is that of the constitution
of presence via the possibility of disappearance, as analysed by
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Derrida in La Voix et Ia phenomene, and with the same results
(presence is interwoven with absence; here, the transcendental is
interwoven with the empirical, or vice versa). Now, one attains to
God in a way that is empirical twice over: he is an idea (psychology) of a finite being. Descartes was careful to emphasize that
one does not reach the infinite by a simple negation of the infinite,
as there is plainly more reality in infinite substance than in finite
substance. One might ohject that there is at least as much reality
in the cause as in the effect? 1 However, the point is not the
filiation or naturalistic derivation of religion or suchlike, but the
recognition that it is in precisely this play of empirical and
transcendental that religious feeling consists. How could I know
that I lack something, that I doubt and desire, if there were not
the infinite? Clearly, I could lack some other finite thing; the
argument does not in any way show that what I lack is infinite,
nor even that it exists (cf. the example of phantom limbs taken up
by Descartes himself). 72 The trace, the lack which institutes the
infinite in the finite, emerges here as the structure of religious
feeling.
The circle tightens: if I were the author of my own being, I
would not doubt anything. With my doubt I thereby become
proof of the infinite. Conversely, it pertains to the nature of the
infinite that I who am finite cannot understand it. Between finite
and infinite the relation is, precisely, that of a trace and of an
impression. I am the image and likeness of God; I bear the mark
of the one who made me ('Ia marque de l'ouvrier empreinte sur
. son ouvrage - nota artificis operi suo impressa'). 73 It is from this
mark that the innate character of the idea of God in me arises (it
is the trace of God in me that provokes the feeling of the infinite
in the finite). In Augustinian and Platonic terms, the will (we
might say cupiditas, Streben, per l'assoluto) is the image of God
in me. The empirical-transcendental relation (and reproductive-productive imagination) is exemplified by the triangle: I can
imagine a triangle whose nature is what it is, and is eternal, even
though it is born in me. And there is no point in objecting that I
may have received it from the external world of sensibility because
I can imagine forms that I have never seen in nature and that
would none the less be endowed with rational and eternal
properties. From this Descartes concludes that an analogous
argument could be used to demonstrate the existence of God.
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Clearly, the problem lies in the fact that the triangle is in me as
something that I may have seen, whereas the image as such is
something empirical that I cannot avoid, and the empirical itself
is transformed by this very unavoidability into a transcendental.
In fact, I cannot think of God without existence, just as I cannot
think of a mountain without a valley - and this expresses an
aesthetic impossibility, not a logical one. In other words, I could
very easily think of God without existence, and consider his
existence as an aesthetic consequence and a sensory deficiency
akin to that which renders a chiliagon and a myriagon indistinguishable to me. At this point, one comes back to the triangle.
If I think of a triangle, I cannot conceive of it without certain
properties; this is still an aesthetic argument transformed into a
logical one - the empirical transformed into transcendental, as is
inevitable. The unavoidable function of the image leads one to
conclude that, in fact, abstracting from the empirical, I can
imagine - without imagining - a chiliagon that would be somewhat more aesthetically complex than a pentagon, and indistinguishable from a myriagon. The whole of the Sixth Meditation
is, accordingly, dedicated to the imagination, on which the entire
demonstration rests (the sensible passivity, which, via retention,
produces idealization).
(7) In Faith and Knowledge, Hegel reaches a conclusion that
could in effect have come from Kant: the transcendental imagination is the intuitive intellect, and the intuitive intellect is the
archetypical intellect. Bur it is archetypical only in that it is
category immersed in extension, which becomes category when it
separates itself from extension (they are the characteristics of the
Christian God as withdrawal from the sensible). And the same is
found in the Enzyklopadie §55 and with reference to the schematism in the Lessons on the History of Philosophy, where Hegel
believes this union of sensibility and intellect in the schema, via
the transcendental imagination, to be one of the most beautiful
moments of Kantian philosophy; albeit one misunderstood by
Kant himself who did not fully thematize the priority of the
imagination with respect to intuition and the intellect. Not having
recognized this priority, the synthesis that Kant performed was
extrinsic, as when one binds a table leg with a cord. This is quite
right, given that the syn of synthesis, being at once empirical and
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transcendental, cannot be characterized in the originary manner
envisaged by Hegel. Conversely, all that is valorized in Hegel
under the heading of life and the living spirit could more usefully,
and without equivocality, be understood in terms of the cooperation between empirical and transcendental (of which life is a
determinate modification: the fact that the living being has its
beginning and end in itself).
Returning to Faith and Knowledge, it is also clear why Hegel is
concerned to underline the originary value of the imagination.
Protestantism establishes the true faith, ieading it back to consciousness. Yet it also absolutizes the for~ of the finite, in Jacobi
and Fichte just as in Kant, such that no philosophy of this kind
can achieve knowledge of God, only knowledge of man. 'Truth,
however, cannot be deceived by this sort of hallowing of a
finitude' (my emphasis). 74 The absolute is not made up of the
finite and the infinite; in it the finite and the infinite 'are one', and
finitude disappears since whatever negativity there is in it is
negated. 75 As one can see, Hegel repeats the Cartesian argument,
or, more precisely, the logical structure by which it works; it
issues, however, not in the proof of the existence of God, but
rather in an absolute immanent to man in the form of the
transcendental imagination. This makes Kant's examination at
once illuminating and misleading.
The Kantian programme, as an analysis of the finite intellect, is
for Hegel wholly comprised in the project of Locke; in short, it
remains inscribed within a psychological domain that it exceeds
only in the question of how synthetic a priori judgements are
possible. But it is precisely here that the imagination, as the
possibility of judgements, intervenes. The imagination, in fact, is
the synthetic unity of intuition and intellect, or rather of activity
and passivity, of empirical and transcendental. 76 Hegel has every
right, then, to underline the excessive character of the transcendental imagination. Through it a psychological examination of
the finite intellect can, at the same time, define the possibility
of synthetic a priori judgements, which are realized precisely
'through the absolute originary identity of the heterogeneous': 77
or, in view of the originary identity of the empirical and transcendental, reproductive and productive, non-dialectizable and
dialectizable.
The problem is, however, that it is inappropriate to use the
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term 'originary' here. The imagination is originary (it effects the
synthesis of intuition and intellect) only in so far as it is secondary:
judgement is transcendental only in so far as it is also a judicium
sensuum. Hegel maintains that one has understood nothing of the
transcendental deduction if one does not see in the imagination
not the medium introduced between subject and object, but rather
that which as primary produces the subject and object. Equivocating over the originary (by ignoring that there is no longer any
necessity for the originary to refer to the notion of origin as prius)
allows Hegel to highlight as the limit of Kantian imagination what
is, in fact, its primary resource (Heidegger will do the same with
regard to originary temporality, which in his view cannot intermix
with vulgar spatialized temporality). 'Productive imagination has
been allowed to get by easily in the Kantian philosophy, first
because its pure Idea is set forth in a rather mixed up way, like
other potencies, almost in the ordinary form of a psychological
faculty, though an a priori one.'n That this suffers from the
difficulty of explaining the exchange between soul and body in
Kant is certainly quite clear to Hegel. 79 But, once again, Hegeltaking the same approach that led him to criticize the extrinsic
character of the synthesis, the fact that Kant does not thematize
its originary character and so forth -reinforces the critique of the
psychologism that compromises the a priori nature of the imagin·
ation and makes of the Kamian system a formal idealism no
different from that of Locke. As such, to posit the intellect as
subjective is to negate it as absolute and thereby also to deny it
access to the absolute. From this follows, quite consistently, the
valorization of the imagination in the third Critique, in reference
principally not to the judgement of taste, but to teleological
judgement (which transposes the problem of imagination from the
merely psychological or aesthetic sphere to the theological), where
the identity of the transcendental imagination and the intuitive
intellect is reaffirmed. And this, of course, leads to the theological
conclusion:
If we remove from the practical faith of the Kantian philosophy
some of the popular and unphilosophical garments in which it is
decked, we shall find nothing else expressed in it but the Idea that
Reason does have absolute reality, that in this Idea the antithesis of
freedom and necessity is completely suspended, that infinite thought
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is at the same time absolute reality - or in short we shall find rhe
absolute identity of thought and being. (We are here thinking only
of Kant's doctrine of faith in God .. .).8°
With this, the problem of religion in our own time seems to have
been set out with sufficient clarity. The absolute is seen to have an
empirical and psychological genesis, but (in a tacit furtherance of
a Cartesian argument) it is assumed that the infinite must have
more reality than the finite.
(8} The common and unfamiliar root that 'perhaps' generates
sensibility and intellect: 81 this, according to Heidegger, is the
unknown that Kant wants to penetrate. We should like to ask
whether the Heideggerian horizon, just because it postulates a
correspondence between Being and subjectivity and between transcendence and the self-transcendence of the subject, does not
move towards a conception of the transcendental imagination
that is originary precisely in so far as it is derived (in accordance
with what Derrida has called a logic of the supplement). We have
spoken of 'subjectivity' in the tacit assumption of its equivalence
with Dasein, since the Heideggerian critique of subjectivity is for
the most part a deliberate move borne out of a historiographical
hypothesis. The self-overcoming of Dasein is, in fact, just what
one sees at work in the Meditationes. Yet self-transcendence is
characteristic of the imagination (the trace retained. passively,
which thereby becomes spontaneous, active and idealized). And,
in turn, the imagination is characteristic of Dasein. Thus, in the
course of the winter semester of 1922-3, Heidegger proposed to
translate Peri Psyches not as Von der Seele, but as Uber das Sein
in der WeltY The soul is the seat of the imagination. The retention
of the trace secures temporality, and subjectivity would be merely
the outcome of a sensible retention which in its turn becomes
pretension and idealization (exactly what Heidegger will thematize some years later as the self-overcoming of Dasein, but with
the qualification that Dasein already is self-transcendence, or
follows from an idealizing retention). The same motif, seen here
in relief against imagination, recurs in the relation between Dasein
and Being. In Sein und Zeit Being is defined as transcendent - as
the transcendens schlechthin - yet as that which is thought in
Dasein (whose condition lies in Dasein\. Thic: ic; cle;:lrt>r c:till ;,., t-ho
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valorization of the Nothing in 'Was ist Metaphysik?', which could
easily be transcribed into a Cartesian horizon: 'Being itself is
essentially finite and reveals itself only in the transcendence of
Dasein whi'ch is held out in the nothing.'& 3 'Going beyond beings
occurs in the essence of Dasein. But this going beyond is metaphysics itself. This implies that metaphysics belongs to the "nature
of man" ... Metaphysics is the basic occurrence of Dasein. It is
Dasein itself.'R 4 In its turn, Vom Wesen des Grunds may be
characterized as a thematization of the self-transcendence of the
empirical as possibility of the transcendental: the Nothing is the
not of the being; the not of the being (the Nothing) reveals Being;
Being is the difference from the being, made possible by the being.
'The ontological difference is the "not" between being and
Being.'R 1 Here, implicitly, we find the definition of imagination as
a faculty conserving the trace of sensible things in their absence.
The foundation is lacking because the foundation is the difference hctwccn being and Being. It is the Nothing of this difference
produced by the self-transcendence of Dasein which, surpassing
itself, carries itself towards the transcendental. What we find here
is an exact repetition of a Cartesian movement, with an analogous
outcome: that which, as empirical, turns out to be constitutive of
the transcendental presents itself as constituted by the transcendental which has been emancipated through idealization. If we
were positivists, we could claim to have discovered the origin of
religious feeling, but this all too obvious thought is not the point
here. From the impulse towards the originary is derived everything
that Heidegger says when speaking of mystery, of the abyss, of
withdrawal- and, indeed, the whole reflection on Ereignis. What
might confidently be described as a further step, although in the
form of a thematization of the speculative aspects of the imagination, would lead essentially to two points. First, there is absolutely no guarantee that the mediation between finite and infinite
will be resolved into a decision for the infinite or the finite; the
dialectic between the dialectizable and the non-dialectizable is still
dialectical - indeed, it is the most intimate possibility of dialectic
- but is not therefore resolved into the predominance of one pole
over the other. This is what happens in the imagination, which
takes the form precisely of both retention and idealization, of
finite passivity and the possibility of infinite iteration. Secondly,
there is no need to call this activity 'originary' (in Hegel's or
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Heidegger's sense), for the simple reason that ongmary and
derivative are themselves constituted as a pair following from the
passivity-activity of the imagination; the originary, here, would
just be something archaeological recovered from a teleological
perspective, in the manner of Freudian Nachtraglichkeit or of
Levinas' 'past that has never been present'. To speak of the selftranscendence of the cogito or of Dasein means therefore to
describe the physiological activity of the trace. A trace inscribes
itself, and the act of inscription is empirical and passive. None the
less, as inscribed and thus idealized, the trace becomes at the same
time transcendental. This unique move is what defines the transcendentality of the imagination.
The constitution of the present is made possible by the disappearance of the empirical. This is why Derrida can write that the
infinite difference is finite (a phrase not to be understood as a
general eulogy of the finite, but as the co-implication of the finite
and the infinite). Presence is never present to itself, because it is
constituted linguistically and, in a deeper sense, grammatologically as a trace. Spirit thus has its origin in iteration, or in the
letter (in iteration as the possibility of both the letter and the spirit
alike); which is precisely another way to say that the empirical (a
certain guise of the empirical) is transcendental, is the possibility
of the transcendental. The sign makes a sign: semantically, it
indicates itself and something other, according to what is in fact
already the resource of the image. Ontologically, it is suspended
between presence and absence. Like the imagination, it is at once
passive registration and active idealization. In this sense, preceding
ontology and phenomenology, prior to the empirical and prior to
the transcendental, the sign precedes the truth; it has existence,
therefore, but no essence.
This is why Heidegger proposes to translate 'anima' as 'Beingin-the-world'. The deferral made possible by the trace is not a
modification of the cogito, but constitutive of it.R 6 Thus in Kant,
moreover: I produce time in the moment in which I experience it,
or rather, I produce inner sense in the moment in which I place it
together with outer sense - Aristotle was right to define time as
the number of movement according to the before and after. One
may still ask whether the origin of God as much as of man does
not lie in precisely this mystery (the condition of the empirical and
the transcendental) immanent to the trace. From it is derived all
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'theological'. ('metaphysical') notions that nourish the world of
the spirit: image or representation, sensible or intelligible, nature
or culture, nature or technology. And, conversely, we should note
that the very attempt to go back, to reach the possibility of the
trace, leads to the unifying structure characteristic of mysticism.
Yet for just this reason, once again, there is no point in going
back to originary time (to adopt the form that Heidegger gives to
the general need for the origin) because there is no vulgar time,
or, rather, even originary time would already be derivative. That
everything can be sacred or profane, full of meaning or perfectly
senseless, seems here to be the simple consequence of what will
look like the most mundane evidence and the most problematic of
mysteries: the passage from the sensible to the intelligible by way
of the inscription of the trace.
Translated by David Webb
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7
D·ialogues in Capri
Hans-Georg Gadamer

As the only German participant in this small discussion group, I
found myself in a somewhat difficult situation. None of the other
participants spoke in German, and with my old ears I was only
able to follow the broad outline of the contributions which were
so rapidly delivered in French, Italian and Spanish. Even now, I
have only put pen to paper after having read the written transcript
of the contributions by Derrida and Vattimo.
Derrida has described our friendly discussion so accurately and
so well that I have nothing further to add. None the less, the
dialogue between Gianni Vattimo and Jacques Derrida has
assumed such a central position in my own reflections that I was
glad to be able to read their contributions more closely.
Clearly, the selection of participants was also one-sided since,
with the exception of myself, everyone came from the Latin world.
I was the only Protestant. More problematic, as Derrida rightly
pointed out, was the absence of any representative of Islam.
Equally problematic was the fact that no woman was present,
especially since women - and mothers in particular - certainly
have a privileged contribution to make to the theme 'religion in
our world'.
None the less, the atmosphere was one of concord and collective
endeavour. Despite the diversity of languages, none of us felt tied
to any sort of dogma. The common word 'religion' remains, now
as before, a privilege .of Latin culture, the origins of which
probably lie in the rural civilization of early Rome. In general, I
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do not hold etymologies to be of such great importance. Neither
Heidegger nor Derrida has yet succeeded in convincing me that
an etymology can tell us something important if what is uncovered
does not somshow continue to speak to us in the living language
of today. This is the case even if the etymology is correct, whatever
'correct' may mean in this context.
I believe that I have now come to understand the principal
themes which led to our meeting here in Capri. They were clearly
articulated by the first two speakers, Derrida and Vattimo. For
reasons which I have already indicated, my own contribution was.
concerned only with a very general perspective. Undoubtedly, the
title under which our various contributions are gathered needs to
be grasped in a broader ~ense. It should, in fact, be termed
'Religion and the Religions'. For this expresses the situation in
which the problem of religion has become a central concern in the
modern world. Ours can hardly be termed an age of religious
wars, but the catastrophe of the Second World War certainly had
something of the madness of a bloody religious conflict about it.
This point was also expressed by Vattimo in recognizing the
important role played by dogmatic atheism in the background to
the conflict of the Second World War. This background has since
changed to a significant extent and atheism no longer possesses
the same force now that the racist madness of National Socialism
and the compulsory state religion of the Soviet Union have met
·
their end.
None the less, we need to recognize how difficult it is to reform
totalitarian economic and social structures in countries such as
Soviet Russia if Western economic and political models are
successfully to be introduced in place of the old model of a
powerfully centralized government and a command economy. The
same difficulty is undoubtedly confronted by intellectuals in many
other 'advanced' countries. The 'rationally organized' character
of the old social system continues to survive even after the breakup of the Soviet state in so far as the idea of a planned economy
is still considered to offer a rational solution to problems of social
and political organization. The dream of a 'true' socialism is
far from having been fully renounced. Before such dreams, the
prosaic reality of everyday life finds itself in a difficult position.
The ideal of democracy, with its acceptance of dependency, risk
and unstable economic conditions, and its modest system of
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adaptation, is not easily accepted in modern mass society. The
realism underlying this system of permanent compromise may
well be unable to satisfy the dreams and illusions of a society
accustomed to pliant obedience. Such realism may be more
difficult to learn than obstinately persisting in the promise of
salvation held out even by an oppressive dictatorship which still
dreams of world revolution.
Even after the breakdown of the Marxist doctrine of ideological
self-deception promulgated from the standpoint of a dogmatic
atheism, the various religions still find difficulty in reaching out to
people. The battle lines have, of course, changed and things are
different today in so far as dogmatic atheism no longer forms one
of the fronts. In the place of Marxism, with its global denial of all
forms of religion, we encounter a new type of atheism which is
based on indifference. It is this indifference which increasingly
seems to characterize the attitude of the younger generation in the
industrialized world. Certainly, as a proportion of humankind as
a whole, they still do not yet represent the majority. Moreover,
the nature of this indifference varies greatly across the different
Christian confessions. None the less, we can no longer conceal
from ourselves the fact that the industrialization of society itself
sometimes takes on the form of a religion of the world economy
which also prefigures future developments. Nor are we so sur·
prised by this. From Max Weber we have learnt how capitalism
and industrialization were to a large extent inspired by Protestant·
ism. The doctrine of predestination, in particular, served to
legitimate the striving for commercial success which characterizes
modern industrial societies. The undeniable progress in science
and technology has allowed the consequences of this development
to grow into an independent power over which we are no longer
fully in control. The inner law governing developments in industry
and technology determines our destiny to an ever-increasing
degree and we Europeans are confronted with the problem of
hardly knowing any longer how to respond to this. The same
holds true for the United States of America.
Over time this system has, in fact, led to an increasingly high
standard of living in the industrialized countries, although it
originally led directly to acute impoverishment and the development of an industrial proletariat. This was what Marx and Engels
so vigorously denounced, especially in Great Britain which para-
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digmatically represented both the new machine technology and
the destitution of those it rendered unemployed. With the industrialization of the economy, entirely new social tensions arose
which presented the social policy of the modern state with new
challenges. ln general, it led to an increasing regulation of social
relations, something which became even more inevitable with the
introduction of the welfare state. Thus, for example, the regulation of the struggle between employers and employees led to the
introduction of negotiating procedures which, to a large extent,
are still operative today. Prevention of the abuse of the unemployed and the provision of benefits to those who lose their jobs
have become fundamental challenges which society and the economy have to meet. An army of civil servants has grown up and
with it a rampant bureaucracy and a concomitant transformation
of our entire way of life. The senseless destruction wrought by the
terrible wars of this century has repeatedly stimulated the technological revolution through the process of 'reconstruction' of what
was destroyed. Despite all the ravages and devastation of war,
prosperity in the industrialized countries has continued to grow,
encouraging the emergence of the new concept of 'quality of life'.
On a global scale, however, the gulf between rich and poor
countries continues to widen all the time. In particular, in our
own industrialized countries the traditional basis of the family
and its unifying influence on society has been weakened. This is
the case throughout the various social strata, from the aristocracy
and the bourgeoisie through to all the other classes which constitute modern society. The notion of 'service', too, has to a large
extent lost the dimension of honour which was once associated
with it, and which also exerted an influence on the Christian
Church and its continued vitality.
However, there are also other religions and other great civilizations whose origins are quite unconnected to the world of
Puritanism, even if they too are touched, and increasingly touched,
by the 'religion of the world economy'. We do not know whether
the people who make up this larger part of humanity will be able
successfully to defend their own religiously grounded social and
cultural world under the thin and seemingly transparent industrial
skin within which, to a greater or lesser extent, we all now live.
Although what we term the Enlightenment was a process which
took place in the modern period of Christian Europe, we really
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need to think further back into the past. We are gradually
beginning to realize that it is only relatively recently that great
ancient cultures such as those of China or of India have begun ro
enter into dialogue with the later European Enlightenment. Once
we ask why it is that the Christian Enlightenment proved victorious in Europe rather than other areas or civilizations of the globe,
we have already taken an important step towards understanding
the historical destiny of the West. Even in the very beginnings of
the West we encounter an original Enlightenment which clearly
documents the self-conscious reflection upon human speech and
language. In this context it is not without significance that the
background to the modern Enlightenment is described as a
'Renaissance', a name which refers back to that origin with the
re-birth of Greek and Roman antiquity. None the less, we must
learn to think on a broad scale if, under the title 'Religion and the
Religions', we seek to reflect on the destiny of humankind and to
consider what the future may bring. We must properly ask
ourselves whether other religious and cultural worlds can provide
any response to the universality of the scientific Enlightenment
and its consequences which is different from the 'religion' of the
global economy. Will the world, perhaps, be able to discover an
answer which, as yet, can only be guessed at?
I do not venture to express an opinion on this question.
However, I am convinced that the development of modern science
and technology, and so, too, of the world economy, possesses
irreversible consequences for the fate of humankind on this
planet. It is far from my intention to suggest that the path along
which we have travelled from Greek antiquity through to Christianity will extend, in some mysterious way, into a broad and
promising future. Nor do I wish to encourage the hope that
everything can once again be brought back into equilibrium.
The destructive powers which technology has placed in human
hands- weapons technology in general and atomic technology in
particular - have, for the first time, made the survival of humankind on this planet into a real issue. What process of critical
recovery of the past through social and political education would
be required for us to bring about a new equilibrium between
nature and culture?
It is not fortuitous that we should raise this question, which
possesses such a complex and far-reaching background. The

adaptive capacity of the species Homo sapiens, although common
to all human patterns of life and cultural formations, is not of a
uniform nature. If we think, for example, of Far Eastern cultures,
such as China and Japan, it is clear that these peoples, along a
completely different path from our own, have developed highly
prized virtues such as self-discipline, energy and hard work which
help enormously in the task of assimilating European science and
technology. Down even to the tips of their dextrous fingers, they
seem almost predestined for the precision mechanics of the
technological world. At the same time, they have long pursued
their own independent direction in domains outside of modern
industry and technology, resulting in completely different achievements in fields such as architecture and landscape gardening, and
in calligraphy and graphics. Moreover, in their own religions they
have remained bound to a much greater extent to ancestral
tradition and familial structure. This provides the basis for a very
different conception of human rights from that which is valid in
the West. For example, there is nothing which corresponds co the
importance placed on death in European countries.
The participants in this discussion, above all the principal
speakers, Vattimo and Derrida, have sought to engage with the
problem of religion as it is encountered in the context of the
European Enlightenment and from the perspective of our European culture. However, if the undogmatic concern with religious
experience which has governed this discussion is to be thought
through from a global perspective, it should be possible and
indeed necessary to extend this problematic to include other world
religions. Whenever it is a question of experience, we should
always begin from where we are. None the less, even a cursory
glance at the other world religions shows us that there is one thing
which seems never to be wholly absent. Namely, the ubiquitous
knowledge of one's own death and at the same time the impossibility of the actual experience of death. This is the exemplary
characteristic of what it is to be human. The knowledge of one's
own limit or end is something which no other living creature
possesses.
We need only call to mind the Greek tragedy of Prometheus
which is traditionally attributed to Aeschylus. Here, in mythical
form, the dramatist seeks to grasp what differentiates human
beings from all other living creatures not only in terms of the
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knowledge of death as such but in the capacity to know in
advance the exact day and hour of one's own passing. Prometheus,
the divine symbolic figure who represents knowledge of the future
as such, .is presented in the drama as the person who disguises
from human beings the knowledge of the day and hour of their
death. He identifies this, rather than the gift of fire, as his principal
service to mankind. For man is hereby enabled, through work,
enthusiasm and delight in the future, to overcome the inertia and
lack of a future which had previously paralysed him. To reinterpret the myth of the theft of fire in this way required an enormous
conceptual advance. The possession of fire is now understood not
merely as an enrichment of the technological capacity of human
beings, but as something which goes far beyond this: it is
conceived as the ability to plan and to exercise skill in general. It
is clear rhat this dramatic treatment of the Prometheus myth could
only derive from a very advanced stage of enlightenment, and for
this reason doubts have repeatedly been raised concerning Aeschylus' authorship. What we learn from the play is that the impenetrable mystery and uncanniness of death accompanies, like a
dowry, that capacity to conceive the future which distinguishes
human beings from other living creatures, and that this is a
dangerous gift. It seems' that, in anticipating what is to come, we
are irresistibly led to try to think beyond the certain fact of death.
Thus it is that human beings are the only living creatures who are
known to bury their dead.
In burying the dead we seek to hold on to those who are no
longer living and to venerate them through cults as still preserved
in memory. Knowledge of all the votive offerings which went into
the grave alongside the deceased remains a source of astonishment
to anyone who is familiar with the early history of humankind.
An entire ship was found in Oslo, and everywhere, as if in
preparation for a life beyond, we find the bestowal of gifts without
any real intention of future use. Rather, this is a form of symbolic
action, like that other undisputed characteristic of humankind,
speech. Perhaps the two are inseparable from one another: the
attempt to think beyond death and the miracle of language, which
can allow something to be brought before us even in its absence.
Schelling once observed that 'The anxiety of life drives the creature
outside of its own centre.' Human beings are presented with the
task of sustaining such an existence, and it is this anxiety before

death which Heidegger characterized as anticipation or runnmg
towards death < Vorlaufen zum Tode>.
Without doubt, the shared background for our discussion of
religion here in Capri was provided by the search for God in the
thought of Heidegger. The two principal speakers saw themselves
confronted by the same task. On the one hand, both recognize
that we need to be free of all dogmatism, above all that dogmatism
which refuses to see in religion anything other than the deception
or self-deception of human beings. Just as decisively, both agree
that no matter to what extent we recognize the urgency of religion,
there can be no return to the doctrines of the Church. On the
other hand, however, the transformation of Greek metaphysics
into a form of natural theology no longer appears sustainable in
an age of Enlightenment. Both positions clearly have Heidegger's
'overcoming' or extrication from Western metaphysics in view.
None the less, we can ask whether the problem which we have
characterized in this way has really been resolved. Perhaps we are
concerned here with a problem which cannot be solved through
human reflection. This is something which Heidegger himself in
the end came to recognize: 'Only a God can save us.'
The conspicuous thing about Vattimo's contribution is his
particular concern with the problem of return <Ruckkehr>.
Clearly 'return' cannot mean a return to metaphysics or to any
sort of ecclesiastical doctrine. In opposition to all hasty proclamations of salvation, both speakers wish to take the non-comprehensibility of death seriously and for this reason will find the
answers contained in the promises of religion incompatible with
the demands of rationality. Vattimo himself emphasizes that the
phenomenon of a return is deeply embedded in religious experience. It is not for nothing that one speaks of a 'conversion'
(Bekehrung: a turning around). The triumphal appropriation of
the world which each of us experiences as a child is preserved
through the acquisition of our mother tongue. This is, indeed, an
extraordinary experience which we all undergo, but at the same
time it is not without risk, since ultimately each of us must
encounter the limits of such appropriation or possession. The
tremendous encouragement to thought which is elicited through
the acquisition of language may well awaken a triumphant feeling
of unrestricted possession, but this deluded conception of omnipotence is unavoidably frustrated by the experience of pain and
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failure and miscarried hopes. The task of avoiding dogmatic
hastiness always gets caught up once again in the mystery of
death, something which cannot be relieved by any homesickness
for the simple faith of childhood. Nobody will ever know the true
beginning of their true existence. It must always be a matter of
experience, instruction and the investigation of one's own powers,
at the end of which there lies an uncrossable border. It would be
presumptuous to seek to argue away this original story of one's
own childhood and of the formation of one's own experience.
This account belongs to what it is to be human, a being whose
form of life is not pre-established; Certainly, it makes a difference
if someone is introduced into the rituals of religious life when they
are in the process of acquiring their first orientation in the world.
However, no one is spared confrontation with the claims, and
indeed the limits, of the Enlightenment, even if this takes place
only with the final emancipation which comes with 'maturity'.
It seems almost unavoidable that our consciousness of our own
existence should not only open up new horizons of memory and
remembrance - an awareness of where we come from and how
we came to be - but that it should also open up a horizon of
futurity in which, even towards the end of one's life, expectation
or hope strives to win out over faintheartedness. Nature scarcely
allows any human being to consent willingly to departure from
this life and the struggle against death is sustained as long as
strength remains. To this extent, the image of the crucified God,
which Christianity opposes to all other representations of the
beyond or of a possible future life, appears to impose a demand
on us which exceeds what is humanly possible. If there is one
thing which characterizes life in all its unwavering vigour, it is the
inexhaustibility of the will to live which never ceases to desire a
future. Can there be such a thing as acceptance of death? Does
this not go beyond our human powers? Here we begin to see what
it means that our cultural life is dominated by the Gospel of the
sacrificial death of the Son of Man who is also the Son of God,
which presents the true redemption, superior to all other promises
of salvation.
Vattimo's contribution requires a close study of the literature
given in the references. This is something which I am no longer in
a position to do. However, in so far as I have been able to derive
instruction from the text, things look like this: I understand that
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he wishes to avoid metaphysics and that theology which continues
to make use of metaphysics. I also understand that he considers
the work of Levinas, to whom he is otherwise very close, to be
insufficient here in so far as Levinas merely seeks to underline the
finitude and creatureliness of our consciousness of our own
existence. Clearer to me is the way in which Vattimo has presented
the idea of incarnation as something unavoidable, situating it
within Heidegger's innovative analysis of the metaphysical concept of time (and of its overcoming). Vattimo wishes to free
himself from metaphysics by incorporating the turn towards
positivity which is found in the work of the later Schelling. On
this account, it is necessary to recognize the role of myth, even if,
according to Schelling, this role is ultimately to be established
through recourse to the message of Christianity. Here, as always
with Schelling, it is necessary to relate his position to Hegel's
conception of the problem, in particular to Hegel's characterization of the relationship between religion and philosophy as a stage
on the way to absolute knowledge. At the end of the Phenomenology of Spirit and in the early sketches for the Encyclopaedia it
gradually becomes clear what form the relationship between
religion and art is to take. The transition from the stage of
representation to that of the concept cannot be made without art.
Here we clearly have to do with the mystery of 'art as beauty'.
Hegel identifies the real achievement of religion in its capacity to
break free from everything particular, thereby allowing the universal to appear in any content whatsoever. In this way, beautiful
art, as 'art', achieves the same thing which philosophy realizes in
the universality of the concept. What is intended by both is 'truth'.
In paragraph 562 of Hegel's Encyclopaedia, we read:
As regards the close connection between art and the various
religions, we can observe that beautiful art is only to be found in
those religions in which spirituality has become concrete and free
but has not yet been elevated to an absolute principle ... This is
connected to the further and higher observation that the introduction of art already signifies the decline of the stage of religion which
remains bound to sensible externality . . . The sublime divinity
which is expressed through the work of art both liberates and
satisfies the genius of the artist and the spectator ... the apprehension and the consciousness of spirit's freedom is anained and
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preserved. Beautiful art has realized in its own sphere the same as
philosophy- the purification of spirit from bondage.
Hegel maintains that true objectivity can only be realized in the
medium of thought. But docs this represent a limitation on
harmonious art? Schelling's further step towards positivity is
perhaps a step beyond the absoluteness of reflective spirit.
Derrida's contribution starts out with reference to Kant, and it
is clear that Derrida follows the doctrine of the 'parerga' from
Kant's essay on religion. Religious doctrine is indeed beyond our
rational comprehension, but it is not incompatible with the
concept of freedom which forms the basis of Kant's practical
philosophy. Derrida's second point of reference is a repetition of
his ingenious play with the concept of the chora. In this context,
at the risk of being charged with metaphysics, I too can begin to
grasp the idea that the chora, as that which provides place and
space, does not in the least determine what occupies that space. In
this way, the concept of chora can be applied unproblematically
to the nco-Platonic concept of the One and of the divine. The way
in which it is used in the Timaeus can also appropriately be
understood as an expression of the complete indeterminacy which
characterizes the relationship between noetic and sensible being.
Although this relationship is wholly indeterminate it must, none
the less, be unconditionally presupposed. Both numerical calculation and Euclidean geometry are truths which we grasp. At the
same time, we cannot grasp how it is that there is a real world
and how it is that the world is fashioned in such a way that it
corresponds to these truths. The concept of chora takes up a
Pythagorean heritage. In this it reflects the enormous progress of
contemporary mathematics at the time of Plato, which had
developed to the point of the Platonic doctrine of regular bodies.
At the same time, in this context Plato simply relates a long
history of the divine demiurge which established the order of the
world and, despite all its evident disorder, regulates all worldly
events. Here it is possible to draw upon the structure of the
elements, the most recent human science, the geometry of the
triangle and the study of stereometry in which, so to speak, one
sees once again an approximation to the perfect sphere of being.
This is an ingenious game, but in truth nothing more.
Outside of such enthusiastic play with myths, Plato himself
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does not provide any definitive statement concerning the relationship between the singular and the universal. The concept of participation, the famed methexis, always means the participation of
the ideas with one another, as these constitute the logos. The
participation of the individual in the universal is presupposed as
something self-explanatory. For this reason, no more exact account
is provided by Plato. This is the case, for example, in the Phaedrus.
Aristotle was the first to attempt to grasp conceptually - in terms
of primary and secondary substances - what Plato presupposed
as self-explanatory and as beyond the domain of conceptua·l
thinking. Subsequently, in the age of scholasticism, this led to the
dispute over universals and to the establishment of nominalism as
the key epistemological concept of the modern period.
To draw our discussion together, both participants are clearly
in agreement that neither metaphysics nor theology is able to
provide a scientific answer to the fundamental question as to \\'hy
there is something rather than nothing. But now it is time for the
other participants to speak, and I open myself to new reflection.
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